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ABSTRACT 

The Band Carries Medicine: Music, Healing and Community 
in Haitian/Dominican Rara/Gaga 

Maurea E. Landies 

In the southeastern Dominican Republic, a festive, carnavalesque Easter 

procession featuring music, dance and ritual is widely performed by small local troupes 

of mostly poor rural workers and working class residents of local mill towns. The 

procession is called, in Spanish, el Gaga, and originates in Haitian Rara brought by 

Haitian immigrant laborers, especially those who have traveled to the region to work in 

the sugar cane industry. A number of interest groups participate in this performance, 

across boundaries of language, nation of origin, race, ethnicity, class, age and gender. I 

utilize a composite name, Rara/Gaga, to honor the participation of Haitian immigrants, 

Haitian Dominicans and Dominicans who claim no Haitian ancestry in this performance 

and to evoke its dialogism and hybridity. In this work, the performance is examined in 

the light of the historical context of Haitian Dominican relations, as well as global 

geopolitical forces. 

Most of my fieldwork was undertaken in a sugar cane village and other locales in 

the southeastern Dominican Republic in the mid 1990s, with research also conducted in 

urban centers of the Dominican Republic, in New York City and in Haiti. My approach is 

informed by prior studies in New York City of music/dance/ritual practices that 

demonstrate Central African influences, especially AfroCuban traditions; Central African 

influences in Rara/Gaga are also explored in this work. I examine the overlap between 

Rara/Gaga and AfroHispaniolan ritual called Vodou in Haiti and Vodu in the Dominican 

Republic. I argue that, for participants in the Dominican Southeast and along a 



transnational social network that includes Haiti and diasporic locales such as the United 

States, Rara/Gaga is viewed by participants as a healing community that incorporates 

music, dance, ritual and procession along the Haitian Dominican cultural border. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Ezili Jan Petwo 
Pwete m poulet poul nwa w la 
Mpwalfe maji a mache 

Ezili Jan Petwo1 

Let me have your black fowl there 
I am going to make the medicine walk 

The Southeastern Dominican Republic is a border zone removed from the border, 

an area where the economies of two nations intertwine due to the centrality of the Haitian 

and Haitian Dominican labor force to the Dominican sugar cane industry and other 

economic sectors in the region and the importance of transmigrant remittances to local 

Haitian economies back home. The Dominican Southeast, with its fertile cane fields and 

sugar cane villages, or bateyes2, where Haitian immigrants and Haitian Dominicans 

labor; sugar cane mill towns and tourist centers at the ports of La Romana and San Pedro 

de Macoris; vast cattle pastures; zona franca industrial parks; picturesque beaches and 

new resort hotels—this region of the Dominican Republic, long an economic engine of the 

country, presents a very different landscape from mountainous Haiti, large tracts of which 

are deforested and eroded, dotted with small family farm plots on the hillsides. And yet, 

the Southeastern Dominican Republic, at the opposite end of Hispaniola from it neighbor, 

1 Ezili is a female Lwa, or spirit of the AfroHispaniolan religion known as Vodou, or in its Dominican 
variant, Vodu. Like many of the Lwa, Ezili manifests in a number of avatars with distinct personalities. 
Ezili's aspect as part of the Jan Petwo family situates her as one of a group of volatile, temperamental 
spirits. 
2 Batey (Spanish): sugar cane village, usually constructed and owned by the sugar cane concern. According 
to Edwin Miner Sola, batey was an indigenous term that referred to a square or rectangular space, usually 
in front of the chiefs house, in which the Tainos, indigenous inhabitants of Hispaniola and Puerto Rico, 
held gatherings and ceremonies (Miner Sola 2002:15). 
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feels like a Haitian-Dominican border, for in the Southeast, the distinctive local "country" 

accent of Dominican Spanish meets Haitian Kreyol in various linguistic permutations. 

And Haitian Dominicans, Haitian immigrants, as well as Dominicans who claim no 

Haitian ancestry participate in an African-derived drum (and aerophone) /dance /song 

/ritual practice called Rara in Kreyol and Gaga in Spanish, an Easter seasonal procession 

through the cultural border zone between Haiti and the Dominican Republic. 

This Easter processional performance, familiar to villagers and townspeople in the 

the region and associated by locals with los haitianos (Spanish: the Haitians), also 

includes the participation of many Dominicans not of Haitian descent. The procession 

sweeps up every constituency in its path—from expert musicians leading the march to 

passers-by who jump into the moving stream3 to sing and dance along its margins; from 

glamorous dancers in elaborate costumes to local children in rags twirling mock batons 

made of sticks—the desperately poor and the middle class; black, brown and white faces; 

women, children and men. The public aspect of Rara Sen Domeng (Kreyol: Rara in the 

Dominican Republic), as Haitians in Haiti would call it, or Gaga, as Spanish-speakers in 

the Dominican Republic would say, is carnavalesque and celebratory, as dozens of 

performance troupes burst onto the scene in brightly colored costumes starting on Good 

Friday in the morning, dancing for miles through the bateyes and mill towns of the 

Southeast, playing bamboo trumpets called banbou4, drums and hand percussion; 

3 Michael Largey describes the experience of walking with a Haitian Rara band as "being swept away by 
the power of a surging flood" (Largey 2008:1). Or as Robert Adams states, "I love the flexible nature of 
the religion, but it also makes it hard to catch. That is great though, because it allows—strike that: invites— 
us to continue to travel in its wake. I believe the Gaga is the penultimate visual metaphor of the tradition. 
Humans waves parading in a type of planned chaos, free to encounter the appointment with history" 
(Adams, personal communication with the author, 2008). 
4 The banbou (Kreyol spelling) is comprised of a section of bamboo trunk cut at the joint, hollowed out and 
dried. The banbous vary in size and pitch depending upon whether they are taken from higher or lower in 
the trunk. Synonyms are vaksin in Kreyol, and in Spanish, bambu oxfututo. 
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dancing; singing mostly in Haitian Kreyol but also in Spanish—until on Easter Sunday 

they return to their bateyes or, in the case of a few of the troupes, to their mill town 

neighborhoods, where they hang up costumes and instruments until the next year. 

But one has to go into the villages and the mill town neighborhoods in order to 

learn more about this procession, about its ritual foundation in the AfroHispaniolan 

religion which scholars call Vodou in Haiti and Vodu in the Dominican Republic, 

dedicated to the veneration of spirits called Lwa (Kreyol) or Luases (Spanish), and in 

which the dead also play an important role; and about the unseen work of many patrons, 

organizers, and other supporters involved in the preparations for the Easter performance 

and in maintaining "off-season" continuity from year to year. 

This performance is pan-Hispaniolan. In Haiti on Easter weekend, Rara bands 

make their way through rural mountain villages and the streets of Port-au-Prince and 

other cities and towns. Rara is also performed where Haitian immigrants have settled in 

the Eastern portion of Cuba, where the term, "Gaga," is also used by Spanish-speakers, 

and in New York City, where there is a sizeable Haitian immigrant community 

performing Rara. Dominican immigrants have brought folklorized Gaga to New York 

and to other locales in the U.S. and elsewhere. In fact, in New York, among Haitian and 

Dominican musicians, the differences and similarities between what is called Rara and 

what is called Gaga are a topic of lively discussion and an arena where notions of identity 

and conceptualizations of diaspora are negotiated. It was in New York, after all, that I 

learned that the ubiquitous kone (Kreyol: a long metal trumpet with a conical bell), 

associated with many rural Haitian Rara bands5, is not common in the Dominican 

5 Largey has documented the utilization of marching band instruments such as trumpets, trombones and 
baritone horns in Rara bands from the town of Leogane, Haiti (Largey 2008:1). 
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Republic where the bamboo trumpet predominates, and that Dominican Gaga boasts a 

flattened short metal trumpet called tua-tud in Spanish (Kreydl: tatou-a, the tattoo).6 

For purposes of this study, I introduce a composite term not used in everyday 

parlance, but which conveys the dialogism and hybridity of this performance in the 

Dominican Republic. For purposes of this work, "Rara/Gaga," is a music, dance and 

ritual processional performance in Kreyol, Spanish and linguistic amalgams of the two, a 

performance in which various interest groups participate in a dialogic fashion. The 

term,"Rara" honors the Haitian origins of and the participation of Haitian immigrants and 

transmigrants in the performance, as well as the predominance of Kreyol song texts and 

discourse in Kreyol during and about the performance. The term, "Gaga" acknowledges 

the presence of discourse and songs in Spanish, the wide participation of Dominicans not 

of Haitian descent in local performance, and the promotion of the performance as part of 

AfroDominican folklore by a generation of revisionist artists and scholars in the 

Dominican Republic and in the Dominican diaspora. Usage of the term, "Rara/Gaga" 

emphasizes that this performance takes place along the Haitian Dominican border and is 

itself, an arena where difference is negotiated and sometimes selectively emphasized or 

elided. 

Fieldwork 

The fieldwork for this project was conducted during nine visits from 1994-1998, 

ranging in length of time from two weeks to six months, with the majority of my research 

time spent in the southeastern Dominican Republic. I also made five short trips to Haiti 

(one to two weeks). In the Dominican Republic, I worked with a performance 

6 Tony Vicioso, personal communication with the author, 1995. 
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troupe/ritual society called, Gaga Esperanza, centered in Batey Esperanza, a sugar cane 

village with a population of about 3000, mostly cane-workers and their families, near the 

mill town of La Romana.7 This batey, like others that dot the cane fields in the 

Southeastern region, is closely linked economically, socially and culturally to the town. I 

conducted fieldwork in Batey Esperanza and neighboring bateyes, as well as in La 

Romana and, to a lesser extent, San Pedro de Macoris. As this study looks at a 

Rara/Gaga troupe in motion from rural to urban locales, taking into account that some 

participants are transmigrant workers, others diasporic emigrants, as described above, the 

topic of study is performance within what Arjun Appadurai calls an expanded 

"translocal" social field, not limited to a single geographic locale (Appadurai 1996:51). 

At the time I conducted this research, Gaga Esperanza had been in existence for 

some 20 years and included performers who had worked together in another batey even 

before that time. During the four years that I attended the annual performance, the leader 

of the troupe, called in this work, "Homero," died, and the leadership of Gaga Esperanza 

was taken over by his daughter, Dulce. This work documents that transition, and 

examines the importance of individuals to the Rara/Gaga community and to its 

continuity. 

I was first introduced to Haitian Rara and Dominican Gaga in New York City in 

the early 1990s and initially traveled to the Dominican Republic as part of a contingent 

led by Tony Vicioso, a proponent of AfroDominican culture and a composer and, at that 

time, leader of a folkloric ensemble that performed Gaga in the U.S. The musicians, 

dancers, anthropologists and other researchers I met in the capital, Santo Domingo, were 

7 It should be noted that the Batey, the Gaga troupe and individual performers are called by pseudonyms in 
this work, for reasons of safety and security. 
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encouraging regarding conducting further research, and the residents of Batey Esperanza 

made me feel at home when I first visited in 1994. 

After my first visit, when I asked permission to conduct fieldwork in Batey 

Esperanza, I was accepted by Homero and his family as a patron and enthusiast of the 

Band. Like other guests from North America, I had been encouraged to make a 

contribution to the Band. In future visits, I brought clothing items - tennis shoes, etc., and 

bought provisions for the Band as an alternative to making cash contributions. In 

addition, I contributed to Dulce's household, as she allowed me to stay as a guest. 

Before traveling to the Dominican Republic, I had spent three years performing as 

a responsorial vocalist and conducting M. A. research in the ritual house of Cuban-born 

Palo practitioner, Felipe Garcia Villamil in New York City. As such, I gravitated to the 

choral section of Gaga Esperanza, where I found a warm welcome from the singers, 

especially the female singers who took me under their wing. As many of the core 

responsorial vocalists are also queens, or specialist female dancers, I had the opportunity 

of practicing dance steps with them and probably amused passersby in procession as 

being the only six foot tall white woman dancing along to the best of my ability and 

singing enthusiastically in Kreyol and Spanish. This role gave me an opportunity to have 

an insight into the lives of the women of Batey Esperanza, and I have attempted in this 

work to tell something of their story. 

The male performers and organizers were gracious and I did not feel excluded 

from their activities. However, as I was not a strong enough instrumentalist to perform 

with the troupe, I do not have the perspective that an instrumentalist would have of 

marching with the drum or bamboo trumpet corps and as will be discussed further below, 
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the male dancers also have a separate dance repertoire. Thus, my gender and status as a 

vocalist to some extent limited my access to the male performance tradition. 

At the time I conducted this research, a lively debate was occurring in New York 

pertaining to the participation of whites in African Atlantic folkloric ensembles and ritual 

houses, with accusations of cultural imperialism leveled at some, while at the same time, 

scholars were accused of divulging ceremonial secrets. I was previously aware of this 

debate in the context of AfroCuban ritual. In discussion of this topic, some residents of 

Batey Esperanza residents made the statement, "los misterios no vean el color," (Spanish: 

"the spirits don't look at the color"), indicating that, in their view, the participation of 

whites, per se, was not a problem, if the Lwa had no objection. However, if there were 

those in Batey Esperanza who were not in agreement with the participations of whites, or 

middle class participants, or foreigners, or scholars (all categories into which I could be 

consigned), it is possible that this information was not shared because of my status as a 

patron and someone who had been befriended by the leadership. 

There is no illusion for me, having conducted this dissertation fieldwork, that 

somehow I can remove myself from debates regarding identity or cultural patrimony— 

who has the right to participate in Rara/Gaga, or who has the right to name it. John 

Amira and Steven Cornelius, in their research on the music of Santeria in New York City 

point out that the work of scholars, referring in particular to Cuban ethnographer, 

Fernando Ortiz Fernandez, should be examined as part of a corpus of texts, narratives and 

performances associated with a given performance (Amira and Cornelius 1997). I do not 

know in what way this work will enter into the discourse pertaining to Rara/Gaga, but it 

is a realistic to assume that it will. 
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My foreigner status as an academic living in New York ironically probably made 

it easier for me to learn to read and write Kreyol than for many Batey Esperanza 

residents, who are unable to read or write Kreyol or Spanish, or French in the case of the 

Haitian-born. There is a large expatriate Haitian community in New York City, and I 

took a Kreyol class offered for teachers working with Haitian children in the Brooklyn 

public school system. 

Probably many Dominicans and observers from other parts of the world think that 

the only Haitians living in the Dominican Republic are poor and have had little or no 

formal schooling. However, I did get to know a few students and middle class Haitian 

immigrants and Haitian Dominicans living in La Romana or the capital, those who had 

gone to University, including some of the activists working with the Haitian Dominican 

rights organization, Movimiento de Mujeres DominicoHaitianas, or MUDHA (Spanish: 

Haitian Dominican Women's Movement). The fact that I had the opportunity to travel 

through the Dominican Republic and to meet these constituencies, along with some of the 

proponents of Haitian rights living near the border, such as the Belgian cleric, Padre 

Pedro Ruquy, and others who had worked with Radio Enriquillo, a radio station that 

o 

broadcast in Kreyol, gave me a sense of the wider Haitian Dominican dialogue. I visited 

members of a satellite Gaga in Santiago, where an enthusiastic contingent of artists and 

aficionados, mostly Dominicans not of Haitian descent, perform Gaga, and I attended 

concerts, lectures, folkloric classes in the capital, where I was privileged to meet some of 

8 Bernardo Matias estimates that there are 50 non-governmental organizations working on issues of Haitian 
Dominican cooperation and solidarity, particularly in the border regions, which he describes as, "una nueva 
cultura de relaciones organizativas alrededor de la cuestion dominicohaitiana " (Spanish: "a new culture of 
organizational relations around the Haitian Dominican question"~Matias 2001: 55). 
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the proponents of the AfroDominican movement, including some who had been active 

since the 1970s, such as the late June Rosenberg, who pioneered research on Gaga. 

I traveled several times to Haiti and witnessed Haitian Rara during the Lenten 

season and during a May Day celebration in Jacmel, which gave me some sense of 

possible continuities and differences between Haitian Rara and Rara/Gaga in the 

Dominican Republic. However, this study is not strictly comparative, and I did not have 

the opportunity to conduct extensive fieldwork in Haiti. 

Standardized Haitian Kreyol orthography is used for the names of the Lwa, as the 

song repertoire is primarily in Haitian Kreyol at Batey Esperanza, and most participants 

are bilingual. The Kreyol plural suffix, yo, is left off in most cases, with the plural Lwa 

yo, for example, rendered as "the Lwa." Every effort has been made to clarify whether 

texts in translation are Spanish or Kreyol. All translations are my own, unless otherwise 

indicated. 

Vignettes are drawn from fieldnotes and are descriptions of actual occurrences. In 

some instances, they have been recombined into a composite description comprised of 

events from several performance occasions. 

The songs interspersed throughout this work are all from the Gaga Esperanza 

repertoire. To my delight, I encountered a few of the Gaga Esperanza songs also in books 

and recordings, as well as in ceremonial, street or folkloric performances in Haiti or New 

York. 

Ritual and Performance in Rara/Gaga 
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In Batey Esperanza, I found that Rara/Gaga had a spiritual foundation, for the 

core members of Gaga Esperanza were deeply engaged with the patron Lwa of the Band.9 

Rather than having an adjunct function, ritual practices devoted to the Lwa and 

incorporating the dead frame, sustain and inform every aspect of the performance. 

It seemed to me from the outset of my research that the relationship of the patron 

Lwa with Gaga participants resembled the relationship between the spirits and members 

of religious houses dedicated to their service in Haitian Vodou, in Dominican Vodii, in 

AfroCuban Palo10 or Santeria", or in other African-derived ritual traditions in the 

Americas. Except that Rara/Gaga is ritual performance on the move , through bateyes 

and towns, by bus and by foot, from Good Friday in the morning until Easter Sunday at 

night. The mobility of this procession seems somehow incongruent with the idea of a 

religious house, as movement from one locale to another could suggest dispersal of the 

membership or discontinuity in the relationship between members and patron spirits. But 

somehow, a diverse and sometimes fractious complement of individuals and interest 

groups coalesces each Easter weekendweekend at Batey Esperanza, working together as a 

community with a common purpose to prepare, support and perform the annual 

procession as a service to the Lwa. 

9 The Haitian term, "Lwa" is used rather than the Spanish term, "Lua" because the core song repertoire of 
Gaga Esperanza is in Haitian Kreyol. There will be discussion of the intersection of Haitian, Dominican 
and Haitian Dominican ritual in subsequent sections. The patron Lwa is considered a spiritual protector 
and guide for the Band members, who serve and celebrate this spirit. This relationship will also be explored 
in subsequently. 
10 Palo is a primarily Central African-derived Cuban drum/dance/song/ritual practice, also established in 
the United States. 
11 Santeria is a West African (Yoruba) Cuban drum/dance/song/ritual practice, also established in the 
United States. 
12 According to Michael Largey, Haitian "Rara takes the usually stationary practice of Vodou and moves it 
from the temple to the street" (Largey 2000:243). 
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This work explores the ritual dimension of Rara/Gaga performance. The Easter 

procession is preceded by a week of preparory rituals, and on Good Friday and Easter 

Sunday night, the procession is framed with opening and closing ceremonies. In 

preparatory rituals at the Batey center, performers gather to bring forth spiritual energies 

that are then distributed by the troupe to affiliates of the Band encountered during the 

Easter weekend procession. And just as they carry spiritual energy to the periphery of the 

Rara/Gaga community, at the same time the performers "re-charge" at ritual "power 

stations" along the route—at the homes of ritual affiliates. And then performers who 

travel to or live at the most distant points from the center disperse this healing energy 

across the network. I refer to this portable spiritual energy that brings healing and 

renewal through Rara/Gaga as "medicine," a term that will be further explored below. 

Although participants repeatedly told me that the entire Easter weekend 

Rara/Gaga procession is performed as an offering to the Lwa, still for purposes of this 

work, I distinguish between "ritual" and "performance." Rara/Gaga is a performance 

complex comprised of music, dance and ritual. For analytical purposes, ritual in 

Rara/Gaga includes overt actions taken by servants of the Lwa to call the Lwa or the 

dead, or to spiritually protect and empower individuals and the Rara/Gaga Band. These 

actions could occur in the context of preparatory ceremonies (before the Band departs, a 

ritual specialist consecrates instruments and other paraphernalia with a sprig of basil), or 

incorporated into the Easter procession itself (a female dancer wears on her arm as she 

marches a consecrated scarf that literally ties her to the Lwa she serves). Miguel Manana 

suggests that when the troupe stops, it becomes a ceremony (Spanish: se convierte in 
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ritu) . McAlister suggests, "Rara consists of an outer, secular layer of Carnival 'play' 

surrounding a protected, secret inner layer of religious 'work'" (McAlister 2002:31). 

Crossing varied public social terrain on their Easter pilgrimage, the performers display, 

and at the same time, conceal behind apparently secular and carnivalesque street 

performance, the sacred aspect of their pilgrimage, plainly evident for those with eyes to 

see and ears to hear the coded ritual message, thus carrying the ritual core into public 

street performance where otherwise it might not be accepted.14 

Rara/Gaga is a seasonal procession performed as a service to the Lwa, especially 

certain Lwa within the overall Vodou or Vodu pantheon. For purposes of this work, I 

distinguish between Rara/Gaga and "off-season" Vodou or Vodu practiced during the 

remainder of the year. Specifically, some Rara/Gaga participants have minimal or no 

ongoing involvement in Vodou or Vodu, e.g., aficionados who show up every Easter 

because they love the performance, casual participants who join the procession as it 

moves through the local towns at Easter, or concert attendees dancing along when a 

troupe performs at a folkloric show. Also, there are rituals particular to Rara/Gaga and 

geared toward its seasonal nature and mobility, such as a commitment ceremony for those 

who perform during a given year, or the ceremony to bless musical instruments and 

paraphernalia before departure. Core ceremonies of Vodou or Vodu, such as initiations 

and annual tributes to the spirits generally take a balanced approach, saluting all the 

spirits of the pantheon, whereas Rara/Gaga ritual disproportionately honors the most 

bellicose and volatile spirits, as will be described below. But Rara/Gaga nevertheless is 

rooted in the cosmology of Vodou and Vodu, and for many individual practitioners, 

13 Miguel Manana, personal communication with the author, 1996. 
14 For a detailed discussion of this principle in African visual art that "conceals and reveals," see Mary H. 
Nooter (Nooter 1993). 
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particularly those living in the bateyes and mill towns of the Dominican Southeast, the 

Easter procession falls into a liturgical year that includes daily practices, such as 

maintaining a small Vodou or Vodu altar at home and other cyclic practices, such as 

attending ceremonies for the Lwa throughout the year. Because of this overlap in the 

lives of practitioners, and because Vodou and Vodu becomes a site where, in the island of 

Hispaniola, identity is negotiated, it is important to further explore Vodou and Vodu in 

the Dominican Southeast. 

Vodou and Vodu 

The term, "Vodou" or "Vodu" derives from Vodun, which, according to Robert 

Farris Thompson, denotes "Mysteries" in the Fon language as spoken by denizens of the 

ancient kingdom of Dahomey in present day Benin (Thompson 1983:166). The Haitian 

Kreyol noun, "Vodou," or its cognate in Spanish, "Vodu," has become the umbrella term 

used by most scholars for AfroHaitian and AfroDominican ritual practices, respectively. 

On the ground, among practitioners, these umbrella terms, "Vodou" in Haiti or "Vodu" in 

the Dominican Republic are not necessarily universally applied, and when they are used, 

their meanings may differ according to locale. Largey points out that "Vodou," as the 

term is spelled in current Kreyol orthography is contested ground in Haiti. For 

practitioners, the term has a limited usage (referring to specific West African-derived 

rites), but, as noted by Largey, it has been imbued by certain sectors of the Haitian 

intelligentsia, especially since the 1930s, with cultural nationalist implications for internal 

consumption and international export. This cultural nationalist construction of Vodou 

serves as a counter to a Eurocentric Haitian elite, as well as to North American and 

European stereotypes of the Haitian masses as ignorant or superstitious savages (Largey 
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2006b).15 Non-Haitian scholars have configured the term as an umbrella for AfroHaitian 

ritual complexes that vary significantly from one region, even one ritual center to 

another. 

In Haiti, the word Vodou is most often used to refer to a specific rite in the Rada 
denomination of spirits (Ramsey 2002:33). Recently, some writers have used the 
term to refer to all religious rituals in the Rada denomination of spirits (Brown 
2001; McAlister 2002). Despite the fact that Haitians do not have a single term to 
refer to all religious rituals associated with African ancestral spirits, I use the term 
Vodou to refer to spiritual practices in general. My purpose is both to draw 
attention to the constructed nature of Vodou for Haitian elites and to contrast the 
practice of Vodou with the stereotypical depiction of Haitian spirituality known as 
"voodoo" (Largey 2006:243). 

In the Dominican Republic, it was my observation that the term "Vodu" was 

almost never used in Spanish conversations among Dominicans to describe their ritual 

practices, except among scholars, a finding also noted by Cristina Sanchez Carretero 

(2001:122). Ordinary Dominicans speak of trabajando con los misterios, (Spanish: 

working with the spirits), and Dominicans refer to adepts as brujos (male), or brujas 

(female), a Spanish word that has been translated as "sorcerer," but which has the broader 

meaning of "ritual specialist." However, partly in a dialogue with literature exploring 

Haitian Vodou, scholars of AfroDominican ritual have widely utilized the term, "Vodu" 

to refer to a ritual complex dedicated to serving the Luases. 

In order to situate my own work within the broader scholarly discourse but 

recognizing the lack of adaptability of that generalizing discourse to local usages, I utilize 

the term, "Vodou" to refer to AfroHaitian ritual/drum/dance/song that venerates the Lwa, 

and "Vodu" to refer to its AfroDominican counterpart, with the caveat that within Haiti 

and within the Dominican Republic, there are many regional variants. Because it is my 

'51 am indebted to Largey for his insights into early scholarship on Haitian Vodou (Largey, personal 
communication with the author, 2007). 
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observation that Haitian Dominicans primarily conduct prayers and particularly songs of 

Vodou in Haitian Kreyol, I use the term "Vodou" to refer to Haitian Dominican ritual 

practices, taking into account that there is overlap with Dominican Vodu in this highly 

dialogic ritual space. I also use "Vodou/Vodu" when referring in the aggregate to all 

Afro-Hispaniolan ritual dedicated to the Lwa or Luases. 

The ubiquity of the Fon-derived terms, "Vodou" and Vudu" among authors says 

more about early scholarship in this field than it does about universal Dahomean 

influences in actual ritual practice. Harold Courlander, in his work first published in 

1939, states of his landmark study, Haiti Singing, "it is the story of Haiti, which is the 

child of Dahomey in Africa" (Courlander 1973:2). Early scholars of African-derived 

religion in the Americas emphasized West African influences, particularly those from the 

Fon-, as well as Yoruba-speaking peoples in Haiti. 

However, more recently, scholars have emphasized the cultural impact of West 

Central Africa. According to Gwendolyn Midlo Hall, "It is hard to overestimate the 

numbers and the universal presence of West Central Africans throughout the 

Americas...They were prominent in Spanish America after 1575 and thereafter almost 

everywhere in the Americas" (Hall 2005:158). The encounter of European and African, 

particularly Central African cultures, and the development of what Linda M. Hey wood 

and John Thornton call, "Atlantic Creole culture," predates the arrival of African captives 

in the America, beginning when the "kingdom of Kongo first encountered Portuguese 

explorers in 1483" (Heywood and Thornton 2007:51). Catholicism was embraced by 

rulers of the Kongo kingdom as early as 1491 (Hall 2005:146), resulting in an African 

Atlantic creolization of Christianity and Central African ritual occurring on African soil. 
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Rara/Gaga demonstrates linguistic, symbolic and performative elements that suggest a 

Central African origin, particularly evident when compared with Central African-derived 

music/dance/ritual traditions in other regions, such as Cuba. 

In Batey Esperanza, in keeping with popular usage in Haiti as described by 

Largey above, Batey residents use the term "Vodou" to refer to a class of spirits of 

primarily West African provenance, as well as to the songs, drum patterns, dances and 

rituals dedicated to those spirits. "Vodou" is used interchangeably with the term, 

Dahomen, further evidence for the origin of those practices in the ancient Dahomean 

Fon-speaking kingdom in present day Benin. But more often than "Vodou" or 

"Dahomen," another designation is used by Batey Esperanza residents for this category 

of spirits—the "Sweet Lwa" (Kreyol: Lwa Dous; Spanish: Luases Dulces). The Sweet 

Lwa are posited in opposition to spirits, primarily of Central African provenance, called 

the "Bitter Lwa" (Kreyol: Lwa Ame; Spanish: Luases Amargos). It is the Bitter Lwa 

who predominate in Rara/Gaga, a category of temperamental, unpredictable and 

potentially dangerous spirits. 

As will be further described below, the Vodou pantheon is comprised of a number 

of nations, or denominations of spirits. The Sweet Lwa include the Rada (or Vodou or 

Dahomen) nation of Fon origin, as well as the Nago nation of Yoruba origin. The Bitter 

Lwa primarily belong to the nation called Petwo in Kreyol and Petro in Spanish—fiery, 

16 By using the Sweet/Bitter dichotomy, I avoid the need to reconcile Haitian regional differences in 
terminology. In the north of Haiti, two moieties of spirits are referred to as, "Rada" and "Petwo" or 
"Kongo," whereas in the south of Haiti, the differentiation is between "Dahomen" and "Petwo" (Gaston 
Jean-Baptiste, personal communication with the author, 2005). According to Richman who conducted 
research in Leogane, Haiti, a bifurcation is posited between Ginen and Maji, translated by Richman as, 
"Guinea" and "Magic" (Richman 2005). 
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militant, associated with the Haitian Revolution and believed to have Central African 

antecedents. 

The Petwo Nation 

The incorporation of "nations" into Vodou/Vodu (and Rara/Gaga) in Hispaniola 

has been paralleled in other African Atlantic ritual performances. In the temples of 

Haitian Vodou, AfroCuban Santeria and Palo, as well as Brazilian Candomble are housed 

spirits from various African "nations" (Kreydl: nanchon; Spanish: naciones; Portuguese: 

1 7 

nacoes). From the early days of the slave trade, "nation" categories were ascribed by 

slave traders to African captives brought to the Americas according to their port of 

debarcation. Howevere, there is also evidence that Africans played a role in choosing 

their new ethnic identifications, as they sought out others from the same geographic 

region with whom they shared cultural commonalities. Gwendolyn Midlo Hall suggests 

that "enslaved Africans themselves—rather than masters or appraisers—normally 

identified their ethnicities" (Hall 2005:44). 

The consolidation of these "nations" in the Americas may have resulted from 

numerical prevalence of captives from the same region. Maureen Warner-Lewis 

describes place names in the Americas that point to concentrations of Central African 

captives in certain locales, such as villages (Warner-Lewis 2003:57-75). Under the aegis 

of the Catholic Church, members of the various ethnic nations formed mutual aid 

societies, called in Spanish, cofradias, or brotherhoods in the Dominican Republic and 

cabildos in Cuba. In the Dominican and Cuban contexts, these societies enabled African 

dance, drum, song and ritual traditions to survive, (with intermingling of Catholic 

17 J. Lorand Matory refers to ritual nations as "transnations" of the "Trance Atlantic" (Matory 2005:4). 
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elements, such as the tutelage of a patron saint). The "nations" also became divisions 

within larger ritual complexes combining traditions from various African regions, as 

occurred in the case of Haitian Vodou and Brazilian Candomble. 

Captives from Central Africa were among the most numerous (upwards of 40%), 

particularly early in the slave trade (Hall: 144), and were brought to "almost all regions of 

the Americas" (Hall: 153). Central Africans, drawn from many Bantu-speaking groups, 

comprised the Kongo nation in Haiti (congo in Cuba), as well as the Angola nation in 

Brazil.18 

Within Haitian Vodou; within Brazilian Candomble, and within the AfroCuban 

complex of traditions that includes Palo and Santeria, something of a competition or 

cultural rift formed between the Central African-derived and the West African-derived 

nations. Matory describes this rivalry between ritual nations in his discussion of 

Brazilian Candomble: 

In Bahia, there are three major nations, or denominations of the Candomble 
religion, identifying themselves with three African origins—the Yoruba-linked 
Nago nation (of which the Queto became the eponymous subset), the Angola 
nation, and the Jeje nation. Demographically, the on'xa-worshipping Queto 
nation's greatest rival is the inquice-worshipping Angola nation (Matory 2005:77) 

In Matory's description, ceremonies for the West African Yoruba-derived 

anthromoporphic spirits called Orixd vie in popularity with Central African-derived ritual 

work focused upon inquice (Portuguese spelling), or nkisi—a Kikongo word that denotes 

a vessel, sack or other power object imbued with spiritual force, especially force drawn 

from the dead.19 The same dichotomy plays out in Cuba, where there is a rivalry between 

18 In Dominican Vodu, categories of Luases are called divisiones, or divisions. 
19 Robert Farris Thompson defines nkisi as "a strategic object in black Atlantic art, said to effect healing 
and other phenomena... The belief in an inner spark of divinity or soul within the nkisi leads the Bakongo 
[Kongo person] to suppose that the nkisi is alive" (Thompson 1983:117). 
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West African Yoruba-derived Santeria and Central African-derived Cuban Palo. In 

Haiti and the Dominican Republic, there is a differentiation between West African 

derived practices devoted to the "Sweet Lwa" and Central African-derived practices 

devoted to the "Bitter Lwa."21 At the heart of this rivalry that has surfaced in various 

locales in the African diaspora is a fundamental difference in cosmologies: the West 

African (especially Yoruba- and Fon-derived) pantheons are anthropomorphic and 

hierarchical. Central African-derived ritual practices evoke forces of nature, including 

the dead, and often center around consecrated objects that have the power to bring speedy 

results, to harm or to heal, such at the Cuban Palo consecrated cauldron or nganga, or the 

99 

Vodou paket kongo (Kreyol: Kongo package). 

A rivalry between practitioners of West African-derived traditions and those 

devoted to practices of Central African origin similar to that described by Matory is 

evident in Batey Esperanza. Practitioners of Vodou in Batey Esperanza (and that 

includes core participants in Rara/Gaga), tend to fall into one of two camps: they prefer 

the Sweet Lwa, or they prefer the Bitter Lwa. This is, by and large, a friendly rivalry, but 

it is nonetheless significant because it follows a pattern found elsewhere in the Americas. 

And Rara/Gaga enters into this debate as, by definition, Rara/Gaga soti sou pwen Petwo 

(Kreyol: goes out under the auspices of Petwo). Anyone who is a Rara/Gaga aficionado 

has to like those cantankerous, fiery and volatile Petwo Lwa. Not just the Petwo Lwa, but 
20 Some practitioners in Cuba and the Cuban diaspora, e.g., New York City, are involved in both Santeria 
and Palo and do not find the practices irreconcilable. 
211 use the emic terminology from Batey Esperanza, the "Sweet Lwa" and the "Bitter Lwa." According to 
Wilcken and Augustin, the Petwo service for the Bitter Lwa in Haitian Vodou honors the Djouba, Ibo, 
Kongo, Petwo and Gede nations (Wilcken and Augustin 1992:32-34). The Sweet Lwa of West African 
origin include the nation called either Dahomen, Rada or, in Batey Esperanza, Vodou from the ancient 
(Fon-speaking) Dahomean kingdom in present-day Benin, as well as the Nago nation, a Yoruba-derived 
practice from what is now Nigeria and part of Benin. 
221 am indebted to C. Daniel Dawson for his insight into the differences between West African and Central 
African performance traditions (personal communication with the author, 1992). 
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the dead, who are believed to participate in Rara/Gaga as allies and potentially as 

enemies, if called by rival bands. According to Todd Ramon Ochoa, in his discussion of 

the rivalry between practitioners of AfroCuban Santeria and Palo , the response of 

practitioners of Palo in this dialogue is to bring on the power of the dead as their first line 

of defense : 

Palo's mode of contestation is to linger insistently with the dead—which saturates 
matter as water saturates water.. .the ambient dead [el muerto], a plane of 
immanence from which Palo and its myriad forms of the dead emerge (Ramon 
Ochoa 2004: 389). 

In this work, I explore how community is reinforced, in part, through participants' choice 

to align themselves with the Bitter Lwa through Rara/Gaga performance, in opposition to 

the Sweet Lwa, perceived by practitioners as more malleable, even tame. This alignment 

with Petwo helps to create community, in that Rara/Gaga participants, even if they 

belong to different interest groups or language communities, share their affinity for the 

Petwo Lwa. Petwo performative tropes include heat/fire, elements of the forest, tying 

things together, calling the mercenary dead, spiritual militance.24 So a monolingual 

immigrant from Haiti and a Dominican who speaks no Kreyol can share an appreciation 

for the Petwo/Petro esthetic, and a common understanding of some of its visual 

symbols. Petwo is believed to bring a healing force that is purifying, but harsh, an 

astringent medicine for individual and social ills. 

Bitter Medicine 

231 explore the rivalry between New York-based practitioners of AfroCuban Santeria and Palo in my M.A. 
thesis (1992). 
24 Many of these same Kongo-derived performative elements are found in Cuban Palo music, dance and 
ritual. 
25 Petro is one of the divisiones in Dominican Vodii. 
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This work is intended to document Petwo-centered performance as a healing 

practice, not just an arsenal for psychic self-defense, and to counter persistent one-

dimensional views of Petwo practices as sorcery. The dichotomy between the Sweet and 

the Bitter Lwa has been described in the literature on Haitian Vodou for decades. As 

pointed out by Richman, Maya Deren, a pioneer ethnographer of Vodou, is only one of 

the authors who have explored what Richman calls the "dialectic" between the Sweet 

Lwa and the Bitter Lwa (Richman 2005:151). Deren differentiated between the roles of 

the Rada (Sweet) and Petwo (Bitter) spirits: "If the Rada loa represent the protective, 

guardian powers, the Petro loa are the patrons of aggressive action" (Deren: 1983:61). 

Some authors have linked the preference for Sweet or Bitter Lwa to 

socioeconomic conditions of practitioners. In her multilocal ethnography of a Haitian 

Vodou community in Leogane, Haiti, and its outmigrants to the United States, Richman 

points out that the "cool and effete lwa vodou" (Sweet Lwa), are preferred by folks back 

home in Leogane, but that migratory wage laborers in Virginia prefer the hot and 

unpredictable Bitter Lwa, the "life-giving powers or Pwen of its 'Other'" (Richman: 

2005:163). Following the work of Richman, it is intriguing to postulate that the working 

conditions and distance from family land experienced by Haitian migrant laborers, and 

the disenfranchisement of Haitian Dominicans in the Dominican Republic has 

contributed to the popularity of Petwo rites (including Rara/Gaga) in the bateyes. 

Gaston Jean-Baptiste noted that, in Haiti, Petwo ceremonies are conducted only when it 

is "Petwo time." He suggests that, due to living conditions reminiscent of the slavery 

261 acknowledge Largey's contribution to this section, in the form of his analysis of the relationship 
between the Sweet and Bitter Lwa.in literature pertaining to Haitian Vodou. 
27 The view that socioeconomic factors may play a role in the popularity of Petwo practices in the bateyes 
was expressed by Tony Vicioso, personal communication with the author, 1994. 
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conditions that gave birth to the Haitian Revolution and to Petwo, in the Dominican 

bateyes it is "Petwo time all the time."28 

The type of "life-giving power" carried by the Rara/Gaga Band derives from the 

"flavor" of the Bitter Lwa who are believed to wield, by virtue of their very volatility and 

militance, a certain clout or power that has the potential to sustain and heal. The healing 

force of the Bitter Lwa derives from their militant "attitude," their ironic sense of humor 

and their elan, which supplies a quick-acting tonic for the harsh, oppressive conditions 

endured by participants living in poverty in the Dominican Republic. Alegria-Pons 

discusses the appeal for Rara/Gaga participants of the empowering, cauterizing nature of 

the Petwo forces: 

Los Loas Petro del Gaga permiten y demandan de sus servitores ser lo que son, 
esto les permite, autoriza e incita a retomar cierto temple y a definir una actitud 
critica, practica y revolucionaria en los momentos mas sombrios y miserios de sus 
vidas. Estas divinidades violentas, recias, sanguinarias, le impiden a sus 
creyentes que se hundan irremisiblemente en el fango de las denigraciones, los 
prejuicios avasallantes, las aflicciones, las miserias, el hambre e ignominias y a 
que aguarden el incierto futuro con decoro, con una actitud desafiante y violenta 
de lucha, resistencia, persistencia, de conciencia e identidad cultural propia, con 
orgullo y conciencia de lo que les pertenece y les es negado y sobre todo les 
ofrece esperanza y les posibilita, con la conviction de que a traves de sacrificio, el 
manana puede llegar a ser mucho mejor (Alegria-Pons 1993:21). 

The Loas Petro (Petwo Lwa) of Gaga allow and demand of those who serve them 
that they be who they are, empowering and inciting them to reclaim confidence, 
and to hone a critical, practical and revolutionary attitude in the darkest and most 
sorrowful moments of their lives. These violent, vigorous, bloodthirsty divinities 
forbid their followers to sink inconsolably into the mud of denigration, tyrannical 
prejudice, affliction, misery, hunger, shame; exhorting them to await an uncertain 
future with equanimity, with a defiant and violent attitude of struggle, resistence, 
persistence; with self-awareness and a sense of cultural identity, with pride, and 
cognizance of what belongs to them, and what is denied to them. The Loas Petro 
offer, above all, hope, a sense of possibility, and the belief that, through sacrifice, 
tomorrow can be much better. 

Gaston Jean-Baptiste, personal communication with the author, 2007. I frequently noted in my 
conversations with Haitians in Haiti and New York, that the condition of Haitian transmigrants and their 
descendants in the Dominican Republic was compared to slavery in Haiti before the Haitian Revolution. 
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Alegria-Pons's notion of offering sacrifice to the Petwo Lwa in exchange for their 

searing power is compatible with the extreme demands of Rara/Gaga marathon marching 

and the assertion by participants that the march is above all else, a service to the Lwa. 

The medicine offered by the Petwo Lwa is harsh but effective as a spiritual and 

psychological antidote to the chronic conditions of poverty. The amassing and 

distribution of this medicine through the performance of Rara/Gaga reinforces 

community, itself a powerful tonic for suffering. 

The Central African origin of Petwo bitter medicine is evident in Rara/Gaga. 

Rara/Gaga evidences a cluster of Central African-derived performative elements 

including names of Petwo Lwa derived from Kikongo words; aggressive movement 

repertoire; "challenge" song texts; "raising the dead" to march with the Band; carrying 

elixirs made from forest leaves; and emphasizing a performative aesthetic based on 

"heat" and "fire"—performers activate Central African-, or "Kongo"-derived spiritual 

power, and then carry this energy with them in procession. The pilgrimage itself occurs 

during Easter weekend, such that the Catholic liturgical calendar provides a structuring 

element for this entry into Petwo liminal space, where volatile Lwa and impulsive spirits 

of the dead walk. The Christian metaphor of rebirth is thus transposed onto the 

Kongo/Petwo notion of rebalancing the community through the power of the dead, the 

forest and the fire. 

29 Gwendolyn! Midlo Hall posits that it is reasonable to utilize the term, "Kongo," to refer to captives taken 
during the slave trade from the West Central African region who, although not all denizens of the Kongo 
kingdom, shared mutually intelligible historical, linguistic cultural referents (Hall 2005:65). 
30 Ritual drummer, John "Baba Ila" Martinez, reports that decades ago Cuban immigrant Palo practitioners 
in New York City performed Palo initiations only on Good Friday: "On Good Friday the Nfumbes (Kongo 
Cuban Spanish: spirits of the dead) were free. You could bring them up, do some damage. Or you could do 
good" (Martinez, personal communication with the author, 2009). Similarly, Batey Esperanza residents 
told me that Good Friday is extremely dangerous, because the dead roam freely. The overlap in these 
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The title of this work, "The Band Carries Medicine," implies that the energies 

raised by Gaga Esperanza and carried by the Band in procession are understood by 

participants to have a healing effect for the members of the Band and the homes they visit 

in procession. In the words of Haitian "roots" (Kreyol: Rasiri) musician, Lolo Beaubrun 

of the electric Vodou ensemble, Boukman Eksperyans, "When the Rara visits you, it 

cleans your house" (Beaubrun 1998).31 Participants in Gaga Esperanza look upon the 

annual Easter performance as a time of healing and renewal, a kind of "New Year" such 

that participants would say, "ane isit" (Kreyol: "this year"), I will have such and such 

result after Easter. In this annual cyclic renewal, the above-described Kongo energies, as 

well as the immense personal sacrifice offered by participants engaged in the three day 

marathon in essence burn away negativity, through a kind of spiritual cautery. 

The participation of the Lwa and the dead in this procession suggests a cyclic 

communal "rebalancing," at the level of an extended community that includes spirits and 

ancestors as well as living members. Healing and rebalancing through Rara/Gaga occurs 

at three levels: at the level of the individual participant who experiences an annual 

"renewal," as well as the households of participants saluted by the Band; the extended 

community of the spirits, the dead and the living; and, conceptually at least, the broader 

society, chastised in topical song. I contend that in Rara/Gaga, songs of social 

commentary promote healing on a societal level, a sociopolitical rebalancing through a 

critique of oppression and calls for social justice. The positing of an "us" vs. "them" in 

beliefs regarding Easter, and the fact that important rituals are scheduled on those days in both the Haitian 
and the Cuban diasporic contexts suggests that utilization of Good Friday for rituals involving the dead 
may have originated in Central Africa. 
31 A similar observation was made by Martinez, who noted that drummers in AfroCuban Santeria and Palo 
ceremonies in New York City spiritually "clean the house" during ceremonial performance (Martinez: 
personal communication with the author, 1992). 
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song texts creates a conceptual community at odds with its detractors, with some song 

texts referring specifically to the poverty, political oppression and suffering of the group. 

Songs with this general theme fit equally well in the Haitian, as in the Dominican 

context, where the majority of Rara/Gaga participantspase mize (Kreyol: suffer poverty) 

on both sides of the island. 

The dialogue between proponents of the Bitter Lwa and those who favor the 

Sweet Lwa expresses a conflict often explored in Vodou song and discourse : moral use 

of ritual power (benefitting the family, the community), vs. amoral use of the same 

(benefiting only the practitioner). The Petwo Lwa and Petwo forces, such as the 

mercenary dead, are considered to walk a line much closer to that edge of amorality than 

the Sweet Lwa, and hence the dialogue is concerned with how one manages, and is not 

overwhelmed by these powerful forces. The dialectic between the moral, community-

oriented application and the amoral, individualistic application of ritual technologies is a 

tension that informs traditional Central African practices, and appears in various locales 

in the Central African diaspora (certainly in the Haitian and Cuban contexts). Built into 

Rara/Gaga performance are strategies for calling up, harnessing, and containing this dual-

edged power. In Rara/Gaga song texts, practitioners cajole the Lwa and voice anxieties 

about their fearsome power, while in other songs they distance themselves from gossips, 

critics and anyone who would undermine the community engaged in Petwo practices 

(such as gathering leaves in that quintessential Kongo sacred space, the forest). 

Metareflexive song texts about Petwo practices become a site where Rara/Gaga 

community is created in dialogic opposition to its detractors. 



Dialogism and Hybridity 

In this work, I utilize theoretical models such as "dialogism," rather than models 

of cultural synthesis previously used to describe Gaga, such as syncretism (Rosenberg 

1979) and transculturation (Alegria-Pons 1999), or Caribbean cultures more generally, 

such as creolite (Bernabe, et al 1990; Szwed 2003). I argue that Rara/Gaga is a 

performance in which a number of interest groups participate in a dialogic fashion. 

Dialogism in Rara/Gaga performance is readily evident from a linguistic 

perspective, as monolingual and bilingual participants perform in Spanish and/or in 

Kreyol, and sometimes when speaking with members of their own language 

communities, they critique and distance the Other. Michael Taussig suggests that "all 

identity formation is engaged in this habitually bracing activity in which the issue is not 

so much staying the same, but maintaining sameness through alterity" (Taussig 

1993:129). Thus, one's identification as a member of a particular culture, gender, race, 

class, or nation is constantly recreated in a process that requires positing alterity, i.e., the 

Other. 

In the post-colonial context, Homi Bhabha locates this habitual "bracing activity" 

in what he calls the "third space," where the process of intercultural "hybridity" 

continually occurs (Bhabha 1990:211). 

Then we see that all forms of culture are continually in a process of hybridity. But 
for me, the importance of hybridity is not to be able to trace two original moments 
from which the third emerges, rather hybridity to me is the "third space" that 
enables other positions to emerge. This third space displaces the histories that 
constitute it, and sets up new structures of authority, new political initiatives, 
which are inadequately understood through received wisdom. 

Some scholars have questioned the applicability of Bhabha's model to the Caribbean 

context. John Szwed warns that the model may be too simplistic: 
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In spite of some writers' interest in ambiguity in hybrid states, there is nonetheless 
a crude duality behind the term that distorts the complexity of the process 
described; worse, there is also the assumption of an essentially pure past for all 
parties before encounter.. .a rather shallow and ahistorical analysis (Szwed 
2003:15). 

Szwed favors terms (such as creolite derived from studies of creole language formation) 

that suggest "mixture:" 

Mixture.. .implies commingling and crossing of social levels and stratas in a 
variety of circumstances: the local versus the metropolitan, local versus global, 
the colonized versus the colonizer, the emergent vernacular versus the standard 
language, the as-yet-unrecognized versus the hegemonic, and so on, for the 
regional, the religious, and the ethnic. Mixture suggest the presence of a 
multiplicity of codes, voices, styles, meanings and identities (Szwed 2003:17). 

It is certainly the case that the written history of Hispaniolan cultural hybridities date 

from the arrival of Columbus on an island inhabited by Tainos, and that contemporary 

Haitian Dominican cultural encounters cannot be understood without a historical 

perspective. I propose a model that incorporates both Bhabha's positionality, and 

Szwed's multiplicity. I argue that Rara/Gaga is performed in a "third space" where 

performers articulate alliances, and also position themselves in relation to multiple 

Others, and in which they often switch sides. 

It is helpful to view processes of hybridity as tied to specific performances. A 

performance-centered view of hybridity is articulated by Shirley Tate, who in her study 

of identity discourse in the talk of Black British women suggests that "hybridity is a 

strategic performance of self (Tate 2005:141). Tate explores how Black women 

"perform new addressivities in the flow of the talk," distancing themselves in their 

discourse from ideologies which they reject, the "voice of the other within." 

The 'third space' exists within the time and space of the narrativization of the self. 
Dialogism provides an extension to this in that it sees identity arising in the 
relations between self and other.. .What looking at the discourses of whiteness 
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and Blackness as 'the voice of the other within' which women speak back to 
contributes theoretically, is the ability to look at the power/knowledge complexes 
in which Black women live and struggle to surmount.. .Within this, acting as a 
subject engaged in critique of both 'the margin' and 'the centre' from the space 
and time of radical otherness, is at the heart of individual identities (Tate 
2005:242-243). 

In Tate's analysis, hybridity is a process of articulation of Self in relation to the Other, a 

transformational repositioning which, in talk moves the center of self-definition to the 

Black woman's speech and abjects rejected ideologies as Other. Dialogism is a strategy 

to "speak back" to the Other within the third space of the individual's narrative. 

This performance-based view of hybridity and dialogism has applicability to 

Rara/Gaga. Elizabeth McAlister points out that Rara/Gaga performance, including 

"magic" and verbal performance in Kreyol, moves the center of self-definition to the 

"popular classes" marching through streets, and abjects the Other, (e.g., the ruling Haitian 

elite, the military, foreign intervention): 

I have argued that one of the ways that the popular classes of Haiti survive the 
political and economic insecurity they face is through a distinct politics of 
dialogic language that spans magic and communication. This politics depends on 
the metaphoric shifting and shiftable speech of Kreyol. This figurative, lyrical 
language allows for multiple levels of meaning to adhere in a single phrase. Rara 
members deploy Kreyol to create solidarity and political networks, to nurture 
hope and sometimes to directly resist the military. The tropes and parables of Rara 
lyrics create social spaces in the public transcript in which the popular classes can 
maneuver (McAlister 2002:180). 

As McAlister points out, the politics of dialogic language and the "metaphoric, 

figurative" nature of Haitian Kreyol, provide the flexibility to shift as the subject 

repositions the "Other" in performance. For example, this shifting positionality is evident 

in the capacity of Haitian Rara performers to either critique elite hegemony in topical 

song, or to honor and simultaneously make demands upon local power brokers who are 

patrons of the Band, thus situating powerful individuals as either "against us" or "with 
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us." Gage Averill similarly points to ambiguity in the attitudes of poor Haitians toward 

elites, as manifested in public music performance, including Rara: 

The long history of oppression experienced by lower-class Haitians—slavery, 
colonialism, feudalism, racism, class oppression, authoritarianism and 
totalitarianism, the sexism experienced by Haitian women, imperialism and 
neocolonialism—has been an incubator for hatching a culture of resistance...In the 
absence of well-developed institutions regulating the public sphere, Haitians have 
[also] practiced the politics of alliance, displacement, influence, and connections, 
linking themselves to more powerful people who are in turn linked to others 
(Averill 1997:9). 

McAlister emphasizes that, in Haitian Rara, characterizations of the empowered Other 

are flexible and shifting, in the service of a dialogism that is utilized strategically: 

Perhaps the argument about whether traditional culture is conservative or 
progressive, characterized by resistance or accommodation, misses the point. The 
relevant question may be, 'how does popular culture help people survive?' An 
examination of the coded speech of Rara reveals that Rara can be used as one of 
the tools in the struggle for existence among the popular classes (McAlister 
2002:162-163). 

In this study, I look at Rara/Gaga, in part, as a "tool in the struggle for existence" for 

Haitian immigrants, Haitian Dominicans and other poor Dominicans in the Southeast. In 

Rara/Gaga, performers "create solidarity and political networks," utilizing complex 

processes of hybridization and dialogistic strategies that serve to both populate and 

delimit the Band. Individuals create and maintain Rara/Gaga social networks as 

alternative social structures, wherein individual expertise and group participation in 

music, dance, and ritual are valued and the power of the Lwa and the dead are accessed to 

give participants an edge in collectively confronting the challenges of their lives. 

The Individual and the Community 

From my first experience with Gaga Esperanza during Holy Week in 1994 when I 

spoke no Haitian Kreyol, could not understand much that was sung or spoken, and was 
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largely unfamiliar with the performance, I was struck by the sense of community, of 

group loyalty, of common purpose which I observed among performers who had gathered 

at Batey Esperanza for preparatory rituals. Each day that week, more participants arrived 

in Batey Esperanza and there was a tremendous sense of excitement. 

The focal point was the charismatic leader of the troupe at that time, the late 

Homero, who died in 1997. I had traveled to Batey Esperanza with a long-time 

participant and advocate of the troupe, a Dominican musician living in New York City, 

Tony Vicioso, as well as others from New York. Tony and, by extension, his guests, were 

treated very much as part of Homero's family. As a member of the New York contingent, 

I was therefore made to feel welcome. For this reason, from my first encounter with Gaga 

Esperanza, I was allowed to observe and participate in activities at the center of what I 

immediately recognized was a religious house, as Homero gave guidance in his 

consultation room while possessed by his principal Lwa, Gran Bwa. 

My perception of the importance of the religious house as a unifying center in the 

Rara/Gaga community was no doubt conditioned by the fact that I had conducted M.A. 

thesis research in New York City in the religious house of a Cuban-born elder in the 

African Cuban traditions of Palo, Santeria and Abakua. I perceived Homero's home in 

Batey Esperanza as very similar to Felipe Garcia Villamil's home in the Bronx: a 

religious center. Indeed, all during Holy Week in Batey Esperanza during my first year, 

rituals took place in, outside or close to Homero's home in the batey, and his house 

seemed the center of a very large and dynamic religious community. I began to see, with 

time, that there was overlap between the community that aggregated at Homero's house 

for Easter procession, and the community generated from Homero's off-season 

32 Gran Bwa is a Kreyol term for "Great Forest." Gran Bwa is a Lwa of the Petwo pantheon. 
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"practice." For as a respected ritual specialist, Homero conducted consultations and 

ceremonies throughout the year. Many of Homero's clients and initiates were also 

performers or supporters in Gaga Esperanza, such that there was an overlap between the 

subset of religious affiliates, and the subset of Rara/Gaga participants. 

When Gaga Esperanza was formed, Homero made a conscious decision to 

welcome the participation of middle class Dominicans from the capital. I was told by 

residents of Batey Esperanza that this decision at the time was not endorsed unanimously 

by other Batey residents. However, Homero's vision prevailed, and he set the stage for 

bringing Gaga Esperanza performers into contact with artists and scholars at the vanguard 

of the AfroDominican movement taking root in the 1970s and 1980s in Santo Domingo 

and other Dominican urban centers. Some of these artists and scholars eventually brought 

el Gaga to an international audience. Homero encouraged Batey Esperanza residents to 

perform in folkloric venues and to travel outside the Dominican Republic, and allowed 

research, such as this project to be undertaken. Homero is an example of an individual 

performer and leader whose actions have had far-reaching effects, 

Without diminishing the importance of individual social actors such as Homero, 

this work focuses on Rara/Gaga as a healing community. There is a need to put into 

perspective the relationship between the individual and the community, a community 

which includes the living, the spirits and the dead. It is necessary to take as a starting 

point in understanding self and community, interrogating how the "self or "person" is 

viewed in Rara/Gaga. In his analysis of country music and working-class discourse in 
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rural Texas, Aaron Fox emphasizes the importance of understanding local concepts of 

personhood and selfhood:33 

Local ideas about what constitutes a person and about what it feels like to be a 
self are essential to figuring out why people act, think and feel as they do in 
particular places and moments.. .Working class culture is concerned with the 
dignity and agency of the subject in direct proportion to the lack of dignity and 
agency entailed in working class political and economic experience (Fox 
2004:108). 

The Rara/Gaga community and the Vodou and Vodu communities are viewed by 

participants as an extended family. Individuals linked through initiation refer to each 

other as godbrother or godsister, or as godparents or godchildren. Thus, the self is 

viewed as part of an extended family that includes, in the case of Rara/Gaga and 

Vodou/Vodu, the spirits and the ancestors. The literature pertaining to the self and the 

community in Cuban Santeria can elucidate the relationship between the self and the 

community in Rara/Gaga. Steven Gregory contrasts the notion of the subject or person in 

Santeria with the "individual" as envisioned by European Enlightenment philosophers: 

I argue that through the ritual activities of the religious group, practitioners 
cultivate a notion of the subject or person that is complex, fluid and, from the 
practitioner's vantage point, ontologically bound to the Orisha, ancestors and to 
the rest of humanity. This concept of the person contrasts in important ways with 
the notion of the discrete and stable "individual" envisioned by philosophers of 
the European Enlightenment (Gregory 1999:13). 

3j On one occasion, Haitian Dominican residents of Batey Esperanza engaged in working class verbal play 
in Spanish, borrowing from bachata, a genre of Dominican "country music," in order to make a veiled 
reference to what they viewed as an insult based on class difference. A group of middle class Dominicans 
from the capital arrived with a bus to Batey Esperanza to pick up a number of performers to appear on a 
television show in the capital. The performers missed their noon-day meal, for some the only meal of the 
day. Some had cut cane all morning and were nearly faint from hunger. It was hours before the show was 
over and the performers were served a meal in a restaurant. During the long bus ride, the performers with 
grim good humor continually repeated a line from a bachata song popular at the time: jQue descuido! 
"What neglect!" In this way, they vented their ironic complaint situated in class difference in the tone of 
Dominican working class amargo, or romantic bitterness and disillusionment typical of bachata (Pacini-
Hernandez 1995). 
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Gregory suggests that through Santeria ritual, a complex, fluid, socially constructed 

subject is cultivated. Similarly, Johan Wedel argues that the notion of the "self in 

Santeria differs from the "self of "Western cosmology," and includes members of the 

individual's family, other practitioners, spirits and the ancestors (Wedel 2004:109). 

The idea of selfhood or personhood in Rara/Gaga and Vodou/Vodu also 

accommodates the idea of serving the Lwa through allowing the phenomenon of 

possession trance. Wedel introduces the concept of "two different selves" formalized 

through the process of initiation: 

The transformation of the self through initiation means that the initiate perceives a 
protean or expanded self that can also be interpreted as two different selves; the 
ordinary, everyday self and an emergent "divine" self, a self "made" or "put in the 
head." This becomes most evident in possession trance when the ordinary self 
leaves and the divinity takes over. Through this encounter, humans come into 
contact with the divine force.. .which in turn brings health, luck and prosperity 
(Wedel 2004:110). 

This idea of "two different selves" is of particular relevance in Rara/Gaga, where 

the Band is comprised of, not only the performers, but the Lwa whom they embody in 

possession trance and the dead who accompany the Band. If, as Fox suggests, it is 

important to understand how the self and the person are viewed in the local context, then 

in studies of African-derived ritual traditions in the Americas, it is important to 

understand the "two selves" inhabiting a single body in practices such as Santeria or 

Vodou/Vodu.34 

An analytical approach that takes into account multiple selves is suggested by 

Katherine Ewing, who argues that anthropological study ought to "focus cross-cultural 

research on how multiple self-representations are organized, contextualized, and 

I am indebted to Lola Rodriguez for her insights into the relationship between self and culture 
(Rodriguez, personal communication with the author, 2009). 
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negotiated in dialogue" (Ewing 1990:274). It is Ewing's contention that dialogic 

multiplicity of self-representation is culturally constituted: 

In all cultures, people can be observed to project multiple, inconsistent self-
representations that are context-dependent and may shift rapidly.. .They construct 
these new selves from their available set of self-representations, which are based 
on cultural constructs. The particular developmental histories of these self-
representations are shaped by the psychological processes of the individual (ibid 
251-258). 

For horses of the spirit participating in Gaga Esperanza, dialogic self-representation 

may take the form literally of a dialogue between the horse and the Spirit, with members 

of the community serving as intermediaries. Just such a dialogue occurred when the 

leader of Gaga Esperanza, Homero, was chastised (via intermediaries) by his Lwa, Gran 

Bwa during possession trance. Gran Bwa was angry with Homero for preventing a rival, 

Adan, from participating in Gaga Esperanza activities, and the Lwa asserted the primacy 

of his spiritual leadership of the Band over his horse's "operational" human leadership. In 

cases where a strong horse manifests the same Lwa over time, members of Rara/Gaga 

bands (or of Vodou/Vodu houses) may form distinct relationships with the spirit and the 

horse, two components of a composite personage. These relationships may even be 

contradictory, as in the case of Homero and Adan. Adan got along well with Homero's 

Lwa, Gran Bwa, but there was a rivalry between the two men. 

Not only do the horse and the Lwa sometimes have competing agendas— there are 

instances where the Lwa and the horse may even belong to disparate language 

communities, as in the example described in a subsequent section where the Lwa of 

Anibal, a ritual leader in La Romana spoke only Kreyol and his horse only Spanish. 

This example speaks to Ewing's contention that "new selves.. .are based on cultural 

j5 A horse is a devotee who embodies a Lwa in possession trance. 
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constructs.. .and psychological processes of the individual." In the case of Anibal and his 

principal Lwa, Kriminel,36 the Haitian Dominican border cuts across their composite 

personage.37 

The dialogic relationship between the individual and the Rara/Gaga community is 

not one-sided, comprised only of the individual's contribution to group performance. As 

noted in examples above, the group also permeates the individual, particularly when a 

Rara/Gaga participant becomes initiated in a stationary Vodou or Vodu house. Through 

the initiation process, a composite personage develops, and the individual in possession 

trance embodies a Lwa to whom members of the Rara/Gaga troupe can turn for direction 

and guidance. The self has the capacity to become larger, more powerful and to connect 

to community through the vehicle of Rara/Gaga and Vodou/Vodu ritual, especially 

possession trance. 

Music, dance and procession also serve as powerful vehicles to connect 

individuals in community, as will be described below. 

Music, Place and Community 

In this work, I argue that, for Rara/Gaga participants, convening at a central 

location; engaging in collective music-making, dancing and marching; and traversing 

space to visit the homes of affiliates and supporters along the pilgrimage route serve to 

create and reinforce Rara/Gaga community. Simon Frith suggests that "social 

groups...only get to know themselves as groups...through cultural activity, through 

aesthetic judgment. Making music isn't away of expressing ideas; it is a way of living 

36 Kriminel (Kreyol) Lwa of the Petwo pantheon. 
37 As will be further described in a subsequent section, the rehearsals and processional performances of 
Rara/Gaga, while not including any dedicated initiation ceremonies can provide important venues for the 
Lwa to manifest and make "referrals" to stationary Vodou/Vodu houses for further ritual follow-up. 
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them (Frith 1996:111). Although Rara/Gaga includes "behind-the-scenes" and "off

season" activities, I maintain that the Easter weekend procession starting out from Batey 

Esperanza is the central focus that brings people, spirits and ancestors together in 

community. In his discussion of Shona ritual performances, Turino emphasizes the 

centrality of participatory music to creating community between the living and the 

ancestors, such that "participatory occasions represent the center both in terms of social 

value and numbers (Turino 2000:58). Batey Esperanza serves as the Gaga Esperanza 

headquarters during Holy Week, a focal point for drawing performers and supporters 

from near and far. Preparatory rituals in the Batey during Easter week consolidate 

community at this central location. 

Then on Good Friday, group music, dance and marching synchronizes 

participants in a collective performance that creates community. Thomas Turino suggests 

that the very act of music-making while marching is constitutive of community: 

As activities that involve and coordinate the sound and motion of relatively large 
groups of people, singing, dancing, chanting, and marching can create the actual 
sense of collective unity through sounding and moving together. Sonic and 
kinesic synchrony ...are not perceived as explicit propositions about identity, but 
rather are the very experience of similarity, of identity, each participant 
responding to and coordinating with the sounds and movements of 
others.. .Participatory music, dance, chanting, and marching offer this potential 
for creating a concrete sense of identity more than all other art forms (Turino 
2004:10). 

Many song texts of Rara/Gaga reflexively reinforce the "concrete sense of identity" 

enacted in group music-making, dance and marching. For example, the Gaga Esperanza 

song text from which the title of this work is drawn refers to "the Band" and dialogically 

posits a hypothetical "them" against whom the Band will compete and prevail. 
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The type of musical participation found in Rara/Gaga is characteristic of many 

African traditional musical forms, as well as African-derived musics in the Americas. 

Participation is divided into categories of "generalist" and "specialist." Generahst 

participation such as dancing in the street and singing choral responses can accommodate 

a minimum level of skill, although some generalist performers may also be quite 

accomplished. Specialist performers include the solo vocalist, the drummers, invited male 

and female dancers in costume, and banbou-players. Performers have the responsibility 

of carrying the show, keeping the Band together musically and maintaining sufficient 

"heat" and intensity in the music to call the Lwa—in essence, providing the cohesion for 

the community-in-performance. Turino describes the commitment of performers, 

especially the core performers to sustaining community through music and dance as an 

example of "participatory ethics" which requires "a level of social commitment to the 

event and to other participants through sonic and kinesic contributions" (Turino 

2000:53).39 In Batey Esperanza, Rara/Gaga participatory ethics are quite explicit, as 

descriptive vignettes to follow demonstrate; performers are publicly chastised for not 

executing their parts in the ensemble. 

Along with music, dance and marching, the movement of Gaga Esperanza 

through space constitutes community. The importance of passing through or stopping at 

socially constructed places affirmative to the Band is particularly crucial, given the low 

social status and precarious legal limbo imposed upon Haitian immigrants and Haitian 

Dominicans in the Dominican Republic, as will be described subsequently. Steven Feld 

and Keith Basso in their discussion of notions of "place," assert that "ethnography's 

38 "Call and response" vocal performance is an example of "specialist" and "generalist" performance. 
*9 Performers in Gaga Esperanza have the option of undergoing a "commitment ceremony" during Easter 
week, as will be described subsequently. 
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stories of place and places are increasingly about contestation," given the "acute world 

conditions of exile, displacement, diasporas and inflamed borders" (Feld and Basso 

1996:5). In the Dominican Republic in the mid 1990s, there were repeated waves of 

deportations to Haiti without due process of Haitians, Haitian Dominicans and other 

dark-skinned Dominicans, and there were incidents of anti-Haitian violence. Public 

marching, dancing and performing music, including singing in Kreyol in this atmosphere 

is both constitutive of community, and an act of resistance. 

To some extent, Rara/Gaga in the Dominican Republic travels under cover of the 

carnivalesque. Other street processions in the Dominican Republic, including Carnival 

celebrations at the beginning of Lent and public processions during national holidays, are 

fixtures in the Southeast, and Rara/Gaga at Eastertime is a procession that has long been 

performed in the region. But also essential to the ability of the Band to traverse 

potentially hostile social space is planning a processional route that stops at the homes 

and Vodou/Vodu temples of Band supporters along the way. Thus, an uncertain 

landscape is mapped during Gaga Esperanza procession, criss-crossed like a network 

with nodes or nexus points along the road that literally "light up" with welcoming sacred 

fires burning in front of the homes of practitioners when the Band arrives. The 

performers take respite and interact with local residents at these various nexus points 

along the route. Akhil Gupta and James Ferguson describe the importance of such 

"clusters of interaction" in imbuing a socially constructed "place" with a sense of 

community: 

Keeping in mind that notions of locality or community refer to a demarcated 
physical space and to clusters of interaction, we can see that the identity of a place 
emerges by the intersection of its specific involvement in a system of 
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hierarchically organized spaces with its cultural construction as a community or 
locality (Gupta and Ferguson 2002:67). 

Potentially hostile terrain is hierarchically reorganized through Rara/Gaga procession, 

and the homes of supporters of the Band become "epicenters," homes away from home 

where, although accommodations may be crude (e.g., sleeping on the ground on Good 

Friday night for many participants), nevertheless, there is at least a yard with a fire where 

in the morning these members of marginalized populations can again coalesce into a 

musical phalanx ready to march under the banners of the Lwa. 

The social spaces occupied by the Gaga Esperanza community are not 

geographically confined to the Dominican Southeast, or even to the island of Hispaniola. 

As will be further discussed, this social network crosses the Haitian border when 

transmigrant workers depart Batey Esperanza at the end of the harvest season to return to 

Haiti. And the social network reaches as far as diasporic locales to which Dominicans 

living abroad return at the end of the Easter season. Thus, Gaga Esperanza community 

takes the form of a transnational social network. 

Rara/Gaga and the African Atlantic 

The performance of Rara/Gaga cannot be viewed in isolation without taking into 

account transnational flows of people, goods and ideas. For example, Haitian 

transmigrant cane workers living in Batey Esperanza carry remittances back home to 

Haiti at the end of the cane-cutting season, and when they return to the Dominican 

Republic the next year, they bring the latest Haitian Rara hits with them, which then 

circulate into the regional Dominican Rara/Gaga repertoire. A young Dominican man 

living in New York City and dancing with Gaga Esperanza for the first time brings a hip-
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ideas, resources from one side of the island to the next, as well as from and to the Haitian 

and Dominican diasporas in New York and elsewhere. 

The larger context is global, has a historical dimension, and must be viewed with 

a wide angle lens.40 Paul Gilroy, in positing a single, circum-oceanic cultural field which 

he calls the "black Atlantic," suggests that "cultural historians could take the Atlantic as 

one single, complex unit of analysis in their discussions of the modern world, and use it 

to produce an explicitly transnational and intercultural perspective (1993:15)." By 

comparing performances at various sites in this expanded culture area, it is possible to 

identify commonalities. As noted by Joseph Roach, in locales throughout the African 

Atlantic, celebrants reshape Christian festival performances like Easter in complex 

cultural dialogues that employ a variety of strategies, including "substitution" of 

forgotten components of African ritual with reinventions that keep the gesture alive: 

Into the Code noir's41 requirement for the proper observance of holy days, feast 
days, and the rites of Christian burial.. .restored behavior inserts the living 
memory of African mortuary ritual. And into the unenforceable space between the 
words of the imposed litanies, reinvented communities substitute themselves for 
living memories. Such displaced transmissions include celebrations of death 
inspired by apparently orthodox belief in the participation of ancestral spirits— 
call them "saints"—in the world of the present (Roach 1996:19). 

Roach points out that, throughout the African Atlantic, Catholic feast days 

provide an opportunity for performances through which communities incorporating 

African ancestral spirits are reinvented. Such communities convened through mortuary 

Matory summarizes similar terms used by other scholars, including "Robert Farris Thompson's 'black 
Atlantic world' (1983), Gilroy's 'black Atlantic' (1993), John Thornton's 'Atlantic World' (1992), and 
Joseph Roach's 'circum-Atlantic world' (1996)" (Matory 2005:10). 
41 Code noir (French: The Black Code) Edict issued by Louis XIV in 1685 governing the French colonies, 
expelling all Jews, establishing Catholicism as the official religion, limiting the rights of blacks and 
codifying the treatment of slaves, including forbidding all work on holidays. Subsequent edicts include the 
Code noir issued by Louis XV in 1724 that governed Louisiana. 
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ritual have been described in a number of locales in the Americas (New Orleans funerals, 

rituals of Cuban Palo and some AfroDominican cofradias42, for example). But 

acknowledging the commonalities between these performances does not diminish the 

importance of individual agency and local cultural dialogues in their formation, as 

suggested by J. Lorand Matory: 

Africans and their descendants were neither passive nor marginal to the processes 
by which territorial nations were "imagined" into being (Anderson 1991 [1983]). 
Nor, as ambivalent participants in these normally racist natural processes, did 
Africans submit their imaginations entirely to the images of community 
propagated by nation-states.. ..What has long been seen as the most conspicuous 
passive "survivals" of African culture in the Americas or as instinctual African 
"bents" are in fact products of ongoing human agency in the circum-Atlantic 
field, the overall form of which I call the "Afro-Atlantic dialogue" (Matory 
2005:35). 

Matory points out that communities imagined by Africans and their descendants do not 

necessarily coincide with nation-states. The Rara/Gaga community centered in Batey 

Esperanza is a transnational, multilingual reinvented community restored each season in 

procession due to the initiative of many individuals. The decision of a leader like Homero 

to include urban middle class participants in the Gaga Esperanza has enabled the 

Rara/Gaga community to extend into diaspora, where interactions with other social 

networks, such as the New York City AfroCaribbean folkloric performance circuit, has 

occurred, as part of a larger "Afro-Atlantic dialogue." 

Literature Review 

Early studies of African-derived ritual in the Americas have tended to focus 

upon West African influences, partly due to the influence of pre-eminent Africanists 

focusing upon Fon (Benin) and Yoruba (Nigeria, Benin) cultures in West Africa and in 

42 Cofradia: AfroDominican brotherhood, or mutual aid society, some of which were formed in the colonial 
period and a number of which still exist today. 
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the Americas, and partly due to a tendency to denigrate Central African practices as 

"fetishism" or "sorcery" (Heywood 2002). Recent studies have shown that the Central-

African influences are significant in Haitian Vodou (MacGaffey 2002; Vanhee 2002; Rey 

2002) and pervasive in Rara (McAlister 2002; Yonker 1988). 

Prior literature on Rara in Haiti has tended to mention Rara briefly and to make a 

connections between Rara and work songs, political commentary, Vodou, Carnaval, the 

Haitian Revolution, Mawonaj43 (Averill 1997; Courlander 1973; Yonker 1988). Recent 

works by Elizabeth McAlister and Michael Largey look at other aspects of Rara in Haiti: 

the role of Kreyol song in creating historical contexts for the present (Largey 2000); the 

importance of embodied expression - especially dance movements as a vehicle of 

communication, linked to the messages of social commentary songs in Haitian Rara 

(McAlister 2002). Two ethnographies of Gaga troupes in the Dominican Republic have 

been published in Spanish (Rosenberg 1979; Alegria Pons 1999). Rosenberg discussed 

Haitian Dominican "syncretism," and Alegria-Pons referred to "transculturation." These 

studies laid the groundwork for further research to be conducted, and they also 

established a relationship between Gaga and Vodu. Gaga has also been briefly described 

in comprehensive works in Spanish, cataloguing AfroDominican traditions throughout 

the country (Dominguez 1978; Tejeda Ortiz 2002, 2005). In the Caribbean context, 

authors have emphasized notions of creolite (Bernabe et al 1990; Szwed 2003), and 

scholars interrogating post-colonial discourses have suggested models including hybridity 

and dialogism (Bhabha 1996; Tate 2005). Ideas regarding self (Ewing 1990; Fox 2004; 

Gregory 1999) and place (Feld and Basso 1996; Greene 2003; Rice 2003) are explored in 

this work that looks at a how individuals view themselves as part of community that 

43 Mawonaj (Kreyol: maroonage; in general terms, rebelliousness, spirit of self-determination). 
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includes the living, the dead and the spirits, and how community is constructed in 

performance while participants move through space. 

The literature on Haitian Dominican cultural expression must be looked at in the 

context of Eurocentric attitudes of elites in the Dominican Republic. Xenophobic and 

racist themes abounded in viewpoints toward Haiti, as promulgated in Dominican cultural 

commentaries penned by elites prior to the 1970s, accompanied by denial regarding 

Dominican African heritage, as summarized by Martha Ellen Davis (Davis 1994). Robert 

Adams examines wider European and U.S. discourses regarding Hispaniola, which he 

compares to "orientalism" (Adams 1999:22). 

In the Dominican Republic, since the 1970s, there has been an Afrocentric 

cultural Renaissance in which books, articles, folkloric performances and discourses have 

flourished. A number of Dominican scholars have produced works pertaining to African 

Dominican ritual performance (Hernandez Soto 1996 and 2004; Esteban Deive 1989; 

Andujar Persinals 1997 and 1999; Rodriguez Velez 1989; Tejeda Ortiz 1995; 1998; 

2000 and 2005), and ethnomusicologists from the U.S. have also investigated Dominican 

popular musics ( Austerlitz 1997; Pacini-Hernandez 1995). 

There is a growing literature on Dominican identity issues, that includes a 

discussion of what is considered "African" and what is considered "Haitian" in the 

Dominican Republic, the historical and contemporary political roots of this problematic, 

and the resultant racism and xenophobia ( Wucker 1999; Martinez 2003; Howard 2001; 

Sagas 2000). Recent works in Spanish also examine the relationship between Dominican 

culture and identity (Tejeda Ortiz 1998; Andujar Persinal 1999). 
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Some scholars have examined AfroDominican music and ritual performance from 

a transnational perspective. Davis explores performance of AfroDominican music 

(including Gaga) in the Dominican diaspora in the U.S. (Davis 1994), and Adams and 

Sanchez-Carretero look at Dominican Vodu in diaspora (Adams 1999; Sanchez-Carretero 

2005). 

There is literature in English pertaining to Haitian immigrants in the Dominican 

Republic, but these works cover almost exclusively historical, socioeconomic and 

political issues, and rather than cultural expression (Camejo 1991: Garcia 2006; Lemoine 

1985; Mintz 1985; Plant 1987). This literature has contextualized Haiti and the 

Dominican Republic geopolitically, in terms of the economic hegemony of the United 

States in the Caribbean since the late 1800s, particularly in relation to international 

agribusiness and cash crops like sugar and the control of labor flows during the U.S. 

occupation of both Haiti and the Dominican Republic during the early 20th century. 

In recent years, a number of scholars have investigated Haitian Dominican 

cultural encounters along the border, as well as the impact of Haitian Kreyol on 

Dominican Spanish (Adams 1999, 2006; Derby 1994; Lispki 1994; Matias 2001). 

Matibag mentions "Gaga" as an example of "border-crossing religion" in his work in this 

vein (Matibag 2003:14). Alegria-Pons's approach lays the groundwork for looking at 

Rara/Gaga as a transnational performance, as he characterizes Gaga as an AfroCaribbean 

expression. 

Scholars have studied Haitian Rara and Vodou as transnational performances. 

Largey (2008) and McAlister (2002) have looked at the effects of Haitian emigration to 

the U.S. upon Haitian Rara (in Haiti and in the U.S., respectively), and Richman has 
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looked at the interplay between Haitian outmigration and Vodou in the Haitian 

community of origin and a Haitian diasporic community in the U.S. (Richman 2005). 

This work is intended to contribute to the study of Rara/Gaga as a transnational 

performance from a number of perspectives. It can provide cultural context to previous 

studies of Haitian immigrants and transmigrants that have been primarily socioeconomic, 

in focus; for example, this work investigates the role of individual agency in a single 

Rara/Gaga community, and also looks at Rara/Gaga as an example of a cultural 

expression widely distributed across the sugar cane region of the Dominican southeast. 

This work also focuses at the participation of women in Rara/Gaga; most prior studies 

have looked primarily at male transmigrant cane workers.The study of Rara/Gaga as a 

performance along a "cultural border" complements investigations of cultural expression 

at the Haitian Dominican geographic border. This project looks at Rara/Gaga as a 

performance that shares characteristics with other performances in the African, Caribbean 

and Latin American contexts, thus situating Rara/Gaga as part of a larger African Atlantic 

field of study (Gilroy 1993; Matory 2005; Roach 1996). Although not strictly 

comparative in its methodology, this work draws upon my own earlier experience 

investigating AfroCuban Palo, a ritual performance of Central African origin, as 

performed in New York City. My research supports the argument made by a number of 

scholars in recent years that Central African cultural influences in the Americas are 

significant in the local context, broadly distributed, and worthy of further inquiry (Desch-

Obi 2002; Hall 2005; Heywood and Thornton 2007; Thompson 1984, 1993; Thornton 

1991a, 199b, 1992). 
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Conclusion 

Rara/Gaga in the southeastern Dominican Republic is a performance along the 

Haitian Dominican cultural border, and includes participation from a number of interest 

groups across boundaries of class, race, ethnicity, nation, region, age group and gender. 

Dialogic performances occur in a hybrid "third space" where shifting identifications and 

alterities are posited. Rara/Gaga, while displaying a public, carnavalesque aspect, is 

framed and imbued with ritual. The creation of community in performance is shaped and 

directed through individual agency, in a local cultural context where the self is 

conceptualized as inseparable from a community that includes the living, the ancestors 

and the spirits. Community is convened at the center in the sugar cane village that houses 

the performance troupe, Gaga Esperanza. Processional performance—music, dance, 

marching, generalist and specialist participation—creates community at the sonic and 

kinesic level; and community is reinvigorated along the processional route at the homes 

of supporters and affiliates as the Band traverses potentially hostile territory and maps a 

sense of place across the Dominican Southeast during procession. The Rara/Gaga social 

network extends beyond this region, as transmigrant participants travel to and from Haiti 

each year, and diasporic participants living in New York and elsewhere join the 

procession. This transnational, deterritorialized performance shares commonalities with 

other African Atlantic, and especially Central African-derived performances, particularly 

in the area of song, dance and ritual. Individual agency and the importance of local 

dialogues in the formation of this "reinvented community" must be acknowledged. 

In subsequent sections of this work I explore those aspects, including ritual, music 

and dance elements of Rara/Gaga performance that build and reinforce healing 
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community across a network of affiliates and over time. A brief summary of chapters 

follows. 

II. Background 

In this chapter, the various interest groups who participate in Gaga Esperanza are 

introduced: Haitian immigrants, Dominicans of Haitian descent, and other Dominicans 

including rural and urban Dominicans, as well as those residing in diaspora. There will 

be a discussion of the participation of various language communities: monolingual and 

bilingual speakers of Haitian Kreyol and Spanish. 

The existence of the sugar cane industry in the southeastern Dominican Republic 

will be contextualized historically and geopolitically. There will be a discussion of how 

Dominican elites, with the active participation of the United States have intervened in the 

"border culture" created by the peoples dwelling at the Haitian Dominican geographic 

border, in an effort to create a uniform and modern Dominican nation state. The 

commonalities are explored between Rara/Gaga and ritual practices along the geographic 

border as a popular strategy of resistance to state domination and foreign intervention. 

Putative similarities and differences between Haitian Vodou and Dominican Vodu are 

described, and ritual is presented as a site wherein differences and commonalities are 

dialogically negotiated. 

Ill The Medicine 

This chapter looks at the ritual aspect of Rara/Gaga and describes rituals 

particular to this processional performance. The chapter also looks at notions of 

"medicine," or more broadly speaking, healing in African Atlantic religions. Kongo-
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derived notions of ritual power as having dual aspects—both healing and self-defense-

are explored, as are the ways in which this duality is evoked through the material culture 

and performance of Rara/Gaga. The correlation between heat and healing in literature 

pertaining to Haitian Vodou and Dominican Vodii supports the argument made in this 

chapter that heat and militance, far from being antithetical to the healing effected on a 

communal level through Rara/Gaga, in fact are integral to the medicine. Also explored in 

this chapter is the relationship between the ritual leader and initiates, and this bond is 

presented as one of the connections that serves to create healing community within 

Rara/Gaga. 

IV. The Band 

This chapter introduces the personnel of the Band and discusses the roles played 

by organizers, patrons, musicians and dancers. The various social groups who participate 

in performance will also be presented: women, children, men, elders and young people 

within the Batey, as well as Haitian immigrants, Haitian Dominicans and Dominicans not 

of Haitian descent. The participation of these social groups within the performance is 

presented as a dialogue between sometimes contradictory or conflicting viewpoints. In 

this chapter, I argue that, in spite of frictions and power struggles that arise due to 

differences, nevertheless, across boundaries of class, gender, language community, age 

group, etc., the participants in Rara/Gaga come together to perform every Easter. Also 

discussed in this chapter will be the musical instruments and material culture of Gaga. 

There will be discussion of musical performance, with particular attention to song 

performance and song texts, and an emphasis on the importance of coordination of 
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musical elements in maintaining cohesion within the Band, thus bringing together healing 

community in performance. 

V. The Band in Motion 

In this chapter the processional aspect of Rara/Gaga will be explored. The larger 

community including those dispersed through the region, as well as those traveling back 

and forth to Haiti, and those residing in the Dominican diaspora are viewed as a network. 

At epicenters along this network, the Band encounters other social networks, other 

performers and other coteries of ritual specialists. Performance epicenters at the homes 

of affiliates in the Southeast become sites for hybridizations between Haitian Dominican 

Vodou and Dominican Vodu along the Haitian Dominican ritual border. Performance of 

Rara/Gaga is also a temporal nexus point at which historical referents are brought 

forward into song texts and discourse to contextualize contemporary performance. 

VI. The Band Carries Medicine 

The conclusion summarizes the themes carried throughout the work: that 

Rara/Gaga is a dialogic community of various interest groups, who position themselves 

in various relationalities to other constituencies within Gaga Esperanza and externally; 

who join together in flexible, additive performance structures with performers who 

convene at the Band's center, or who link with the Band at various epicenters along its 

Easter performance route, such that performers and supporters can take on roles that 

permit their participation in an extended, mobile community. The Rara/Gaga troupe 

packs the fire-power of Petwo energies. This spiritual aspect of the performance is 

concealed from the casual observer, but accessible to the informed participant. The 
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Band's force is renewed at access points along the route and distributed at epicenters near 

and far. This medicine in motion effects a cyclic annual purification and renewal of a 

complex, mobile community—a "trial by fire" that brings performers, the Petwo Lwa, the 

dead together, as participants join in a militant esprit de corps, having endured the 

marathon and brought themselves literally to the feet of the divine through music, ritual 

and dance. 

II. BACKGROUND 

The section that follows introduces the performers, organizers and supporters of 

Gaga Esperanza, and looks at their roles, as well as the social interest groups to which 

they belong. A historical context of Haitian Dominican relations will be provided, as 

well as a discussion of Vodou and Vodii—AfroHispaniolan ritual traditions that overlap 

with Rara/Gaga. 

Constituencies of Gaga Esperanza 

Rara/Gaga is a performance in which a number of constituencies enthusiastically 

participate. I briefly describe below three interest groups, generally understood as 

distinct social groups in Batey Esperanza: Haitian-born immigrants, generally lowest in 

status unless immigrants of many years in which case they may have achieved a social 

status roughly equivalent to that of Haitian Dominicans; Haitian Dominicans, including 

Dominicans of Haitian descent as well as some immigrants of many years, generally 

fluent in both Kreyol and Spanish, or some amalgam of the two; and Dominicans who 

claim no Haitian ancestry, not generally fluent in Kreyol, although many possess some 
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facility with the language. In later sections, I will look in more detail at social interest 

groups based on class, age, gender. 

Haitian immigrants: 

Rara/Gaga in the Dominican Republic offers an opportunity for Haitian 

immigrant cane workers, among the lowest paid and most exploited individuals in the 

Western hemisphere, to sing in their natal tongue, Haitian Kreyol, and to reveal in a 

public venue the philosophical richness of the Rara/Gaga song repertoire. Through 

Rara/Gaga performance, these transmigrants can display their instrumental, dance and 

vocal expertise developed back home in Haitian Rara bands, thus publicly celebrating an 

aspect of their culture of origin in a society that often presents a hostile face to Haitian 

immigrants. In most cases, Haitian immigrants participating in Gaga Esperanza are poor 

agricultural workers, although not all work in the cane plantation; some work in 

neighboring cattle ranches or tending crops. As will be described below, women born in 

Haiti and in the Dominican Republic also participate in Gaga Esperanza. 

Haitian Dominicans: 

Haitian Dominicans and long-term Haitian immigrants are not only active, but 

form the core leadership of Gaga Esperanza, and this may be true of other Rara/Gaga 

troupes in the southeastern Dominican Republic, as well. This population of batey 

residents tends to have relatively more privilege and access to local sources of patronage 

than recent Haitian immigrants who are considered at the bottom of the social ladder in 

batey society and who may not have the Spanish language skills or local connections that 

could enable them to work effectively as organizers for the troupe. Some Haitian 
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Dominicans in the La Romana area became small entrepreneurs, married individuals 

living in town, or otherwise were able to own their homes in town and enjoy a level of 

privilege generally greater than that of batey residents. 

Rara/Gaga is a Haitian Dominican performance from a linguistic perspective. 

Although most of the Rara/Gaga song repertoire at Batey Esperanza, especially the 

"inside" ritual repertoire is sung in Haitian Kreyol, lead singers improvise songs in a 

combination of Kreyol and Spanish in the public processional repertoire, to the delight of 

bilingual participants. Discourse takes place in Spanish, Kreyol and some combination of 

the two, as will be further discussed below.44 

The ritual aspect of Rara/Gaga in the Dominican Republic could also be described 

as "Haitian Dominican," as preparatory rituals and rituals during the Easter weekend 

procession are rooted in a uniquely Haitian Dominican local variant of African 

Hispaniolan ritual. Thus, it is a testament to the power of this performance that, through 

Rara/Gaga, Haitians and Haitian Dominicans, in the context of their precarious position 

in Dominican society, build bridges with other Dominicans to mount an energetic annual 

Easter performance. 

Gaga in Spanish: 

Public "street" songs in Spanish are enthusiastically sung in street performance, 

particularly by the youth. Poor Dominicans in the Southeast live and work alongside and 

intermarry with Haitians and Haitian Dominicans in the bateyes and mill towns. Many of 

these Dominicans participate in the preparations for and performance of Rara/Gaga. 

44 A delightful example of utilization of Spanish and Kreyol in Rara/Gaga discourse is an individual with a 
strong Haitian accent, exhorting Gaga Esperanza performers to chime in and get a song started, when he 
called, "Vamo', vamo', vamo' TiMoun!" (Spanish "let's go, let's go, let's go;" Kreyol: "Children") 
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Local Dominicans, especially from the La Romana area, including middle class 

Dominican small business owners and professionals participate in Gaga or support the 

troupe as patrons, as will be described below. This performance has captured the 

imagination of many Dominican artists, scholars and aficionados from the Southeastern 

region and across the country as a whole (especially the cities of Santo Domingo and 

Santiago), and from the Dominican diaspora. These Dominicans, most of whom would be 

considered middle class, have enthusiastically studied and embraced "el Gaga" as part of 

AfroDominican folklore and have brought it to the Dominican and the international 

folkloric stage. 

Participation of Other Constituencies 

As will be further discussed below, descendants of the ingleses, or immigrants 

from the English-speaking Antilles, form a sizable population in the Dominican 

southeast. Although it is unclear whether there is significant influence upon Rara/Gaga 

by this population, there were certainly a few participants in Gaga Esperanza with whom 

I had the pleasure of speaking English, as they were descended from this immigrant 

population. 

In Gaga Esperanza, there was participation of members of a few other ethnic 

minorities from within the Dominican Republic, (particularly Santo Domingo). Also, 

outsiders came to Batey Esperanza as invited guests via the Dominican diaspora—I met 

Canadian, Japanese and European visitors who were either related to or friends with Gaga 

Esperanza members. While small in number, these individuals constituted a source of 

patronage and prestige for the Band. The contingent from the U.S., in particular, has 

disseminated information about the troupe and about Rara/Gaga to the outside world, 
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participating in diasporic Gaga performances, classes and ad hoc processions in New 

York City and elsewhere. 

In the following section, there will be a general discussion of immigration in the 

Dominican Republic, followed by a more detailed historical discussion of Haitian 

immigration in specific. 

Immigration in the Dominican Republic 

In recent years, Dominican scholars have challenged Eurocentric and indigenist 

views of Dominican identity promulgated by Dominican elites. Dagoberto Tejeda Ortiz 

proposes that identity in the Dominican Republic be viewed as a work in progress, a 

process fraught with struggle, "Una lucha entre la afirmacion y la negation, entre lo que 

somos y lo que han querido que nos seamos" (Spanish: "A battle between affirmation and 

negation, between who we are and that which others have wanted us to be") (Tejeda 

Ortiz: 1998 Vol.l:ix). Cognizant of historical pressures on the part of Dominican elites to 

negate African heritage and to self-identify as Spanish, and/or as descendants of the 

Tainos, the indigenous inhabitants of Hispaniola, Tejeda Ortiz invites "the Dominicans of 

today" to redefine themselves as racially, ethnically and culturally "mulatto:" 

Cuando hablamos del dominicano hoy dia, etnicamento no somos tainos, 
espanoles o africanos, ni siquiera la suma de los tres, sino una cosa different45 

(Tejeda Ortiz 1998 Vol.2:260). 

When we speak of the Dominican of today, ethnically, we are not Taino, Spanish 
or African, nor even a sum of the three, but rather, something entirely different. 

45 The attachment to a notion of a EuroAmerlndian identity persists in the Dominican Republic. In the mid 
1990s, Primo, one of the leaders of Gaga Esperanza, a brown-skinned Haitian-born Dominican residing for 
many years in the Dominican Republic, showed me his passport in which he was designated, indio oscuro, 
(Spanish: dark Indian). For the Haitian Dominicans present during this demonstration, this type of 
obfuscation of identity on the part of the Dominican government provoked ironic comments. 
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Andujar Persinals, while acknowledging the mulatto majority, posits a view of the 

Dominican Republic as a diverse, pluralistic society. Those groups who have settled in 

the Dominican Republic in sizable numbers, according to Andujar Persinals, include 

immigrants from the Middle East; East Asia (particularly China and, to a lesser extent, 

Japan); North America (including African American Protestants who settled in Samana 

and elsewhere in the North and East of the country); immigrants from the English-

speaking Virgin Islands, Jamaica and the Turks and Caicos;46 and Haitians (Andujar 

Persinals 1999:27-32). Bernardo Matias describes the Dominican Republic, since the 

beginning of the 20th century, as "the center of attraction of intense immigrant 

movements" {centro de atraction de intenso movimientos inmigratorios) of peoples from 

a number of religious, ethnic or national groups, including Jews, Arabs, citizens of Spain, 

Puerto Ricans, East Asians, Haitians and Italians (Matias 2001:15). 

It is the view of Andujar Persinals that immigration has enriched Dominican, and 

particularly AfroDominican culture: 

Hoy somos el resultado de un proceso rico y multietnico, pues no solo contamos 
con los elementos orginalmente constitutivos negro-bianco, sino, con otras 
naciones (chinos, arabes, norteamericanos) y grupos provenientes de otros 
enclavos negros (haitianos, cocolos, americanos negros, etc.) que han reforzado la 
presencia de los elementos negros actuantes hoy en nuestra identidad (1999:13). 

Today, we are the result of a rich, multiethnic process, taking into consideration 
not only the original black and white constitutive elements, but also other nations: 
Chinese, Arabs, North Americans, and groups originating in other black enclaves: 
Haitians, Cocolos, black Americans. 

Haitian immigrants comprise by far the largest immigrant group in the Dominican 

Republic. As will be described in a subsequent section, movements of people, goods and 

46 In the Dominican southeast, the cocolos or ingleses (Spanish: the English) are represented in large 
numbers, especially in the San Pedro de Macoris area, but also residing in La Romana and its environs 
For insights regarding Cocolo culture, see Tejeda Ortiz (1998 Vol. 2: 216-220) and Nadal Walcot (1998). 
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ideas across the border between the two colonies and, subsequently, the two countries 

have been extensive and longstanding, with waves of increased Haitian immigration 

occurring at several points during Hispaniolan history. The following section briefly 

discusses Haitian immigrants and their descendants as a social group within Dominican 

society. A historical discussion of Haitian Dominican relations and formulations of 

ethnic, racial and national identities in the Dominican Republic will ensue, with an 

exploration of ritual performance along the Haitian Dominican border. 

Haitian Immigrants and Haitian Dominicans in the Dominican Republic 

There are no accurate statistics, but it is estimated that 500,000 Haitian 

immigrants and perhaps as many as 500,000 Haitian Dominicans live in the Dominican 

Republic (Human Rights Watch 2002). This population represents a significant number 

in relation to the population of Haiti (8.5 million in 2006) and the Dominican Republic 

(9.365 million in 2007--U.S. State Department 2008). 

During most of the 20th century, it would be accurate to suggest that populations 

of Haitian immigrants and their descendants have been concentrated either at the border, 

or wherever cane is cultivated in the Dominican Republic. June Rosenberg, in her study 

of Gaga, reports Haitian and Haitian Dominican enclaves in four regions: the border, 

particularly in the central region; the southeastern cane growing region, extending into 

the south central region surrounding the capital; the southwestern cane plantations 

located in the area surrounding Barahona; and along a swathe of cane fields near Puerto 

Plata on the northwestern coast, extending inland toward Mao (Rosenberg 1979:35-38). 

Although the sugar industry remains the largest employer of Haitians and Haitian 

Dominicans in the Dominican Republic, increasingly these populations are engaged in 
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other pursuits (Matias 2001:17). Andre Corten, Isis Duarte, Consuelo M. Soto and 

Viviana Friedman report that Haitian agricultural laborers also work in coffee, rice and 

cacao plantations, and that immigration to work in these industries has increased since the 

1970s, "replacing the Dominicans who had gone to work in the international free trade 

zones and the New York factories" (Corten et al. 1995:99). Matias notes, with the 

dominance of tourism in the Dominican economy, the participation of the Haitian and 

Haitian Dominican labor force in service-related jobs, such as the construction, hotel and 

transportation sectors, a trend that has resulted in the departure of many Haitians and 

Haitian Dominicans from the bateyes.47 In his study of Haitian immigrants in the border 

towns of Dajabon and Elias Pina, Matias describes the importance of Haitian itinerant 

day labor to the local economy, as well as the sizable daily markets selling wares brought 

in by Haitian merchants (ibid 23-24). He also observes that many Haitian immigrant 

women in the border region work as domestic laborers (ibid:52). 

Clearly, Haitians and Haitian immigrants are an integral part of the Dominican 

economy. But this population faces challenges to acceptance in Dominican society. The 

historical and political background of anti-Haitian sentiment will be explored in the 

summary below. Anti-Haitianism has been institutionalized through immigration policies 

involving large scale deportations and the denial of citizenship status to Haitian 

Dominicans. The status of the population of Dominicans of Haitian parentage is 

maintained in legal limbo as a result of systematic denial of birth certificates. Corten et 

47 Young adults from Batey Esperanza with whom I was acquainted and who had moved to La Romana 
were employed in hotel construction, hotel services, a supermarket, a car repair shop, at the Central (sugar 
mill) and in a Zona Franca (free trade zone) factory. As pointed out by Corten et al., some batey residents 
remain and commute to outside jobs. I noticed a few cases of this in Batey Esperanza, but the distance to 
the nearest town of La Romana, as well as the time involved in bus transport was prohibitive (Corten 
1998:99). 
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al. suggest that, by the mid 1990s, no more than 25% of Haitian Dominicans (born in the 

Dominican Republic) had acquired legal status (Corten et al. 1995:99). In 2004, 

Dominican migration law was changed to specifically exclude children of Haitian 

migrants as citizens. When the Inter-American Court of Human Rights ruled against the 

Dominican government in 2005 in a case involving denial of birth certificates to two 

Haitian Dominican children, the Dominican Supreme Court affirmed that Haitian 

workers are considered "in transit," and that their children are Haitian, not Dominican 

(Lacey 2008).48 

In recent years, mass deportations to Haiti have occurred of Haitians, Haitian 

Dominicans and dark-skinned Dominicans without Haitian parentage (Human Rights 

Watch 2002:12). As documented by Amnesty International, Sonia Pierre, activist of 

MUDHA, received death threats in part because of her vocal protests of these 

deportations and in spite, or perhaps because of support accorded to MUDHA by 

international organizations, such as the Robert F. Kennedy Award in 2006 (Garcia 2006). 

Episodic attacks in recent years against Haitian immigrants and Haitian 

Dominicans, including verbal attacks, deportations and violence, stem, in part, from a 

fear of cultural "invasion," stirred up by Dominican elites when expedient. In such 

discourses, the spectre of the 1822 occupation of the Dominican Republic under Haitian 

President Boyer is often evoked. 

48 The issue of Haitian Dominican rights and treatment of Haitian immigrants has brought members of the 
Haitian and Dominican diasporas together for dialogues involving nation, identity and human rights, such 
as an activity planned for May 3, 2008 by the Haitian Student Association at Columbia University and the 
Dominican American organization, Grupo Quisqueyano, to include musical performance of Haitian konpa 
and Dominican merengue music, as well as a discussion of "Dominican Identity and Migrations to 
Hispaniola." 
49 In 1997, during one such wave of deportations, I traveled from the Dominican Republic to Haiti. A Port-
au-Prince radio station broadcast an announcement by the Haitian government informing deportees of 
resources available to assist them, as many were not Haitian-born, had never been to Haiti and did not 
know anyone there. 
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The fear of Haitian invasion extends to the cultural sphere, according to Tejeda 

Ortiz, who suggests that this fear is based inprejuicio racista (Spanish: racist prejudice). 

In his view, Haitian cultural contributions in the Dominican Republic have largely been 

Dominicanized, i.e., "recreadas, redifinidas, pasando a particulizarse y a integrarse como 

parte de la cultura dominicana, tal como ha ocurrido, por ejemplo, con el 'Vodu' y el 

'Gaga'" (Spanish: "recreated, redefined, eventually differentiated and integrated as part 

of Dominican culture, as has occurred, for example, with Vodu and Gaga"). In Tejeda 

Ortiz' view, the danger of Haitian cultural invasion is a "myth" maintained by elites on 

both sides of the island, in an effort to turn their backs "a la cooperation y al desarollo de 

una isla que comparte dos paises" (Spanish: "on the cooperation and development of an 

island shared by both countries") (Tejeda Ortiz 1998 Vol. 2:252-3). 

Other authors suggest that Haitian Dominican relations at the popular level cannot 

be approached with simplistic formulae. According to Samuel Martinez, there is a need 

for a nuanced understanding of the views of Dominicans toward Haitians. He suggests 

that antihaitianismo is only one aspect of the sometimes contradictory views toward their 

neighbors held by Dominicans. 

My.. .recurrent concern has been how little we truly know about ordinary 
Dominicans' attitudes toward Haiti and Haitians...our woefully incomplete 
knowledge of the dialectic of repulsion and fascination with which Dominicans 
regard Haitian culture, a dialectic of which anti-Haitianism is just one pole 
(Martinez 2003:95). 

Martinez takes issue with what he calls Michele Wucker's "fatal conflict" model 

in her 1999 study of Haitian Dominican relations, asserting that, "the people of the two 

nations do not confront each other in unmitigated enmity but are bound together in a 

more complex weave of mutual fascination and repulsion, attraction and dislike, respect 
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and fear" (Martinez 2003:84). Matias, in his study of Hatian-Dominican socioeconomic 

and cultural contact along the border, notes that the viewpoint of many Dominicans 

toward Haitians is ambivalent: 

En esta region, al haitiano se le da un tratamiento distinto como identidad 
colectiva que como identidad individual. En efecto, las relaciones individuales 
que establecen a traves del mercado, los vinculos de vecindad, en las fiestas 
religiosas, en las fincas tienen valoraciones diferentes que cuando se trata de ver 
al haitiano como una pluralidad social o cultural. Como entidad colectiva el 
fronterizo todavia ve al haitiano como un conglomerado homogeneo en el cual 
todos los miembros pueden volverse galipotes, son brujos, tienden al robo y a la 
mentira, tienen malas costumbres, constituyen una amenaza para la moral en el 
pais (2001:57). 

In this region, the Haitian is treated differently as a collective entity vs. as an 
individual. In effect, (positive) individual relations established via trade, ties 
established through living near one another, in religious festivals, and in 
agricultural work are valued in one way, and Haitians as a social and cultural 
plurality are viewed in a different fashion. The Dominican border resident still 
looks at Haitians as a homogenous conglomerate in which all members can turn 
themselves into werewolves, are sorcerers, tend toward theft and lying, have bad 
manners and constitute a moral threat to the nation. 

In the La Romana area and, indeed, wherever I traveled in the Dominican Republic, I 

observed a range of sentiments on the part of Dominicans, from the camaraderie shown 

by those who live and work alongside Haitians and Haitian Dominicans, to the type of 

ambivalence described by scholars (see above), to outright hostility toward and fear of 

Haitians. In this unsettled social milieu, the public performances of Rara/Gaga take on a 

heightened importance. Rara/Gaga street procession, as well as folkloric shows and 

classes become public displays where positive aspects of African Dominican and Haitian 

Dominican culture, as well as cultural elements shared between Haiti and the Dominican 

Republic can be highlighted. 

Haitian Dominican cultural contact, such as the contact that occurs in Rara/Gaga, 

is not a new phenomenon, nor is it only the result of immigration related to sugar cane. 
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The following section provides a historical background in which Haitian Dominican 

relations and discourses regarding national identity will be examined in the context of 

global forces, particularly interventions by the United States. The actions of participants 

in AfroHispaniolan ritual, and discourses regarding ritual in Haiti and the Dominican 

Republic have been prominent in these identity discourses and will also be discussed. 

Haiti and the Dominican Republic: Historical Background 

Politik o 
Lavi m o 
Politik o 
Lavi m nan men yo 

Politics - oh 
My life - oh 
Politics - oh 
My life is in their hands 

It is impossible to separate Haitian and Dominican history, as the two countries 

have been intertwined socially, economically and culturally since colonial times. 

However, there have been periods of greater contact. To summarize, as pointed out by 

Carlos Esteban Deive, there have been four historical developments that have brought 

residents of the western and the eastern portions of Hispaniola into intensive cultural 

contact: During the colonial period, escaped slaves from Saint Domingue found refuge in 

the neighboring colony, Santo Domingo, in some instances forming or joining manieles, 

or maroon communities. Brief incursions by the Haitian military culminated in the 22 

year occupation of Santo Domingo by Boyer's army from 1822-1844. Particularly before 

1937, extensive traffic occurred along the geographical border for commercial and social 

purposes, as Haitians settled in the sparsely populated Dominican borderlands to raise 

cattle and engage in farming on collective lands. And in the early 20th century, spurred by 
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the U.S. occupation of both Haiti and the Dominican Republic and by the influx of 

foreign investment in Dominican agribusiness, large scale immigration of Haitian 

agricultural workers began in earnest. These movements of people, goods and ideas from 

one side of Hispaniola to the other contributed to what Esteban Deive calls "el proceso 

transculturativo dominico-haitiano" (Spanish: "the Haitian Dominican process of 

transculturation"), which he notes has extended as far as the eastern portion of the island 

in "los gagas—raras en creole" (Esteban Deive 1988: 161-2). The following summary 

puts these epochs of cultural contact into historical context. 

Sugar was brought to the island of Hispaniola with Columbus' second voyage in 

1493. Most authors contend that the native Taino population was killed off, died of 

disease or escaped into the mountains soon after the Spanish arrived, and the African 

slave trade began in 1518 in the Spanish colony of Santo Domingo, with the importation 

of 4000 blacks.50 By 1520, there were 40 sugar mills in the Spanish colony and probably 

a few thousand Africans, with an estimated white population between 3,000 and 10,000 

(Andujar Persinals 1997:65-71). 

Meanwhile, French-speaking pirates arrived in the Island of Tortuga by 1630. 

French colonists began settling in the western portion of the island soon thereafter, and 

the French were ceded possession of the western third of Hispaniola under the Treaty of 

Ryswick in 1697. French planters during the 18th ccentury imported slaves for the sugar 

and coffee industries in their colony, Saint Domingue. Thus, it is likely that, as noted by 

Robert Adams, "more than 150 years before the birth of Haitian Vodu, ... [African-

derived] religion had established a foothold in Santo Domingo" (Adams 1999:4). 

50 There is considerable discussion of the Taino contribution to Dominican culture, including music (Luis 
Diaz, personal communication with the author, 1996), and many Dominicans identify with Taino ancestry. 
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Spain for all intents and purposes abandoned its colony in the 17th and 18th 

centuries in favor of more lucrative colonial expansion elsewhere in the Americas, and 

Santo Domingo did not become the engine of sugar production that its neighbor, Saint 

Domingue became, nor did the slave trade to the Spanish-speaking side of the island 

continue at the rate at which it did in Haiti. There were many freed slaves in the Spanish 

colony, particularly through manumission, and Dominicans became largely a mixed race 

people of cattle ranchers and small farmers. Haiti, meanwhile, had a high ratio of African 

captives to whites until the Haitian Revolution in 1791 when whites (as well as some 

individuals of mixed ancestry) fled Haiti and the remaining population consisted of 

blacks and a mostly milat (Kreyol: mulatto) elite (Andujar Persinal 1997:78-79). 

The roots of AfroHispaniolan culture were established with the slave trade and 

nourished with cimarronaje (Spanish: maroonage) on both sides of the island, and 

especially in the border regions. Escaped Africans allied themselves with Tainos who had 

escaped slavery and survived in maroon encampments (Esteban Deive 1989:21). On the 

Dominican side of the island, maroon heroes such as Diego de Guzman and Lemba 

(Andujar Persinals 1997: 93) live in the Dominican popular imagination, as do leaders of 

Haitian slave revolts, Mackandal (Carolyn Fick 1990:60) and Boukman, who is said to 

have conducted a Kongo/Petwo rite with the sacrifice of a pig on the eve of the Haitian 

Revolution (ibid: 265). Symbols of resistance and of maroon identity embedded in 

Rara/Gaga (such as the whip and the whistle appropriated from slavery and redefined as 

militant Petwo performative elements, or the conch shell used as a signaling device by 

maroon armies) thus have a pan-Hispaniolan resonance. 
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There has been cultural exchange among the occupants of Hispaniola since the 

colonial period. As Eugenio Matibag points out, tobacco, cacao, cotton and hides, were 

provided by the agriculturists on the Spanish-speaking side of the island to supply the 

giant sugar factory that Saint Domingue became under French rule (Matibag 2003:37). 

After the Haitian Revolution ended in 1804 with the establishment of the first 

independent black republic in the Western hemisphere, invasion attempts of Santo 

Domingo by Haiti in the early 1800s were followed by the Haitian occupation of Santo 

Domingo from 1822-1844. Matibag documents in the Dominican populace the "fear, 

anti-Haitian prejudice and xenophobia" inspired by the Haitian Revolution, an attitude 

which he states worsened under the occupation. And yet, Matibag also discusses 

intermarriage and cultural exchange that occurred during this period, with the presence of 

large numbers of Haitians in Santo Domingo, and with the abolition of slavery in the 

occupied Dominican Republic by the second President of Haiti, Jean Pierre Boyer in 

1822 (ibid: 103).51 

With the expulsion of the Haitian occupying force in 1844, the young Republica 

Dominicana first defined itself in opposition, not to Europe, but to its neighbor, Haiti. 

David Howard suggests that, during the struggle for independence from Spain and in 

subsequent years, blacks and mulattos in the Dominican Republic took up positions of 

responsibility in the newly independent nation in opposition to whites, many of whom 

51 There is evidence that some AfroDominican hereditary ritual communities, or cofradias still in existence 
today took form during 19* century waves of Haitian immigration. For example, extrapolating from local 
oral history and written record, Wendalina Rodriguez Velez suggests that a cofradia dedicated to veneration 
of La Dolorita (Our Lady of Sorrows) in Los Morenos, a community near Villa Mella in the region of the 
Dominican capital, was founded by a Dominican woman and her husband, a Haitian soldier who remained 
behind after the Haitian army withdrew in 1844 (Rodriguez Velez 1982). 
52 It was my observation that this historical date of 1844 is evoked much more frequently in Dominican 
discourses regarding identity and independence than the date of 1865, the year that Dominicans regained 
their independence from Spain, which re-established colonial rule briefly from 1861-1865. 
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had sided with Spain. According to Howard, the presence of a darker Haitian neighbor in 

effect lightened the skin color of elites in the Dominican Republic: 

Despite increased access to power, it was always necessary for the darker-skinned 
Dominicans to demonstrate their national and cultural identity in opposition to the 
Haitian enemy.. ..Consequently, Dominican mulatos/as, condemning the 
excessive nigritude of Haiti, aimed to forge a Dominican nation of Hispanic and 
indigenous ancestry (Howard 2001:28). 

The contemporary period of high levels of Haitian immigration to the Dominican 

Republic has its roots in the increased cultivation of sugar, as well as coffee and cacao, in 

the Dominican Republic in the late 19th century. Sugar cultivation in Santo Domingo had 

persisted since the early days of the colony, but on a small scale in comparison with 

production in 18l century Saint Domingue or 19th century Cuba. After the establishment 

of the Dominican Republic in 1865, the sugar industry revived, in part with the arrival in 

the Dominican Republic of Cuban investors during Cuba's Ten Years' War (1868-1878) 

with Spain. Initially, as noted earlier, workers for increased production were brought 

annually for the sugar harvest from the English-speaking islands (Moya Pons 1999:13). 

But with U.S. expansion into the Caribbean, the migration patterns shifted, and Haitians 

were brought to the Dominican Republic in larger numbers. 

The end of the Spanish American War in 1898 signalled an intensification of U.S. 

involvement in the Caribbean, including investment in agribusiness in the Dominican 

Republic, Puerto Rico and Cuba. Moya Pons reports that falsification of land titles was 

among the strategies used by U.S. investors to gain access to the land holdings of 

Dominicans, including those of small farmers, and to partition common lands previously 

utilized for cattle and lumber, resulting in disruption of local economies in the Dominican 

Republic and the establishment of large foreign-owned plantations, especially in the 
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Southeast. The South Porto Rico Sugar Company expanded its holdings in the La 

Romana area from 20,000 acres in 1911 to 914,400 acres by 1918, and built its own sugar 

mill in the town of La Romana in 1917. In the mid 1960s, Gulf and Western bought the 

South Porto Rico Sugar Company, and in the mid 1980s, the company was sold again. 

The major stockholders of what is now called the Central Romana Corporation are the 

Cuban American Fanjul family, who also own Flo-Sun, the largest sugar concern in 

Florida (Bartlett and Steele 1998). 

Under U.S. Occupation of both the Dominican Republic (1916-1924) and Haiti 

(1915-1934), the U.S. oversaw the flow of Haitian labor from Haiti to the Dominican 

Republic and Cuba (Plant 1987:50). Rafael Leonidas Trujillo Molina, during his 

dictatorship from 1930 until his assassination in 1961, took a personal interest in sugar 

cultivation and owned a number of sugar concerns. Under Trujillo, beginning in 1952, the 

Dominican government established the State Sugar Council (Spanish: Consejo Estatal de 

Azucar, or CEA) which after his death acquired the sugar concerns owned by him. 

A mission of the CEA under Trujillo was to manage importation of Haitian labor 

CO 

to sugar plantations, but the government paradoxically deported Haitians after the 

harvest. Trujillo disseminated anti-Haitian rhetoric via state-controlled media, a practice 

continued by his successor, Joaquin Balaguer (Human Rights Watch Report 2002). 

Howard, (citing a quotation in T. Fiehrer 1990:11), reports that Balaguer, who was the 

Dominican ambassador to Colombia at the time of the massacre of thousands of Haitians 

along the border in 1937, defended Trujillo's action on the grounds that the presence of 

Haitians and their "voodoo" and "anti-Christian customs" was corroding "national 
53 In 1999, the State Sugar Council, due to economic woes, was obliged to lease out its ten active sugar 
mills to several agricultural consortia (CEA 2008). Central Romana remains a wholly private entity, along 
with a very few others. 
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solidarity" (Howard 2001:29). At the time of the massacre, soldiers required residents 

along the border to pronounce the Spanish word, perejil (parsley), in order to distinguish 

Haitians by their accent. Thus, there was a conflation of the Kreyol language and 

AfroHaitian ritual in this designation of enemies of the Dominican state as the targets of 

ethnic cleansing. 

After 1937, Haitian immigration continued, but at a reduced rate compared with 

its intensity from 1920 to 1937 (Matias 2001:17). Matias suggests that Haitian 

immigration increased again in the 1980s. Recent Dominican administrations, although 

not as vituperatively anti-Haitian as that of Trujillo's ideological successor, Joaquin 

Balaguer (Presidentl966-1978),54 have continued the importation of Haitian labor. 

Ernesto Sagas reports that the PRD (Partido Revolucionario Dominicano) that succeeded 

Balaguer, "in spite of their liberal, social democratic rhetoric... did little to alleviate the 

plight of Haitian braceros (cane cutters) in the Dominican Republic" (Sagas 2002: 101). 

The use of deception and force have been documented in the procurement of Haitian 

labor in the Dominican Republic (Americas Watch 1991:67), as well as the use of child 

labor (ibid:29). Sagas indicates that the Dominican military participated in round-ups of 

Haitians to work in the sugar fields of the state-owned plantations during failed 

negotiations with the Jean-Claude Duvalier regime for Haitian labor, and after the 

collapse of that regime in 1986. 

Antihaitianismo is an ideology used strategically by Dominican ruling classes to 

exert social control during elections, strikes and periods of social unrest. Sagas 

documents anti-Haitian rhetoric strategically levied in 1994 against presidential 

candidate, Jose Francisco Pena Gomez, a dark-skinned Dominican of Haitian parentage. I 

54 Balaguer's book, La Isla al Reves, is an anti-Haitian diatribe (Balaguer 1983). 
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witnessed this election-motivated anti-Haitian rhetoric in Dominican television 

commercials, newspaper articles and posters. The claim that Pena Gomez would try to 

"unify" the island was a recurrent theme, playing on Dominican fears of Haitian invasion, 

often linked with the idea of "foreign intervention" by the United States. As Sagas points 

out, there is a link between utilization of anti-Haitian sentiment by Dominican elites and 

perceived threats to their power: 

Dominican authoritarian and semiauthoritarian regimes, in their quest for 
legitimacy, have often resorted to pitting the Dominican people against the 
'Haitian threat.' Rallying anti-Haitian nationalism not only unites the people, but 
defuses lower-class threat (Sagas 2002:12). 

Sagas' analysis links class, race and anti-Haitian sentiment. Batey residents, 

mostly poor, black and of Haitian descent, occupy the intersection of these margins in 

Dominican society. And according to the ideology of antihaitianismo, Haiti is conceived, 

not only as a place of atavistic Africanity, but through its status as a failed state, as an 

obstacle to Dominican modernization (Sagas 2000:121), thus situating Haitian 

immigrants and Haitian Dominicans, not only at the social margins, but in the undesirable 

past opposed to modernity. 

It is worth examining more closely the extensive cross-border cultural contact 

mentioned by Matibag and Esteban Deive above, the flow of people, livestock and goods 

across the Haitian Dominican geographic border, and especially events along the border 

that preceded Trujillo's ethnic cleansing of the region that occurred in 1937. A better 

understanding of this Haitian Dominican border culture, and how its suppression by the 

Dominican state played into narratives of Dominican national identity and international 

politics can shed light on processes of cultural hybridization that occur in Rara/Gaga in 

the Dominican Southeast. 
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The Haitian-Dominican Border 

Examination of the Haitian Dominican border can be viewed as part of a larger 

discourse regarding cultural processes occurring in border regions. Charles Carnegie 

extols the importance of "border-work—the act of writing, representing, and theorizing 

the border," in understanding the Caribbean region, and he suggests that such 

investigations be approached from a diachronic, as well as a synchronic perspective: 

Caribbean borders have been particularly charged sites historically, lying as they 
did at the edges of competing empires: their significance marked by piracy, 
contraband, marronages, the production of people of intermediate (mestizo) or 
unclassifiable race, and the invention of new languages from older language 
stocks.. .The border savvy of Caribbean peoples, and the border activity in which 
they engage, constitute important veins of historical knowledge and cultural 
practice that get displaced by a racial/national optic made normative by the 
colonial and postcolonial state (Carnegie 2006:vi). 

It is difficult to imagine a more "charged site" than the geographical border 

between Haiti and the Dominican Republic, the backdrop for two historic events so often 

resurrected in the popular imagination: on the Dominican side, the incursion across the 

border from the west by Boyer's army in 1822, and on the Haitian side, the massacre of 

Haitians that took place east of the border by Trujillo in 1937. An exploration of border 

culture in the Dominican Republic in the years preceding the massacre unearths an 

important "vein of historical knowledge and cultural practice" that can elucidate Haitian 

Dominican hybridizations today. 

There is evidence that the relationships between ordinary Dominicans and 

Haitians, as well as Dominican conceptions of Haiti are complex and have changed over 

time. For example, due to differences in historical circumstance, it would be a mistake to 

elide in an unexamined fashion Trujillo's attempt to marshall anti-Haitian sentiment 

preceding the 1937 "ethnic cleansing" with more recent waves of antihaitianismo, 
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according to Richard Lee Turits. He notes that in the years before 1937, Haitian 

immigrants, descendants of immigrants, children born of mixed marriages, as well as 

ethnic Dominicans lived in a "transnational frontier world" along the geographic border 

between the two countries. In this liminal zone, there was widespread local resistance to 

efforts on the part of privileged classes from the Dominican capital to modernize the 

region: 

Much to the chagrin of officials, intellectuals, and other elite Dominicans, a 
largely bilingual frontier population remained indifferent and even hostile to 
urban visions of Dominican nationality.. .The elite sought a both geographically 
and culturally bounded nation.. .The Haitian massacre should.. .be seen as an all-
out assault by the national state on a bicultural and transnational frontier world 
collectively made by ethnic Dominicans and ethnic Haitians. Reframing the 
problematic of the Haitian massacre as a conflict between two visions of the 
Dominican nation deconstructs and challenges the dominant, essentialized 
construction of Dominican nationality as founded on a putatively transhistorical 
anti-Haitianism (Turits 2002:592-3). 

With their modernization campaign, Dominican elites from Santo Domingo meant 

to do away with a way of life characterized by extensive Haitian Dominican cultural 

contact. Turits states that, according to oral histories obtained from border residents who 

remember the pre-193 7 era, much of the local populace was bilingual and "Haitian 

Creole and Spanish.. .to some extent fused, forming a new idiom" (ibid: 595). The 

attitudes of Dominicans toward Haitians in the border region were complex and, 

according to Lauren Derby, "not territorial or racialized but cultural." Haiti, because of 

its access to foreign ports and the fact that it had a stable currency before Dominican 

currency was officially established, was perceived as a place of relative wealth, and 

Haitian towns were viewed as more luxurious than Dominican border towns. Derby 

suggests that Haitians were viewed by Dominican agriculturalists who depended upon a 

barter system for survival as having relatively greater access to money and being "stingy" 
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with it. She also reports that Dominicans held an ambivalent attitude toward the ritual 

power of Haitian Vodou, which was viewed by some Dominicans as more potent than 

Dominican Vodu (Derby 1994:492). 

There is a disjunct between the picture painted by Turits and Derby of cultural 

hybridity, intermarriage and open trade along the border, in which Haitians were viewed 

with a kind of ambivalent admiration versus the state-sanctioned view of a Haitian 

"invasion" overtaking an unwilling Dominican population, a view Trujillo used to justify 

the 1937 massacre. Dominicans in power, under direct U.S. influence, endeavored to 

obliterate what they saw as backward AfroDominican peasant culture in the border 

region, to seal a porous border and to define Dominicanidad (Spanish: Dominican 

national identity) in relation to an excluded and vilified Haitian Other with whom 

African-derived ritual was associated. 

Haitians were portrayed as savages and Vodou or Vodu as a primitive cult.55 

Laura Derby describes a "barrage of new legislation seeking to regulate daily life" under 

the U.S. occupation, including the 1920 U.S.-mandated Ley de Sanidad (Spanish: 

Sanitation Law) that required market women to institute "modern" food preparation 

methods, a requirement in many cases beyond their means, and forbade 

"witchcraft...hoodooism or other supernatural or deceitful methods" (Derby ibid:505). 

Theater at the Border 

The enactment of rejection of Haitian Dominican border culture by Trujilllo 

became a kind of horrific theatrical event, creating or at least supercharging a symbol— 

55 Dagoberto Tejeda Ortiz, Fernando Sanchez Martinez and Cesar Mella Mejias characterize Dominican 
racist ideology as "alienada, hispanofila, europeizante and norteamericanizada" (Spanish: "alienated, 
Hispanophile, Eurocentric and North Americanized), laying responsibility for its promulgation upon 
members of the elite intelligentsia (Tejeda Ortiz, et al. 1995:48). 
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the Haitian Other—and activating this symbol through violent means. Rosaldo describes 

what he calls "border theater" staged by the United States at Mexico's doorstep. 

The U.S.-Mexico border has become theater, and border theater has become 
social violence. Actual violence has become inseparable from symbolic ritual on 
the border—crossings, invasions, lines of defense, high-tech surveillance, and 
more.. .The violence and high tech weaponry of border theater is at once symbolic 
and material. North American politicians...attempt to stage the vulnerability of 
North American citizens who are at risk because of the "illegals" (read: outlaws) 
invading their land. They of course add that the government is using all means at 
their disposal to protect citizens from the brown invaders from the south (Rosaldo 
1999:257). 

In the period leading up to and culminating with the 1937 massacre, the 

Dominican state created exclusion criteria at the Haitian Dominican border based on a 

concept of nation and race created by Eurocentric ideologues. As Derby observes: 

[the state] introduced hierarchy into a previously horizontal ideology of 
difference. As frontier Dominicans became part of the nation as citizens, the 
Haitian community came to be labeled as foreigners threatening the body politic 
(Derby 1994:489). 

This intra-Hispaniolan drama played out under U.S. influence. Like the 

transformation of the Dominican landscape by U.S. agribusiness and the manipulation of 

Caribbean migratory patterns during the U.S. military occupations of the Dominican 

Republic and Haiti, the reshaping of the Dominican border occurred in conjunction with 

U.S. intervention. Akhil Gupta and James Ferguson described the utility of borders in 

maintaining an international order based on hierarchical power relations: 

The area of immigration and immigration law is one practical area where the 
politics of space and the politics of otherness link up very directly. If it is 
acknowledged that cultural difference is produced and maintained in a field of 
power relations in a world always already spatially interconnected, then the 
restriction of immigration becomes visible as one of the main means through 
which the disempowered are kept that way. The enforced 'difference' of place 
becomes, in this perspective, part and parcel of a global system of domination 
(Gupta and Ferguson 2002:74-75). 
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The Haitian Dominican border is a complex sign, representing a locus of 

commerce, both legal and illegal involving goods and people, and where bilingualism is 

still common and "border savvy" can be found. But at the same time, the Haitian 

Dominican border is a site where "cultural difference is produced," glaringly evident in 

the carwash gauntlet that every bus from Haiti traverses as it crosses from Malpasse into 

Jimani, where Dominican water sanitizes the Haitian contagion. 

The construction of this ideological border occurs at the nexus of what Tejeda 

Ortiz calls in Spanish the "complejo haitiano" and the "complejo yanki," that is the 

"Haitian complex" and the "Yankee complex." It is his view that Dominicans tend to 

devalue and fear that which they perceive as Haitian, and uncritically adopt ideas and 

customs from the U.S. (Tejeda Ortiz 1998:123-124).56 Under U.S. tutelage, the 

Dominican government's modernization project attempted to destroy a viable border 

culture. 

There is an overlap between antihaitianismo in the Dominican Republic and 

racism, but these phenomena can be conceptually separated. Andujar Persinals 

differentiates anti-Haitianism from racist attitudes toward blackness in the Dominican 

Republic: 

Los datos de la realidad apuntan hacia una situation muy compleja y conflictivo: 
el racismo dominicano parece estar referido exclusivamente a los haitianos, 
aunque en el lenguaje cotidiano aparacen expresiones que discriminan al negro en 
sentido general: "es negro, pero simpatico," "es negro, pero inteligente," etc. 
(Andujar Persinals 1999:129-130). 

The data on the ground point to a situation fraught with complexity and conflict: 
Dominican racism appears to be directed exclusively toward Haitians, although 

56 Certainly, there has been and continues to be resistance to U.S. intervention and excessive influence in 
the Dominican Republic. An example will be explored below, with the 20th Century Dominican Messianic 
movement, Liborismo. 
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blacks in general are targeted in idiomatic expressions found in everyday speech: 
"he's black, but congenial," "he's black, but intelligent," etc. 

Andujar Persinals suggests that anti-Haitianism and racial prejudice toward blacks 

converge in the belief among some Dominicans that Haitian inferiority derives from a 

lack of racial "lightening," a relative absence of European genetic heritage among 

Haitians. But the "complex" to which Tejeda Ortiz refers, whether characterized as 

antihaitianismo or as racial prejudice, has the same result: a denial of African heritage in 

the Dominican Republic and the association of all things African with Haiti. 

Commenting on this problematic, Robert Adams situates Dominican anti-Haitianism in a 

larger global anti-Haitian discourse, in which for centuries, at least since the Haitian 

Revolution, Europeans and North Americans have placed an "essentialized Haiti" in an 

"imaginary geographic location of everything nonwestern" (Adams 1999:29). Adams 

notes that, by directing this "orientalism" toward Haiti, Dominican elites created a sense 

of alienation within Dominican culture itself, such that "Afro-Dominican culture was 

constantly denounced as some nefarious Haitian import" (ibid:42). The lived experience 

of many Dominicans, trabajando con misterios (Spanish: working with the spirits) or 

otherwise engaging in AfroDominican ritual, until recent decades, has largely been 

vilified by or altogether written out of elite Dominican discourse. 

AfroHispaniolan Ritual and Resistance at the Border 

In spite of the Eurocentric and anti-Haitian bias of elite Dominican discourses in 

the early 20l century, there has long been another historical record of cultural contact 

between the Dominican Republic and Haiti, and in which AfroDominican heritage plays 

a central role —AfroDominican ritual, as noted by Adams: 
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Each historical period has left its mark on Dominican Vodu, which has 
incorporated new materials, ideologies and spirits. Taino culture and history, 
slavery, marronage, the Haitian revolution, and military occupations are all 
reflected in Vodu rituals and spirits (Adams 2002:57). 

Simlarly, Martha Ellen Davis describes Dominican Vodu as a historical trove that 

can be mined in order to formulate a Dominican national identity based in popular 

culture: 

Como dice mi informante, dona Patria, "las cosas de este pais no son escritas." 
Esto es doblamente el caso cuando se refiere a la religiosidad popular y en 
particular al vodu. Una verdadera comprension de la identidad nacional parte del 
conocimiento de la historia y cultura nacionales, y la cultura se conoce a traves de 
la etnografia (Davis 1987:43). 

As my informant, dona Patria says, "the things of this country are not written." 
This is doubly the case when one refers to popular religion, and in particular to 
Vodu. A true comprehension of national identity derives from awareness of 
national history and culture, and one arrives at an understanding of culture 
through ethnography. 

Dominican Vodu becomes a kind of historical metanarrative, in which the 

presence of categories of Luases that hearken back to West or Central Africa, and Haitian 

Kreyol names for many of the Luases attest to the African and Haitian influences in 

Dominican culture, as do performative elements in AfroDominican ritual, such as drum, 

dance, possession trance and call-and-response song. AfroDominican ritual is a 

repository of alternative history, including histories of Haitian Dominican cooperation, 

and of resistance to Dominican state repression and to U.S. occupation of the island. 

An example of such a living history is the veneration of martyered 

AfroDominican messianic leader Olivorio (Liborio) Mateo, who led a millennial 

movement in the San Juan Valley in the southwestern border region in the early 20l 

century. Liborio was a fifty-year-old AfroDominican peasant who, as a result of a 

conversion experience, professed his calling to serve God and to cure the sick. He called 
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for the realization of a spiritual society on earth and established an egalitarian healing 

community called, CiudadSanta (Spanish: Holy City). Liborio's message fell on fertile 

ground, for there was widespread dissatisfaction in the San Juan Valley with the 

Dominican government's forced modernization program that had depressed the local 

economy and displaced agricultural workers. Liborio's movement was called Liborismo 

and his followers Liboristas. Adams calls Liborismo, an "aggressive counter-vision of 

Dominican modernism." As Adams points out, the communal basis of Liborio's Holy 

City contrasted with the state's vision of a new social order along the border: 

The sugar modernism defined by the elites advocated paid labor (rather than 
reciprocal labor), cash crops, privatized land, unfair distribution of profits, 
dependency, state law, and the related persecution of'primitive' culture. Liborio, 
in contrast, established his camp, Ciudad Santa (Holy City), based on shared 
volunteer labor (convite), equitable distribution of resources, subsistence 
agriculture, communal lands, self-sufficiency, spiritual law, and the celebration of 
Afro-Dominican culture....Elite visitors mixed easily with contraband smugglers, 
fugitives from justice, and the poor in Liborio's camp (ibid: 65). 

Liborio and his community represented a threat to state domination of the region, 

and Dominican and U.S. Marine forces set out to destroy Liborismo. The cross-border 

hunt for Liborio lasted from 1916-1922, during the U.S. occupation of both Haiti and the 

Dominican Republic. The Liboristas became a mobile healing community, moving like a 

maroon army through the mountains, eventually crossing the border to fight alongside 

Haitians against the U.S. occupation. Liborio and many of his followers were finally 

killed, but after his death, Liborio was viewed as a martyr, a symbol of resistance, and he 

continued to be venerated as a powerful ancestral figure in the AfroDominican ritual 

practice, Liborismo. 

57 Adams defines Vodii in the Dominican Republic broadly, as a "web of Afro-Dominican religious 
institutions—secret societies, carnival groups, Catholic brotherhoods, and healing cults" (Adams 2006:57). 
Davis, on the other hand, considers Dominican Vodii to be a practice distinct from other aspects of 
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In a later epoch, a second AfroDominican healing community was 

established in the San Juan Valley at Palma Sola by two brothers, the Twins of Palma 

Sola (Leon and Plinio Ventura Rodriguez) who claimed to be heirs to Liborio's spiritual 

power. Once again, a U.S. supported regime, the dictatorship of Rafael Trujillo, 

intervened in the San Juan Valley, as Trujillo turned much of the land into his private 

fiefdom, displacing small landholders and taking over communal lands. State opposition 

to the Palma Sola popular movement did not end with Trujillo's assassination, and 

hundreds of the Twins' followers were killed and arrested in 1962. The figures of 

Liborio and the Twins, as well as the sites of their healing communities have become 

powerful icons in AfroDominican ritual, symbols of resistance to governmental 

interference and examples of Haitians and Dominicans cooperating to resist U.S. 

intervention along the border (ibid: 71-72). 

Rara/Gaga shares certain characteristics with Liborismo. Liborismo is a living 

practice that embodies a history of resistance. Similarly, the Rara/Gaga troupe carries 

symbols, such as the conch shell used by Tainos for signaling, and the whip, a legacy of 

slavery, that evoke a history roiled by the battles of maroon armies and the Haitian 

Revolution.. In another parallel, Liborismo, as a messianic movement, reflects the ideals 

professed by its leader who sought to create a spiritual community on earth. It would not 

be an exaggeration to say that Homero, the man who led Gaga Esperanza during the early 

years of my fieldwork and who will be introduced in a subsequent chapter, had such a 

vision of Rara/Gaga as a spiritual community. Through his charisma, like Liborio, 

Dominican popular religion, such as pilgrimage societies, brotherhoods, festivals organized for saint days 
(1987:66), or messianic and healing cults (Spanish: cultos mesianicos y de curacion—ibid:191), and she 
ackowledges instances of overlap between Vodu and these other practices (ibid: 189). 
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Homero brought participants and aficionados of the Band to share his vision and, as was 

the case with Liborio, Homero's vision lived on after his death. 

In the next section, a closer examination of AfroDominican ritual performance 

will be undertaken, with a focus on Dominican Vodu. Dominican Vodu will be discussed 

in the context of Haitian influences, with attention to ways in which Dominican ritual 

practices differ from Vodou practices found in Haiti. This section leads into a discussion 

of Haitian Dominican Vodou and the relationship between Vodou/Vodu and Rara/Gaga. 

Through statements about their ritual practices, Haitian Dominicans position themselves 

in relation to the Other, e.g., their Vodou is more Haitian than the version practiced by 

non-Haitian Dominicans; Haitian Dominican practices have lost authenticity and 

discipline in relation to Haitian practices. Thus, discourse about ritual practice is a hybrid 

space wherein practitioners position themselves in relation to the Other. 

Haitian Vodou and Dominican Vodu 

Local Vodou practices vary from one region to another within Haiti, and even 

CO 

from one religious center to another, in both Haiti and the Dominican Republic. As 

Martha Ellen Davis points out, "One of the salient characteristics of a popular religion is 

precisely its variability, in that it emerges from the local circumstances of practitioners" 

(Davis 1987:59). However, in spite of local variations across the island, Davis views 

both Haitian Vodou and Dominican Vodu as sharing a focus on healing. In her view, both 

are AfroHispaniolan healing practices rooted in service to the Lwa or Luases and 

performed in individual consultation and group ceremonial settings (Davis 1987:59). 

For a discussion of regional variants within Haitian Vodou, see David Yih (Yihl995). 
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This core definition of Vodou as a healing practice is borne out by Karen 

McCarthy Brown in her study of a third generation Haitian Vodou priestess, Mama Lola, 

living in Brooklyn. Brown states that Mama Lola practices a "healing craft" for 

individuals in her altar room, while in larger ceremonies led by Mama Lola, "group and 

individual problems are aired through interactions with the spirits. At these ceremonies, 

crucial community bonds are reinforced through the process of giving gifts of food and 

entertainment to the Vodou spirits" (Brown 1991:4-7). Brown generalizes this view to all 

Haitian Vodou practice, not only to diasporic practitioners, when she says, "there is no 

Vodou ritual, small or large, individual or communal, which is not a healing rite" 

(ibid: 10). 

Davis suggests that Haitian Vodou and Dominican Vodu are variants of the same 

practice: 

El vodu dominicano se puede definer como una variedad oriental del vodou 
haitiano que, a su vez, es una variedad de la "religion de culto" afroamericano 
(Davis 1987:58). 

Dominican Vodu can be defined as the eastern variant of Haitian Vodou which is, 
at the same time, a variant of the Afro American "cult religion." 

Davis describes Vodou and Vodu as pan-Hispaniolan practices that which fit into the 

larger category of African-derived ritual in the Americas. 

But in spite of the commonalities between between Haitian Vodou and 

Dominican Vodu, authors delineate differences. For Esteban Deive, the pantheon of 

Lwa/Luases is, in part, a locally produced cultural product. He affirms that many of the 

Dominican Luases have names that have been adopted from Haitian Kreyol, but that 

others are indigenous to Dominican history and culture. Esteban Deive refers to the 
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families of spirits, the divisions in Dominican Vodii which roughly correspond to the 

nations of the Lwa in Haitian Vodou. 

Una gran parte de los luases dominicanos procede del panteon haitiano, por lo que 
generalmente conservan los mismos nombres si bien morfologicamente 
transformados debida...a las simples transcripciones foneticos de los mismos. 
Mas, al igual que ocurre en Haiti, el olimpo dominicano se ha enriquecido 
tambien, con misterios extraafricanos. Existen, por ejemplo, luases locales, los 
cuales se limitan a dares a conocer a un fiel o oficiante en particular.. .Hombres o 
mujeres que, en vida, se distinguieron como lideres religiosos, jefes militares, o 
guerilleros, etc., son incorporados, tambien...Finalmente, hay en el vodii 
dominicano una categoria de luases exclusiva de el...de la llamada division india 
o del agua, integrada por caciques quisqueyanos, historicamente reales unos, 
imaginarios otros (Esteban Deive 1988:171). 

The majority of the Dominican Luases come from the Haitian pantheon, and 
generally retain the same names, although morphologically altered as a result of 
simple phonetic transcriptions. However, just as has occurred in Haiti, the 
Dominican Olympiad has also been enriched with "extra-African" misterios who 
only make themselves known to a particular adherent or officiant;.. .Men and 
women who distinguished themselves in life as religious or military leaders, or 
guerillas, etc. are also incorporated .. .Finally, there is a category of Luases 
exclusive to Dominican Vodu, the so-called "Indian" division, or division "of the 
water," comprised of Quisqueyan chiefs, some of whom were historical 
personages and others imaginary. 

Dominican Vodou and Haitian Vodii thus share certain categories of Lwa/Luases 

with African roots, such as the Yoruba-derived Ogou/Ogiin and Legba groups, the Rada 

spirits of Dahomean origin and the Kongo-derived Petwo/Petro divisions. However, as 

pointed out by Deive, there is divergence in local pantheons, particularly regarding spirits 

who arise from site-specific knowledges, struggles of resistance, and interpretations of 

broader historical events. 

Davis points to other significant differences between Haitian and Dominican 

Vodou/Vodu practices, including the obvious distinction between French influence in the 

West and Spanish influence in the East. Dominican Vodu, in Davis's view, is more 

59 Further described in a subsequent section, the Dominican messianic leader, Liborio, could be considered 
an example of a deified historical figure venerated in AfroDominican ritual. 
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"simplified and eclectic" than Haitian Vodou (Spanish: "mas simplificado y eclectico ") 

(Davis 1987: 66). In regard to her assertion of relative simplicity, Davis suggests that in 

Dominican Vodu, a coherent African mythology is almost completely absent (ibid). 

Davis clarifies what she means by the greater eclecticism of the Dominican Republic in 

comparison with Haiti: 

El vodu en si, que en su variante haitiano es sinonimo con religion popular, en 
Santo Domingo representa solo una parte de la religion popular, la cual tambien 
abarca otros tipos de organization y manifestation....por ejemplo, la 
peregrination, la cofradia afrodominicana, otros tipos de hermandad, la velacion 
de santo—todas estas organizaciones o actividades y otras pueden no exibir el 
elemento mas caracteristico voduista: la posesion spiritual. No obstante, el vodu 
puede concurrir con estas otras manifestaciones, si estas son organizadas o 
asistidas por "servidores de misterio" (Davis 1987:57). 

Vodu per se, which in its Haitian variant is synonymous with popular religion, 
represents in the Dominican Republic only one aspect of popular religion, which 
in its totality is comprised of other practices and organizational models.. .for 
example, the pilgrimage; the AfroDominican mutual aid society, and other types 
of "brotherhoods;" the velacion de santo60—all these activities and others do not 
necessarily exhibit the most characteristic voduist element: spiritual possession. 
However, vodu may coexist with these other manifestations, if they are organized 
and attended by servidores de misterio. x 

Davis suggests that the degree of overlap between Vodu and other ritual practices 

is dependent upon Dominican region or locale. She refers to a prevalence of Dominican 

Vodu in the southern Dominican Republic, due to greater Haitian and African influences 

in that region. In the Eastern portion of the country, according to Davis, pilgrimage 

brotherhoods are prominent, such as those who annually organize a procession along the 

route to the Basilica de la Virgen de Altagracia in the town of Higiiey (ibid: 188-189). 

60 Davis defines the velacion as a "party" for a particular saint, offered as part of a commitment to that 
saint, and organized annually by a group who convene for precisely that purpose (ibid 188). 
61 Those who serve the Miste/Misterios or Lwa/Luases are called sevite in Kreyol and servidores or 
portadores in Spanish. 
62 Davis's characterization of a local ritual complex with overlap between various practices is consistent 
with what I observed in relation to Rara/Gaga. For example, I witnessed a local Rara/Gaga troupe 
marching into the south central town of Villa Mella to take advantage of the crowds who had gathered for 
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Davis describes a complex of ceremonial practices in the Dominican Republic 

that varies from region to region, even from town to town, and in which the activities 

organized by a Dominican Vodu society may or may not overlap with other local groups 

and performances. As will be further discussed below, it seems that, for participants in 

Gaga Esperanza, and perhaps in the Dominican Republic in general, such ritual 

hybridizations occur at temporal and spatial convergences—annual religious observances 

in front of a shrine; altar spaces inside practitioners' homes; and the process of initiation 

to the spirits. 

The overlap between Rara/Gaga and other AfroDominican performances is not 

confined to the ritual arena. For example, I witnessed Rara/Gaga troupes marching in 

Dominican Carnaval in the capital. In the Dominican southeast, there may also be overlap 

between Haitian Dominican Rara/Gaga and a street procession organized by English-

speaking immigrants and their descendants called the Momis (Spanish: mummers), or 

Guloya, a form of street theater in English utilizing fife, drum and triangle 

accompaniment, similar to Jamaican Jonkonnu. I was informed by the drum corps of 

Gaga Esperanza that one of the rhythmic variations utilized by the timekeeping drum in 

Rara/Gaga performance is called, "Guloya." Further research should be conducted into 

the interaction of immigrants from Haiti and immigrants from the English-speaking 

islands in the southeastern region of the Dominican Republic, and the effects of these 

interactions on such areas as processional and ritual performance, in order to more fully 

annual celebration of the fiesta del Espiritu Santo (Spanish: feast day of the Holy Spirit), organized by a 
prominent local AfroDominican cofradia, the Congos de Villa Mella. In another example, directly related 
to my research in the southeastern region, I observed that some participants in Gaga Esperanza travel to 
Higiiey to pay homage to the Virgen de Altagracia on Palm Sunday, the start of Holy Week. For these 
Rara/Gaga participants, the pilgrimage to Higiiey initiates a week-long a series of rituals and offerings that 
culminate in the annual Easter Rara/Gaga procession. 
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assess the cultural hybridities that are characteristic of the southeastern region of the 

Dominican Republic. 

In addition to the distinctions between Haitian Vodou and Dominican Vodii 

mentioned by Davis above (relative simplicity, eclecticism of Dominican Vodu), and 

Esteban Deive (the pantheon of Lwa or Luases), musical performance is also an area that 

differentiates Haitian and Dominican Vodu. In Dominican Vodu, three tall cylindrical 

unimembraphone drums called pahs or atabales are played standing, utilizing the hands, 

with a giiira or hollow scraper played as a timekeeper. Atabales, on which musicians play 

rhythms of the same name, are used in AfroDominican ceremonies dedicated to Luases 

and in other AfroCatholic saint celebrations. The atabales are found in many areas of the 

Dominican Republic, according to Edis Sanchez, and are the most widely distributed of 

any drums used in AfroDominican ritual (Sanchez 1997:41). I witnessed these drums 

used during the few Dominican Vodu ceremonies I attended, and it was verified by 

Angel, a Haitian Dominican drummer born in Batey Esperanza and living in La Romana, 

that atabales were the instrumentation associated with Dominican Vodu ceremonies he 

had attended in the region. 

As described by Lois Wilcken and Frisner Augustin, the drums most closely 

associated with Haitian Vodou are the Rada drums and the Petwo drums.64 The Rada 

drums are a battery of three unimembraphone conical drums, played sitting with hands 

and/or sticks, depending on the drum. A metal idiophone called an ogan plays a 

timekeeping pattern, and the vocalist, generally a ritual specialist, uses a rattle wrapped in 

beads called an ason to direct the ensemble. These drums are played for the Rada and 

63 Angel, personal communication with the author, 1996. 
64 Wilcken and Augustin clarify that the Vodou instrumentation they describe is typical of the Port-au-
Prince region and vicinity (1992:32). 
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Nago (Dahomean- and Yoruba-derived) "nations" or denominations of Lwa (Wilcken 

and Augustin 1992:32-35). The Petwo drums are a pair of unimembraphone drums, 

conical in shape, played with the hands only.65 The timekeeping instrument is a metal 

maraca called tcha-tcha (Wilcken and Augustin 1992:32-34). The descriptions provided 

by Wilcken and Augustin accord with the Haitian Dominican Vodou ceremonies I 

witnessed in Batey Esperanza and neighboring bateyes. 

By contrast, Dominican Vodu ceremonies are conducted in Spanish, but with the 

insertion of Haitian Kreyol in the names of many of the Luases, and incidentally during a 

ceremony, as in the characteristic salutation of Dominican Luases when they manifest in 

possession trance: bon swa (Kreyol: good evening). As reported by Gerdes Fleurant, 

Haitian Vodou ceremonies begin with use of the French language, then progress into 

increasing use of Kreyol and also incorporation oilangaj, a ritual language rooted in 

African linguistic antecedents and "now incomprehensible to most Haitians" (Fleurant 

1996:68). 

In the section to follow, I will examine more closely what constitutes "Haitian 

Dominican Vodou," that is, the Vodou practiced by Haitian Dominicans in the bateyes 

and elsewhere in the Dominican Republic. My observations are based on Batey 

Esperanza and other bateyes and religious houses visited in La Romana and surrounding 

areas. While I noticed variations from one ritual center to another, I suggest that it is 

possible to speak of certain characteristics and processes common to Haitian Dominican 

Vodou. 

65 Wilcken and Frisner report that in New York, sometimes a third drum is utilized in the Petwo ensemble, 
but I did not witness this in Batey Esperanza (ibid:34). 
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Haitian Dominican Vodou 

I have attempted to discuss commonalities, as well as the space of "difference" 

posited by scholars who have compared Dominican Vodu and Haitian Vodou. It is within 

a "third space" characterized by both commonality and difference that Haitian 

Dominicans who serve the Lwa conduct their rituals, as will be discussed in greater detail 

below. 

It is beyond the scope of this work to systematically compare the various Vodous 

and Vodiis of the island of Hispaniola. As noted earlier, there is much regional and local 

variation. Largey observes that Haitian Vodou in Leogane and elsewhere is increasingly 

becoming commodified, less connected to land-based ritual centers maintained by the 

peasantry and more a cultural product generated in urban centers by professional ritual 

specialists for hire. Thus, even an exhaustive comparative search of the literature on 

Haitian Vodou might unearth descriptions of a Vodou of yesteryear. Similarly, memories 

brought to Batey Esperanza by Haitian immigrants may reflect practices that have 

changed or are no longer performed. 

Through returning to the center of my fieldwork, the hub of the network of 

practitioners, I rely upon what residents of Batey Esperanza and others in the 

southeastern Dominican Republic say and do in order to understand how they view the 

various Vodous/Vodiis of their region and their island. In this sense, memory is 

important, for it is through the memories of their elders that the younger generations of 

the Dominican-born know Haiti as an imagined locale. Ritual practice, "ours" and 

Largey, personal communication with the author, 2008. 
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"theirs," is one of the crucial arenas wherein shifting markers of identity are placed by 

Haitian Dominicans and other stakeholders. 

In Relation to Haitian Vodou 

In this ethnography, Batey Esperanza is portrayed as the center of a Rara/Gaga 

network. I take Haitian Dominican Vodou as practiced in Batey Esperanza as the ground, 

the baseline from which to view other variants of Vodou or Vodu. This work explores 

Haitian Dominican practices, and particularly, those practices that privilege the Petwo 

Lwa, such as Rara/Gaga. Through discussing their own practices and those of others, 

batey residents position themselves in relationships of identity and difference. It is 

through this positioning of "ours" and "theirs," oneself and the Other, that Haitian 

Dominicans situate themselves in relation to what they perceive as Haitian and what they 

perceive as Dominican. 

Although most of the participants in Haitian Dominican Vodou in Batey 

Esperanza are bilingual to some degree, the songs are sung almost exclusively in Kreyol, 

a mark of difference with Dominican Vodu sung in Spanish with Kreyol words 

incorporated. Haitian Dominican Vodou practitioners use drums and ceremonial 

constructs along the Haitian model. In Batey Esperanza, at least in the ritual house where 

I conducted research, the emphasis is on the Petwo Lwa, and the Petwo drums 

predominate; however, I also saw Rada drums used in Vodou ritual in Batey Esperanza. 

In ceremonies that are services to the Lwa, the Haitian Vodou ceremonial order of 

saluting the Lwa is loosely followed. However, as I note in a subsequent chapter, certain 

ceremonial sections described by scholars as common in Haiti may be shortened, others 

left out altogether. In general, Haitian Dominican ceremonial constructs in Batey 
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Esperanza appear to have been simplified in Haitian Dominican practice when compared 

to what Haitian immigrants themselves report about the Haitian equivalents. For 

example, in Batey Esperanza, Haitian Dominican initiation follows the Dominican Vodu 

model of baptizing scarves over the course of an afternoon as a substitution for the 

elaborate Ounsi Kanzo initiation ceremony that could last for days in Haiti. Thus, Haitian 

Dominicans position themselves as closer to the Haitian model, in comparison with 

Dominican Vodu, where what is Haitian is often accepted as more powerful and authentic 

in Vodou. Practitioners position themselves as having "lost" certain aspects of discipline, 

or aspects of ritual "completeness" in comparison with the Haitian model. With some 

nostalgia, Haitian immigrants, as well as Haitian Dominicans who have never been to 

Haiti refer to ritual intricacies practiced in an idealized ancestral homeland as if these 

ostensibly more authentic knowledges have been truncated, elided or lost in the 

Dominican Republic as evidenced in the commonly heard phrase in Batey Esperanza, 

"Eso no se conoce aqui" (Spanish: "that is not known here").67 

In Relation to Dominican Vodu 

Angel, a Haitian Dominican born in Batey Esperanza and living in La Romana, 

delineated what he considered to be the salient differences between "el Vodou de 

nosotros" and "el Vodu de los propios dominicanos" (Spanish: "Our Vodou" and "the 

Vodu of the 'actual Dominicans' [or the 'Dominicans themselves']"). He cited the 

difference in drum batteries (see previous discussion) and the difference in the pantheons. 

67 It is my sense that, if one were to travel from batey to batey in the Southeast, one might encounter 
pockets wherein certain practices widely reported in the Haitian context are found. For example, I knew an 
oungan in San Pedro de Macon's, Ti Malis, who was an expert in the use of Veves, the ritual ground 
drawings for which Haitian Vodou is famous. However, I did not see this ritual art form utilized 
extensively in Batey Esperanza. 
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Regarding this latter point, Angel contrasted Dominican Luases who are not venerated in 

Haitian Dominican Vodou, such as Anaisa, with Haitian Dominican Lwa of Haitian 

provenance, such as Ogou Je Wouj, a Petwo Lwa who does not appear in the Dominican 

Vodu pantheon. For Angel, these distinctions were markers of Haitian Dominican 

identity in relation to Dominican Vodu practice. 

Use of the Kreyol language is another marker of difference that Haitian 

Dominicans sometimes emphasize. However, as shall be seen in a subsequent section, 

linguistic hybridities are part of the performance of Rara/Gaga along the Dominican 

border. 

Although Haitian Dominicans make a distinction between the Vodou they 

practice and Dominican Vodu, this cultural border is often collapsed in performance, 

particularly where there is overlap between the two cosmologies. For example, a 

Dominican ritual specialist, Manuel, from La Romana visited Batey Esperanza one year 

during Easter weekend. He was possessed by Gran Bwa and proceeded to intake 

gasoline into his mouth which he then lit on fire, shooting flames with his breath. The 

musicians and the crowd were delighted with this incendiary non-verbal Petwo 

performance, and it really heated up the Band. At that moment, because of the embodied 

performance of a Petwo/Petro entity utilizing a common esthetic language rooted in the 

Kongo-derived power of fire, it would be impossible to detect any real distance between 

practitioners of Haitian Vodou and adherents to Dominican Vudu, united in Rara/Gaga 

procession at that moment. 

Thus, hybridization, substitution and reinterpretation continue along the Haitian 

Dominican ritual border in performance, as has likely occurred in AfroHispaniolan 
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performance since the early days of the colonies. Ritual paradoxically represents a 

common ground between Kreyol- and Spanish-speaking practitioners of Vodou/Vodu, an 

arena where difference can be either minimized or emphasized, where Haitian 

Dominicans selectively distance themselves from or move closer to either their Haitian 

origins or their Dominican neighbors. Complex hybridizations occur in already 

hybridized ritual practices, as will be discussed in a subsequent section. As will be 

discussed below, in performance of Rara/Gaga, allegiance to the Kongo-derived 

Petwo/Petro nation, equally a part of Haitian Vodou, Haitian Dominican Vodou and 

Dominican Vodu, supercedes difference and creates an esprit-de-corps that brings 

participants together. 

In Relation to Rara/Gaga 

The simplest way to distinguish Gaga Esperanza ritual from Vodou ritual in Batey 

Esperanza is to select out those activities that pertain specifically and only to the annual 

Easter Rara/Gaga procession—everything else is Vodou. Rara/Gaga performance is 

seasonal, and it moves. Rara/Gaga, although related to and overlapping with Vodou, is 

distinct as follows: 

The majority of the rituals of Rara/Gaga are centered around the Lenten and 

Easter season, for whatever else Rara/Gaga becomes in performance—play, flirtation, 

diversion, political commentary—its begins and ends at Batey Esperanza with ritual that 

connects the performers to the spirits. The Rara/Gaga society is like a Dominican 

cofradia, or brotherhood that convenes for an annual celebration for its patron saint.68 

68 The exception to the cyclic annual nature of Rara/Gaga rituals pertains to events in the larger life cycles 
of members and of the Band: the death of a member, at which the Band may perform, and particularly the 
death of a leader, for which ceremonies to guarantee continuity of the Band are performed. 
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The rituals of Rara/Gaga are geared in every way toward mobile, collective 

performance, from convening the performers for a centralized commitment ceremony, to 

concocting a portable protective elixir they can carry with them, to blessing their 

equipment before it hits the road. The rituals of Rara/Gaga favor the Petwo nation and do 

not follow the ritual order of many Vodou ceremonies that honors other Vodou nations. 

However, Lwa who are not Petwo may participate in Rara/Gaga through possessing their 

devotees during Rara/Gaga performances and may also be protectors of the Rara/Gaga 

Band. 

In contradistinction to mobile, seasonal Rara/Gaga, Vodou is by and large 

stationary ritual performance that may be conducted at any time during the year. Most 

consultations and rituals take place in a stationary setting (altar room, outdoor temple); 

however, sacred spaces and natural areas, such as trees, crossroads, cemeteries, forests, 

the steps of a church or bodies of water can be visited on special excursions to gather 

materials, make offerings, etc. Vodou ritual can occur at any time; however, there are 

preferential times for certain activities. For example, in the Dominican Republic, 

December is known as a month when many annual rituals for the Lwa are scheduled, 

November is a month when ceremonies specifically for the mortuary Lwa of the Gede 

family are performed; Tuesday and Friday evenings are considered auspicious for 

consultations, etc. 

Vodou works with the individual across the life cycle to resolve immediate 

problems and to plan major events such as initiation and annual offerings, and aids the 

individual in long term spiritual development (working with his or her Lwa, for 

example). In the lives of individual practitioners, Rara/Gaga and Vodou overlap, as all 
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these practices involve service to the Lwa and participation in healing community. On the 

organizational level, there is overlap, as well. It is likely that most leaders of Rara/Gaga 

troupes are also ritual specialists who have an off-season Vodou practice, and many 

participants in the Easter procession also attend ceremonies or schedule consultations 

during the year at the leader's Vodou center. 

A practitioner's involvement in off-season Vodou may be enhanced by 

participation in Rara/Gaga procession. A guest of the annual Gaga Esperanza 

performance may be called during Easter season to make a long-term commitment to 

serve the Lwa and that individual may return after Easter for additional "follow-up" 

ceremonies to cement the spiritual relationship between the servant and the Lwa (a 

vignette to follow describes just such a scenario). Similarly, Lwa who appear in 

possession trance during Vodou individual consultations or group ceremonies may offer 

guidance relevant to the next annual Rara/Gaga cycle, which will then be transmitted 

through the network of practitioners to reach the ears of Rara/Gaga organizers. 

Conclusion 

A number of interest groups, including transmigrant Haitian cane workers, 

Haitian Dominicans, and rural, as well as urban and diasporic Dominicans who claim no 

Haitian ancestry convene at Homero's home during Easter week for a performance along 

the Haitian Dominican cultural border. This performance must be understood in terms of 

the historical relationship between the countries that share the island of Hispaniola and 

the larger geopolitical context in which their shared history has unfolded. The geographic 

Haitian Dominican border has been a site where difference has been produced, especially 

in the service of the nation state, and it has also been a locale where the deep economic 
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and cultural commonalities and interdependencies of the peoples on both sides of the 

island have been documented. The Dominican Southeast is a Haitian Dominican cultural 

border zone, and this is particularly evident in dialogic practices and discourses of Vodou 

and Vodu, and Rara/Gaga. 

It was my conclusion that Gaga Esperanza held its cohesiveness across many 

differences—cultural, linguistic, class, gender, age, etc. In this work, I describe friction 

and conflict across these "fault lines," but it was my observation that the strategies and 

flexible structures of community prevailed during the four years I was in attendance, even 

during the most traumatic of events—the death of Homero. In the sections to follow, the 

ways in which Rara/Gaga performance reaffirms healing community between 

performers/supporters, the Lwa and the dead will be explored. 

III. COMMUNITY AND SPIRIT: THE MEDICINE 

Introduction 

In this chapter I explore the ritual aspect of Rara/Gaga, examining the idea that 

Rara/Gaga participants conceive of themselves as part of a community that includes the 

Lwa, the dead and the living. I describe the rituals particular to Rara/Gaga, and discuss 

how these rituals forge and strengthen bonds of Rara/Gaga healing community. Given the 

preeminence of Petwo/Kongo cosmological and performative elements in Rara/Gaga, this 

section includes a discussion of possible Central African antecedents of aspects of 

Rara/Gaga ritual, particularly its incorporation of Kongo sacred spaces, as well as its 

martial aspect and the dual nature of Petwo/Kongo medicine as potential weaponry. 

Further, I suggest commonalities between Rara/Gaga ritual and other Kongo-derived 

practices in the Americas. I argue that the focus on healing in Rara/Gaga, and 
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particularly the utilization of, and aesthetic and cosmological focus on fire, accords with 

healing practices in Vodou/Vodu. I introduce members of the Gaga Esperanza 

community, utilizing the intergenerational transition after the death of a Rara/Gaga leader 

as a window into these issues. Also examined is the positioning of Gaga Esperanza, a 

community devoted primarily to serving the Petwo Lwa, in relation to other ritual 

practices in Batey Esperanza. 

Through an understanding of the key relationships that constitute and are 

constituted by the performance of Rara/Gaga—between the Lwa, the living and the dead; 

between the ritual specialist and ritual affiliates—the nature of Rara/Gaga familial 

community can be understood. A watershed event like the passing of a Rara/Gaga leader 

puts these relationships in stark relief. Understanding the emphasis upon healing, 

guidance and protection associated with family Lwa, especially the Petwo Lwa who 

guide the Band, illuminates how a Rara/Gaga community is positioned by practitioners in 

relation to other practices in a local "religious complex." With the participation of 

Haitian transmigrants and diasporic Dominicans who serve as ritual affiliates, patrons, 

performers, aficionados, the community must be conceptualized transnationally, with its 

center in Batey Esperanza. 

The Lwa, the Ancestors and the Community of the Living 

The healing that occurs through annual Rara/Gaga performance entails a 

recalibration of the relationship between the living, and with the Lwa and the dead, with 

the latter two spiritual forces called upon to walk with the living in order to bring 

renewed strength to the community. The descriptive vignette to follow explores the 

relationship between the living, the Lwa and the dead in Gaga Esperanza at a transitional 
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time with the death of the leader of the Band. Kia Bunseki Fu-Kiau in his discussion of 

traditional Kongo culture, suggests that, when community relationships are "weakened or 

broken, the community leadership calls for a reconciliation meeting.. .to tie again.. .The 

community bio-spiritual 'rope' is strengthened, the whole community will stand 

again.. .between the completely complete higher living energy [Nzambi] and the 

ancestors [Bakulu]" (Fu-Kiau 2001:36). It is my contention that cyclic Rara/Gaga 

performances each Easter restore a frayed "bio-spiritual 'rope," the connection between 

individuals, the Lwa, the ancestors as integral members of the Band. 

Vignette: Homero 

77 Jan , O Ti Baba 
Oh Ti Jan, O Ti Baba 
Oungan pa Bon Dye 
Li genjoupou mouri 

Ti Jan, O little Father 
Ti Jan, O little Father 
The oungan is not God 
He has his day to die70 

As Easter approached at the height of the zafra, the cane harvesting season, in Dulce's 
cinderblock house at the edge of a sea of cane, her father, Homero, lay dying. One of the 
bedrooms had been converted into a sickroom by Dulce, who had become his nurse. 

The familial and operational center of Gaga Esperanza was no longer Homero's house, 
but had moved to the home of his daughter Dulce and her husband, Amado. The spiritual 
center was in transition. The preparatory Lenten consultations with the Lwa that year 
were conducted in an ad hoc altar room where all Homero's saint images, candles and 
bottles had been transferred, inside a tiny building adjacent to a neighbor's house across 

71 

the dirt road from Dulce's. There the spirits "danced in the heads" of other leaders of the 

69 TiJan is the name of a Lwa, TiJan Petwo, believed by some to have been the name of an individual from 
the Spanish-speaking side of the island who brought the Petwo rites to what became the Haitian side. 
70 The year Homero took sick, the young man, Elias, who sang this song in Homero's house also died~of 
hepatitis. 
71 A wonderful phrase I heard often in Batey Esperanza that denoted possession trance by a Lwa who 
habitually manifested in a particular practitioner's body suggested the enjoyment experienced by the Lwa 
during embodiment: "The Lwa dances in her head." (Spanish: El misterio baila en su cabeza; Kreyol: Lwa 
a danse nan tet li). 
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Band, who sat with the altar, with the candles, as Homero had done in his consultation 
room at home. 

Even though he had had a stroke, Homero knew that all this was going on without him. 
One night before Easter, I visited Homero in his sick room. His window was open, and he 
could hear an erstwhile rival possessed by a Lwa and singing in the new altar room, as 
Homero had done for two decades. Homero had tears in his eyes. 

Homero, the Dueno (Spanish) or director of Gaga Esperanza for over 20 years, had 
survived two strokes which left him mute, paralyzed on one side and as thin as a skeleton. 
But the fire still burned in his eyes, and he still looked with compassion, as he had always 
done, upon the initiates, clients, friends who came to pay their respects. Throughout the 
day and evening, visitors from Batey Esperanza, nearby bateyes, and as far away as the 
capital, Santo Domingo, entered the sickroom, murmuring in low tones: Was Homero 
able to eat? Could he understand them? Was he in much pain? Homero responded by 
moving his head. Sometimes the visitors sat next to him in silence as he drifted in and out 
of sleep. 

In the adjoining sitting room, visitors sat stiffly on the plastic covered living room set that 
had been crowded into the tiny room. Few words were exchanged. No one wanted to 
remember Homero, the foreman, tireless on horseback in his oilcloth cape as he rode 
among the men cutting cane in the rain. No one mentioned Homero, singing in his raw, 
flawless voice the haunting melodies of the deepest Petwo repertoire, working his healing 
charisma on those who came for consultations. But from time to time, as it was only 
weeks until Easter, the visitors asked Dulce or her husband Amado, or each other in 
hushed tones so Homero could not hear: "Do you think the Gaga will go out this year?" 
Mayimbe, the Primer Mayor, or first among the mayores , the male dancers of Gaga 
Esperanza, answered, "The Gaga has to go out. It's a commitment to the spirits." An old-
timer who had seen many Gaga seasons come and go added, "Even if Homero is buried 
on Good Friday in the morning, the Gaga has to leave the cemetery and take to the road." 
But nobody felt like dancing. That was the human consensus. And the Lwa had their own 
ideas. As the Gaga season sparked, heated up and caught fire from February to April in 
preparation for the climactic Holy Week celebration, the Lwa began to put in 
appearances, making their wishes known. Via word of mouth, these messages from the 
Lwa were conveyed throughout a network of affiliates to Gaga Esperanza. 

In a middle class home in La Romana, Marinet manifested in front of a few witnesses 
and pointed out that Homero was not the only capable leader in Gaga Esperanza, and that 
another would take his place. By firelight during a nocturnal outdoor "rehearsal" in the 

72The mayor (Spanish: "major;" Kreyol: maje or majejdri) is a male dancer who performs with a jon 
(Spanish: palito), or baton. This military title, "major," is only one of a number of military titles utilized in 
the Rara/Gaga hierarchy. The Primer Mayor, or first mayor, is in charge of the male dancers of the troupe; 
the Primera Reina, or first queen, leads the female dancers. 

73 Marinet is a female Petwo Lwa, the consort of Gran Bwa, and co-patron Lwa of Gaga Esperanza. Like 
most Petwo Lwa, she is considered to be fiery and combative. 
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batey, Ogou Feray said that, no matter what, the Band had to go out. Gran Bwa , his 
habitual horse, Homero, being indisposed, mounted a young neophyte and demanded that 
his show go on. 

And go on it did! On Good Friday, the cream of Gaga Esperanza, brilliantly bedecked 
with sequins, in scarlet and electric blue, white lace and black spandex, with whip, 
whistle, aggressive Petwo stances and perpetual pelvic motion, rendered a dazzling 
display in front of Dulce's house. The dying Dueflo had been wheeled out onto the porch 
to receive his Gaga. The mayores and reinas, or queens; the bamboo trumpet players; the 
drummers; the ritual choreographers all performed fiercely, smiling gaily in the sun, 
tears streaming down their faces. There were those standing close by who believed that 
Gran Bwa came down in the head of the invalid one last time to give his blessing. 

Vignette: Dulce 

As Gran Bwa was a family Lwa, and family Lwa are, by definition in Haiti and the 
Dominican Republic, patrons of the entire family and passed down from generation to 
generation, Homero's daughter Dulce inherited the connection to Gran Bwa that had 
previously been her father's and, by extension, she also inherited the Gaga directed by 
Gran Bwa. Dulce had a powerful principal spirit of her own, Marinet, who drank only 
whiskey and who sometimes left Dulce nauseated and exhausted after the Lwa 
dismounted from the horse. But after Homero's passing, Gran Bwa also began to work 
through Dulce, and told the community that he, Gran Bwa, the Lwa, was the same as 
when he had ridden Homero as his caballo (Spanish: horse). 

Although she was a supreme horse of the spirits and had been raised with the Lwa, Dulce 
had never envisioned herself a leader and did not wish to grasp the reins of the Gaga as 
her father had done. She was preoccupied with her four children, and with her husband, 
whose work with the cane company was intermittent. After her first husband died, she 
had inherited the right to live in their cinder block house from the cane company—the 
due accorded to a legal widow. But she received no pension, only a single allotment 
which lasted no time at all with all those mouths to feed. Her new husband, Amado, was 
good with the children, but his work on the cane company machines was not needed 

74 Ogou Feray is not a Lwa of the Petwo nation, i.e. a Bitter Lwa. Rather, Ogou Feray is a "Sweet Lwa" 
from the Nago nation of Yoruba (West African) provenance. Ogou Feray is the patron Lwa of Haiti and is 
associated with justice and, like most of the Ogou family of Lwa, with the military. Although the Bitter 
Lwa predominate in Gaga Esperanza, the Sweet Lwa occasionally participate, particularly Ogou Feray, 
perhaps because of his expertise is in military matters. As will be further discussed below, many Rara/Gaga 
elements, from the Band organizational titles to song texts to dance movements demonstrate a martial 
aspect. 
75 Gran Bwa is a Petwo Lwa whose name means "Great Forest." Gran Bwa's characteristic ritual floor 
drawing, or veve in Haiti, is a Taino pictogram of a geometric anthropomorphic figure with stick-like arms. 
This was probably the only true veve I witnessed in Batey Esperanza. There may be a confluence of the 
forest, domain of Gran Bwa, a realm possible associated with the ancestors in Kongo thought (see 
discussion below), with the Tainos, the indigenous population of the island of Hispaniola who coexisted 
with escaped African slaves in maroon communities in forested areas of Hispaniola during the colonial era 
(Carlos Esteban Deive 1989). For other possible intersections of Petwo rites and Taino culture, see 
discussions below of the Boukan fire and of the Lwa, Simbi. 
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every day and did not bring in enough. Dulce did what she could to put food on the table. 
Sometimes she traveled to the Haitian border to buy household items, leaving before 
dawn to arrive at the open air market in the border town of Elias Pina by early afternoon. 
She returned the next day with table cloths, a set of dishes, or pots which she immediately 
set the girls to raffle among the neighbors. But it was a constant struggle to make ends 
meet. Her girls—she hoped they would find husbands with steady work. Her son, so 
brilliant, wanted to become an engineer. After elementary school, tuition was required 
and Dulce could not imagine where that would come from. And the baby... 

Dulce nursed her father when he was sick, and she took on the responsibility of the Band 
when he died. It was what Gran Bwa and Marinet asked her to do. It was good when the 
people from the capital and the United States came, to help out a little bit with the 
cooking gas, with transportation to La Romana, or with food for the table. The Easter 
season was melancholy with her father gone, but it cheered Dulce to have his old friends 
in the house for the Gaga. 

The illness and death of Homero and the immediate aftermath was a critical time 

at the center of the Rara/Gaga community. In a sense, the ritualized passing of the Lwa, 

Gran Bwa, from the deceased Homero to the head of his daughter, Dulce, was the last 

important posthumous ritual for the former leader, enabling Gran Bwa to continue as 

patron Lwa and as a family Lwa to lead Gaga Esperanza. 

Homero's daughter Dulce, was a powerful caballo de misterios, (Spanish: horse of 

the spirits), but as a woman with four children and a husband who worked intermittently, 

it was difficult for her to balance her responsibilities with leading Gaga Esperanza single-

handedly. Even though Dulce's daily worries preoccupied her, Homero's death pushed 

her onto center stage, demanding that she step beyond her traditional role as wife and 

mother and assume leadership responsibilities for the greater good of the Gaga. A new 

leadership structure had to be put in place quickly. To fulfill the responsibilities that 

Dulce was unable to cover, two oungan living in Batey Esperanza, one of whom, Adan, 

had previously been a rival of Homero, and the other, Primo, a member of the Gaga 

76 Unfortunately, I did not witness this ceremony of passing the Lwa from one generation to another, as it 
occurred when I was in New York, and I therefore cannot provide further descriptive detail. I do 
understand that the Band performed at the cemetery for Homero during this transitional time after his death. 
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Esperanza hierarchy, stepped forward to become part of the leadership "team." In 

combination, Dulce, Adan and Primo offered an approximation of the various ritual, 

performative, administrative and diplomatic skills possessed by Homero, and the Band 

went on. 

A Composite Personage: Gran Bwa and Homero 

The Gaga Esperanza community, until the time of Homero's illness, followed the 

leadership of a composite personage: the oungan, Homero, and his patron Lwa, Gran 

Bwa. As discussed in an earlier section, I use the term, "composite personage" to refer to 

the existence of two or more consciousnesses inhabiting the same body, each of whom 

interacts socially with and has a significant influence upon (in the case of charismatic 

leaders like Homero) the community of which the composite personage forms an integral 

part. In fact, the Lwa and the man each had a separate relationship with the community. 

In the case of Gaga Esperanza, the ontological bond between Gran Bwa as the 

spiritual leader and the Band continued even after the death of Homero. However, the 

composite personage, Gran Bwa/Homero split and had to be reconfigured as Gran 

Bwa/Dulce. Both Gran Bwa and Homero continued as members of the Gaga Esperanza 

community after Homero's death. Through a ceremony of succession, Dulce became a 

horse of Gran Bwa and thus a new composite personage was formed. The spirit of 

Homero became a revered ancestor believed to continue to walk with the Band in his new 

role. 

The Role of the Lwa in the Rara/Gagd Community 
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I emphasize throughout this work that the single most important unifying factor 

within the Rara/Gaga healing community is the relationship between the participants and 

the Lwa. This relationship is one of mutual commitment and responsibility, as suggested 

by the Haitian Kreyol term angaje, translated by Elizabeth McAlister as "under contract" 

(McAlister 2002:34), denoting a Rara troupe that is under contract to a patron Lwa.77 

McAlister notes that most Haitian Rara bands at some point in their development, even if 

they did not start out under the tutelage of a Lwa, become angaje (ibid), and I 

hypothesize that this is the case with the majority of Rara/Gaga troupes throughout the 

bateyes and towns of the Dominican Southeast, based on my knowledge of other 

Rara/Gaga troupes that were all led by an oungan (Kreyol: male ritual specialist), or 

manbo (female ritual specialist), a servant of and mediator with the Lwa. Thus, the 

Rara/Gaga community is based on this relationship with the Lwa. 

This aspect of Gaga Esperanza as a community led by the Lwa was evident from 

my first trip to Batey Esperanza. In order to proceed with my research project, it was 

essential that I receive Gran Bwa's blessing for the fieldwork, a negotiation that was 

conducted while Homero was possessed by Gran Bwa. I also separately received 

permission for the research from Homero while he was not undergoing trance. However, 

it was not until three years later, after Homero had had a stroke that was ultimately fatal, 

that I became aware of the extent to which the core performers, organizers and supporters 

of Gaga Esperanza relied upon the Lwa for leadership. As pointed out by McAlister, 

Haitian Rara bands that are angaje are compelled to perform, even with the death of 

important personnel (McAlister 2002:36). This was the case with Gaga Esperanza. I 

77 The Kreyol term, angaje, also denotes being under great duress. Themes of duress and subsequent need 
for protection, direction and peace of mind appear often in Haitian Vodou songs as the motivation for 
turning to the Lwa for guidance. 
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realized, with the death of Homero and the subsequent annointing of his successor, that 

the Lwa provided the impetus for Gaga Esperanza performing that Easter, and the Lwa 

remained, even after the death of Homero, the unifying central axis of the community. I 

gained the perspective that the annual Easter performance is both a service to the Lwa by 

the performers, and an avenue through which the Lwa distribute healing, purification, 

no 

strength and renewal to the community, a quid pro quo compact. 

It was the death of Homero that caused me to focus on healing and community as 

the two central, intertwined themes of this work. This focus does not negate the 

significance of other aspects of Rara/Gaga in the Dominican Republic, such as the ways 

in which the performance is intertwined with local and global economic forces; the 

complex of identity issues associated with race, nation, language, gender, class; the 

importance of social commentary through song; and issues pertaining to rurality, 

urbanization, the diaspora and the transnation. All these aspects are part of the story, but 

the centrality and healing aspects of the relationship of the living, the Lwa and the dead 

came to the fore during the transitional time when Homero was dying. If I had conducted 

fieldwork for only one year, or if the four year span during which I attended had not 

included the death of the leader, I might have chosen a different focus. 

It was not only the ways in which Rara/Gaga leaders referenced the wishes of the 

Lwa during Homero's illness that illuminated the centrality of the relationship between 

practitioners and spirits, but also the continuity of the community after Homero's death— 

the fact that this performance continues from one generation to the next, with the 

transmission of the connection between its Patron Lwa, Gran Bwa to a new servant, 
78 The compact between the community and the Lwa is sealed in a commitment ceremony performed 
during Holy Week, in which performers vow to participate for one, three or seven years and are honored 
for this commitment by being lifted up in a chair. This ceremony will be further discussed below. 
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Homero's daughter, Dulce. Presumably this continuity would not be unusual in Haiti, 

where Rara bands may persist in the same locale for many generations.79 However, there 

are many factors that can disrupt intergenerational continuity of a Rara/Gaga Band in the 

Dominican Republic—not the least of which is the fact that batey residents do not own 

their own land and their villages can be dismantled, as occurred in a batey where Homero 

danced as a young man. It is all the more remarkable, then, that this relationship between 

the Gaga Esperanza community and the Lwa persisted after Homero's death. 

The Ancestors and the Unknown Dead in the Rara/Gagd Community 

It is not only the Lwa who sustain the members of Gaga Esperanza. The dead are 

also believed to march with the Band. The dead are conceptualized as belonging to one 

of two categories: those who are known to the community, to whom I will refer as 

"ancestors" because they have a familial connection to the living, and those who are not. 

The ancestors would be typified by a figure like the late Homero, a revered member of 

the Rara/Gaga community and a relative of living participants, who is considered to be 

present during Easter week and to march as an invisible member of the community 

during procession. 

The "mercenary dead," spirits of the unknown deceased—not family, not 

ancestors, not late Band members— also have unifying roles in Rara/Gaga. In ceremonies 

conducted at the cemetery and the crossroads, ritual specialists of Gaga Esperanza 

invoke these allies, almost as an elemental force of nature (like fire, or the forest) to walk 

791 visited a Rara center in Jacmel, Haiti, which participants reported had been in the same locale for eight 
generations. 
80 Asking the mercenary dead to walk with the Band occurs through ritual activity at one of two locations: 
the cemetery or the crossroads. It was reported to me in Batey Esperanza that the crossroads represents a 
shortcut to the cemetery. For a further discussion of the relationship of the cemetery to the crossroads in 
Rara ritual, see McAlister (McAlister 2002:92). 



with and protect the Band. By contrast, those mercenary dead not working with Gaga 

Esperanza represent an ever-present danger, in the form of powders or charms left by 

"rogue" ritual specialists or rival bands, particularly at crossroads, where this latent 

malevolent charge can be activated by and impede the passage of the marchers. The 

troupe unites against this common threat through the practice of collective psychic self-

defense, by carrying a protective elixir prepared during Holy Week. The performers also 

embody a "countercharge" that neutralizes the negative effects of the powder. This is 

accomplished by circling the crossroad during procession, as the male and female dancers 

form a line and inscribe a circle at a run at the crossroads. This action negates negative 

ritual work, in that it recalibrates the cosmic order by marking the four moments of the 

sun, a cross inside a circle, the Kongo cosmogram in which the cycle of life, death and 

rebirth is inscribed, a prominent motif in Kongo visual art and in performance (Kia 

Bunseki Fu-Kiau 1980:26-35).81 

Also testimony to the link between Rara/Gaga and the dead is a category of Lwa, 

the nation of Gedes—sardonic and irreverent mortuary spirits, closely akin to the Petwo 

Lwa although considered a separate family—who have a great affinity for Rara/Gaga. 

After all, it is Gede's timekeeping rhythm, raboday, (the cinquillo, or 5-beat pattern that 

will be discussed below), that provides the driving pulse for this gaily funereal march. 

The Ritual Specialist and the Community of the Living 

To summarize then, the Rara/Gaga community affirms and is sustained by 

relationships between the living, the Lwa and the dead; and the Lwa constitute a central 

81 J. C. David explores the principle of "circularity, derived from Kongo iconography" in "ceremonial 
marches" which he describes in the context of African American churches in the U.S (David 1994:ix). 
Please see below for a discussion of enactment through performance of the Kongo cosmogram in 
Rara/Gaga dance salutes. 
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unifying axis that sustains the community over time and intergenerationally. On the 

collective level, the Rara/Gaga community is therefore committed to the Lwa, and all 

activities of the troupe are directed ultimately by the Lwa. 

On the individual level, practitioners themselves have relationships with the Lwa, 

which can take many forms - becoming formally initiated to a Lwa, with or without 

possession trance; experiencing possession trance, with or without prior initiation; 

receiving guidance from the Lwa; feeling an "affinity" for certain Lwa, or just enjoyment 

of being part of a community that serves the Lwa. Homero, thus had the dual role of 

being the Duefio of a Band that was angaje to Gran Bwa, and of maintaining an off

season stationary religious house where he guided others in developing individual 

relationships with the Lwa. Many of these individual clients and initiates were already 

part of, or subsequent to working with Homero, became participants in the Gaga 

Esperanza community. 

The Oungan or Manbo: A Great Tree and the Little Leaves 

Mapou tonbe 
Kabrit manjefey nan Gran Bwa 

The great tree falls 

Goats eat the leaves in the Great Forest 

Homero provided spiritual guidance to a great number of individuals and families 

over the years—giving consultations; preparing herbal remedies and consecrating objects; 

recommending and performing ceremonies of initiation and offering to the Lwa. The 

descriptive vignette, "Homero," above makes it clear that Homero was greatly respected 

by friends, initiates and clients, who came from near and far to pay their respects when 

he became ill. The community or extended family that formed around Homero's 



religious house resembles the "tightly knit ritual kinship groups" described by Gregory in 

his study of Santeria houses in New York City through which "practitioners 

conceptualize their relations with each other, their ancestors and their deities or Orisha" 

(Gregory 1999:13). Gregory's emphasis upon familial relationships in Santeria is echoed 

by Jose Francisco Alegria-Pons, who refers to the "familia de Gaga," (Spanish: Gaga 

family), in which the ritual relationships of the godfather, godmother, godbrother and 

godsister constitute an extended family based in shared connection to the Lwa: 

Compadrazgo, forma una institucion.. .fundamental y esencial para la 'red' de 
relaciones del Batey y sus moradores. Esta es indispensable a nivel Magico-
Religioso-Espiritual.. .para poder funcionar adentro y afuera del Batey (Alegria-
Pons 1993:61). 

The relationship between godparent and godchild is fundamental and essential to 
the web of relationships among the inhabitants of the Batey. It is indispensable at 
the magical, religious, spiritual level [in order for the Gaga] to function within 
and outside the Batey. 

The ritual familial relationship between oungan and ritual affiliate—that of 

godparent and godchild—is an essential community-building element in Rara/Gaga. It is 

helpful to discuss the "emic" terminology for the relationship between oungan and 

initiate, as this terminology appears in Rara/Gaga song texts and discourse, and shapes 

how practitioners view community. In Gaga Esperanza, the social roles of Ti Fey, 

(Kreyol: little leaf; initiate) that falls from a great tree, and the Mapou}1 (Kreyol: great 

tree; powerful person; ritual leader) were mapped out locally and transnationally. The 

song fragment above indicates that, without the protection of the oungan or manbo, all 

the Ti Fey are vulnerable to being picked off by enemies, represented by the goat eating 

82 Mapou, the silk cotton tree called Ceiba in Spanish, is a sacred tree in Vodou and is linked conceptually 
with Loko, patron Lwa of the oungan and the manbo. 
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the leaves from the fallen tree. Thus, there is a sense of reciprocity between the oungan 

and the ritual affiliates—he must protect and guide them, and they, in turn, sustain him. 

The Ti Fey's sense of obligation to the oungan, and by extension to the ritual 

house and/or the Gaga as a whole is a key factor in motivating ritual affiliates to 

participate in the annual Easter Rara/Gaga procession— as a patron, organizer and/or 

performer. Thus, a successful Rara/Gaga leader skilled in the art of diplomacy reaches 

out to Ti Fey to access their collective resources and talents so that the Easter pilgrimage 

can go forward each year. 

Homero, the Mapou tree, established relationships of initiation and consultation 

with residents of Batey Esperanza, with individuals throughout the region and the 

country, and with diasporic Gaga Esperanza members who came each year from New 

York and elsewhere to participate in the Easter procession. These diasporic Ti Fey were 

treated as members of Homero's ritual house when they showed up, just as would an 

initiate who lived on the other side of Batey Esperanza. Thus, geographical distance and 

cultural difference were collapsed through the Mapou/Ti Fey relationship. 

Diasporic Ti Fey bring resources—goods, monetary support, sometimes even performing 

or recording opportunities for the Band abroad—that can become a significant source of 

income or access for a local Rara/Gaga community. Similarly, Largey describes the 

effects of Haitian diasporic involvement in Rara Bands in Leogane, Haiti (Largey 

2008:6). 

Transnational relationships triangulated between diasporic practitioners, the Lwa 

and ritual specialists "back home" in the Dominican Republic have been reported by 

83 Not all Rara/Gaga troupes have equal access to middle class patrons, and access to resources necessarily 
varies among Bands in the southeastern region. Some, especially in the poorer bateyes, may not be able to 
costume or to travel by bus in the manner that Gaga Esperanza was able to do the years that I attended. 



scholars of Dominican Vodu. C. Sanchez-Carretero describes the economic 

consequences of Dominican emigration, particularly to Spain, in her study of 

transnational ritual activities based in a a Dominican Vodu center in the town of Vicente 

Noble. She asserts that "Vicente Noble is experiencing an incipient case of revival and 

reinvention of vernacular practices as a result of the move into the diaspora" (Sanchez-

Carretero 2005:312). Robert Adams describes the economic consequences of migration 

upon local ritual centers in the Dominican Republic: "As migrants become more 

prosperous, they often become patrons of their local Vodu altar, sending regular 

remittances or sponsoring Patron Saints' celebrations at their personal center" (Adams 

1999:117). Both Karen McCarthy Brown (2001) and Karen Richman (2005) report 

similar phenomena among Haitian immigrants in the U.S. who have links to Vodou 

centers in Haiti. Thus, the ties to Gaga Esperanza maintained by TiFey, as well as 

musicians and dancers living in the Dominican diaspora, have a corollary in Haitian Rara 

Bands, as well as ritual centers in both Haiti and the Dominican Republic, suggesting 

that this type of transnational ritual community may be commonplace and economically 

significant across the island of Hispaniola. 

Homero encouraged those living outside the Batey, residents of the capital and 

those living in the Dominican diaspora, to participate in the leadership and ritual 

activities of Gaga Esperanza. He hoped that some of these TiFey would establish satellite 

Rara/Gaga troupes in urban centers, even in the diaspora. According to Largey, "Turning 

to overseas Haitians for leadership in the band's hierarchy is common in Leogane, Haiti; 

almost every band has had either apwezidcm (Kreyol: president) from the U.S. or had 



members of the band's committee working from abroad." Thus, Homero's vision was 

outward-directed, global, and his influence was lasting. Even after Homero's death, Ti 

Fey living outside the batey and in diaspora continued to actively participate in Gaga 

Esperanza. Other ritual specialists took over Homero's leadership roles, but the 

conceptual framework persisted of the oungan as a pillar of support and a connection to 

the Lwa, and the initiates and followers as little leaves, scattering locally and into 

diaspora, but maintaining their link to the home base. 

Homero's house, and subsequently Dulce's, served as a ritual headquarters for 

Gaga Esperanza. Meanwhile, the entire batey functioned as a training ground for 

performers during the Lenten season. Evening rehearsals starting in the outdoor pavilion 

were often followed by procession through the batey. These warm-up sessions, occurring 

at least weekly during Lent, provided musicians, dancers and servants of the spirit the 

opportunity to practice their craft in ensemble and to build stamina in preparation for the 

Easter weekend marathon. The following vignette describes the Band during one such 

nocturnal march through Batey Esperanza. 

The Band Carries Medicine 

Vignette 

It was late, almost 11:00 p.m. Cool fragrant air crept in from the cane fields surrounding 
the darkened batey where most of the residents were already asleep. It seemed the starry 
dome over the batey hung close enough to touch. 

The wooden and the cinder block houses along the railroad tracks were silent, shutters 
closed. No hurricane lamp shown through open doors, no voices murmured in the 

DC 

entranceways. No poignant Dominican bachata wafted from portable cassette players 

Michael Largey, personal communication with the author, 2008. 
Bachata is a Dominican guitar-based popular music. 



among the houses, nor did a lilting Haitian konpa echo between concrete barracks 
where the cane cutters slept. 

But in an open space among the block houses east of the tracks there was activity. A few 
people stood in the path between the Boukan fire and a thatch-covered open pavilion, the 
enramada They all faced the northern perimeter of the batey and seemed to be waiting, 
listening. 

And from that direction a distant sound...swift muffled drum patterns.. .a thrumming low 
melody.. .unison voices. A tiny bobbing light vanished, then shone again as the 
musicians rounded a corner and emerged from between houses. Soon it was possible to 
distinguish a few men and women dancing up the path to the enramada in silhouette, and 
behind them, the figure of a man carrying a lantern, illuminating what seemed an 
approaching nocturnal army. The light shone eerily upward into the serene face of the 
lantern-bearer, the Coronel, and flickered on the coiled whip in his right hand. His 
gestures pointing, raising, lowering his arms directed the barrels of bamboo trumpets that 
followed like a cannon battery, pointing right, left, down into the earth at his whim. Past 
the periphery of lantern light it was possible to make out two shadows from whose 
vicinity the interlocking drum patterns arose. And behind the drummers, the lantern 
caught for a moment the upraised arm of the sanba, the lead singer, glinting on the 
hissing tcha-tcha, the metal maraca with which the he drove a small, brave chorus. The 
sanba called in a hoarse baritone: 

"Bann nanpote Maji (the Band carries medicine)" 

And the chorus answered, male and female voices, some strident, some sweet: 

Kite m mele m ave yo (let me mess with them) 
87 

Bann nan pote wanga (the Band carries a protective charm ) 
Kite m mele m ave yo (let me mess with them) 

While the sanba reprised: 

EEe - Bann nanpote wanga (the Band carries a protective charm). 

The Band rounded the last bend, and the firelight illuminated the troupe as they moved, 
amoeba-like into position around the flames. A man with a commanding presence 
stepped forward from the crowd, pulled from his back pocket a bottle of Dominican 
Brugal rum and poured it onto the flames that responded by leaping high against the night 
sky. 

Konpa is a Haitian popular dance band music. 
87 W.W. Megenney suggests a Bantu origin for the term, guangd, (Kreyol: wanga) which he translates in 
Spanish as, "brujeria, hechiceria, magia negra," or "sorcery, fetishism, black magic"(Megenney 1990:177). 
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The vignette above describes the passage of Gaga Esperanza through Batey 

Esperanza, ending with the arrival of the rehearsants in front of the Boukanburning 

alongside the enramada pavilion. This miniaturized procession during a Lenten evening 

rehearsal session provides an opportunity for musicians and dancers to practice their 

skills in motion, to raise power and to build healing community to take on the road on 

Good Friday. 

This vignette introduces a "challenge song," an improvised line from which 

provides the title of this work, "The Band Carries Medicine." This line of text links core, 

defining elements of Rara/Gaga: The Band, or community; Motion, i.e., the procession; 

and the Maji—or medicine, the spiritual power amassed in the Batey, carried by 

performers to affiliates along the route and renewed at power stations while on the road. 

The song exhorts members to unify, like an army, under the banner of the Lwa, and 

asserts to potential enemies the Band's spiritual clout. 

This vignette introduces two sacred power stations in Rara/Gaga. The center post 

of the enramada or other Vodou temple, called the poto mitan (Kreyol: center post) is a 

fixture in Haitian Vodou ceremonies, activated by the oungan or manbo as a conduit for 

the Lwa invited to join the gathering, as described by Gerdes Fleurant (Fleurant 1996:17). 

The other sacred space is the Boukan, a fire pit with a metal bar impaled into its center, 

ceremonially installed in the earth outside the home of a practitioner. The Boukan serves 

as a conduit for the Lwa and a "way station" to access Petwo energies during procession. 

Alegria-Pons describes the Lwa, "Boukan," represented by the Boukan fire: 

Bukan: Loa o dios del Gaga, se encuentra representado por la candente barra de 
hierro y fuego ritual. Este nunca se debe apagar durante el Gaga, pues se tiene la 
creencia de que si este se apaga el Gaga se enfria (Alegria-Pons 1993:116). 
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Lwa or god of Gaga, which is represented by a red-hot bar of iron and a ritual fire. 
This should never go out during the Gaga, as the belief is held that, if this expires, 
the Gaga will get cold. 

The Boukan is both a Lwa and a sacred space, and like the Poto Mitan, a conduit for 

spiritual energy, in this case, Petwo healing heat that keeps the Band at a fever pitch. 

The overlap between the Boukan as an important Petwo ritual locale and its 

historical use as a Taino cooking fire suggests that the Taino ancestors have been 

incorporated into the Petwo hagiography through the Lwa, Boukan. In a practice that 

resonates with this ancestral connection and suggests Kongo-Taino cultural interaction, 

perhaps in maroon communities, Petwo practitioners roast root vegetables with Taino 

names (name, yucca, yautilla) among the hot coals of the Boukan, as these Taino foods 

that are boukannen (Kreyol: roasted) are the preferred foods of the Petwo Lwa. 

The Rara/Gaga Army 

Strengthened by small-scale evening rehearsals taking place during the Lenten 

epoch, such at the march described above, the full complement of the Rara/Gaga Band 

readies for the Easter procession, prepares to traverse a liminal space fraught with 

psychic danger, and to emerge victorious, marching as an army led by the Coronel with 

whip and whistle and following the banner of Gaga Esperanza and the Dominican flag. 

McAlister describes a similar configuration of Haitian Rara, led by the Kolonel and 

following the Pot Dwapo, or flag-bearer, in her exploration of "Rara as a popular army" 

(McAlister 2002:135). McAlister examines the complex interplay between Haitian 

881 heard songs for the Lwa, Boukan, performed only when rituals were conducted around the fire itself. 
The Lwa was saluted at the beginning of a ceremony staged next to the fire, which suggests that his role 
may be that of a crossroads spirit, similar to that of Legba, saluted first in the Rada or Dahomen rite. When 
ceremonies took place in an outdoor temple, not in front of the fire, then there was no singing for Boukan; 
this suggests that the Lwa's presence is linked spatially to the fire only, and does not transfer to the center 
post of the temple. 
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military history and popular culture, including Rara bands. She suggests that, "It is 

probable that processional activity like Rara even had its origins in the colonial era," 

referring to Madiou's reports of maroon armies, "who walked with drums, trumpets and 

sorcerers" (ibid: 141). 

Given the predominance of military themes, as well as Kongo performative tropes 

in Rara/Gaga, the question arises whether there are elements of Rara/Gaga that derive 

from Central African military practices. It is possible that aspects of Rara/Gaga 

competitive individual dance, as well as challenges between bands in processional 

performance may have Kongo antecedents. This possibility should be explored, without 

minimizing the impact of Haitian history, including military history, on the development 

of Haitian Rara, or the importance of contemporary Dominican conditions upon the 

development of Rara/Gaga in the Dominican Republic. 

In speaking of the importance of African place of origin in understanding those 

who fomented slave revolts and formed maroon communities in the Americas, John K. 

Thornton suggests that "skills, organizations and outlooks from the African background 

came to the fore in the more dramatic attempts of rebels and grand marrons, especially 

since so often these people were drawn from recently arrived Africans." (Thornton 

1992:281). In his article on the Stono rebellion that occurred in South Carolina in 1739, 

Thornton reports, quoting a primary source cited in Candler and William, that the slaves 

who rebelled, described as "Angolan.. .with two drums and banners flying.. .paused at a 

large field and 'set to dancing, singing and beating drums to draw more Negroes to them' 

89 Thornton follows Gabriel Debien's usage of the term gran marronage to refer to those who rebelled and 
escaped during the colonial period in Haiti, as opposed to petit marronage that refers to everyday 
resistance, such as work slowdowns (Thornton 1992:273). 
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" (Thornton 1991:1103). This marching style—stopping, drumming, adding more 

personnel—evokes images of contemporary Rara/Gaga. 

There also may be a correlation between mayores dancing competitively in a 

circle, each twirling a baton, and earlier Kongo military training. Thornton reports in his 

discussion of the art of warfare in Angola from 1575-1680, that trained Central African 

soldiers were adept in handling the broadsword while displaying, "leaps, parrying, twists 

and agility" (Thornton 1988:364). It is not difficult to make the conceptual leap from 

broadsword training with twists and agility to the movements of mayores handling the 

baton in competitive dance movements. T.J. Desch Obi reports, in his comparison of 

historical Central African military practices with the Kongo-derived Brazilian martial 

arts/dance form known as capoeira that in parts of Central Africa, a form of unarmed 

combat training known as ngolo involved competition within a circle: 

Once the music reached its crescendo, a pair of fighters would enter the circle, 
dancing and swaying to the music as they squared off.. .This ritual circle, or elola, 
was designed to bring the practitioner into the spiritual world through 
"circling."...Such enactments of cosmograms were believed to give the fighter 
spiritual power for combat" (Desch Obi 2002: 358). 

The above description, which resembles contemporary Brazilian capoeira, also resonates 

with the image of the two or four male dancers in Rara/Gaga who engage in a contest of 

agility within a circle of watchers to musical accompaniment, the placement of their 

bodies in a foursome evoking the pattern of a cross. As pointed out by Fu-Kiau, the 

Kongo cosmogram, a cross within a circle, bisected horizontally by the horizon or 

Kalunga line between the living and the dead, is a predominant symbol within Kongo 

thought and ritual practice (Fu-Kiau 1980:26-35). The circular form is created by the 

crowd surrounding the Rara/Gaga male competitive dance in a cross-figure, and also in 
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the practice of Rara/Gaga flagbearers as well as male and female dancers circling the 

crossroads to neutralize negativity. 

It is possible that competing Rara/Gaga bands have a precedent in Kongo armed 

contingents marching for a military review and "dancing out large-scale encounters," as 

described by Desch Obi. He notes that "individuals also exhibited their dexterity in their 

own nsanga solos" (Desch Obi 2002: 359). The coexistence of competing Rara/Gaga 

bands within which individual dancers demonstrate a combative dexterity in the male 

movement repertoire may have a correlation in these Kongo danced encounters between 

armed camps, within which individuals also competed. 

If this is the case, then the Rara/Gaga Band carries, not only the memories of 

maroon and Revolutionary armies, but elements of Central African military history, as 

well. Martha Ullman West suggests that dancers represent "living archives," as embodied 

repositories of "high art... cultural identity and religion" (Ullman West 2006:1). 

Similarly, M. Talman-Chvaicer points out that Brazilian capoeira movements arise from 

a Kongo movement repertoire and enact Kongo religious cosmology, but she suggests 

that Catholic religious imagery has supplanted overt references to traditional Kongo 

religious symbolism in capoeira texts (Talman-Chvaicer 2004). 

• In this work, I discuss measures intended to ward off ritual danger that are 

included in Rara/Gaga preparatory ceremonies.. Desch Obi also describes ritual "battle 

readiness" in the historical Central African context. "For Kongolese, this often took the 

form of harnessing ancestral power through special war charms" (Desch Obi 2002: 356). 

Similarly, Thornton cites contemporary sources, Bickford and Harrington, who reported 

that in 1791, an army of rebels in the colony of Saint Domingue "marched, formed and 
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attacked accompanied by the 'music particular to negroes,'" and that, according to 

Lacroix, "they began with the preparation of 'wangas,' or protective charms" (ibid: 71). 

These sources suggest an intriguing correlation between the usage of "war charms" to 

raise spiritual militance by Rara/Gaga Bands, and the Kongo usage of military war 

charms, and as well as apparently Kongo-influenced usage of similar charms 

(intriguingly called "wangas") by Haitian Revolutionary armed bands marching to 

musical accompaniment. Thornton suggests that Central African soldiers may have 

predominated in the struggle for liberation in the French colony: "Kongolese 

armies.. .probably contributed most to Saint Domingue rebel bands" (Thornton 1991:65), 

which strengthens the argument for Kongo influences upon Haitian maroon and 

Revolutionary armies, and upon Rara/Gaga. 

In the section to follow, there will be a more detailed discussion of the wanga, or 

"powerful charm" carried by Gaga Esperanza, the dichotomy between the "charm" as 

medicine and as weapon and the concept of "healing" in Rara/Gaga. 

Rara/Gaga Healing Force 

Rara/Gaga convenes dispersed members at the center for Holy Week to gather 

healing force and carries it to remote members of the community during Easter 

procession. When the Band is performing, generating healing force and high level music, 

dance and ritual, it is said to be incendido (Spanish: burning) When the music and the 

healing force fall flat, observers say, "Rara ap fredi" (Kreyol: "the Rara is getting cold"). 

In his description of the work of a Dominican Vodii healer, Adams notes the connection 

between heat and healing force: 
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Vodu illness is characterized by excessive coldness, reflecting closure and the 
absence of heated exchange in the client's web of relations.. .The warmth reopens 
the blocked paths that hamper dialogic relations. In addition, heat is required to 
secure the active participation of the spiritual forces that shepherd healthy 
relations (Adams 1999:50). 

Adams notes above that, even where the healing session is conducted for a single 

individual, it is the "web of.. .dialogic relations" that is object of the healer's 

ministrations. Karen McCarthy Brown makes a similar observation regarding "mending 

relationships" in her description of a Haitian Vodou priestess' healing practice in 

Brooklyn: 

Both in public rituals and in private sessions, Alourdes heals by exercising, 
strengthening, and mending relationships among the living, the dead and the 
spirits (Brown 1991:345-6). 

Thus, there seems to be a common AfroHispaniolan Vodou/Vodu emphasis upon both 

healing relationships within community, and heat as a healing modality, whether 

administered by an individual healer working in a consultation room or carried in the fire-

charged paraphernalia and bodies of a Rara/Gaga Band. The utilization of heat for 

spiritual healing can also be found in the south Central African context. Victor Turner 

noted that Central African Ndembu healing societies utilize ceremonies incorporating 

drumming, called "rituals of affliction" or "drums of affliction," that were intended to 

cure illnesses believed to be caused by disruptive ancestral spirits (Turner 1968:15-16).90 

For Victor Turner, heat in Ndembu society is used to correct disruptive social influences, 

such that "hot medicine is used aggressively against witches, sorcerers and their 

familiars" (Turner 1968:65). 

The medicine carried by the Rara/Gaga Band derives from the Petwo Lwa and 

their power zones: fire, the forest and the cemetery. Performers' bodies, their instruments 

901 am indebted to Robert Adams for his insights into Central African influences in the Americas. 
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and costumes get saturated with this force at "charge-up points" - the Boukan, the 

crossroads, the bottled Maji— and the song, dance, possession trance enhances the 

charge. In fact, the relationship between song, dance, the bodies of performers and 

paraphernalia creates a healing field in motion, like a spinning electromagnet. Petwo 

medicine is pure neutral power transferred from a Petwo/Kongo "fueling station" into a 

format that can be accessed to heal or to harm, based on the intention of the practitioner. 

When carried with the intention to heal, it is medicine. 

This ambivalence in Petwo medicine, healing and protective, may have roots in 

Bantu healing philosophy. John M. Janzen suggests the ambivalence of terms that denote 

"healing" in Bantu languages: 

The power of medicine at the level of the compound, spoken or sung over, is 
evident in its ambivalence. Thus ping or pingo refer not just to medicine but also 
to cursing in Western Bantu. Similarly, the Western Bantu notion of kitl or kici 
refers both to the possessing spirit of an affliction, as well as to the medicine used 
to deal with the affliction (Janzen 1992:67). 

Thus, certain Bantu terms for "medicine" suggest the power to heal or to curse; 

the affliction itself or its cure, depending upon how the medicine is used. The intention is 

embedded in the power object, substance, ritual enactment, dance or song when it is 

prepared or performed. Wyatt MacGaffey, in his discussion of the Kongo nkisi affirms, 

"The complete nkisi is best understood... as including not just its material infrastructure, 

but the entire complex of procedures, rules, persons, songs, and recitations with which 

the objects were necessarily associated" (MacGaffey 2000:80). 

It may be that not all Bands carry medicine, although I believe that the association 

of Rara/Gaga with Vodou houses and their patron Lwa orients most Rara/Gaga bands 

toward healing. McAlister notes that some Haitian Rara ensembles may work in 
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conjunction with secret societies, called Chanpwel or Bizango, part of whose purpose 

could be ritual retribution (McAlister 2002:92). In the case of Gaga Esperanza, however, 

the patronage of family Lwa guides the troupe in the direction of healing and service to 

the Lwa. Preparatory rituals, part of the "complex of procedures" that charges up the 

Band, solidify the connection with the Lwa and create of the entire troupe a moving 

wrapped Vodou charm, with the medicine concealed in plain sight within the marchers 

and their equipment. 

The Rituals of Rara/Gaga 

Rara/Gaga ritual accesses the Kongo sacred spaces—the forest, fire, the cemetery 

and crossroads— and packages these elemental powers for portability, provisioning the 

Band with spiritual energies during its long march. In addition to providing and charging 

material culture, such as drums, banbous and bottled protective elixir, Rara/Gaga ritual 

also links the personnel to the Lwa and to each other, in effect, forging communal bonds 

in advance of and during Easter procession. In the following section, Rara/Gaga rituals 

will be described. 

Gathering Bamboo in the Realm ofSimbi 

During the Lenten season, the musicians of Gaga Esperanza put a fresh coat of 

paint on the musical instruments - the two light-weight Petwo style drums, the conch 

shell trumpet, the short metal trumpet. The bamboo trumpets are perishable, and need to 

be replaced each year. During my fieldwork, I was privileged to attend that part of the 

musical preparations that included a trip to the realm of the Petwo Lwa, Simbi, whose 

domain was accessed via the remote farm of a Dominican family who seemed only too 
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glad to sanction the Band's harvesting activities. It was a beautiful trip to that river, 

where bamboo grew wild along the banks and the water shimmered across sandy shoals. 

Simbi, in the Dominican Republic, according to Tony Vicioso, is a water Lwa associated 

with the burial places of Tainos—seaside caves where baskets full of bones, called Zemi, 

were hidden in rocky crevices above water level. Thus, Simbi has an association with 

both water and the ancestors in Haitian Dominican Vodou/Vodu. 

Robert W. Slenes reports that among various Central African peoples, the spirits 

called bisimbi (plural) were variously associated with water, rock formations, mountains, 

woodlands or plains, and according to some sources, identified with spirits of the dead 

(Slenes 2002:192-193). MacGaffey points out, in his comparison between bisimbi in 

Central Africa, and the Simbi Lwa family in Haiti, the apparent contradiction in the fact 

that, in Haitian cosmology, the Simbi spirits form part of the fiery Petwo pantheon. "It is 

quite disconcerting, from a Kongo perspective, to find that the simbi Mbumba Maza is 

associated with fire [in Haiti], though by its very name it is a water spirit" (MacGaffey 

2002:225). He suggests that West African and Central African dualities of heat and 

coolness, fire and water were redistributed in Haiti with the separation between the Sweet 

and the Bitter Lwa. But certainly the Simbi Lwa who presides over the bamboo grove, in 

spite of his assignation to the Petwo nation, inhabits a peaceful and watery locale, 

suggesting levels of complexity and contradiction within Petwo symbolism. 

The harvest of the bamboo was accompanied by an offering to Simbi, who is also 

the patron of the banbou section in the Rara/Gaga Band. Traveling to the river, another 

Kongo sacred zone, to pay homage to Simbi in exchange for the gift of bamboo has a 

91 Tony Vicioso, personal communication with the author, 1995. 
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corollary in the description to follow of travel to the forest to collect leaves, another 

element of the portable material culture of Rara/Gaga. 

Maji: Gathering Leaves in the Forest 

Another sacred space accessed during preparations for Easter weekend is the 

forest. The forest, in the words of Ras Michael Brown, "was a fundamental part of the 

West-Central African landscape in which the material realm of flora, fauna, earth and 

water existed inseparably with the invisible domain of spiritual beings and their powers" 

(Brown 2002:290). Brown relates the words of black South Carolinan, Gullah Joe who 

laments that he has "a longing to walk in the feenda" (ibid: 290). Similarly, Campo 

Nfinda, the "realm of the forest," is one of the sacred terrains saluted in Kongo Cuban 

Palo liturgy. In Palo practice, the power of the forest is represented by sticks driven into a 

large consecrated cauldron (a type of nkisi) which forms the centerpiece of the Palo altar; 

by leaves decorating the walls during Palo ceremonies; and via Palo songs that refer to 

the forest as hallowed ground.92 

In Rara/Gaga, the Maji songs, a particular repertoire used in the Maji93 ceremony 

that takes place during Holy Week, connect clearly with Kongo imagery—the forest, the 

names of Petwo Lwa, some of whom are derived from Kikongo words. The following 

song demonstrates addressivity that posits the existence of a Petwo community. Maji 

songs are performed during the pile fey ceremony when the leaves are ground up to make 

the Maji elixir, and the topic of these songs is usually the process of collecting and 

92 Felipe Garcia Villamil, personal communication with the author, 1991. 
93 The Kreydl term, "maji," like "pwen," has a number of meanings. It has been translated by scholars as 
"magic," "magic objects" or "sorcery" (Farmer 2006:199; McAlister 1998:426 and Richman 2005;302, 
respectively). As described in a previous chapter, I look at the healing aspect of a power that can be used as 
medicine or weaponry, depending upon the intent of the practitioner. In Batey Esperanza, the word, "Maji," 
denotes a ceremony, a substance and a song category. 
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preparing the leaves. Any song for the Lwa could be sung during the preparation of Maji, 

and in that context—a solemn occasion—the songs seemed to have a particular emotional 

impact. Of particular interest, however, are those songs that pertain, reflexively, to the 

process of collecting and grinding leaves, songs that posit within the textual content a set 

of relations—the interlocutor, the Petwo spirits and the community, as well as the forest as 

a sacred space. Below is an example of a Maji song recorded at Batey Esperanza which 

suggests this relationality: 

Mpral nan Gran Bwa O 
Mpral chachefe yo 
Se mwen kap ouze o 
Kite mfe Maji mwen (bis) 

Jwe, Lembajwe 
Jwe, Lembajwe 
Zaou Pemba, se ou kap koumande 

I am going to the Great Forest 
I am going to search for leaves 
I am the one who can extract the essence 
Let me make my Maji 

Play, Lemba, play 
Play, Lemba, play 
Zaou Pemba, it is you who command 

The song situates the singer in relation to critical or hostile outsiders: "Let me do my 

Maji. Don't criticize, don't interfere." The song also situates the singer in relation to the 

Lwa who will govern the process of extracting sacred liquid from leaves, as the power 

distilled in the Maji accrues, not only from the collective participation of the individuals 

grinding the leaves, but from the Lwa who preside over and bless the process. The liquid 

is infused with the energy of the Lwa, their protective and healing powers, and is 

manufactured by the community under the tutelage of the Lwa. The names of the Petwo 
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Lwa invoked in the song quoted above can be traced to Bantu words, or to concepts 

associated with Central African traditional cosmology. Gran Bwa's name, the "Great 

Forest," represents a Kongo sacred space. Lemba is a Petwo Lwa. Lemba is described by 

MacGaffey as an important nkisi (MacGaffey 2002:223) and by Fu-Kiau, as "une des 

anciennes ecoles du Kongo" (French: "one of the former schools of the Kongo") (Fu-

Kiau 1969:123). Zaou Pemba is a Petwo Lwa whose name, "Pemba," is a Bantu term for 

kaolin clay, the white color of which represents the world of the dead in Kongo 

cosmology.94 These Kongo linguistic references, along with the connection to the forest 

in the Maji song situate the practice of creating the Maji in Kongo sacred space. 

Through these songs, I have attempted to indicate that, for the singers in the leaf-

grinding ceremony in Batey Esperanza, the Maji is a process and a product, as well as a 

song repertoire. Searching for the leaves in the place of power, finding the leaves, 

bringing them back, grinding the leaves—makes a connection with the Petwo Lwa and 

creates community around the collective process of grinding the leaves for the Maji. This 

bottled forest elixir, part of the spiritual currency carried by the Band, is garnered from 

that Kongo sacred space, the forest, concentrated in leaves ground up and infused with 

the power of a secret song repertoire, blessed by the Petwo Lwa and bottled as a remedy 

and a shield for the Band. The particular relationships distilled in the Maji are the 

relationships between the Band and the Petwo Lwa, and the relationships of Band 

members with each other, as the Maji carried on buses and planes serves as a link back to 

the spatial and temporal power center of the Rara/Gaga at Easter in Batey Esperanza. 

94 Pemba clay or some local variant is used in Kongo-Cuban and Kongo-Brazilian ritual practices today 
(Robert Farris Thompson: 1984: 111). 



Thus, the Maji represented a power flow from the center to the periphery of the 

Rara/Gaga society, and carried from site to site by the Band. 

Raising the Chair (Commitment) Ceremony 

There is another ceremony at Easter which draws in and connects those who 

convene at the spatial and temporal center of Rara/Gaga at Easter, some from a great 

distance: the Raising the Chair ceremony. This ritual seals the commitment (Kreyol: 

pwomes; Spanish: compromiso) to the Lwa made by each performer who agrees to 

perform for one, three or seven years. The "Raising the Chair" (Spanish: subiendo la 

silla) ceremony is an offering of each performer's commitment to the Lwa, and is a 

particularly quick and effective form of integration into the community for those 

performers constrained to arrive only a day or two before the Easter weekend. This 

ceremony that honors each performer by literally raising him or her in the air is a 

powerful organizational tool built into the temporal cycle of the Rara/Gaga that creates 

bonds between the performers and the Lwa, the performers and each other within the 

troupe, and includes returnees, as well as new arrivals; batey residents, as well as those 

who travel great distances to participate. The Raising the Chair ceremony reifies the 

healing community, which may comprise a network extending over distances into 

diaspora, through reinforcing the continuity of the Band, offering a one-, three- or seven-

year commitment, not only the commitment to the annual event, but a commitment 

extending the healing community over time. 

Unlike the preparation of Maji elixir, which takes place alongside the Band 

leader's house with only vocal performance in conjunction with the pounding of the giant 

mortar and pestle, the Raising the Chair ceremony is marked by full performance by the 
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Gaga Esperanza ensemble in the enramada pavilion. Preparations for the Raising the 

Chair ceremony include activation of the center post with candle and consecrated water 

from the standard enameled cup used in Gaga Esperanza services, as further invitation to 

the Lwa to sanctify the proceedings with their presence. 

Those who make a commitment to perform for one, three or seven Easter seasons 

are honored by being raised up by other community members in a chair that has been 

draped in white cloth, to the accompaniment of music and, often, with the presence of 

one or more Lwa who have arrived in possession trance. June Rosenberg describes the 

importance of this ceremony in validating the commitment of individual members to the 

community: 

Gozen de prestigio todos los que "suben" a la silla, porque eso se considera un 
privilegio y de ahi que gozan de esa experiencia. Hemos llegado a lo conclusion 
de que la mayoria de los que suben a la silla estan, en ese momento, 'montados 
por su lua' particular (Rosenberg 1979:111). 

All those who ascend in the chair enjoy prestige, as it is considered a privilege, 
and so the experience is greatly enjoyed. We have arrived at the conclusion that 
the majority of those who ascend in the chair are, in this moment, possessed by 
their particular Lwa. 

Rosenberg's conclusion that the raising the chair ceremony often is accompanied by 

possession trance affirms that this ceremony strengthens the bond between the individual 

and the larger group, not only through establishing a link of commitment, but through 

facilitating connection to the Lwa. 

Vodou Benediction 

On Good Friday, very early, all the costumes, batons, flags—all the paraphernalia 

that will be taken on the road is blessed by a rezador (Spanish: literally, one who prays; 

Kreyol: pwet savann, literally, bush priest), a lay priest hired to perform minor ritual 
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functions such as blessings, and to assist the oungan or manbo at major ceremonies, such 

as initiation ceremonies, by offering a series of prayers, sprinkling with water from an 

enameled cup with a sprig of basil, etc. The anointing of the objects bound for Rara/Gaga 

procession has its corporeal correlate in the carrying and wearing of a splash of Maji by 

the members. These blessings with a consecrated substance—the basil water, the Maji— 

provide protection with the goal of maximizing healing interaction and minimizing 

danger. 

Salida - The Band Goes Out 

The performers have the opportunity to be spiritually cleansed by walking 

forward and backward over an iron incense burner on the floor, after which each is given 

a bottle of Maji on Good Friday in the morning. This final preparation is followed by the 

salida, (Spanish: departure), as the Band leaves from a final charge-up at the Boukan, 

processes around the Batey and finally boards buses bound for town, for La Romana. 

Entrega - The Band Returns 

As mentioned above, the annual cycle of Rara/Gaga permits Petwo forces to be 

released for healing and purification. And at the closing ceremony (Spanish: Entrega), 

these forces are returned to the earth, in the form of a Lwa who is embodied in possession 

trance approaching the Poto Mitan, the center post in the home enramada, and releasing 

the energy of the Lwa from his or her head into that conduit back to the earth and the 

realm of Ginen, where the Lwa reside. This transaction seals the portal and also ensures 

that the dead who walk with the Band return to their realm across the Kalunga line, the 

Kongo horizon between this world and the next. 



The Entrega ceremony at Batey Esperanza is little known outside the batey and 

not always well attended, due to the fact that many supporters have returned to their 

homes in preparation for working Monday morning. Nevertheless, the Entrega is 

important in that, as a closing ceremony, it frames the entire weekend as a sacred event, 

and seals the spiritual rebalancing between the living community, the Lwa and the dead 

that is a central focus of the entire Rara/Gaga season. 

The Return Ceremony: Feeding the Lwa 

Demanbre, Jou a La 
Demanbre, Jou a La 

Baba, m ap bay w manje 
Se pou m ale 
Baba, m ap bay w manje 
Se pou lavi mwen 

Demanbre95 

The day is here 
Papa, I will give you food 
It's for me to go 
Papa, I will give you food 
It's for my life 

The song above describes the exchange at the root of the relationship between 

practitioner and Lwa: service in exchange for the protection, guidance and sustenance 

provided by the Lwa and, in this case, service in the form of a ceremonial offering of 

food. Just such a ceremony is the Revuelta (Spanish: return; Kreyol: Retou Rara), an 

occasion to feed the patron Lwa of the Band. This ritual is held in the summer between 

Easter performances, and is intended to give energy to the Lwa through offering them 

food, so that they have the force to lead the Band in another marathon Easter performance 

the following spring. This ceremony is a crucial event in the liturgical year that 

95 Demanbre is the name of a spirit, and also, an altar space. 
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culminates, in its public aspect, with processional performance at Easter. The above song 

expresses succinctly and eloquently the relationship between feeding the Lwa and 

healing, the reciprocity that creates community, a family bond between the Lwa and their 

servants. 

Rara/Gaga Positionality within a Ritual Complex 

Homero's ritual house could be defined in relation to other individuals and groups 

in Batey Esperanza, as part of a "ritual complex" that includes Catholicism, 

Protestantism, as well as houses of other ritual specialists working with the Lwa. These 

practices are conceptualized in relation to each other by practitioners in Batey Esperanza. 

For example, in discourse the the Bitter Spirits are often contrasted with the Sweet 

Spirits. In another apparent dichotomy, Homero's ritual house presided over by family 

Lwa is contrasted with the center operated by the sorcerer, or Bokd who hires out as a 

ritual specialist for money, not guided by a moral compass. Also, practitioners contrast 

service to the Lwa with Christianity, particularly Pentecostalism, a competitor for the 

devotions of batey residents. 

In Homero's house, the Petwo Lwa predominated, not only during Rara/Gaga 

season, but all year. This predominance of Petwo in Homero's house contrasted with the 

ritual practice of a couple living in Batey Esperanza who were also ritual specialists, 

competitors in a sense: the oungan, Ti One, and his wife, Flora, a manbo. They worked 

almost exclusively with the Sweet Lwa andhad a lively practice of clients coming to their 

dwelling for consultation. The Sweet Lwa people, although held in high esteem, were 

sometimes considered a little stand-offish because they did not join enthusiastically in the 

Rara, although they always received the Band graciously over Easter weekend and during 
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evening rehearsals. Those who really liked the Petwo Lwa spoke with pride about how 

the Petwo Lwa can be dangerous, you have to know how to handle them. There was an 

esprit-de-corps that developed around the edginess of the Petwo Lwa. 

The Petwo Lwa who protected Homero's house were not associated with sorcery, 

although they could be called upon for justice if required. In Homero's house, the Petwo 

Lwa were considered as Family Lwa, accepted with all of their volatility and militance as 

protectors and guardians. It was rather, the activities of another neighboring practitioner 

in Batey Esperanza, the Boko that were placed, in relation to Homero's house, outside the 

margin of socially acceptable behavior. The following section discusses attitudes toward 

the sorcerer in Batey Esperanza, introduced by a song lyric that reflects a recurrent theme 

in Vodou song - the uneasy edge between the power of the Lwa to heal and their 

terrifying power to take life, often referred to in such song texts in an oblique fashion, 

rather than alluded to directly. The Boko is an individual who walks closer to that edge 

than most, working with spiritual forces untethered by a familial connection and the 

mutual loyalty that implies. 

Sorcery at the Margin 

Se tande m tande - woy woy woy (4X) 
Yo di Djab la ap manje moun yo 
Woy woy woy 
Se tande m tande - woy woy woy 

I have often heard (4X)- woy woy woy 
They say the Lwa eats people 
I have often heard 

Vignette - The Boko 

When I first met Sosye, he was very impressive. I attended a ceremony at his house. He 
wore a large panama hat with a brilliant red satin shirt and pants for his Lwa, and he 
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resided on a kind of dais in the back of his house with his wife and some other family in 
attendance. At that time, Sosye had a big wooden house in the center of the batey, with an 
indoorperistil (Vodou temple with a center post). It was a full regleman96 Vodou 
ceremony - not just the shortened Petwo version, and was attended by a number of batey 
residents. The lead banbou player from the Rara was there, and Olga, the Queen who was 
widely referred to as La Puta because she made no effort to be discreet about her work in 
prostitution. I was having a good time and did not want to leave. The drumming was 
great. The banbou player kept trying to get me to leave so he could walk me back to 
Homero's house. Finally, reluctantly he left. I think it was about 2:00 a.m. Olga was the 
only person left I knew. She told me that a woman who walks about by herself at night is 
known as a bouzen (Kreyol: whore or loose woman), and then she told me I was a bouzen 
and smiled. Somehow I was flattered that she saw me as independent, although I believe 
she paid a price for her independence in such a harsh and sometimes misogynist society, 
and the price appeared to be internalized anger and self-destructiveness. Olga would 
stagger through the batey with a bottle in her hand, picking fights, everyone laughing, 
yelling, "Olga! PutaV (Spanish: whore). 

I had told Homero I wanted to go to the ceremony at Sosye's house and he had had no 
objection. I was cautioned to "be careful," but no one tried to discourage me from visiting 
the home of the Boko. When I asked, Homero responded with a Haitian Kreyol proverb: 
Kochon mawon konnen ki kote li mare ("The wild [literally—maroon] pig knows where 
she's tied"). I did not cultivate any closer relationship with Sosye and his family, 
however. He was not connected to the Rara and there was an undercurrent about him and 
his circle that made me uneasy. 

After the cane company took down half the batey to cultivate more cane, Sosye was left 
with a much smaller block house. He seemed to go downhill after that. He lost weight. 
You would see him standing outside the house with a sardonic smile, a bottle in his hand. 
I was told he had a very peculiar Lwa who had the habit of staying in his horse's head for 
days and accosting passers-by, demanding money for unspecified ritual services which 
Sosye insisted were necessary. 

One day Sosye invited me into the block house. I was a little nervous. It seemed like that 
Lwa was burning him up. He asked me for a bottle of rum and so the next time I went by 
there, and I made sure it wasn't very soon, I brought him a small bottle. I handed it to 
him and did not go inside. Sosye kept telling me I had to have a ritual done, a special 
ritual, he knew exactly what it was. 

Finally, I went with Sosye to his new altar room, a little shed in the back of someone 
else's house on the other side of the batey, nothing like the big temple he had before. 
There were Boko things on the table and the floor. A rag doll. Some handcuffs, chains. 
Stuff tied up. Much later I saw the Bizango altar in the "Sacred Arts of Haitian Vodou" 
exhibit in New York, and it looked like Sosye's altar. However, I don't know if he 
belonged to any secret society or had back in Haiti, or if he was a lone practitioner. 

Regleman (Kreyol) structure of a Vodou ceremony in which the nations of the Lwa are honored in a 
precribed order. 
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I remembered that, in Cuban Palo there is something called Ndoki Bueno, Ndoki Malo 
(Kongo Cuban Spanish: good sorcerer, bad sorcerer).971 did not want any part of an 
Ndoki Malo, or bad sorcerer, and Sosye wanted money. I was curious to see the altar 
room, but that was it. I said, "No thank you, I don't need the ritual." 

People said that the Lwa was making him sick, making him crazy. That once you make a 
pact with a Lwa achte, if the "bought" Lwa isn't happy with the terms, it will turn on you. 
They said the same thing about Palo in New York, about a cauldron that was not 
baptized, a cauldron inhabited by the spirit of a dead person enlisted as a slave by a 
greedy Palo practitioner. That muerto (Spanish: spirit of a deceased individual) could turn 
on a Palero, kill him, his loved ones. Urban lore in AfroCuban New York was full of such 
stories: someone whose son was killed, someone who came to a violent end by gunfire, 
who died young of AIDS. It seemed that Sosye was headed down a bad road, and so 
when he called me after that, I just waved and kept walking. 

This characterization of the Boko is important, because it locates the "margin" on 

the other side of Petwo, clarifying that it is not the Petwo Lwa themselves who constitute 

the margin, but rather ritual work done without an ethical, community-oriented 

dimension. In the activities of the sorcerer, a "free agent" located at the margin of Batey 

Esperanza society, two elements are missing—the relationship with family Lwa, and the 

core "intention" to effect healing. The Boko works with a "bought" Lwa without ties to 

the community, or works with the mercenary dead. Monetary gain rather than healing 

• OS 

becomes the prime motivator such that jobs are taken on, "no questions asked." 

Homero and his ritual house occupied a Petwo space defined, at one boundary, by 

the neighboring temple dedicated to the Sweet Lwa, largely lacking the Bitter "edge" of 

the Petwo spirits, and at the other boundary, by the Boko, a sorcerer who works, not with 

E.C. Ballard defines ndoki a KiKongo term suggesting "sorcerer," in Cuban Palo as "a term that means, 
'witch' but can also mean, "energy, sacred power of a neutral character or Paleros Judios." The term, 
Paleros Judios, means, literally, "Jewish Palo practitioners." This usage of the term, "Jewish" refers, as 
discussed below, to Palo practitioners who work with a Kongo Cuban cauldron, an nkisi that has not been 
"baptized." The Palero Judio would be the Kongo Cuban cognate of the Haitian or Dominican Boko. 
98 Richman describes the creation of what she calls a "pwen," an "enslaved spirit" captured inside a bottle 
and tied (Kreyol: mare) inside that vessel until it is bought and put to work by the client. She also describes 
the voracious appetite of the pwen who, if not propitiated can consume its owner and even the owner's 
family (Richman 2005:166). 



family Lwa at all, but with a bought Lwa—treacherous, untethered by any family bond. 

From the perspective of Gaga Esperanza participants, Homero's house occupies the 

center between these two extremes described above. In Homero's ritual house, the Petwo 

Lwa, who are dangerous and "edgy," are nevertheless committed to protecting the family 

and to the Rara/Gaga community. The healing community centered in Homero's 

religious house, from my ethnographic viewpoint, occupied the center, with both Sweet 

Lwa stuffiness and Boko amoral behavior, situated outside the boundary of the Petwo 

nation. 

Ascriptions of Morality and Amorality to Concepts of "Christian" and "Jew" 

I was told by Adan, one of the leaders of Gaga Esperanza, when he was asked 

why Rara took place on Easter weekend, that, "mismo los judios que mataran a Cristo 

tenian su musica (Spanish: "Even the Jews who killed Christ had their music" ) " . There 

is a correlation in his comment between characterizations of "Jewishness," and the 

liminal epoch of Easter weekend when the release of the mercenary dead protects and 

energizes the Band, but also presents danger. Equating Easter weekend Rara/Gaga 

procession with Christ's stations of the cross accompanied by the music of the Jews 

creates a link between the Jews and the "uncivilized dead." 

In Kongo Cuban Palo rites, a sacred cauldron inhabited by the spirit of a deceased 

person enlisted for ritual work, if taken to a church is considered "baptized." A cauldron 

that has not been taken to the church is considered, judio, or Jewish. It is believed that 

this cauldron represents a danger, for the spirit of the deceased inhabiting the pot can be 

willful and turn against the practitioner. In Palo, the ambiance of the church is believed to 

99 Adan, personal communication with the author, 1996. 
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sanctify the Palo vessel. In Rara/Gaga, the closing ceremony, or Entrega occurs at end of 

Easter Sunday, at which time the dead and the Lwa are returned into the earth. In each 

instance, a Catholic symbol (the walls of the church, the Resurrection that occurs on 

Easter Sunday) forms a civilizing boundary utilized by practitioners to keep the unruly 

dead in check. 

Rara/Gagd and Catholicism 

The performed cosmology of Vodou/Vodu and Rara/Gaga is imbued with 

Catholic elements: the Catholic liturgical calendar, saint imagery, fragments of Catholic 

prayers and songs. Yet, there was not an obvious Catholic presence in Batey Esperanza, 

which is to say, there was no Catholic church or chapel, although there were three 

Protestant churches. I observed very little evidence of official Catholic Church sanctions 

against ritual practices, nor did I ever even see a Catholic priest, (although the Catholic 

Church in tandem with the state have historically been active in proscribing and 

suppressing AfroHispaniolan ritual in the Dominican Republic and Haiti). 

Recent scholarship has challenged the prevailing view that "syncretism" between 

Catholicism and African ritual practices is an American phenomenon. Hein Vanhee 

suggests that the Catholicization of Kongo African ritual occurred in Central Africa, 

predating the arrival of African captives on the shores of Hispaniola: 

a majority of the rural inhabitants of Saint Domingue/Haiti never received any 
religious instruction from European missionaries or priests. Yet they knew Jesus, 
the Virgin Mary, Saint James and Saint Francis, whom they had brought from 
Africa, and with whom their ritual experts had tried to maintain a good 
relationship (Vanhee 2002:264) 

Vanhee argues, for example, that iheprete savanne, (French: bush priest), a prominent 

figure described above baptizing Rara/Gaga costumes and instruments in Batey 
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Esperanza, originated, not in Haiti, but in 18th century Kongo, subsequent to Catholicism 

being brought in the 1500s to the region by the Portuguese (ibid: 259-260). Thornton 

notes that a late 18n century Central African missionary guide depicts a Catholic priest 

blessing the "swords and shields of combatants before they depart to fight," suggesting 

that the Rara/Gaga practice of blessing the paraphernalia of the band also may have 

Catholic African antecedents (Thornton 1991:66). Similarly, Terry Rey suggests that 

previous scholars "unwittingly decatholicize seventeenth and eighteenth century 

Kongolese religious culture in the New World, overlooking the impact of African agency 

in the creation of Haitian Catholic culture" (Rey 2002:267). 

This alternative view of the development of Kongo Catholic ritual practices as 

having a direct origin in Central Africa may shed new light on processes of cultural 

hybridity among African captives in the Americas. McAlister, for example, suggests that 

the Haitian practice of burning an effigy of a Jew at the end of Carnival may have 

originated in medieval Spain (McAlister 2002: 119). Further investigation into the 

cultural history of the Catholicized Kongo region may uncover evidence that the 

positioning in Kongo Cuban and Kongo Haitian ritual of Christianity as a civilizing force 

transforming the unsanctified dead associated with Judaism may have antecedents in 

Portuguese Catholic Central Africa during the era of the Inquisition. 

The seasonal preparations for Rara/Gaga are aligned with the Catholic liturgical 

calendar, beginning with the kick-off of Rara/Gaga season in both Haiti and the 

Dominican Republic after Ash Wednesday, as Carnival dies and segues into its successor, 

Rara/Gaga. AfroDominicanist scholars have positioned the Holy Week performance of 

Gaga as part of an annual cycle that includes saint day festivals featuring African-derived 



dance, drum, song and ritual traditions all over the Dominican Republic (Dominguez 

1978; Tejeda Ortiz 2000; 2005), thus mapping Holy Week in the bateyes as one local 

festival among many such AfroCatholic Dominican celebrations. 

Rara/Gagd and Pentecostalism 

Whereas Rara/Gaga, like Vodou/Vodu as a whole is interpenetrated with 

Catholicism in terms of its hagiography and annual cycles of transformation and renewal, 

the relationship between Rara/Gaga and Pentecostalism in Batey Esperanza could be 

described as oppositional. There were three Pentecostal churches in Batey Esperanza, and 

the convertidos, as they called themselves (Spanish: converted) followed a strict 

proscription against dance and serving any spirit other than the Holy Spirit. 

This tension played out in a kind of alternation between the Vodou and 

Pentecostalism for some Batey residents. As was explained to me, after experiencing a 

disappointment, perhaps the persistence of problems that serving the Lwa did not resolve, 

a person might join a Pentecostal church, and then tire of the church and go back to the 

Lwa. A scenario was recounted to me, where Adan, one of the ritual specialists and 

leaders of Gaga Esperanza had converted to Protestantism to please a family member, 

then on Easter Sunday tore off his white shirt as he literally ran off to join the Band. 101 

McAlister reports a "fierce ideological war" between Vodouists and Protestants in Haiti, 

Edward L. Geary clarifies that Pentecostalist churches are Protestant denominations founded early in 
the 20th century connected to spiritual revival movements. He states that this group of faiths (including the 
Assembly of God, or in Spanish, Asemblea de Dios, one of the churches represented in Batey Esperanza) 
have taken a foothold in Latin America and the Caribbean since the 1960s, while Charismatic and Neo-
Pentecostal churches have more recently become established in the region. Cleary takes the view that the 
term, "evangelical" is more applicable to the U.S. context, rather than to Latin America and the Caribbean 
(Cleary 1998:1-3). One of the older Protestant institutions that compete with Catholicism and 
AfroHispaniolan ritual in the Dominican Republic is the Mormon Church. 
101 Jean-Baptiste recounted that, during his youth in the Port-au-Prince region, parishioners literally ran out 
of a Catholic church on Easter Sunday to join a passing Rara band as the priest was officiating (Jean-
Baptiste, personal communication with the author, 2005). 
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and she echoes what I heard also in Batey Esperanza, that "becoming Protestant protects 

the Vodouist from being touched by the demands and duties of any obligations to the 

lwa" (McAlister 2002:109). As it was expressed to me by more than one Gaga Esperanza 

participant, "si dejes a los luases, hay que dejarlos completamente" (Spanish: "If you 

leave the Lwa, you have to leave them completely"). Richman suggests that Haitians 

believe that Protestantism offers its followers protection from the retribution of jealous 

Lwa who have been abandoned by their servants, which forms part of its appeal for 

disillusioned Vodou practitioners (Richman 2005:260). 

Pentecostalism, like Vodou, is a transnational phenomenon, with missionary 

funds and personnel from the United States sustaining local churches in the Dominican 

Republic. It could be perceived as transnational, as well, in that Haitian transmigrant 

workers who encounter tensions in Batey Esperanza between the Vodou and the 

Protestant religious camps, may have witnessed a similar competition in the Haitian 

context.102 

Conclusion 

The relationship between the Lwa and practitioners, and between the ritual 

specialist and practitioners is constitutive of Rara/Gaga community, locally and 

transnationally, a community that persists intergenerationally through the continuity 

provided by the family Lwa. This emphasis on family Lwa for Gaga Esperanza is not 

diminished by the fact that the patron Lwa and most Lwa who walk with the Band are 

Petwo Lwa; rather, practitioners accept the fact that the healing force offered by Petwo 

Lwa is a two-edged sword, like Kongo medicines that double as afflictions. Healing 

102 Melvin L. Butler suggests that as many as a third of Haitians in Haiti self-identified as Protestant at the 
turn of the 21st century (Butler 2002:85). 
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intention, as well as careful propitiation of the Lwa, is required for the safe use of this 

Petwo power. Through a series of rituals geared toward mobility and framing the Easter 

performance as sacred time, accessing and processing Kongo sacred spaces—fire, the 

forest, the cemetery, the river—Petwo/Kongo energies are brought into the fray and help 

prepare the Band for an annual militant march that may have antecedents in Central 

African martial displays. Rara/Gaga, like Vodou/Vodu, is a transnational phenomenon 

incorporating diasporic participation and, as such, competes with another transnational 

religious movement—Pentecostalism. 

In the next section, "The Band," there will be a description of the leadership and 

patronage roles as well as further exploration of ritual in performance, approached in the 

context in which it occurs during Rara/Gaga procession: with music and dance. The next 

section will also include a detailed discussion of performative roles of musicians and 

dancers as well as a description of musical instruments and other aspects of the material 

culture of Rara/Gaga. Also introduced will be members of the Band, introduced in the 

context of the social interest groups to which they belong. 

The section to follow, "The Band in Motion," discusses the procession of the 

Band through sacred space locally in the batey and in town and describes how healing 

community is inscribed across the landscape in procession. 
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IV. THE BAND 

Introduction 

In this chapter, I argue that Rara/Gaga is an inclusive performance that 

incorporates members of various interest groups across class, gender, age and other 

divisions and through which power differences and control of aspects of the 

performance—e.g., movement repertoire or song repertoire—is negotiated dialogically. J. 

Lorand Matory suggests that the metaphor of dialogue can be used as an ethnographic 

paradigm, as an alternative to the " 'memory,'...'survival,' 'reinterpretation' and 

'creolization' metaphors...which.. .share the potential for underestimations of 

heterogeneity and conflicting strategy," and that this dialogue extends beyond national 

borders and can be conceptualized in a "transoceanic context" (Matory 2005:284-285). 

In this section, the various interest groups in Rara/Gaga are introduced, as parties in a 

dialogue through which aspects of performance are negotiated, a transnational dialogue 

that includes diasporic participants living in the U.S. and elsewhere, as well as Haitian 

transmigrants. 

I describe the leadership and patronage roles in the Rara/Gaga organization, as 

well performance roles—dancer, instrumentalist, vocalist—and I explore how various roles 

overlap with broader social groupings. In Batey Esperanza, Haitian-born cane cutters 

with superior Kreyol language skills and experience in Haitian Rara bands often excel as 

lead vocalists, while it is Haitian Dominicans who are bilingual and adept at cultural 

code-switching who tend to rise to leadership positions. In this chapter, the instrumental 

and vocal music, as well as the dance of Rara/Gaga will be described. Also explored will 
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be instances in which social roles are reified or contested through Rara/Gaga 

performance, such as the discrepancy in power and privilege between men and women, 

codified in the division between male and female dance repertoires and challenged when 

a female dancer borrows movements from the male dance repertoire. 

Rara/Gaga and Organizational Roles 

Rara/Gaga leadership responsibilities begin at the top with the Dueho, or owner of 

the Band. The Dueno's charge is to serve as an intermediary with the principal Lwa who 

guides the Band. Responsibilities are delegated by the Dueno to central leaders, each of 

whom has a title. The prominent roles I noted in Gaga Esperanza were, in addition to the 

Dueno (all in Spanish): the Presidente, the Coronel, the Secretdrio, and the Tesorero. 

The Tesorero, or "Treasurer" is in charge of collecting tips and ensuring their equitable 

distribution, and the Coronel marches at the head of the procession. These individuals, 

along with the Presidente and Secretario function as a kind of council, or advisory body 

to the Dueno, and share preparatory tasks in the weeks leading up to Easter. For 

example, in the mid 1990s when the Presidente was living in New York, he also 

coordinated bringing in resources from supporters there. 

Also part of the core leadership are the directors of the various corps of 

performers: the Primer Mayor and Primer a Reina, leaders of the the male and female 

dancers, respectively; the Primer Bambu, or leader of the bamboo trumpet section, and 

the Primer Tambu, leader of the drum section.10 A similar hierarchy is described by 

June Rosenberg (Rosenberg 1979:69) and Elizabeth McAlister (2002:137-8), both of 

103 Although the drum corps only consists of two drummers playing at any given time, still the role of the 
leader of the drummers is important in that this individual presents the interests of the drummers before the 
leadership, and is responsible for settling disputes with any guest drummers who might participate during 
performance. 
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whom report all the titles which I observed in Batey Esperanza, as well as others. As 

noted by McAlister, these titles in the Haitian cultural context "invoke multiple imageries 

borrowed from monarchy, from Republican government and from the French army" 

(ibid: 137). 

I suggest that there is an element of parody in the choice of such titles for the 

Rara/Gaga leadership. Homi Bhabha defines the act of cultural "translation" as: 

a way of imitating, but in a mischievous, displacing sense—imitating an original 
in such a way that the priority of the original is not reinforced but by the very fact 
that it can be simulated, copied, transferred, transformed, made into a simulacrum 
and so on.. .the "originary" is always open to translation.. .The act of translation 
denies the essentialism of a prior given original or originary culture (Bhabha 
1990:210). 

Extracted from their ruling class contexts in either Haiti or the Dominican Republic, 

where such appellations are imbued with privilege and power, the titles such as 

"Presidente" and "Coronel" lend legitimacy and authority to Rara/Gaga leaders while, at 

the same time, poking fun at the dominant classes, a type of parody intelligible to the 

poor and disenfranchised on both sides of the island.104 

Rosenberg emphasizes that the leadership of the Band falls primarily on the 

Dueno, who is charged with "el gran parte de la diplomacia" (Spanish: "the majority of 

the diplomacy") as well as "la organization y la cohesion del grupo" (Spanish: "the 

organization and the cohesion of the group") (Rosenberg 1979:68-70). There is no doubt 

that the charisma of the composite personage of the Dueno with his or her principal Lwa, 

as well as the diplomatic skills of a leader like Homero inspire and motivate performers 

and patrons of the Band. At the same time, many organizational activities were executed 

by untitled men and women who performed any number of tasks from communicating 

104 For a discussion of military titles in Haitian Rara, see McAlister (McAlister 2002:137-139). 
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with distant performers to ensure their participation, to arranging for costumes to be 

made, to ascertaining that visitors had a place to stay. 

The work of women in providing food to performers is a central community-

building role within Rara/Gaga. It was the women in Homero's household—his 

companion of many years, Mariane, and subsequently his daughter, Dulce—who 

prepared huge pots of rice and beans, as well as countless cups of coffee for the constant 

stream of performers, visitors, aficionados who showed up during Holy Week each year. 

This work contributes to the maintenance of a Gaga Esperanza community at the center 

where performers convene. Equally important is the work of the women who prepare 

meals for the Band on the road, literally sustaining community in motion, and without 

which the three day pilgrimage would not be possible. 

Some individuals play multiple roles in Gaga Esperanza—drummer and dancer, 

as well as President or Coronel, for example. But just as one individual could fulfill 

multiple roles with the Gaga, another individual could be invoked as the title-holder of an 

"empty" role in absentia, as when I learned that "patrons" including myself were named 

as having expressed a view on a certain decision, even though I had no knowledge of the 

event and would likely not have been consulted, even had I been in the country when the 

decision took place. 

The process of decision-making in Gaga Esperanza does not always follow a strict 

top-down, or "pyramid" hierarchy. It was my observation that decisions are often made 

by consensus among a number of stakeholders, and important decisions are made in 

consultation with the Lwa, with the Dueno and Gran Bwa as the ultimate arbiters. The 

point here is that leadership and social roles, while important unifying and structuring 



factors in the formation and maintenance of community, should be looked upon as 

nuanced and fluid, rather than as a rigid, fixed structure. 

Haitian Dominican Participation in Leadership roles 

Unlike the transmigrant Haitian workers and the diasporic Dominicans, the 

Haitian Dominican population in Batey Esperanza lives there year round, enabling them 

to network with other constituencies during the off-season. Haitian Dominicans tend to 

hold slightly higher prestige positions in the cane industry as compared to new 

immigrants (e.g., foreman or oxen-driver vs. cane cutter). Both Homero and Adan, the 

leader who took over many of responsibilities after Homero's death, were men with 

leadership responsibilities in the batey. Homero had been a foreman in the cane fields, 

and Adan was the mayor of the Batey. As such, they were in a position to have influence 

over their peers. The bilingualism of Haitian Dominicans and their consequent ability to 

communicate and form relationships with potential patrons, such as small business 

owners in town, is conducive to their effectiveness as leaders. And there is no language 

barrier to communicating with the Haitian immigrant cane cutters living in the barracks 

of Batey Esperanza. It is my contention that the cultural flexibility of Haitian 

Dominicans in leadership roles provides a unifying influence among the various 

constituencies and aids in the creation of Rara/Gaga community. 

Patrons and Friends of the Band 

The phrase, amigos del Gaga, (Spanish: "friends or supporters of the Gaga") 

denotes a broad category that includes patrons and all supporters, such as those who 



make "in-kind" contributions—helping out with sewing, for example. The "friend" 

category does not carry the implicit class distinction accorded to the "patron." 

In the Dominican Republic, the term patron (Spanish) suggests more than a 

supporter of the arts. The word is redolent with class and race associations, as it could 

refer to a landowner or some other locally powerful figure upon whose largesse and 

intercession the poor and usually darker-skinned depend. The word thus weighs heavy 

with colonial history and the enduring legacy oicaudillismo, or "strong man politics" in 

the Dominican Republic. The importance of patronage in Rara/Gaga reflects the reality 

on the ground in both Haiti and Dominican Republic, societies where power and 

resources are concentrated in the hands of a few. 

The Rara/Gaga Band, in a tradition that evokes African praise songs, honors the 

patron with a special song category reserved for the Lwa, for patrons and for other 

dignitaries, called in Kreyol, ochan. McAlister describes ochan as a "ritualized moment 

of political patronage whereby Rara groups align themselves with local notables through 

a performance of loyalty and homage but at the same time make a monetary demand, 

asserting the ideal of responsibility on the part of the more powerful" (McAlister 

2002:53). As pointed out in the previous chapter, many patrons are also TiFey—ritual 

initiates or clients of the Dueno, so that their patronage of the Band may also derive from 

a ritual obligation—the expectation that the initiate will support the oungan and his patron 

Lwa in ceremonial endeavors, including Rara/Gaga performance, in reciprocity for 

spiritual guidance and protection. 

Gender Roles in Gaga Esperanza 



Before Dulce assumed leadership, it was the case in Gaga Esperanza that the 

primary leadership was male, and it was my impression, through contact with other 

Rara/Gaga Bands in the region, that this was the norm. However, in the mid 1990s, I 

knew of at least one other Rara/Gaga troupe led by a woman, whom I will call Caridad, 

who maintained a ritual center in La Romana. Women become powerful ritual leaders on 

both sides of the island, and it is possible for the charisma and experience of a female 

ritual specialist to put her in the position to lead a Rara/Gaga organization. 

Perhaps Caridad's relative economic security, as she had a home in La Romana, 

and the fact that she was older and not raising small children, facilitated her taking on this 

role, whereas Dulce was raising small children under economic hardship. 

In recent years, scholars have discussed women having taken on increasing 

responsibility as breadwinners in the Dominican Republic (Safa 2000; Pacini-Hernandez 

1995). The opportunities for work in the bateyes are limited, other than operating small 

businesses. The prevalence of female entrepreneurship in the batey—those who sell 

vegetables, candy and cigarettes, oranges, frituras (fried foods) in their homes or from 

roadside stands—may have cultural antecedents in prevalence of market women and 

vendors in Haiti, but this kind of small business led by women can also be found 

elsewhere in the Dominican Republic. 

Due to the lack of economic opportunity in the bateyes, young men and some 

young women leave Batey Esperanza in order to work in factories and the hotel and 

service sector in La Romana, and in the case of the men, also in construction or 

transportation. With the lack of economic opportunities for women, prostitution in 



coastal tourist areas like La Romana is prevalent. I noted that women living in Batey 

Esperanza and who were not characterized by others as prostitutes occasionally "went 

into town" and exchanged sex for money, which no one seemed to discuss, as it was 

considered a necessary evil. However, women who engaged in prostitution without any 

effort at discretion were known as bouzen, and were subject to ridicule. Perhaps because 

of their will to survive and to face censure in order to do so, some of these women, 

disparaged even by the poorest of the poor, were among the strongest dancers and horses 

of the spirit in Gaga Esperanza. 

The organizers of MUDHA have worked with batey women to teach skills that 

can provide greater economic independence, such as sewing, and have also brought 

nutritional education to the bateyes.106 The work of MUDHA addressing prevalent 

attitudes toward young women is sorely needed in the bateyes. There, as in other poor 

Dominican households107, many daughters are expected to perform the lion's share of the 

domestic work, waiting on their brothers. If there is a limited amount of money to send a 

child to secondary school, most likely it will be a boy. It was reported to me by men who 

were approached by teen-age girls in Batey Esperanza that girls learn at an early age to 

exchange sexual favors for benefits they may hope to acquire from men who have 

relatively greater access to resources. In spite of the importance of the work of the 

1 OS 

MUDHA organization and the pressing need for their services during the mid 1990s 

when I conducted fieldwork, MUDHA was forbidden to conduct economic development 
105 For a discussion of sex tourism in the Dominican Republic, see Denise Brennan (Brennan 2004) and 
Steven Gregory (Gregory 2007). 
1061 was told that myths regarding gender are prevalent in Dominican bateyes, and in the Dominican 
Republic, in general: for example, that girls thrive on the least nutritious foods, e.g., the feet of the chicken; 
that girls should not eat fruit "when they are developing." 
107 In the Dominican Republic, most middle class families have a maid; this also my impression of the 
Haitian context. 
108 Movimiento de Mujeres Dominico-Haitianas (Haitian Dominican Women's Movement) 



work in the bateyes of Central Romana, where union organizers were also prohibited. 

MUDHA's resources were spread thin, as their efforts were often diverted toward other 

problems of Haitian Dominicans, such as mass deportations without due process and 

violence toward Haitian Dominicans, or the aftermath in the bateyes of hurricanes. 

Haitian immigrant and Haitian Dominican women and girls confront in the 

Dominican Republic a triple jeopardy of racism, sexism and anti-Haitianism. Work by 

women's organizations in the capital looks at issues of race and gender, the devaluing of 

black women by the society of large. One of the topics of discussion during my stay in 

the Dominican Republic was the promulgation of standards of white beauty, such that a 

large number of Dominican women straighten their hair, including women in the bateyes. 

The devaluation of blackness in the Dominican Republic is linked to disparagement of 

Haitians. A black feminist from Great Britain who worked for a Dominican women's 

organization in the capital told me that she was frequently called "haitiana," (Spanish: 

Haitian woman), presumably because of her dark skin and the fact that she wore her hair 

braided. n o 

Women in Music, Dance and Ritual 

In the music and dance of Gaga Esperanza, there are gender divisions. The 

musical role of women is by and large limited to vocal choral response, while men 

perform as lead singers, drummers and players of banbou and other aerophone 

109 Sonia Pierre, personal communication with the author, 1995. 
110 A student from the U.S., Ashindi Maxton, conducted in the Dominican Republic a study using "three 
dolls" based on a similar study in the United States. The white doll was more frequently chosen by study 
subjects (African Dominican children) as the most beautiful, and the black doll as the ugliest (Ashindi 
Maxton, personal communication with the author, 1995). 



instruments. In the realm of dance, women are constrained, according to both male 

and female informants, to the role of bringing alegria (Spanish: lightness, happiness) to 

the performance, and their dance repertoire is limited to variations on sensuous pelvic 

rotation in dance, as well as comedic performance, in contrast to male competitive 

demonstrations of dance skill.112 

However, in comparison with their limited roles in music and dance, the 

participation of women as horses of the spirit in Rara/Gaga is less circumscribed. In 

possession trance, women's bodies, as much as or even more than those of men, become 

the corporeal instruments for performances by powerful and militant Petwo Lwa. The 

aggressive movements of the young queens during possession trance contrast markedly 

with the light and "happy" dance repertoire with which female dance is associated in 

Batey Esperanza. Also, the authoritative role taken by the principal Lwa of one of the 

young queens, giving a consultation to attentive Rara/Gaga participants while she is 

undergoing possession trance—contrasts markedly with the low status in batey society, 

and in Dominican society, in general, accorded to young poor women. 

Gender and Possession Trance 

During possession trance, a woman can embody a Lwa who is male, and 

conversely a man can be possessed by a female Lwa. As an example of cross-gender 

possession, in the vignette description below, a young queen is possessed by one of the 

111 A woman performed as a guest lead vocalist for Gaga Esperanza on one occasion, and was accorded the 
same welcome as any other guest. It is not likely, however, that a girl would be encouraged to develop this 
skill in Batey Esperanza. 
112 McAlister makes the point that pelvic dance movements can be rendered aggressively in such a way as 
to suggest political resistance, in her description of a female dancer in a performance by Haitian Vodou-
inspired rock and jazz ensemble, Boukman Eksperyans (McAlister 2002:73). 
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most ferocious of male Petwo Lwa, Ogou Je Wouj. Randy P. Conner would classify 

this transitory cross-gender manifestation of a male Lwa in a female body among 

"temporary and ritual expressions" of ambiguity in gender and sexuality associated with 

African Atlantic ritual. Conner also includes in this "temporary" category of ambiguity in 

gender and sexuality, the apparently homoerotic pelvic dancing, called in Dominican 

Spanish, pegado ("stuck together") that could involve multiple men or multiple women 

during Rara/Gaga performance, individuals who are not otherwise bisexual or 

homosexual in their gender identity or behavior. Conner distinguishes between these 

ephemeral phenomena and the involvement of gay, lesbian and transgender individuals in 

African Atlantic religions, citing, for example, the large number of gay men who 

participate in or lead Brazilian Candomble houses (Conner 2005:153).114 

Whereas it is true that the experience of possession trance itself is ephemeral, the 

emergence in Vodou/Vodu of a cross-gender "composite personage" comprised of a 

living individual and one or more Lwa may create gender complexities of longer 

duration, especially as regards the principal Lwa, the one who makes the most 

appearances and with whom the practitioner becomes associated. The consciousnesses 

that comprise the composite personage interact independently with other practitioners and 

develop relationships over a lifetime. For example, I visited a young manbo, whom I will 

Ogou, the warrior Lwa and patron of justice, is primarily known as a Sweet Lwa, of West African 
provenance from the Nago (Yoruba) nation, and as such he has a number of avatars, including Ogou Feray, 
Ogou Badagri, etc. The Je Wouj (Kreyol: red eye) suffix, when added to the name of a Lwa, immediately 
distances that Lwa from his Sweet relatives, and situates the Je Wouj Lwa in the Petwo pantheon, among 
the Bitter Lwa. 
114 The cross-gender behaviors described above may be more meaningful among the Sweet Lwa, where 
individualized characteristics among the Lwa, including sometimes complexly gendered behaviors, seem 
more in evidence. In Gaga Esperanza, most of the Petwo Lwa manifest in an aggressive, confrontational 
and impetuous manner and, without foreknowledge of a given horse's principal Lwa, it is sometimes 
difficult based on observation alone to differentiate one Petwo Lwa from another or to determine the 
gender of the Lwa. 



call Jacqueline, in Jacmel, Haiti, and was privileged to receive an audience with her 

Gede, who held my hand during the entire consultation. I have distinctly different 

memories and impressions of Jacqueline and Gede, including their genders. One might 

describe the practitioner's body, in this instance, as apwen115 that can change gender 

orientation and behavior, depending upon which consciousness is riding the horse. 

It is possible that a young woman who has a powerful Lwa, as she matures and 

perhaps becomes a ritual leader in her own right, can accrue to herself some of the 

respect vested in that Lwa by the community, including, if the Lwa is male, the authority 

associated with the Lwa's male gender. In the realm of Rara/Gaga and Vodou/Vodu ritual 

leadership, experience with the Lwa, linked to age, may in some cases trump gender as a 

marker of power and influence. Mary Ann Clark suggests that within Yoruba Atlantic 

religion, "gender is a weak category" and "all relationships are based on a system of 

spiritual age-grading" (Clark 2005:45). In the next section, there will be a further 

discussion of the roles of elders in Rara/Gaga. 

Is There an Elder in the Temple? 

M a rive nan lakou a 
Mape mande 
Si pa gen gran moun o 
Nan lakou a 

I arrive in the Vodou temple 
I will ask 

115 Pwen: This multivalent Kreyol term can denote: rhetorical strategy in song using indirect references to 
deliver social critique (chante pwen, or "singing the point"); ritual scarification in Vodou; spirit of the 
mercenary dead; visual cluster such as a star or point that forms part of a Vodou veve (Kreyol: ritual 
ground drawing). Robert Farris Thompson cites the Bakongo traditional belief that singing while tracing a 
ritual cosmogram on the earth invokes God and the ancestors, and he reports that the Kikongo phrase, 
yimbilaye sona, signifies "singing and drawing [a point]" (Thompson 1988:110). It is possible to conceive 
of pwen as a switching station, an access point where power is transferred from the spiritual realm to the 
material; it can be accessed from anywhere and it is portable. As Largey states of Rara/Gaga performers, 
"performers are carrying pwen during their nightly sojourns." 
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If there is an elder 
In the temple 

The important role of the elder in Vodou is reflected in the above song text from 

Gaga Esperanza, which suggests the hierarchical nature of the Vodou temple, the fact that 

the elder is the one in charge, the one to whom all introductions should be made, and a 

link to the Lwa. Honoring the elders in Vodou is an ideal, even if it may not always be 

followed in practice. Elderly cane workers who can no longer work, dependent in most 

cases upon their families for survival, play an important role in Rara/Gaga, based on their 

ritual experience. But I noted that there were rumblings at Batey Esperanza that the 

social milieu was changing, that the knowledge of the elders was not sought after by the 

young. Homero complained to me that "no one wants to learn what I know—only you 

people from the outside."116 Young adults who found jobs in La Romana in construction, 

in transportation, in the factories or the hotel or service sector became caught up with 

their urban lives. When they returned to Batey Esperanza to seek out family and friends, 

they always stopped to see Homero, but no longer did these young people have time to 

learn as the old timers living in the bateyes had done—as disciples, immersed in the daily 

activities of a ritual house. Many young adults returned for the Easter procession. In the 

words of Angel, a Haitian Dominican born in Batey Esperanza and living in La Romana 

as a construction worker, he returned to Batey Esperanza each Easter because "Esos son 

mis raices" (Spanish: "Those are my roots").117 However, according to Homero, most 

young people who had left the batey were not actively preparing to take over the reins of 

leadership from their elders. Further scholarship is needed to elucidate the effects upon 

Rara/Gaga of the social shift out of the bateyes in the Southeast. 

116 Homero, personal communication with the author, 1995. 
117 Angel, personal communication with the author, 1996. 
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The following section explores the role of children and youth in Rara/Gaga 

performance, starting with a vignette describing a children's Rara/Gaga troupe that 

formed spontaneously in Batey Esperanza. 

The Children's Gaga 

Vignette 

When half of Batey Esperanza was razed to make room for additional cane cultivation, 
new housing between the existing structures was constructed by the cane company. The 
boys of the batey took advantage of the opportunities created by this construction to outfit 
their junior Gaga troupe. They converted discarded plastic PVC tubing into trumpets.118 

The children fitted the tubes with mouthpieces made of the slit bottom of an inverted 
metal can, and accompanied their plastic woodwind section with inverted Clorox bottle 
drums. Inspired by the success they had made of this windfall, the boys scoured the batey 
for strips of rags, enlisting the aid of their mothers, aunts and neighbors. They wrapped 
plastic grainsacks around themselves upon which to fix their rag scarves. One of the older 
boys had managed to get hold of a real tcha-tcha which he handled with considerable 
poise in his capacity as sanba for el Gaga de los Nihos (Spanish: the Children's Gaga). 

As soon as they had their equipment in order and completed a few rehearsals on the flat 
cement foundation of an unfinished house, which represented for them a kind of 
enramada, they took to the road, marching through the batey in ragged formation, singing 
at the top of their lungs, the mayores in front, twirling sticks and swirling rag skirts with 
great gusto and admirable skill. 

The troupe especially liked the street songs in Kreyol. They were easy to learn, naughty, 
and everone in the batey laughed to hear the strident chorus of little boys chanting, "Bay 
yo yo-yo!" (Kreyol: "Give them penis!"). 

They decided upon a Dueno, a boy of eleven years named Socrates who, due to his 
precociousness as a dancer, had already performed alongside grown men for three Easter 
seasons, while his mother and teenage sister danced as queens. Due to Socrates' 
experience, his peers accorded him the authority a Dueno requires to lead the troupe. 
Socrates showed diplomatic skill. He appointed his rival, Samuelito, another boy dancer, 
as the Primer Mayor, leader of the child mayores. But Socrates wasn't entirely 
accustomed to leadership. On one occasion, he asked one of the adult queens whether he 
should close the children's Gaga rehearsal for the evening, and she told him in Spanish, 
"Tu eres el Dueno. Tu decidas." ("You're the Boss. You decide.") 

In Leogane, Haiti, PVC tubing is a commonly used material in the construction of vaksin, trumpets 
based on the older bamboo model (Michael Largey, personal communication with the author, 2008). 
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The children's Gaga arrived at Homero's house one evening during the Lenten season to 
salute the Dueno of the adults' Gaga, as would a visiting troupe from another batey. Their 
performance in front of the door was well choreographed. Four junior mayores danced, 
swinging rag skirts and twirling stick batons in coordination with plastic trumpets and 
drums, while a sanba of 12 years or so rendered one of the profane "street" songs in 
Spanish, supported by an enthusiastic chorus of boys of all sizes. Homero's son-in-law, 
Amado, watched bemusedly, then reached into Homero's wife, Mariane's stash from her 
candy and cigarette stand to dole out two pieces to each child. At that point discipline 
collapsed. The mayores broke rank, the musicians dropped their plastic tubes and bleach 
bottles which hit the ground with a clatter, and they all ran up to the door with hands 
outstretched, yelling, "Dame, dame!" (Spanish: "Give me, give me!") Socrates had not 
thought to appoint a Treasurer to collect the "tips." 

Just then, Homero arrived home from the cane fields and dismounted from his palomino 
horse. Socrates looked confused. He knew his band was supposed to salute the leader of 
the adult Gaga, and here was the Dueno himself, tying up his horse and regarding the 
bedlam in front of his door, smiling. "jBaila! jBaila!" Socrates yelled (Spanish: "Dance! 
Dance!"), as he ran into the fray trying to restore order. A few of the older mayores 
sheepishly tried to clear a circle in front of the door so that they could dance. Finally, the 
mob at the door reformed into some semblance of a performance troupe and finished with 
three mayores in a four-man dance formation, while the fourth argued with his brother 
over a gum ball. When the dance was finished and Homero nodded his head to the boys, 
under the direction of a thin child acting as Coronel, using an old piece of wire as a whip, 
the troupe moved off into the dusk. 

These children grow up knowing that opportunities for them are limited. Dulce's 

son, when complemented on his many home-made inventions and told he should pursue 

engineering studies, responded, "^Y como?" (Spanish: "And how would I do that?") All 

over the Dominican Republic, the ubiquitous kids' baseball played by poor children with 

sticks and stones is seen by many youngsters as the only possible route out of poverty— 

particularly poignant in San Pedro de Macoris, a town known as a cradle of U.S. major 

league baseball players. Thus, the Children's Gaga served as a source of pride for these 

young people. 

The Children's Gaga had no female participants. Pre-teen girls sometimes danced 

along the sidelines at Gaga Esperanza rehearsals, but were not encouraged to play 

instruments or perform as lead vocalists. Some of the boys, on the other hand, became 
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quite proficient at the male dance steps and were allowed to costume and join the Band 

for Easter procession, a source of great prestige in the Batey for those boys. This group of 

child experts then emerged as leadership in the children's troupe. 

The children and, indeed, some young adults of Batey Esperanza, did not show an 

interest in learning long, complex songs for the Lwa. The repertoire of the children's 

troupe consisted almost entirely of the ribald street songs and short songs for the Lwa. 

The preference of the Haitian Dominican young people for short Kreyol songs, easy to 

learn and remember, suggests that Haitian Dominican youth may have a role in shifting 

the repertoire performed by Gaga Esperanza. D. Durham emphasizes the role of young 

people in directing cultural "continuity and change" in her discussion of youth in Africa: 

Reconfiguring webs of power, reinventing personhood and agency, youth stand at 
the center of the dynamic imagination of the African social landscape.... Youth 
have rarely been studied as the central point from which to examine these 
conjunctures, yet youth, in many regards, are central to negotiating continuity and 
change in any context (Durham 2000:114). 

The repertoire preferences of younger Haitian Dominicans do not always meet 

with the approval of elders in Batey Esperanza, who complain that vocal responsorial 

skill is lacking in the younger generation, who only want to sing "foolishness" (Kreyol: 

betiz; Spanish: tonteria). It was my observation that many second and third generation 

Dominicans, although bilingual, lack the Kreyol language facility of Haitian immigrants 

and the concomitant ability to quickly learn in Kreyol new long, complex songs. 

By the same token, it was my impression that most Haitian Dominicans, unlike 

Haitian transmigrants who maintain links in Haiti, are removed from Haitian political 

contexts, such that political Rara songs specific to Haitian current events, such as those 

described by other authors (Averill 1997:194-195; Largey 2000:250; McAlister 
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2002:161), were not, during the time of my fieldwork, featured in Gaga Esperanza 

repertoire, even though certainly some Haitian transmigrants arrive each year with 

knowledge of, and even recordings of these songs. While not numerous during the time I 

conducted fieldwork, there were some social commentary songs in Spanish pertaining to 

Dominican current events that seemed to occupy this space in the Rara/Gaga 

performance. Haitian Dominicans, including young people in Batey Esperanza have had 

a role in shifting song repertoire toward shorter songs, songs in Spanish and songs that 

pertain to Dominican current events. 

Music and Dance of Rara/Gaga 

A discussion follows of the performative roles of the musicians and dancers of 

Rara/Gaga, as well as a description of musical instruments and other aspects of mobile 

material culture carried during procession. 

Vignette: The Ensemble in the Enramada 

It was starting to get dark, and the musicians were beginning to gather in Batey 
Esperanza's outdoor pavilion, the enramada, for a Lenten evening rehearsal. One of them 
had a large bottle of Brugal rum—gold label, the good stuff—brought by an anthropologist 
from the capital. The two banboulyes1 9 who were already on the scene were very happy 
to have received the gift, as sometimes donations made directly to the leaders of the Rara 
disappeared, never to be seen again. The banbou corps passed the rum to the two 
drummers, who were already warming up, and there was good cheer all around. The 
drummers had positioned themselves against one of the outer posts of the enramada, to 
leave room for dancing, and the banboulyes lined up next to them. The younger 
drummer, Malcolm, a tall, wiry Haitian Dominican youth, played the smaller 
timekeeping drum, called in Kreyol, the kata. The older of the two and the leader of the 
Gaga Esperanza drum corps, was Alfredito, a Dominican not of Haitian descent who had 
grown up in the bateyes. He played the larger of the two drums, a solo improvisatory 
instrument, the tanbou (Kreyol). Malcolm kept his drum close to his chest, so that he 
could use a stick and one free hand to play the timekeeping pattern, while Alfredito's 
drum hung lower, so that he could use both hands for improvisatory rolls. They were 

119 Banboulye (Kreyol) Banbou players 
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practicing a new call and response pattern: Alfredito initiated a call pattern and Malcolm 
interrupted his timekeeping ostinato to answer with a responsorial passage, then returned 
to his ostinato pattern. 

The two banbou-players were collectively known as the "twins," because they were about 
the same height, resembled one another and played the two highest banbous that had a 
tightly interlocking pattern. One twin was teaching the other a hocket pattern using "blow 
and point" notation. He blew his part, jabbed rhythmically in the air in the direction of his 
twin to indicate the twin's part, and bobbed his head to represent where the other 
(currently absent) banbous would chime in. He was utilizing as a didactic pointer the 
stick with which he would soon render a steady four-beat count on the top surface of his 
trumpet. Soon, the partner chimed in, having learned his part. Once the other banboulyes 
arrived, the four playing the highest-pitched instruments would set up a rocking ostinato, 
and the leader of the banbou corps, Milo, would fit a solo pattern into their phrase with 
the longest and deepest banbou, playing triplets and extended single notes so low you 
couldn't really hear them, but you could feel them coming up through your shoes. 

Now a few of the Congos, the term used in the batey by Haitian Dominicans for Haitian 
immigrant cane cutters, showed up looking crisp in their white shirts and light-colored 
pants, their rags and machetes hanging on a nail back at the barracks. Tig was among 
them and that promised a good night, as he was one of the strongest solo singers. Just 
then Milo walked in with another banboulye, and it seemed there was a band. By this 
time the rum had made the rounds, and a couple of the queens had arrived looking ready 
to dance. Soon the enramada would heat up. 

Tig pulled the tcha-tcha out of his back pocket and started to play the timekeeping 
pattern, the tresillo (Spanish: three beat phrase). The drummers by now had tuned and 
waited to see if the song would take off. Tig stopped to take a drink from the Brugal. But 
he started again, and this time he kept the pattern going. The young kata-player chimed in 
with his overture of quick, evenly spaced strikes with the stick, then broke into his 
timekeeping pattern. After a few seconds, Alfredito launched into a roll based on the 
tcha-tcha pattern, then converted to the duple holding pattern which he skillfully wove 
into one improvisatory passage after another, coming back to the duple holding pattern as 
a "home base." 

Tig let out a call. 

Yo mare 
Ogun Feray o diyo yo mare (repeat) 

Yo mare djabla nan poto 
Yo mare djabla nan poto la 
Ogun feray o diyoyo mare 

They tie 
Ogun Feray o 
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Tell them they tie (repeat) 

They tie the Spirit to the center post (repeat) 
Ogun Feray o 
Tell them they tie 

But that was it. There was an irritating silence at the other end of Tig's call as two queens 
negotiated with the Congos for a pass at a bottle of Bermudez rum that one of them 
carried in his pocket, and two older women and a few men who customarily participated 
in the chorus all conversed with each other instead of singing. 

"Chante/ Chante!"(Kreyol: "Sing! Sing!"), someone called. One of the queens, older 
than some and one of the best singers, Bendicion, stepped up and chimed in with a 
strong, reedy voice, and then another joined in. Two of the five or so Congos who were 
gathered next to Tig of whom they were enthusiastic fans, also responded. 

The music was starting to heat up when, as if on cue, the brujo, Adan, showed up with a 
white enameled cup of water freshened with a sprig of basil in one hand, and several 
small tapers of varying colors in the other. His co-leader, Primo, followed, carrying a lit 
Coleman lantern. Primo hung the lantern from a hook high up on the center post, while 
Adan selected a white candle and put the others in his pocket. Adan bent over and 
inserted the white candle in the ground at the center post. He poured three libations from 
the enameled cup and then placed that alongside the candle. Adan always seemed to have 
a serene, contemplative look and tonight was no different, as he converted the rehearsal 
into a ceremony, and invited the spirits to ride the center post and join the gathering, 
which was beginning to sound like something. Somehow, the music thickened and 
intensified after Adan invited the Lwa to the rehearsal, as the lantern and the taper filled 
the darkened enramada with flickering light and shadows. 

The enramada was starting to fill up with performers, sometime performers and fans of 
the band. Two queens now were dancing and the crowd had formed a space around them. 
The queens were competing as mayores would, facing off and trying to best each other, 
using the male movement repertoire: a constant shimmying of the waist to keep the 
imaginary skirt of scarves moving, interspersed with short passages of fancy footwork 
coordinated with the squared-off patterns of the banbous. 

One of the queens, a batey resident about fifteen years old, had broken away from the 
others and was standing to the side holding her hands over her face. She was wearing 
shorts, a T-shirt, a baseball cap and sandals. Two women appeared alongside her. One 
took her baseball cap off and another reached down and picked up her sandals, which the 
young woman had kicked off. 

"jFuego!" (Spanish: "Fire!") yelled Manuelito, a young motoconcho (Spanish: motorbike 
taxi) driver who lived in La Romana.120 He approached one of the two queens who had 

120 The ubiquitous motoconcho is a primary mode of transportation throughout the Dominican Republic, 
particularly in the bateyes, given the limited bus transportation from one batey to another, and the length of 
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broken off their competition and danced up close behind her. She leaned back against 
him. Soon two of the Congos joined in and another queen, and there was a mass of five 
people linked at the pelvis and rocking to the music, which had livened up considerably. 
Perhaps the song was one of the reasons they were laughing: 

Belme pa rele 
Belme pa rele 
Belme pa rele 
Ou kap tande kabann nan kriye 
Pa rele 
Zqfe zozo ak koko, moun pa mele 

Mother-in-law, don't call out (repeat) 
You may hear the bed creaking 
Don't call out 
Matters of the penis and vagina, 
People don't interfere 

This group who had been dancing pegado (Spanish: stuck together) suddenly dispersed. 
At that moment, a blood-curdling yell broke out and the queen, Jaqui, who had been 
standing with her hands over her face suddenly rushed to the center of the enramada, her 
eyes bulging, staring wildly ahead of her, face contorted to a grimace and fists balled up, 
arms stretched behind her. She stood breathing heavily for a moment, then spun around 
and leaped onto the center post, grasping it with her legs while she held one of the rafters 
with her hands. Adan stepped forward. He seemed to be considering whether to ask the 
spirit to come down from the roof when the young woman leaped to the ground and stood 
glaring at Adan. At that point, he reached into his pocket and pulled out a blue candle. He 
leaned down and lit the blue candle from the white one burning at the base of the center 
post, picked up the cup of basil water and with his arms crossed, holding the water and 
candle, saluted the Lwa with a curtsy and a turn. The Lwa glared at Adan and mumbled 
something. Adan leaned toward the young woman who was possessed to listen to what 
the Lwa had to say. 

When the Primer Mayor, Mayimbe, arrived at the enramada, the Rara was already cho 
(Kreyol: hot). He pushed his way through the wall of spectators who crowded the 
periphery of the enramada. At one end of this rectangular area, five banbous of various 
sizes intoned, low and deep, like a single creature, bobbing and swaying along with the 
rhythmic efforts of the trumpeters. Alongside the banbous, the two drummers worked, 
and deep tanbou riffs cut the cooling night air with ever more intricate figures, while the 
sanba, a Congo fresh from Haiti, it was Tig, called in a rough, supple voice, intertwining 
glissandi and stresses across a choral response from mostly older women whose raspy, 
strident voices seemed to well up from a font of deep devotion—to the Lwa, to the Lwa 
riding up the earth into the center post where a single flickering lantern hung. 

the walk up to the main road where the buses to La Romana can be hailed. The motors of these vehicles are 
a constant feature of the Dominican soundscape, appearing everywhere on fieldwork tapes. 
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The Gaga was encendido (Spanish: burning), and its heat had brought the Lwa—Ogou Je 
Wouj who danced in the head of a young queen, Jaqui, who slowly spun, arms flung 
behind her, eyes bulging, breathing heavily as if breathing fire, glowering upon the 
crowd. The dancers and spectators who thronged the side of the enramada facing the 
musicians had stepped aside to make space for the Lwa as he spun his horse. Mayimbe 
noticed Adan standing watchful on the sidelines, holding in his crossed hands a blue 
candle and a white enameled cup of water. Evidently they had just saluted the Lwa. 

Chorus: 
Pinga manyen mwen 
M afele, m se ze 
Pinga manyen mwen 

Sanba: 
M afele, m se ze 

Don't mishandle me 
I'll break, I'm eggs 
Don't mishandle me 

I'll break, I'm eggs 

This song—taunting, boasting, combative like so many songs rooted in the militance of 
Petwo, seemed to please Ogou Je Wouj, a tireless defender, an enraged warrior, a Petwo 
Lwa said to have "red eyes." Je Wouj stood in the flickering red gold light of the single 
lantern, and someone put a cigarette in his mouth. But he wanted another one, and Jaqui 
reached out her hand. The man protested, but in the end gave the Lwa another cigarette. 
Adan set down the cup and candle in front of the center post. 

An irreverant hooting suddenly started up, as Manuelito had managed to find the 
flattened metal trumpet among the Band's instruments stored in a nearby building. His 
squawking accents played on an instrument that had only two notes—suck in, blow out-
added a comic accent to the many-layered musical texture. 

Mayimbe looked around. He was the only mayor there—not surprising, as most of them 
lived in La Romana, unless you took into account the aspiring mayores, the small 
barefoot shirtless boys practicing outside, using sticks instead of batons. Mayimbe was 
not sure he felt like dancing. The music seemed so rich tonight, he wanted only to listen. 
The banbous played an inexorable passage, with slight variations by the fourth and fifth 
lowest instruments, whose improvisations seemed to accent the hypnotic ostinato of the 
upper three. The leader of the banbous, Milo, blew into the earth, like the muted assent of 
a basso witness to the conversation between the others. 

Mayimbe moved closer. He was standing now between drum and banbou corps while just 
in front of him the sweating sanba held court, arms outstretched, the tcha-tcha in his hand 
hissing a long accented shake, then resuming its relentless drive. Mayimbe closed his 
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eyes. His attention floated between the song melody and the banbou melody which 
seemed like two vast streams, you could drift away on either one, the tcha-tcha was the 
bridge, the tcha-tcha, to cross from one to the other .. .before he knew it, Mayimbe was 
dancing and the drums seemed very loud, so loud. 

The people standing close stepped back, allowing Mayimbe to dance the steps of a skilled 
mayor, but wild, staggering, his eyes squeezed shut and his face contorted with intense 
and blissful concentration. Someone guided Mayimbe away from the musicians and 
toward the dance arena in the middle of the enramada, where Ogou Je Wouj, still 
occupying the body of the young queen, swaggered back and forth, two cigarettes 
clenched in his teeth. Je Wouj lunged forward suddenly and grabbed Mayimbe, pulling 
him into the middle of the dance space. Mayimbe's eyes were still clenched shut, as 
Ogou Je Wouj spun him around and around, their arms locked. Before they finished the 
third spin, Mayimbe's body convulsed forward and then back, his head bobbing, his torso 
twisting. Two bystanders who had been watching and waiting supported him to keep him 
from hitting the ground, while a couple of queens rushed forward, removed his watch and 
picked up his baseball cap, which had flown off. Mayimbe pushed away from his aides, 
reached into his pocket and pulled out a black scarf which he then threw over his face. A 
woman came up and tied the scarf tightly at the back of his head. One of the cane cutters, 
recently arrived at Batey Esperenza asked, in Kreyol, "Ki Lwa sa-a?" "Which Lwa is 
that?" "Kalfou," his companion replied. "Li gen Kalfou" "He has Kalfou.,,m 

Adan, who had moved outside the enramada to speak with someone about sponsoring the 
Gaga with several cases of rum, stepped forward now and held up his hand to stop the 
music. He turned to the sanba and motioned. One of the banbou players yelled, "Ochan!" 
and the banbous started a square 4/4 pattern, while the drums kept time and the sanba 
sang. 

Sen Jakpa La 
Se mwen ki la 
Sen Jakpa la 
Se mwen ki La 
Sen Jakpa la O 
Chen an mode mwen 

Saint James is not there 
It is me who is there (three times) 
The dog bites me 

The chorus sang an identical response, a sizable number now, as many in the crowd 
joined in. Adan leaned over and picked up the enameled cup he had left at the foot of the 
center post. He reached around in his pocket until he found a black candle and lit it. Then 
he stood and faced Kalfou, who leaned against Ogou Je Wouj, breathing heavily, his eyes 
open and staring. Adan saluted Kalfou as he had done earlier the Ogou, curtsying, and 

121 Kalfou, whose name means "Crossroads" in Kreyol, is a Petwo Lwa, often described as a nocturnal 
equivalent of Papa Legba, crossroads guardian among the Sweet (diurnal) Lwa. 
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turning, and curtsying again, his hands crossed, holding the cup and the candle, which he 
then proferred to Kalfou. The Lwa took them and stood still for a moment. Then he 
screamed and Adan quickly stepped forward to retrieve the ritual instruments just before 
the Lwa bolted from the enramada toward the Boukan fire blazing about 40 feet away 
outside. 

Kalfou hit the ground and would have rolled his horse into the fire if two teenage boys 
had not grabbed him and pulled him back. One of the men standing in the enramada ran 
up and pleaded with Kalfou not to burn his horse. He handed the Lwa a bottle of rum. 
Kalfou took a long draught, gave the man a drink and gave a swallow each to the teenage 
boys, who looked at each other grinning. Then Kalfou poured the rest of the bottle over 
the flames, which burst up in a blaze of glory. 

The Lwa then kicked off Mayimbe's shoes and ran back to the enramada, waving the 
empty bottle in the air. The two boys picked up the white tennis shoes and brought them 
to Adan, who had been watching this drama unfold. Adan gestured toward one of the 
queens who took the shoes and brought them inside, and Adan asked the two boys to stay 
with Kalfou and make sure to keep him out of the fire. 

At Batey Esperanza it was my observation that much of the creation of healing 

community occurs during the Lenten season, at preparatory "rehearsal" sessions in the 

enramada. The rehearsals continue once a week or so for two months or more before the 

Easter week influx of members and onlookers. McAlister observes that "there is a great 

deal of evidence that Rara is religious and that it comprises the Lenten season's spiritual 

activities.. .as one of the rites in the Afro-Haitian religious complex" (McAlister 

2002:86). The Batey Esperanza enramada during the Lenten season is literally a 

"woodshed" where musicians and ritual specialists hone their skills in an ensemble 

setting, and the byways of the batey at night become a site where procession that will go 

on for miles during Easter weekend is enacted in miniature. At the same time, these 

evening rehearsals are a social event and an opportunity for interaction and for building 

healing community among batey residents and the spirits they serve. 

The evening rehearsal is an opportunity for the Lwa to show up, so that horses of 

the spirit practice their craft through possession trance. The community meets these Lwa 
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and learns who to watch when the Band takes to the streets, who has a wild or untamed 

Lwa, whose Lwa may need some cajoling in order to manifest, or may be likely to do 

harm to the horse during possession trance. The conversation in the above vignette during 

which one bystander asks another which Lwa has possessed Mayimbe is typical, in that 

community members are motivated to get to know, not only their neighbors, but the Lwa 

whom they serve. It is important to know the spirit, in case the Lwa makes demands upon 

the crowd, to understand his or her preferences, thus creating community that includes 

not only participants but the spirits as well. The singers, also, especially those likely to 

serve as sanba, need to know which Lwa may show up so that they can sing for them 

when the time comes on the road, although sometimes with all the chaos and the sheer 

geographical extent of the march, it is possible that possession trance could occur at one 

fringe of the procession while the sanba leading the charge vocally a half block away is 

not aware of the Lwa's appearance. 

At evening rehearsals, ritual specialists start "charging up" the Band by bringing 

in the dead, digging (literally) at the crossroads and singing for the crossroads Lwa, 

Kalfou; stoking the Boukan fire to call, not only the Petwo Lwa, but the spirits of the 

protective dead who will march with the Band on Easter weekend; traversing hallowed 

ground at the troupe's headquarters in Batey Esperanza before taking the power on the 

road. The evening rehearsals are an important opportunity for coordination of the various 

interest groups and stakeholders—including performers, Lwa and the dead—into a mobile 

community that will launch into the greater community on Good Friday. 

Invisible Stars: Instrumentalists, Vocalists, Dancers in Batey Esperanza 
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I use the term "invisible stars" because these are individuals whose lives count for 

very little in mainstream Dominican society—disparaged as black, poor, Haitian, and in 

the case of some of the women, as immoral, living at the margin. And yet, these 

accomplished performers, literally the powerhouses of Rara/Gaga carry the Band, as they 

sing, play, dance and drive the Spirit forward during Easter procession. 

The above vignette introduces the chief cohorts: the Lwa, the oungan, the 

drummers, bamboo trumpet-players, female dancers and male dancers, and suggests the 

centripetal and centrifugal forces that tend to make the band either atomize into interest 

groups or cohere around a common goal. Collaboration is epitomized by the banboulyes 

whose hocket melodic line is a group effort, but all musicians and dancers must 

coordinate, as must the ritual specialist who facilitates the arrival of the spirits into the 

gathering, to heat up and unify the band. Largey observes that, in procession, Haitian 

Rara bands must avoid dispersion: "If band members spread out too much in their 

procession, the 'full feeling' of the march dissipates, and the band runs the risk of kraze, 

or breaking down on its route" (Largey 2006:155). The participation of each cohort is 

essential to maintaining cohesion. Gaga Esperanza experienced just such a breakdown in 

a batey only a few miles from Batey Esperanza one Holy Saturday at night; the queens 

were out of sorts because the patron who was supposed to provide dinner for the troupe 

somehow failed to do so, and the hungry queens stopped dancing. The Gaga Esperanza 

leaders who analyzed the event afterward used the Spanish equivalent of the Kreyol term, 

kraze. They said, "el Gaga se desbarato," ("the Gaga broke apart"). This event points 

out the importance of, not only musicians and dancers, but of patrons and friends of the 

Band, as well, whose coordinated efforts sustain the community in performance. 
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The central role of the ritual specialist in tending to the Lwa is highlighted in the 

vignette above, but also portrayed is the important role played by the other community 

members in balancing healing and danger with the Petwo Lwa: cajoling the Lwa, who 

can be petulent and demanding, and preventing them from doing damage (leaping up the 

center post, hurling the horse into the fire). 

Rara/Gaga Music, Dance and Trance 

The description of Mayimbe's trance experience draws on the idea proposed by 

Gage Averill that the banbou melody and the vocal melody do not share a common 

tonality (Averill 1999, as cited in McAlister 2002:44). I also suggest that the banbou 

phrase and the vocal melody may, at times, be out of synch metrically. As noted by 

Gaston "Bonga" Jean-Baptiste, many banbou patterns have aduration of two or four tcha-

tcha patterns. Rara/Gaga song melodies, however, are variable in length and may 

consist of an uneven number, perhaps ten tresillo patterns. Thus, in relation to the banbou 

melody, the beginning of some vocal melodies will "drift," now coinciding with the 

initiation of the banbou pattern, now with the middle. To this tonal and metric disjuncture 

between the two melodies is added the potentially disorienting improvisatory passages 

played by the lead drummer, which have the effect of creating a break in the musical 

flow, like the kase (Kreyol: break or rupture in the cyclical drum ensemble pattern), used 

widely in Vodou drumming and associated with the induction of possession trance, as 

described by Frisner Augustin and Lois Wilcken (Augustin and Wilcken 1992:121). 

Accent sounds during Rara/Gaga processional performance, such as the whip, the 

whistles—sharp sounds that occur at random intervals—create an additional layer that 

122 Gaston Jean-Baptiste, personal communication with the author, 2005. 
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contributes to the overall disorienting, multi-layered and seemingly disjointed 

soundscape, which again, I believe, contributes to inducing trance, particularly as the 

whistle sound may be multidirectional and shifting, coming from many sides at once as 

the mayores and queens playing whistles hung around their necks move up the street. 

In a confined space such as the enramada, the induction of possession may 

become a focal point of performance, as when the Ogou Je Wouj who had mounted the 

young queen spun the mayor, Mayimbe, who was on the brink of trance. The crowd 

gathered around, the musicians witnessed the event and redoubled their efforts with this 

new influx of energy when the second Lwa, Kalfou, arrived. But with all the distractions 

of procession, an individual drama like the proximity of a Lwa to her devotee may go 

unnoticed. In the stationary setting of the enramada, a ritual specialist leads ceremonial 

activities; in procession it is particularly the job of the Coronel, the choreographer and 

point man to maintain the heat that inspires the crowd and potentially also brings the 

Lwa. Largey describes the role of the Coronel in sustaining the Band's energy: "Just as 

onlookers are moved by the power of the music, they are also swept up physically by the 

momentum of a large group of dancing revelers moving through the streets... With the 

crack of the whip, the Coronel encourages the band to lurch forward, unleashing the pent-

up energy of the crowd" (Largey 2008:2). Thus, the collective energy of Rara/Gaga, 

generated by musicians and dancers and conceptualized as heat, can propel the marchers 

forward, call the dead up out of the earth, unify the Band and bring the Lwa. 

Dance and Movement Repertoire 

1231 had previously witnessed these two phenomena—spinning a person who is on the verge of trance and a 
"contact trance" induced in a second individual through physical contact with someone already possessed-
on a number of occasions in AfroCuban Santeria and Palo ceremonies in New York. 



The movement repertoire of Rara/Gaga in procession can be categorized as 

follows: 

1. Ritual actions, particularly at places of power - the Boukan, the enramada, the porches 

of houses saluted and crossroads. 

2. The movements of the Coronel, the choreographer who, with whip and whistle leads 

the procession, along with those of special security personnel assigned to the sidelines. 

3. Movements of the musicians who, although they are focused primarily on playing their 

instruments, demonstrate a limited movement repertoire—a trotting step, for example— 

and lifting and lowering their instruments at the direction of the Coronel. 

4. The movements, featuring specialized dance, associated with the mayores. 

5. The movements, featuring specialized dance associated with the queens. 

6. Other largely functional movements, such as obtaining the tip from a patron. 

7. Movements of the responsorial vocalists, which include the "trot" which bands of 

singers, especially the young and energetic adopt during procession. 

8. Crowd movements: group hopping, body slams. 

9. Carrying the flags for the Lwa, the Dominican flag, or the whip and lantern. 

Pelvic Dance Movement 

The signature movement of Rara/Gaga is used in both processional and stationary 

performance: a pelvic rotation that can be combined with walking with a wide stance, 

which can be accompanied by graceful arm movements or hands on the waist. This 

movement also becomes the basis for couple and group dancing "joined at the hip," front 

to front, back to back or front to back. Johanna Sanchez Poche presented this movement 

in folkloric dance classes in Santo Domingo as the principal movement of Gaga, and 
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referred to it as the figura de ocho (Spanish: figure eight).124 In Haiti, this movement 

pattern is sometimes called gouyad, and according to Averill, is a "gentle rolling of the 

hips seen in many Caribbean dances of Kongo provenance" (Averill 1997:33). 

The figure eight pelvic movement is not exclusive to women; rather, it is used by 

all, often in a spirit of levity and camaraderie. However, the queens emphasize this 

movement in procession and it is particularly associated with them. I witnessed occasions 

at Batey Esperanza when male outsiders visiting the batey viewed this movement as 

purely lewd and attempted to participate through aggressively approaching the female 

dancers in a manner considered disrespectful, and the outsiders were held in check by the 

local men. 

For the mayores, who wear a heavy belt from which many scarves hang, this 

figure eight movement is used, along with other pelvic movements such as forward 

thrusting or rapidly twisting from side to side to agitate the scarves, and to emphasize the 

role of the pelvis in a more aggressive manner. At Batey Esperanza, many of the scarves 

worn by the mayores are baptized scarves of the Lwa, provided by practitioner friends 

and supporters, thus adding a spiritual dimension to the movement. 

There is a connection between pelvic dance movements and the spiritual realm, 

via the Lwa Gede. The antics, movements and commentaries of this undertaker Lwa are 

often suggestive. As Augustin and Wilcken note of the Gedes, their "dance... is 

provocative and sexually explicit. Although they are associated with death, these spirits 

straddle both life and death and govern their cycle" (Augustin and Wilcken 1993:24). In 

Gede, the realms of death and renewal are linked. 

Johanna Sanchez Poche, personal communication with the author, 1996. 



The connection between the spiritual force of the Lwa, pelvic movement and 

renewal at the community level was demonstrated in an interaction I witnessed in Batey 

Esperanza. Dulce was possessed by her principal Lwa, Marinet. Marinet danced up to 

the lit Boukan fire outside one of the houses in the batey and thrust her pelvis toward the 

fire, then danced up to a bystander and gyrated her pelvis against his. She then repeated 

the action with several more people, who were all laughing. Marinet clearly was not 

merely rendering a stock dance movement. Rather, she was administering healing and 

restorative energy from the fire, via her pelvis, to the bodies of community members. In 

this case, Dulce's body possessed by Marinet and the fire were both charged pwen, 

conduits for heat and healing. 

The section to follow describes in greater detail the roles of the queens and the 

mayores, dance specialists of Rara/Gaga. 

Queens in the Batey 

The queens have several roles in Gaga Esperanza. They are flagbearers for the 

Lwa, and some are also horses of the Lwa. They engage in comedic performance, and 

show off their glamorous costumes and sinuous movements in procession. 

Queens and the Band Colors 

Queens are viewed as being closely connected to the Lwa, as many of them are 

horses of the Lwa. The queens are also flagbearers for the Lwa. The performance troupe 

assembles literally under the banner of the Lwa, as the queens carry the white, red and 

blue flags of Batey Esperanza that represent three powerful Lwa: Ezili Freda, Ogou 

125 When Dulce inherited Gran Bwa from Homero, the new Lwa did not displace her original patron Lwa, 
Marinet. 



Feray and Ogou Je Wouj, respectively. Although the white flag represents Ezih Freda 

and the red, Ogou Feray, both Sweet Lwa, these Lwa march soupwen Petwo (Kreyol: 

under the auspices of Petwo), as protectors of a Rara/Gaga community working 

predominantly with Petwo energies. Flags are "charged up" before procession by 

leaving them at an indoor altar, leaning them against the consecrated center post or 

waving them over the Boukan fire. 

Queens as Horses of the Lwa 

In Batey Esperanza, it was said that the Lwa started to mount their devotees, male 

or female, during the teen-age years. This seemed to be more common among young 

women than young men. As noted above, many of the queens dancing with Gaga 

Esperanza were also horses of the Lwa, and it seemed that the beginning of their dancing 

careers as adolescent queens with the Rara/Gaga also coincided, in some cases, with the 

commencement of trance experiences. The queens, along with other women close to the 

leadership who habitually march with the Band, also play an important role as caretakers 

for others who are possessed by the spirit, making sure that someone remains close to the 

individual, and that valuables are safeguarded. 

Comedic Performance 

The Queens often break up the serious dance challenges of the mayores, in a 

sense mocking the men, clowning around, with two queens suddenly grabbing two men 

by the elbows and spinning their partners in the midst of a serious two-man challenge to 

break the heat of the moment, or a single queen spinning one mayor and then crossing the 

dance space to spin the other. This comic performance, although disruptive to the male 

126 Of interest: Ogou Feray and Ezili Freda are the two patron saints of Haiti in the Vodou pantheon. 
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performance, does not exceed the boundaries of expectation, falling in the general 

category of alegria, light performance associated with the queens. 

Queens in Procession 

The Rara/Gaga queens in the Dominican Republic, according to elders in Batey 

Esperanza, in recent years have abandoned the matching elegant costumes sewn for all 

the queens in the Band and the white gloves of the earlier 20th century, in favor of 

spandex miniskirts and bright colors. The queens, as noted by Katherine Carbone, bring 

glamour to the performance, with their costumes set apart from street clothes by the use 

of colorful veils.1 Like the mayores, the queens' bodies carry scarves for the Lwa; in 

this case, the queens wear one or two of their own scarves that have been baptized for the 

Lwa, on one or both arms, a hidden sign in plain sight of their service to the spirits, a 

symbol only understood by those who share a familiarity with the visual code of 

Vodou/Vodu. 

Bendicion 

The following vignette introduces a queen who is also a vocalist and horse of the spirit of 

Gaga Esperanza. 

Vignette: 

Bendicion traveled to the Dominican Republic alone from Haiti when she was 20 years 
old. Her birth name was Seraphine St. Pierre, but no one called her that now. At that time, 
she knew no Spanish, but when I knew her, she spoke Spanish with the open, rounded 
inflection of Haitian Kreyol. She had no family in the Dominican Republic, and when I 
met Bendicion, she lived alone. 

Bendicion lived near the fringes of the cane fields, across the railroad tracks from the 
block house where Homero lived. She did not visit the leadership of Gaga Esperanza 

Katherine Carbone, personal communication with the author, 2006. 



often, and when I asked her whether she was planning to dance in the Gaga this year, she 
always said, "If they ask me." 

Bendicion had high cheekbones. She was exceedingly thin. She was not as young as 
some of the rounder queens, and her skirts were never as short, but she was widely 
acknowledged as knowing how to dance "for the spirits" better than anyone. She had the 
natural elegance of the very reserved. 

Bendicion was exceedingly proud of her house, a tiny one-room wooden slat dwelling 
purchased with $1000 pesos of her own money (about $75.00 US in the mid 1990s). Her 
bed stood against one side wall. Tin cups, pots, a few dishes rested atop the cross-board 
or hung on nails along the other side wall, while foodstuffs hung on the back wall in 
plastic bags to protect them from the mice. There was no indoor stove, so Bendicion 
cooked outside on a wood fire, or using a portable charcoal-burning stove on the ground. 

Bendicion was proud of her chickens and her two beautiful kok halite (Kreyol: quality 
roosters), the golden one and the dark one. They came to the door for handfuls of dried 
corn, and never strayed far from the house. She always gave me huevos criollos, or 
"creole eggs" when I visited. I was always told that huevos criollos were much better 
than imported eggs, and of course it was true.128 

When I first met Bendicion she lived alone, but after a while there was a cane cutter 
staying there. She said to me simply, "I cook for him." I never learned his name. 
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Bendicion learned to dance Rara in Haiti. She had a fierce spirit - Ti Jan Petwo. 
Bendicion wanted me to be there when her ritual scarves for Ti Jan and two other Lwa 
were baptized. She kept the fabric of red, blue and yellow satin folded in a white 
enameled basin, and she showed me her hand-rolled hem work. She was putting aside 
money for a long time, but when she was finally able to hold the ceremony, I was back in 
the United States. I learned about it on my next visit. 

I accompanied Gaga Esperanza the night the band saluted Bendicion's house during one 
of the evening rehearsals. It was early when the troupe arrived - not quite dark. The 
Boukan was burning outside Bendicion's house, and she was standing in the doorway, 
attired in her long dress. She seemed to be very proud to receive the Gaga, but her eyes 
had a faraway expression and I think that even as the Band arrived, Ti Jan had already 
come down. I don't remember much about that night—only that when the Band finally 
moved on to the next house, the Boukan was blazing, it was dark; a night chill had 
descended, and the Gaga was fired up. I remember Bendicon dancing by the flames with 

128 Creole eggs were from locally raised chickens, as opposed to imported eggs sold in supermarkets. The 
story of 'creole pigs' in Haiti and their destruction under pressure from the US with the imposition of 
imported livestock is a cultural underpinning: implicit in the idea of 'creole eggs' as resistance to foreign 
(US) economic and cultural domination. For more background on the Creole pig in Haiti, see Largey 
(Largey 2000:252). 
1291 finally saw Tijan Petwo manifest in his favorite pose, hanging upside down from the rafters of an 
enramada in La Romana with one leg crooked, like the Tarot card, the Hanged Man. Ti Jan Petwo is, 
according to oral history, a deified historical figure, the founder of the Petwo rites in Haiti. 
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her characteristic almost ascetic intensity, seemingly part of it, as if she herself had 
emerged from the fire. 

Bendicion lost her little house when the company dismantled everything on the other side 
of the tracks in order to plant more cane. The workers and their families were moved into 
newly constructed small wooden houses wedged between the existing structures on the 
other side, or into a new row of one-room barracks at the edge of the remaining half of 
the batey. That's where Bendicion's neighbor, the queen, Iracele, wound up. 

Everyone complained about the smaller quarters. Some were sent to other bateyes, 
forcing the residents there to double up, giving away bedroom space to strangers. 
Bendicion, as she was not a spouse or an employee, wound up living in the storage room 
of a family she knew two bateyes over. After that, it was difficult for me to visit 
Bendicion, and I missed the huevos criollos. 

The queens, or female dancers, of Gaga Esperanza were not a monolithic group -

some were Haitian born, most were born in the Dominican Republic, and they varied in 

age from teen-agers to grandmothers. The above vignette introduces Bendicion whom I 

met when she was living in Batey Esperanza, and puts her in the context of where she 

lived and her struggle to survive. 

Bendicion, in addition, was an immigrant and did not have access to that 

Dominican social safety net - the extended family. In the absence of Social Security, 

Workmen's Compensation, Disability or other social entitlement programs, those who fall 

on misfortune, lose a job, lose a limb, most often rely upon their families in the 

Dominican Republic, and Bendicion had to rely upon the generosity of strangers. 

International attention has been directed to the plight of Haitian immigrant and Haitian 

Dominican men working in exploitative conditions in the cane industry. I attempt also to 

direct attention to the lives of women, their courage, their struggles, which may be less 

visible internationally, but are just as poignant as those of the men who cross the border 

to cut cane. 
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Bendicion's situation, "cooking for a man," was not unique. As mentioned above, 

many Haitian and Dominican poor women, and some men, exchanged sexual services for 

some type of economic benefit. That was my impression of Bendicion's arrangement with 

her partner, although I never questioned her about it. 

Bendicion for me represented a type of courage that I found inspiring, and it was 

clear that her connection to the Lwa helped her to keep going. The support her connection 

to the Lwa provided to her, including her opportunity to receive Gaga Esperanza at her 

home, as well as to dance and sing with the Band, represented a profound manifestation 

of healing community at the individual level. 

The Queens as an "Interest Group" 

The Queens represent a contingent within Gaga Esperanza. They have their 

Primera Reina, the "first queen" to represent them and, in my experience at Batey 

Esperanza, while they sometimes dispute among themselves, they also organize around 

their priorities, such as costuming allotments and their share of the "tip" gathered at each 

performance locale. Queens, Mayores, banbou-players, drummers—each interest group 

within Gaga Esperanza at times makes demands, threatening to splinter the unity of the 

troupe and testing the diplomatic skills of the Band's Dueno within the dialogic 

heterophony that is Rara/Gaga. 

The Mayores 

The mayores demonstrate competitive skill in their dance movements, and they 

square off in pairs or in fours for competitive dance. As discussed in the previous 

chapter, there is evidence that their movement repertoire may have a basis in Central 
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African competitive dance and martial arts competition, accompanied by music, 

conducted within a circle, the configuration of which has ritual significance. The mayores 

also serve as the Band's honor guard, recognizing dignitaries encountered along the 

processional route by passing their batons over the head of the honoree. 

Like the Queens, the mayores have their leader. The Primer Mayor resolves 

disputes between mayores, bolsters the morale of the other dancers, and often leads the 

choreography for group dancing. And of course, the Primer Mayor is widely recognized 

as the most accomplished dancer. 

Ti Jan Petwo 

I was informed by one of the mayores of Gaga Esperanza that the Petwo Lwa, Ti 

Jan Petwo, favors the Mayores, and a number of mayores dancing with Batey Esperanza 

have Ti Jan as their principal Lwa. I was given to understand that the tremendous stamina 

and energy demonstrated by the mayores comes from the Lwa, if not in the form of 

i ^n 

possession trance, then in a kind of light trance state just this side of full possession. 

According to Dominican recording artist, Jose Duluc, the extreme exertion of the dance 

itself brings on trance: "uno se sobrepasa," he said (Spanish: "one surpasses oneself, 

overexerts") and this extreme effort opens the door to possession by the Lwa.131 In the 

case of the mayores, perhaps because their dance is already militant and aggressive like 

the behavior of the Petwo Lwa, the transition to possession trance may be subtler, but 

more frequent than the observer may realize. 

The Mirrored Cape 

130 Musician of Gaga Esperanza, as well as dancers, spoke of a subtle, near trance experience while 
performing 
131 Jose Duluc, personal communication with the author, 1996. 
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The mayores, like the queens, utilize mirrors and bright ribbons on their costumes 

and share with the queens an overall aesthetic that favors bright colors like red and neon 

blue for shirts and shoes. This brightness is the visual corollary of heat as an esthetic and 

spiritual element. But the mirrored cape, or manto (Kreyol) is unique to the mayores, and 

perhaps the most elaborate costuming element in Rara/Gaga, one which demonstrates a 

level of technical expertise comparable to that utilized by ritual artists who create 

sequined Haitian altar flags and covered bottles. The manto is a highly individualized 

expression, and each mayor in Gaga Esperanza is known for the distinctiveness of his 

cape. Through a combination of mirrors and sequins, the mayors create a protective 

barrier of light reflecting back negativity. In motion, this reflective paradigm is echoed 

visually by the glittering arcs inscribed in the air by the dancer's baton. 

The Baton 

The mayor's baton is called jdn in Kreyol orpalito in Spanish. The insistence by 

one of the mayores upon using a machete, rather than a baton one year, which was not 

allowed by the Primer Mayor at the time, provokes speculation that Rara/Gaga male 

dance movements may derive from a stylized form of martial stick or swordplay. The fact 

that mayores face off in twos or fours to joust with dance movements while twirling the 

baton may support this idea. 

The Ritual Choreographer 

The Coronel, or ritual choreographer, is the individual who guides the band in 

procession with a whip in one hand to clear out negative energies from the road and, at 

night, a lantern in the other. With the coiled whip, the Coronel herds the troupe in one 
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direction or another and gestures for the banbous to point upward or downward, the latter 

if he wishes for the sound to penetrate the earth, calling the ancestors. The Coronel can 

also conduct crowd control, as needed, and is the point person for community in motion. 

Musical Instruments; Other Material Culture 

The musical instruments and material culture of Gaga Esperanza are geared 

toward the requirements of carrying Petwo energies in processional performance—they 

are portable and display Petwo symbology via the colors with which they are painted. 

Tcha-Tcha 

The "tcha-tcha" is the name of both the time-line pattern and the instrument that 

plays this pattern. The instrument is a rattle, made of either a gourd filled with seeds and 

a wooden handle, or a roughly diamond-shaped metal box filled with pellets, with a 

welded metal handle. The advantage of the metal tcha-tcha is that it is louder and its 

sound carries farther than the gourd variety. Augustin and Wilcken report that, in Haiti, 

the tcha-tcha is associated primarily with Petwo rites (Augustin and Wilcken 1992:42), as 

opposed to the ason, a gourd covered with beaded mesh, associated with Rada rites (for 

the Sweet Lwa). In Batey Esperanza, I never saw an ason. Jean-Baptiste reports that the 

tcha-tcha is the preferred instrument for all ceremonies in the southern region of Haiti, 

the place of origin for most immigrants in the southeastern region, according to 

informants in Batey Esperanza.132 

The timekeeping pattern played by the tcha-tcha in Gaga Esperanza, the tresillo, 

could be thought of as a stripped down version of another pattern associated with 

Kongo-derived ritual music, the five beat phrase, or cinquillo. The cinquillo is associated 

132 Gaston Jean-Baptiste, personal communication with the author, 1997. 
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with at least two Kongo-derived Caribbean ritual musics. It is utilized in the social dance 

rhythm, makuta, performed in Kongo Cuban Palo ceremonies. Averill points out that the 

cinquillo is also the timekeeping pattern for the Kongo rhythm in Haitian Vodou. The 

cinquillo pattern appears frequently in solo improvisatory patterns played in the solo 

drumming of the tanbou at Batey Esperanza. 

Banbou 

Gaga Esperanza utilizes three to five banbou, the roughly cylindrical trumpets 

made from bamboo segments of varying lengths. The highest-pitched instruments are 

comprised of only a single segment of the bamboo trunk, with the deeper voices in the 

ensemble consisting of two or more segments. Tuning between successive instruments in 

the Gaga Esperanza ensemble generally seems to be in thirds, minor, major or 

somewhere in between for the upper three voices, with more variation in the intervals in 

the lower. Collectively, the banbous render a hocket melody, with each player offering up 

his note in sequence. These trumpets are light-weight, highly portable. The bamboo is 

harvested with the permission of Simbi, a Petwo Lwa who loves water, as bamboo in the 

Dominican Republic grows in moist land, e.g., along rivers. 

Drums 

There are two main unimembraphone drums in the Gaga Esperanza ensemble. 

This pair resembles the pair of drums used in Petwo and are called in Kreyol in Batey 

Esperanza, tanbou and the smaller, kata.133 These are single-headed goat-skin drums 

strung with cord, identical except for size. Unlike Petwo drums that would be used in a 

133 McAlister reports that in Haiti, the larger Rara drum is called, manman tanbou, or "mother drum;" 
"tanbou" is a generic term for "drum" in Kreyol (2002:214). In Batey Esperanza, the smaller drum is called 
in Spanish, catalie; katalye is the Kreyol spelling (Kreyol: kata-player). 
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stationary ceremony, the drums utilized by Gaga Esperanza are constructed of a light, 

portable wood, and are supported in procession by an over-the-shoulder rope. 

Tatou-a 

In addition to the banbou, Gaga Esperanza also utilizes a flattened metal trumpet 

called "tatou a" in Kreyol and "tua-tua" in Spanish, apparently in a linguistic process by 

which the final article "a" in Kreyol became part of the Spanish noun. The name is 

probably related to the French term for a military salute, as with a bugle: tatouage. 

Unlike the banbous, the tatou is not played in hocket formation. Rather, a soloist renders 

short rhythmic figures on a single tatou. The tua-tua, considered a Dominican invention, 

has become a marker of identity that distinguishes Dominican Gaga from Haitian Rara. 

Dominican Flag 

The Dominican flag carried by a flag-bearer alongside the banner of Gaga 

Esperanza is herein described because, like the Tatou, it is a symbol associated by 

Dominicans with Gaga, as distinct from Haitian Rara. A middle class Haitian 

immigrant living in La Romana stated that he believed that the Dominican flag utilized 

by Rara/Gaga was, in fact, a camouflage to conceal a primarily Haitian form of 

expression. Although its significance may be disputed, shifting, or multivalent, the 

Dominican flag is, nevertheless a fixture for Dominican Rara/Gaga troupes. 

Whip, Whistle and Conch 

134 Interestingly, in Haitian Kreyol, initial articles in French have been incorporated into the Kreyol noun, 
e.g. l'eglise (French: the church), the root of the Kreyol noun, legliz, or "church." 
135 Tony Vicioso, personal communication with the author, 1995. 
b 6 Paul Alexis (pseudonym), personal communication with the author, 1996. 
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The whip, whistle and conch shell are an essential part of the Rara/Gaga 

soundscape. These instruments are described by Dolores Yonker in her discussion of 

Haitian Rara, as symbols connected with Petwo rites, with the Haitian Revolution and 

with maroon communities in Haiti (Yonker 1988:70-72). The presence of the conch shell, 

a Taino form of communication, suggests an early cultural link in maroon communities 

1 ^7 

between the native Taino population and escaped African captives. The Rara/Gaga 

troupe in a sense constitutes a mobile maroon community, as the Band camouflages itself 

with the carnivalesque, and carries, hidden in plain sight, its depth charge of ritual power. 

The whip evokes the visual bricolage of Bizango, Haitian secret society altars (Cosentino 

1995:302) that include such elements as whips, chains, handcuffs—a repository of 

implements of captivity, violence, warfare, reassembled as working tools in the altar 
138 

space. 

Lantern 

On the one hand, the hurricane lamp carried by the Band's point man and 

choreographer, the Coronel, is a practical necessity in the unlit byways of the batey at 

night. But at the same time, this illumination, like the whip cracked at the crossroads 

dispelling unwanted spirits of the dead and roadside charms, serves as an advance scout 

to clear out negative elements on the spiritual plane. At night, the lantern has a powerful 

theatrical impact as the band moves in the dark, creating sound and shadow, with the 

single light bobbing before them. 

137 A famous statue in Port-au-Prince features an African maroon blowing a conch shell, the Neg Mawon, 
or Matron Inconnu (Kreyol: Maroon man; French: unknown maroon, respectively). 
138 Rachel Beauvoir-Dominique argues that African-Taino cultural exchange in the colony of Saint-
Domingue, particularly in the maroon communities, is a cultural precurso of Bizango societies, as well as 
Haitian Rara. She mentions particularly the Taino maroon leader, Henri, venerated by Dominicans as 
Enriquillo, as an important figure in Bizango lore (Beauvoir-Dominique 1995:156-159). 



Verbal Performance 

Although this work primarily focuses on song texts and song performance, other 

verbal performance within Rara/Gaga, such as prayers to the Lwa, post-performance 

analysis by participants from which oral history is distilled, and the carrying of news and 

especially communications from the Lwa throughout the network of participants, are 

crucial to the negotiation, transformation and reassertion of healing community. 

The songs of Vodou/Vodu and of Rara/Gaga, like other types of verbal 

performance, constitute a dialogic corpus. The interlocutor supplicates the Lwa, or posits 

the Lwa as a witness to wrongs committed by others in an ongoing dialogue that attempts 

to situate lived experience as part of a moral universe. The following section briefly 

discusses rhetorical strategies within Rara/Gaga songs, and describes song repertoire. 

Vocal Performance Roles 

Sanba and Koral 

The sanba as the lead vocalist in Rara/Gaga, carries the solo part in a call and 

response song structure, while the koral, or chorus responds. The sanba improvises, may 

compose a new song in performance and may through improvisation, or through inserting 

a new or established song to fit a situation, insert a chan pwen, or song of commentary 

upon local, national or international events. The sanba is also the point person for the 

instrumentalists and dancers, initiating the song, setting the tempo with the tcha-tcha, and 
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maintaining the time-line which provides a metric foundation for the other 

instrumentalists and vocalists.139 

Chorus 

The chorus may well be one of the most interesting subsets of Rara/Gaga 

performers. The chorus consists of a pool of those who move in and out, and is more of a 

permeable body than, say, the banbou corps who, after all, carry instruments and must 

stop and trade off roles between songs. 

I observed that when Batey Esperanza left the batey and marched through 

surrounding bateyes and in town, the chorus often shifted personnel and formed new 

aggregates, often coteries of enthusiastic young men, particularly those joining in when 

Gaga Esperanza visited neighboring bateyes, who embellish their song performance with 

a movement corollary—locking arms and bobbing up and down enthusiastically during 

the march. 

Certainly, the sanba as the lead singer and metronome is a central figure in the 

performance, but the relationship between the sanba and the chorus is a reciprocal one. 

In order for the sanba to succeed, the chorus must respond to his lead. 

The ability of the chorus to respond constrains the sanba. An accomplished 

Haitian-born sanba may have the skill to compose many topical songs which, in Haiti, 

would probably become part of the performance troupe's repertoire. But in Batey 

Esperanza, I was told by experienced older troupe members that the skill of learning new 

songs in Kreyol was not as sharp as among Haitians in Haiti. This inability of the chorus 

to respond to the sanba when new material is presented not only prevents newly 

139 When a Lwa has entered the body of a devotee during possession trance, the Lwa may also initiate a 
Rara/Gaga song. 
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composed songs by Haitian sanba from entering the repertoire of a Dominican troupe 

such as Gaga Esperanza. It similarly prevents new songs composed by spirits during 

possession trance from becoming part of the repertoire. I myself witnessed an elderly 

man, possessed by his principal Lwa, Ogou, when the spirit called out a song and literally 

no one responded during one of the evening Esperanza rehearsal sessions 

This lack of responsorial skill in Kreyol among choral members has two 

consequences: one is that the repertoire tends to stay somewhat stagnant. The other 

consequence of a chorus is that short, easily learned songs, whether old or new, tend to 

predominate during procession. 

Vocal Skill and Social Status among Haitian Transmigrant Workers. 

The cane cutters are responsible for bringing new Kreyol song repertoire to Gaga 

Esperanza—Haitian street songs they have carried across the border, as well as a modest 

number of new compositions regarding local events. The accomplishment of the sanba, 

Tig, who composed topical songs pertaining to events in Batey Esperanza, was something 

that generated great pride for his cohort. There are many skilled Haitian Dominican 

sanba in Gaga Esperanza, some of whom improvise in a mixture of Spanish and Kreyol, 

or compose new songs in Spanish. However, in terms of vocal skills that include 

composing new songs in Kreyol, there seems to be an inverse relationship between vocal 

expertise and social status, as the cane cutters are the poorest among the poor in Batey 

society and among the most accomplished singers. 

Although the evening rehearsals had very high attendance among the cane-cutters, 

during the actual Good Friday through Easter Sunday pilgrimage, some of these 

individuals had to work until noon and so were absent in the morning performances. It is 
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my presumption that in Haiti, most agricultural activities and many other work activities 

would probably be suspended during Easter weekend. 

Song Repertoire 

Through song, healing community is strengthened, and, at the same time, song 

repertoire becomes a locus for negotiation of control by various interest groups within 

Rara/Gaga. As noted by McAlister, Rara songs are important "historical and social texts" 

(McAlister 2002:14). In his interpretation of the Gaga Esperanza song text, "Latibonit m 

prale, mpral chach youn pwen di nivo, Chanpwel 0 " (Kreyol: "I am going to the 

Artibonite, to find a new power source, Chanpwel O"),140 a young Haitian Dominican 

who had never been to Haiti informed me that the Artibonite Valley is a locale where 

many powerful oungan reside. Thus, through song, Rara/Gaga participants experience a 

link to Haiti as a place of origin imbued with power and envision themselves as heirs to 

that power. 

The small percentage of songs composed locally in Gaga Esperanza also link 

participants to each other through a sense of shared local history, such as the song by a 

local sanba, one of the Haitian transmigrants, which recounted the story of a cane cutter's 

wife going into labor while he was in the cane fields. 

Through the examples above, I posit ways in which song texts create a sense of 

community. The predominance of songs in the Gaga Esperanza repertoire for Gran Bwa, 

for Marinet and Kalfou reflect the close relationship of the community to those spirits, 

who are all principal Lwa of Band leaders. 

140 In this case, with the reference to the Chanpwel secret society, the singer probably intends the 
multivalent term, "pwen" to refer to a captured minion of the mercenary dead. 
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I would also argue that creation via textual formulae of the "adversary," as 

described by David Yih (Yih 1999:473), and the predominance in Rara/Gaga of what I 

call "challenge songs," through positing a common enemy, reinforce among the marchers 

an esprit-de-corps and a sense of community. 

On the other hand, song repertoire also becomes a locus of struggle between 

interest groups, in this case, between generations and between language cohorts, as 

younger Haitian Dominicans often prefer shorter songs for the Lwa, street songs and 

songs in Spanish, in contrast to older batey residents, many of whom share a preference 

for more elaborate songs for the Lwa. 

I observed that in staged folkloric performance of Gaga in the Dominican 

Republic, songs in Spanish and short, easily mimicked songs in Kreyol that non-Kreyol-

speakers can quickly learn were also privileged, a decision in which non-Haitian event 

organizers probably had some role. Song repertoire, like healing community itself, 

therefore, is not static but constantly in flux, adjusting to the demands of various interest 

groups. Song repertoire is an arena across which community is negotiated, transformed in 

performance. 

In the following section, rhetorical strategies will be discussed: chante pwen, or 

"singing the point;" challenge songs and the positing of the "adversary." Also, the 

relationality between song categories will be discussed here (e.g., some are considered 

more sacred than others, an "inner" repertoire, connecting the community of the living to 

the Lwa; and others are considered more appropriate for street performance, outward-

directed, entertaining and engaging to bystanders, including social commentary songs). 
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The following categories of songs will be discussed: Maji songs; Rara/Gaga songs 

pertaining to the Lwa; salute songs in the four square ochan meter, as well as salute 

songs for dancing in the Rara/Gaga tresillo meter; songs of social commentary in Kreyol 

and in Spanish; profane street songs in Kreyol and in Spanish. It is helpful to think of the 

Maji songs as the most "inside," sacred repertoire associated with Rara/Gaga; with songs 

for the Lwa just outside that inner circle; and songs of social commentary and profane 

street songs (sometimes these latter two categories overlap) situated along the secular 

outer rings.141 

Chante Pwen 

Chante pwen is the act of singing a song, called a chan pwen, which makes a 

statement regarding the behavior of others, often using indirect language. The 

effectiveness of a chan pwen presupposes listeners who share an understanding of the 

cultural significance of the behavior in question, and who are sufficiently culturally 

competent to understand veiled references. Jennie M. Smith defines "chan pwen" as a 

"song used to critique, alter or affirm relationships of power" (Smith 2004: 107). The 

interlocutor comments upon the legitimacy or lack thereof of an exercise of power, in 

some instances calling the Lwa or the ancestors as her witness. The performance of chan 

pwen in Rara/Gaga song repertoire could, therefore, be viewed as a critique of an 

exercise of social power that is out of synch with a moral code legimitized by the Lwa 

and the ancestors, as well as a commentary as to whether behaviors critiqued align with 

values of the community or demonstrate disregard of those values. 

141 The "inner circle" model is inspired by Gage Averill's diagram in which he arranges Haitian popular 
music in the outer ring, Rara closer to the center and the music of Vodou in the innermost circle in his 
"conceptual map of authenticity in Haitian music" (Averill 1989:208). 
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Adversary and Challenge Songs 

In the songs of Gaga Esperanza, I noted many references to nameless enemies, an 

anonymous "they" who have treated "us" unjustly. In what Yih calls, "adversary songs," 

a hostile, attacking "other" is often posited in Vodou songs through the use of formulae, 

such as moun-sa-yo, or "those people" (Yih 1999:473). Averill suggests that in Haiti 

these miscellaneous "adversaries, gossipers, malfactors, plotters and hypocrites" who 

appear as foils in Vodou songs are characters from actual events, local dramas known to 

performers, such as conflicts between Rara bands (Averill 1997:10). In Batey Esperanza, 

where song repertoire seems somewhat codified, with a only a limited introduction each 

year of new locally composed topical songs or new songs introduced from Haiti, the 

likelihood of adversary songs having a specific local context seems lessened. 

However, songs that posit a community of practitioners united against a phalanx 

of attackers take on an additional layer of meaning for Haitian immigrants and Haitian 

Dominicans. As was stated by a Haitian Dominican man in the rare occasion in which 

one of the performers had the opportunity of speaking publicly at such an event, during 

the release of a folkloric recording that featured "el Gaga," he wanted everyone to know 

that "we [Haitians, Haitian Dominicans] don't eat people," (Spanish: "nosotros no 

comemos gente "). His statement was a response to a myth promulgated in Dominican 

society that Haitians are cannibalistic savages. It is in this context that the Band affirms 

solidarity through song, positing a "we" that includes participants of various language 

communities, skin shades and classes, demonstrating community in procession. As an 

elderly member of Gaga Esperanza affirmed, he participates in the Easter procession 

"para defender mi batey" (Spanish: "to defend my batey"). The "enemy" could be 
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another Band, or it could be a hostile society. The creation of "they" in song in a sense 

affirms the "we." Rara/Gaga participants pertain to various interest groups who interact 

dialogically in performance, at the same time as performers identify in song with the 

Band as a community that asserts its group identity in the face of its enemies. 

A special category of adversary song or perhaps a separate category altogether is 

what I call "challenge song." Challenge songs form part of the song repertoire that fits in 

with other martial Rara/Gaga performative elements previously described, and generally 

contain an assertion of the individual and/or the group's preparedness for battle. Whether 

the Lwa are specifically mentioned in this category of song or not, it is implicit that 

preparedness derives from the Lwa's power, a point made explicit in the challenge song 

below: 

Met Djab la, Met Djab la 
Kriminel o Met Djab la 
Met Djab la, Met Djab la 
Kriminel ban mpounya mwen 

Master Lwa, Master Lwa 
Kriminel, o Master Lwa 
Master Lwa, Master Lwa 
Kriminel give me my dagger.1 2 

These Rara/Gaga challenge songs frequently are short with a strong accent on the 

first beat of each phrase, where the "first beat" is the beat that coincides with the 

beginning of the tresillo pattern (Met DJAB-la, Met DJAB-la, etc). Challenge songs are 

often used for marching, and frequently seem to be the songs that bring the Petwo Lwa, 

suggesting that these songs play a central role in the Rara/Gaga enterprise of bringing 

angry Lwa to earth to create healing community through performance. The Rara/Gaga 

142 Kriminel is a Petwo Lwa. In this song there is some ambiguity, as the last line could be interpreted as 
either, "Kriminel gives me my dagger" or "Kriminel, give me my dagger." 
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challenge song has a corollary in Kongo Cuban Palo, where songs similarly fall back on 

the power of the spirits to help a combatant vanquish an enemy, as in the following song. 

Like the Rara/Gaga challenge song described above, this Palo song also features a duple 

meter "feel," with an accent on the first beat of each measure (articulation of the Palo bell 

pattern) as performed by Cuban ritual musician, Felipe Garcia-Villamil in New York in 

the early 1990s: 

Si tu manda como yo 
Bientdt te lleva 
Si tu manda ma' que yo 
Centella te lleva 

If you're my match 
I'll take you out soon 
If you outmatch me 
Centella will take you out 

In the bellicose Palo song in Spanish above, the challenger affirms that, if the 

enemy proves too powerful, then his protector, the Palo deity, Centella, a female warrior 

who rules the cemetery and the wind, will prevail. It is possible that this category of 

challenge song, strongly martial in tone, short, pithy, with an accented downbeat and a 

"duple meter" feel, and found in both Rara/Gaga and Kongo Cuban Palo, may have 

Kongo antecedents, perhaps in marching songs utilized by Central African armies. 

Maji Songs 

Maji songs are performed during the pile fey ceremony when leaves gathered 

from a forest or field are mashed to make the Maji elixir. Hence, Maji, in addition to a 

being substance, is also a song repertoire and a ceremony. The Maji repertoire in its 

specific sense pertains to songs about preparing leaves, a very sacred, "inside" repertoire. 

The Maji songs performed at Batey Esperanza during the preparation of the maji are sung 
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without drums or hand percussion, with the exception of the great wooden mortar and 

pestle which itself constitutes a percussion instrument, as well as a tool for grinding the 

leaves. The pestle is a large club-like affair held with two hands and lifted up and down 

to grind leaves in a tall, thick standing post with a hollow top that served as a pestle, a 

strikingly ancient design. Each community member present for this ceremony—and there 

was a line to get close at times—takes a turn at pounding the leaves, while the 

remainder of attendees form a circle around the pestle and sing in call and response form. 

There is some variation in tempo, particularly when younger, more vigorous 

participants apply themselves to the work of lifting the pestle, but in general, the weight 

and ponderousness of the tool keeps the tempo fairly slow. The Maji songs could be 

classified as work songs. For purposes of this study, it will be emphasized that the Maji 

song, in relation to other, more public categories of song to be described below, 

constitutes an "inside" repertoire, close to the ritual center of Rara/Gaga and not divulged 

to the outside world. They are certainly the most sacred and the most secret songs, rarely 

performed outside the ambit of the Dueno's house, or utilized for any occasion other than 

grinding the leaves to prepare Maji. 

Songs for the Lwa 

If the Maji repertoire is the most "inside" sacred repertoire of Gaga Esperanza, 

then songs for the Lwa straddle both ritual and public performance occasions, appropriate 

for ceremonies in Batey Esperanza, as well as for street procession. Songs for the Petwo 

Lwa in tresillo meter make up the majority of the song repertoire of Gaga Esperanza. 

Although less numerous, some songs for the Sweet Lwa appear to have "crossed over" 

from the Sweet Lwa ceremonial repertoire, and have been adapted to the tresillo rhythm. 
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Salute songs 

Chorus: Salye, O salye 
Wi, genyen maji lakay mwen 
Salye, O salye 
Salye - genyen maji lakay mwen 
O salye 

Sanba: Genyen maji lakay mwen... 

Chorus: Salute - O salute 
Yes, there's medicine in my house 
Salute - O salute 
Salute - there's medicine in my house 
O salute 

Lead: There's medicine in my house 

Salute songs are performed before the house of a ritual affiliate, or a store, or 

whatever other locale is being saluted. They fall into two categories, the ochan introduced 

during an earlier vignette, and salute songs in tresillo rhythm, used for the dance salute. 

Ochan 

The ochan143 is a slow salute song played in duple meter. The transition, with the 

arrival of the troupe in front of a home or business to be saluted, from "street" music to 

salute music is sometimes accompanied by yelling, as members of the troupe direct 

everyone to shift to the ochan mode. McAlister points out that ochan highlights the 

position of the powerful in order to exact monetary compensation or other favors from 

patrons of the Band. In this sense, the venerative aspect of ochan directed to the patron is 

a corollary to the ochan which is played once possession trance occurs, as a salute offered 

to a Lwa. In either instance, the ochan could be seen as an offering, in exchange for the 

Yih explains that the term, "ochan" derives from the French military salute, "aux champs" (Yih 
1999:131). In Batey Esperanza, I often heard the word pronounced, "wochan." 
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monetary assistance of the patron in the one case, and for the Lwa's guidance and 

protection in the other. 

ochan is a ritualized moment of political patronage whereby Rara groups align 
themselves with local notables through a performance of loyalty and homage, but 
at the same time make a monetary demand, asserting the idea of responsibility on 
the part of the more powerful (McAlister 2002:52). 

Through the use in ochan of the French language, a symbol of the elite power 

structure within Haiti is utilized, in order to drape the honored affiliate (or Lwa) with the 

accoutrements of that power. These songs, of all the songs I heard in Rara/Gaga, were the 

most likely to have an overt French Catholic component, as in this song to St. Pierre: 

Sent Pye 
Ouvri laporte (3 X) 
Laporte diparadi 

St. Peter 
Open the door (3X) 
The door of Paradise. 

This song text seems, in fact, a blend of French and Kreyol, as I heard singers 

singing ouvri, the Kreyol term for "open," while laporte is French for "the door." It is 

likely that this utilization of elements of the French language and of Catholicism is 

intended to evoke a sense of solemnity and formality appropriate to the salute. The only 

time I ever heard the name, "Jesus," in a Rara/Gaga song was in the refrain of an ochan: 

Gras, Mari Gras (3X) 
Jezi padonnen nou 

Grace, Mary, Grace 

Jesus forgive us (or Jesus forgives us) 

This Haitian construct of French Catholicism as the symbol of the ruling elite is 

reprised in Rara/Gaga performance on the streets and batey dirt roads of the Dominican 
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Republic, where it is used, not only as a means of gaining tips for the troupe's coffers, but 

also of solidifying the relationship of patrons and affiliates to the troupe, thus 

strengthening community. For example, as will be described in a vignette in the next 

chapter, the troupe salutes Amalia, a patron of Gaga Esperanza and a middle class 

Dominican woman in front of her respectable home in La Romana. While Amalia may 

not have understood every word of Kreyol or French, certainly the formality of the salute 

and the solemnity of the music, as well as the mayores passing their baton over the head 

of her daughter as she stood outside to greet them, were clearly comprehensible 

indications of respect for an esteemed patron, and solicited the appropriate response from 

Amalia of a 100 peso note and a large bottle of rum. 

Dance salute 

The second component of saluting the house is the dance salute. Here the band 

faces the house, and the musicians leave a space open between them and the gate or 

steps.144 There the mayores face off in twos, or in fours in a dance challenge of skill and 

grace, interrupted at times by the comic intercession of the queens who choose the 

moment of ferocious male competitive concentration to interrupt with an obligatory 

"spin your partner," to the crowd's amusement. The Mayores square off in a cross 

formation, surrounded by a circle of musicians and onlookers. This circle and cross 

formation evokes the Kongo cosmogram discussed earlier, a portal, a sacred space, the 

entry way of the practitioner's house. The fact that the mayores inscribe a circle at the 

cross-roads and a cross at the gate does seem to indicate that in dance performance, at 

least, that these salute dances carry a Kongo charge, another site for ritualized combat 

144 The Kreyol term, salye (salute) appears in a number of songs sung by Gaga Esperanza, and sometimes is 
performed as a metacommentary in precisely this context, "saluting the house" (see song above). 
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2002:135). The salute dance is the performance occasion in which the mayores 

demonstrate their footwork. 

Street Songs 

The following section examines songs appropriate for street performance, 

including songs of social commentary, as well as the vulgar songs, or betiz, as they are 

called in Kreyol, which occupy the most public, "outside" circle of the Rara/Gaga 

repertoire. 

Social Commentary Songs in Spanish 

Thus far, all the song categories discussed have been sung in Kreyol. It was my 

observation in Gaga Esperanza that the sacred songs of the maji repertoire, the ochan 

songs as well as the salute songs and all other songs for the Lwa were rendered almost 

exclusively Kreyol.145 However, I did not hear many current social commentary songs in 

Kreyol. New topical song with political content at Batey Esperanza tended to be sung in 

Spanish. This may not have been the case with other Bands, and further research is 

needed. 

There were social commentary songs in circulation in Spanish pertaining to 

Dominican current affairs, and there were also some of the street songs with primarily 

sexual content in Spanish. All these songs seemed to be enthusiastically embraced by the 

bilingual, as well as the monolingual Spanish-speakers, and particularly by younger 

people. The following is a song of political commentary on Dominican current affairs: 

145 There will be a discussion below of linguistic hybridity, e.g., insertion of Spanish into Kreyol songs. 
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Woy policia, woypolicia (repeat) 
Policia e' un vena 'o 
Vena 'o car a de pe 'cao 

Woy policeman, woy policeman 
The policeman is a cuckold (literally, "deer," someone who has had "horns" put on him) 
Who has the face of a fish 

The song quoted above was widely described by batey residents as el exito del 

ano, (Spanish: the hit of the year) from 1997. In a repressive society where National 

Guard and police are feared by the poor, this song mixes a vocable typical of Rara sung 

in Kreyol, "Woy," with Spanish lyrics to impugn the virility of a policeman in a clear 

instance of chan pwen with sexual overtones in Spanish. In the next section, a category of 

song with suggestive or sexually explicit lyrics will be discussed. 

Street songs: Betiz or Tonteria 

The song described above that starts out, "Woy Policia," is a song of protest 

against repressive police and national guardsmen in the Dominican Republic, which 

because of its suggestion that the policemen has been cuckolded, overlaps somewhat with 

another category, which are called in Kreyol betiz and in Spanish, tonteria, probably best 

translated from both languages as "foolery," and which are in general ribald, irreverent, 

sexually explicit. 

Vulgar street songs in Kreyol are immensely popular in Gaga Esperanza. 

McAlister reports hearing the following song "in almost every region I visited in the early 

1990s, making it a nationally known betiz" (McAlister 2002:62). In fact, this is definitely 

a transnational betiz, as I heard this song performed many times in Batey Esperanza, with 

a slight difference in the text from the version reported by McAlister. The short chorus I 
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(McAlister 2002:62). 

N a woule tete 
N a woule tete manman w 

We will roll titties 

We will roll your mother's titties 

These songs were wildly popular with the younger men and women, and with the 

children who I think felt they were getting away with something by singing these songs 

in public. McAlister explores betiz as a "popular form of speech" that in the public social 

arena becomes part of a "politics of liberation," and she makes the correlation between 

this public performance of betiz in Rara, and the behaviors of the Gede family of spirits. 

McAlister suggests that the irreverence, parody and bawdy behavior characteristic of 

Gede resonates with the intertwined vulgarity and challenge to the status quo found in 

Rara betiz songs (McAlister 2002: 60-61). 

Betiz, Gender and Class 

McAlister also makes the point that recurrent themes in betiz songs, pertaining to 

adultery and prostitution posit a set of power relations between the ti neg, (what 

McAlister calls the "small man,"), and women. McAlister suggests that in these songs, 

often women are mocked by men for breaking social norms, as a strategy of male 

dominance (McAlister 2002: 64). This type of song was popular among Gaga Esperanza 

performers. The following song utilizes the term, "bouzen," to marginalize the woman 

who is the topic of the song. However, the song also portrays the cane cutter, the Congo, 

as an individual of low social status, presumably the reason why the female protagonist 

of the song is unhappy about the pregnancy. 
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Bouzen, O way o 
Oupa t tandepitit sa a sepou congo? 
Pa rele Bon Dye 
Pa rele lesen 
Se realizasyon Bouzen O way o 

Bouzen, O way o 
You didn't understand the child belongs to the cane cutter? 
Don't call God, don't call the spirits 

It's the culmination, Bouzen o way o 

The song marginalizes the woman who is addressed as "Bouzen," placing the 

responsibility of an apparently unintended pregnancy upon her alone. The father of the 

child, a cane cutter, is named only as a causal factor, but not assigned shared 

responsibility for the outcome. Indeed, the woman who has acted outside social norms is 

even excluded from the aid of God or the Spirits. But the song also implies that the 

woman who has become pregnant by the Congo has put herself in a difficult predicament, 

situating both the woman who exceeded social norms and the man who inhabits the 

poorest sector of batey society at the margin where class and gender exclusion overlap. 

Sonia Pierre, activist with MUDHA reported that some women in bateyes near the 

capital who appropriated the costumes and dance steps of the mayores, also composed 

songs with content respectful of women and eschewed any songs they considered to be 

disrespectful of women.146 

Conclusion 

Similo pa twonpe 
Djab la we kle 
O Similo 

Similo does not mislead 
The Spirit sees clearly 
O Similo 

Sonia Pierre, personal communication with the author, 1997. 
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It sometimes seems as if community in Gaga Esperanza is a fragile affair. 

Differences in class, gender, age and language cohort create frictions that threaten the 

alliance in the realm of social organization; and as in the musical realm, the cooperation 

of disparate and sometimes competing interest groups is necessary in order for healing to 

occur, to raise the heat, to rebalance the Lwa, the living and the dead at the home base 

and in procession. But core processes and relationships counter these centrifugal forces. 

Individual relationships between practitioners and Lwa, between the Dueno and initiates, 

between the Band and its patrons create a web, a network that extends into Haiti, the 

United States and elsewhere, with those relationships renewed annually for those able to 

make the journey and perform. 

The militant Kongo/Petwo posture of Rara/Gaga, its challenge to injustice on the 

social level, intermingled with its sensuality and its humor—overt, profane or tongue-in-

cheek—provides just the right medicine for the Haitian- and the Dominican-born whose 

lives are a struggle for survival. The carnivalesque aspects of Rara/Gaga appeal to casual 

participants who may be uninitiated in the ritual or political overtones of the procession, 

but respond to its festival component. For proponents of AfroDominican culture, 

Rara/Gaga represents a rich trove of music, dance and oral history, and this legacy has 

drawn a cohort of middle class Dominicans who have endeavored to support and 

popularize el Gaga on folkloric stages, in scholarship and in the national media in the 

Dominican Republic since the 1970s. 

The performance of Gaga Esperanza has adjusted to intergenerational change, 

such that costumes have evolved, song repertoire has accommodated linguistic shifts, and 

the community has extended far beyond the batey. It was Homero's vision that this occur, 
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a case in which an individual engages in a dialogue that connects him to currents of 

African Atlantic social forces beyond his immediate locale—the interest in 

AfroDominican culture in Santo Domingo, the emigration of Dominican musicians to 

New York, the concentration in New York City of scholars, musicians and aficionados 

researching Kongo-derived culture in the Americas, some of whom, including myself, 

traveled to Batey Esperanza. 

McAlister suggests that "Rara retraditionalizes itself as a transnational Black 

Atlantic popular culture" (McAlister 2002:16). The dialogue pertaining to this 

performance is not restricted to unidirectional emigration of Haitians into diaspora but 

involves multiple dialogues occurring between Haitians, Dominicans and others, 

dialogues taking place in Santo Domingo, New York, Port-au-Prince, in which 

Rara/Gaga becomes a lingua franca, a folkloric dance circle in which competitions and 

collaborations regarding identity and cultural patrimony are performed. 



V. THE BAND IN MOTION 

Chorus: Kite m mele m ave yo 
Bann nanpote wanga 
Kite m mele m ave yo 

Sanba: Bann nan pote maji 

Chorus: Let me mess with them 
The Band carries a potent charm 
Let me mess with them 

Sanba: The Band carries medicine 

Introduction 

This chapter looks at the movement of the Gaga Esperanza through Batey 

Esperanza and other locales in the Southeastern Dominican Republic during Easter 

weekend, as the Band departs from Batey Esperanza and inscribes onto the local 

landscape via its processional route a map of Petwo/Kongo healing community. At 

performance "epicenters" along the route, at the homes of affiliates, the Band connects 

with other social circles, forming a rhizomorphic147 network, a community linked with 

other local networks, a kind of ritual underground in the southeastern Dominican 

Republic. 

At the pwen, or transaction point of performance, temporal, as well as spatial 

boundaries collapse. The past is enacted in the present through Gaga Esperanza 

performance, as movements and material culture that evoke the Haitian Revolution, 

147 The rhizome, according to Giles Deleuze and Felix Guattari, is a network-like root system, 
demonstrating "surface extension in all directions" and "multiplicities which connect with other 
multiplicities." Deleuze and Guattari utilize the rhizome metaphor for language as an alternative to 
Chomsky's linguistic "tree" with its roots and branches (Deleuze and Guattari 1987:7-13). Similarly, J. 
Lorand Matory applies the rhizome model to African Atlantic cultural histories, suggesting that this 
multidirectional, network-like model provides an alternative to "'arborescent'...monocausal narratives, 
single source constructions of group history" (Matory 2005:108). Paul Gilroy in his discussion of the 
"rhizomorphic, fractal structure of the transcultural, international formation I call the black Atlantic," 
contrasts his model with what he critiques as the "nationalistic focus" of much European and African 
American cultural studies (Gilroy 1993:4). 



Hispaniolan maroon armies, and Central African sacred forest space are carried forward 

into the present and performed through an embodied collective challenge in the face of 

very contemporary adversities. 

In the following section, processional performance will be examined, as the Band 

in motion connects with ritual affiliates at their homes along the Easter weekend 

performance route. Through an "assemble-march-salute" performance structure, a 

flexible, inclusive community convenes at each salute locale, where the Band may 

undergo personnel changes, welcome new spirits, and transform in procession as the 

troupe reassembles and marches to its next locale. Significant "spin-off relationships 

may form at these "epicenters" of Gaga Esperanza, such as the bond that results in a 

Gaga Esperanza aficionado from New York City eventually becoming initiated through a 

hybridized Vodou/Vodu ceremony at the religious house of a mayor living in La 

Romana, as will be further described below. 

Rara/Gagd: Motion, History, Memory 

In the Gaga Esperanza song quoted above from which the title of this work is 

drawn, a moral universe is created, a cosmology, a "mythology," through which a mobile 

community charged with Petwo/Kongo power marches, prepared to engage in battle 

those who threaten the solidarity of the group. Carrying in their pockets Maji from the 

forest, the Kongo sacred space where ancestors reside, marchers annually re-enact a 

Central African army, a Maroon Band, or a Haitian revolutionary brigade, dressed in 

baseball caps bought in the U.S. covered with discount Christmas ribbons made in China. 

Thus, while Rara/Gaga occurs in the present transnational and globalized context, and 

may include contemporary or topical song, it references ancient cosmology of Kongo 



origin, as well as elements of Haitian and pan-Hispaniolan history to charge up the Band, 

create an esprit de corps and transmit to participants a sense of empowerment. In this 

sense, performative elements are a pwen that pulls the past into the present. 

Michael Largey utilizes the term, "recombinant mythology" to refer to the mining 

of Haitian historical and Vodou religious referents in ^interpretations of contemporary 

events, recombined "in the current historical moment through performance" (Largey 

2006:73). He distinguishes between "syncretism," and "recombinant mythology," 

affirming that the latter has a political dimension, using "cosmological stories to 

underscore contemporary issues of power, control and domination" (ibid:76). 

Through a process that could be described as recombinant mythology at work, 

Rara/Gaga links the Easter Resurrection saga including Christ's stations of the cross, 

entombment and resurrection with the performed narrative of a Petwo/Kongo ritual army 

in which the Band comprised of the living, the ancestors and the Lwa engages with 

nefarious spiritual forces on a liminal battlefield during procession, while at the same 

time, publicly challenging through song, dance and procession the oppression endured by 

participants in their daily lives, subsequently closing the portal to this liminal space on 

Easter Sunday, in a state of renewed balance as a community. 

In his investigation of the Sakalava of Madagasgar, M. Lambek describes 

reintroduction of the past into the present, through the performance of spirit possession: 

The spirits juxtapose distinct historical epochs. Sakalava history is thus additive 
in that, in principle, later generations do not displace earlier ones but perdure 
alongside them. (Lambek 2003:51)... There is less an effective displacement of 
one time by another than their cumulation and mutual resonance. Unlike the 
dominant mode in the West, where the past recedes and the historian goes back, 
the Sakalava past is carried forward (ibid:68). 
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Thus, for both Largey and Lambek, the past interpenetrates performance and 

provides a context, rooted in Spirit knowledge, for interpretation of the present. Joseph R. 

Roach moves this notion from the local to the global stage, as a staple of 

"CircumAtlantic" performance, suggesting that performances, interconnected throughout 

the CircumAtlantic region, but subject to local substitutions or "surrogatiom" are 

constitutive of a transnational social and cultural field: 

Both intercultural and internally self-referential occasions of performance mark 
the connected places and times that constitute what I am calling, as the 
geohistorical locale for my thesis about memory as substitution, the circum-
Atlantic world (Roach 1996:4). 

In Roach's model, performers move, according to geohistorical imperatives 

throughout the circum-Atlantic world. For example, Haitians laborers travel to the U.S., 

or to the Dominican Republic. Depending upon locale, the same challenge song noted 

above in which the Band carries medicine, if sung in the streets of Port-au-Prince, speaks 

truth to power in a manner related to, but distinct from its articulation by a troupe 

marching through a Dominican batey or through Prospect Park in Brooklyn. Sentinel 

events, e.g., the mass deportations of Haitians from the Dominican Republic in 1997, or 

an incident the same year of police brutality directed against Abner Louima, a Haitian 

immigrant in New York City,148 provide new contexts for old songs, and the occasion for 

new Rara/Gaga songs to be composed in Kreyol and, in the Dominican context, in 

Spanish. Thus the profoundly local meets the global in the collective corpus of all 

Rara/Gaga performances. During Rara/Gaga performance, the past is "brought forward 

into the present," in the face of new challenges, new oppressions, and new opportunities 

to connect to community. Rara/Gaga in performance is constantly re-emergent, carrying 

148 Elizabeth McAlister documents Rara songs composed about the Louima incident (McAlister 2002:186). 
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the mark, the pwen of the ports and borders through which performers have passed, the 

places they imagine and the ancestors who precede and follow them. 

The Batey 

This section on procession begins at the center of Gaga Esperanza and then moves 

toward a more peripheral locale, the town of La Romana. The discussion begins with a 

description of sacred space traversed by the Band in Batey Esperanza. During evening 

Lenten rehearsals, and on Good Friday in the morning, Gaga Esperanza makes the rounds 

of practitioners in the batey, conducting its procession locally before boarding the two 

buses hired for the trip into town. 

Sacred Space in Batey Esperanza 

In most bateyes I visited, sacred space is public space. Houses are small, and there 

is no room for an outdoor temple adjoining individual homes, even if the cane company 

were to approve such a construction.149 A central outdoor pavilion, the enramada, serves 

as a collective ceremonial space—it belongs to no one, no temple adjoins it, and food, 

drums and all other material culture must be carried in and carried away at the end of 

each ceremony.150 

In the absence of personal temple patios such as may be found in La Romana, 

Boukan fires outside the homes of Gaga Esperanza practitioners serve as the focal point 

for ritual adjacent to the practitioner's home. When not being used, they appear as 

nothing more than a stake in the ground on company land. 

1491 visited a few bateyes that were more like towns, with larger houses and adjoining yards. 
150 At Batey Esperanza, there was another enramada across the batey utilized primarily, from what I could 
tell, for Protestant gatherings. A third pavilion, with a raised floor, was eventually constructed and used for 
impromptu evening bachata (popular music) dancing. 



Worthy of special mention as a batey sacred space is the indoor altar table, not 

only a center of ritual practice, but also a site of Haitian Dominican ritual hybridization. 

The Altar Table: A Vodou/Vodu Hybrid Space 

Altar tables, although enclosed inside batey houses and one-room barracks 

dwellings, nevertheless constitute an important "power station" for the Band where ritual 

specialists dispense guidance from the Lwa to the Band as a whole and to individual 

members, and where consecrated objects and substances used in Rara/Gaga, such as the 

refined liquid made from the Maji leaf mash, are prepared. 

In Batey Esperanza, the altar table of the Vodou practitioner spatially organizes the 

division between Sweet and Bitter Lwa. A description of Homero's altar would be 

typical of others in the Batey Esperanza, and probably in other bateyes. On the table top, 

chromolithographs for the Sweet Lwa can be found, syncretized with Catholic saint 

images: Ogou Feray (St. James), Ezili Freda (Our Lady of Sorrows), Danbala (Saint 

Patrick). In some cases, the Sweet Lwa invite their Bitter cousins to share the privileged 

space of the table top—for example, Ezili Freda's white soda pop bottle sits next to a 

bottle of red soda pop for her fiery sister, Ezili Dantd. 

On the floor under and just in front of the table, objects and images honoring 

other Petwo Lwa can be found—those who do not have a familial connection to allow 

them the privilege of the table top. A chromolithograph of Gran Bwa (St. Stephen), 

leaning against a tree adjacent to a woods, his body full of arrows; Marinet (Spanish: 

Anima Sola, the Lonely Soul), whose image portrays a woman with chains on her hands, 

reaching up from the flames. And of course the Gedes, cemetery trickster figures who are 

chums with the Petwo spirits, share the floor space, identifiable by the chromolithograph 
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of San Elias with a bottle of Bermudez rum alongside. In Haiti, Gede prefers kleren, 

powerful sugar cane moonshine, whereas in the Dominican Republic even a Kreyol-

speaking Gede drinks Bermudez.15 In Haiti the saint image usually associated with 

Gede is San Gerard, a wan-looking monk perusing a skull resting on a table. In the 

Dominican Republic, the Gedes are associated with San Elias, Elijah, an old man shown 

standing above a conquered Moor. The altar space is thus a site where adjustments have 

occurred between Haitian and Dominican Vodou/Vodu, and where Haitian Dominicans 

distance themselves from Haitian practice. 

Roach suggests that substitution that occurs at the contact point of cultures, or 

"surrogation," is an important site where identities are articulated. He refers to "the 

intercultural communication that certain performances enabled at specific times and 

places; and second, the internal cultural self-definition that these and other performances 

produced by making visible the play of difference and identity within the larger ensemble 

of relations" (Roach 1996:4). In the case of Vodou/Vodu altar tables, the play of 

difference and identity in the Haitian Dominican context is evident. 

The Route: Inscribing Community on the Landscape 

In the weeks leading up to Easter weekend, organizers of Gaga Esperanza plan the 

route in secret to forestall information "leaking" that could result in ritual attacks from 

enemies along the way. Then on Good Friday, when the buses pull out of Batey 

Esperanza and head toward La Romana, the Band transforms a conceptual map into a 

151 Largey recalled a Vodou ceremony in the Chicago Public Library in 1984 in which a Haitian oungan 
possessed by Ogou, spirit of warfare and iron, asked for a drink of alcohol and was given a can of Old Style 
beer instead of his usual rum (Largey, personal communication with the author, 2008). 
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healing community-in-performance at the homes of patrons and ritual affiliates along the 

route. 

The performance route becomes an arena where difference in class and privilege 

is negotiated. By and large, Gaga Esperanza marches along rocky roads where Kreyol is 

spoken and most residents are poor. The patronage of a middle class resident in a more 

prosperous neighborhood that has not been visited before, where the troupe can settle for 

a few hours and accustom the neighbors to the sound, provides the Band an inroad into 

zones unaccustomed to Rara/Gaga, as evidenced by the uncertain looks on the faces of 

bystanders. Roach, in his discussion of Mardi Gras, refers to crossroads of privilege and 

exclusion in the streets of New Orleans: 

As the Mardi Gras revelers take over the streets, canalized by police barricades 
and conditioned reflexes, their traditional gestures and masked excesses activate 
the spatial logic of a city built to make certain powers and privileges not only 
seasonally visible but perpetually reproducible. The crowded spaces become a 
performance machine for celebrating the occult origin of their exclusions. 
Walking in the city makes this visible (Roach 1996:14) 

But Gaga Esperanza organizers who devise the route primarily send performers to 

locales where they will be welcome, often ground upon which Rara/Gaga bands have 

walked before. Paul Greene's idea of a "mental terrain terrain shaped by pilgrimage" 

resonates with the notion of the Rara/Gaga troupe performing along a prearranged route 

in bateyes and urban neighborhoods, mapping the Kongo cosmology onto the landscape: 

As musical pilgrims offer devotion to a whole circuit of deities, they interrelate 
and order their variously-placed prayers, worshipful practices, and spiritual 
contemplations. In so doing, they also recenter and re-order the sacred terrain of 
the Kathmandu Valley. Physical space is collapsed and reconfigured in favor of a 
mental terrain that is shaped by the musical program of pilgrimage; an order that 
is committed to memory throughout the year and shapes their sense of the place of 
the Kathmandu Valley" (Greene 2003: 205). 

In a similar vein, Adams refers to the "sacred geography" of Vodii signs: 
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Vodu is a landscape, a mystical geography of signs... .In some ways, participating 
in Vodu means being able to read the landscape, a geography of sacred rituals, 
gestures, prayers, meanings, words and so forth. This sacred geography must be 
recognized before Vodu can be anything else (Adams 1999:19). 

By mapping a processional route dotted with the homes of patrons and ritual affiliates 

who provide a space for the troupe to perform and the Lwa to manifest, the organizers of 

Gaga Esperanza invent a sacred geography, a series of cultural safe houses, like a 

maroon community dispersed across the landscape where signs will be mutually 

recognized, and power stations will be tapped and replenished, a network that sustains the 

forward motion of the Medicine. 

Rara/Gaga Procession 

Chorus: Sanble, sanble bann-nan Makaya 
Soloist: Makaya relepou nou vini sanble bann-nan Makaya 

Chorus: Makaya, Makaya, Makaya 
Soloist: E sanble bann-nan 

Assemble, assemble the band, Makaya 
Makaya calls us to assemble the band, Makaya 

Makaya, Makaya, Makaya 
Assemble the Band 

In the song above, the Band assembles at the behest of Makaya, a Petwo Lwa, a 

reminder that the Rara/Gaga troupe committed to the Lwa will, go out under the auspices 

of the Petwo Lwa, so that the performers are not ready for the road until the oungan or 

manbo has done whatever ritual preparation is required for the journey. Procession is a 

core metaphor of Rara/Gaga: assembling, marching, saluting, carrying the medicine to 

and interacting with the community encountered on the road. In his discussion of a black 

152 "Cultural safe house" is a term utilized by Anna Deavere Smith to describe community centers, student 
associations and other support organizations created by and for African Americans in the U.S. (Deavere 
Smith 2007). 



Atlantic historically linked through ocean voyages transporting people and ideas, Gilroy 

settles upon the metaphor of the ship as "the living means by which the points between 

[the] Atlantic world were joined,... a distinct mode of cultural production." The ship is 

Gilroy's metaphor of motion, permitting the voyager to participate in local cultural 

contexts, but ultimately to transform himself or herself, as well as the local milieu, 

"through this desire to transcend both the structures of the nation state and the constraints 

of ethnicity and national particularity" (Gilroy 1993:16-17). Gilroy's idea of 

transcendence through a journey that forges of the individual, and the collective, 

something new, resonates with the healing that takes place through Rara/Gaga 

procession. Gaga Esperanza performers who march in procession on Easter weekend 

may be Haitian or Dominican-born, bilingual or monolingual, light-skinned or black, 

poor or privileged, young woman or old man, but for that time during that performance 

space, they march soupwen Petwo, under auspices of Petwo and the patronage of Gran 

Bwa. The dirt roads and rocky streets they cross for that one weekend a year are 

transformed into a sacred trajectory across which a maroon army led by spirits and 

augmented by ancestors will pass. Part of the healing that occurs through Rara/Gaga is 

the fact that participants are reminded every Easter that their nationality, ethnicity, 

gender, class—while etched into their bodies and their experience—nevertheless does not 

entirely define who they are, and they have the opportunity through procession to access 

a source of greater power than individually each of them possesses. This, in Rara/Gaga, 

the procession itself, like Gilroy's ship, becomes a transcendant metaphor, the vehicle by 

which individuals connect as community. 



I argue that specific aspects of processional movement link and sustain the 

Rara/Gaga community. In the Easter procession, the Band moves, not as a discrete and 

bounded unit, but interactively, with permeable boundaries that allow dancers, singers 

and instrumentalists to join in the procession. In my view, this flexibility and inclusivity 

contributes to the creation and maintenance of community in procession, as guest 

performers at various stops along the route "sit in" and transform the performance with 

their local stylistic inflections. 

Assemble, March, Salute 

The cyclic repetition of the performance sequence, "assemble, march and salute" 

contributes to the creation of healing community. The Band initially convenes on Good 

Friday at the Center, Batey Esperanza, then marches to the homes of affiliates in Batey 

Esperanza, where it stops to salute each house. Subsequently, throughout Easter 

weekend, the Band reconvenes at "epicenters," the homes of ritual affiliates and friends 

of the Band along the route, where guest performers, ritual specialists and spirits join in, 

who then march with the Band to the next locale where another local dignitary is honored 

when the Band stops to salute her house. This opens the ensemble for an influx of 

personnel at performance epicenters, i.e., the homes of ritual affiliates and other friends 

of the Band along the route. The "assemble, march, salute" sequence provides an 

opportunity for ritual activity to occur, as the Band salutes ritual affiliates at stops along 

the route, where sacred power stations—a Boukan, a poto mitan—can be utilized to 

spiritually recharge the Band; and the Band subsequently reassembles to march again, 

renewed with Petwo force. And at that point, with repetition of the "assembly" sequence, 

members of the new local community join the procession. 
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This sequence of "assemble, march and salute" extends community across the 

countryside, one epicenter at a time, and at those epicenters, connections are made in a 

rhizomorphic fashion, as a new web of social relations is accessed through each epicenter 

at each affiliate's home. Where these epicenters are also ritual centers in their own right, 

it is possible to view a variety of cultural hybridities between Haitian Vodou and 

Dominican Vodu, as exemplified in the ritual center of Anibal, described in a vignette 

below. Procession carries the Band, not only through the countryside, but back and forth 

across Haitian Dominican cultural borders, particularly in the realm of ritual. 

La Romana: A Haitian Dominican Border Zone 

In a previous section, the home of Homero is described as the center of Gaga 

Esperanza, a focal point where performers congregate before their pilgrimage to 

peripheral locations in La Romana and elsewhere. But from an economic perspective, 

the nearby mill town of La Romana comprises the center, with many bateyes, including 

Batey Esperanza, dotting its circumference. Central Romana, the sugar cane mill itself, is 

an economic hub to which dozens of railroad lines connect, as they transport to the mill 

sugar cane from the vast fields belonging to the Central Romana Corporation. La Romana 

forms a center to which many bateyes are connected via railroad tracks, like spokes 

radiating from the hub of a wheel. 

Processing cane is not the only industry in La Romana. With a nearby resort, 

beaches and tourist hotels; an industrial park; and a lively construction industry, La 

Romana is a major employer in the Southeastern Dominican Republic. Many rural 

Dominicans in the Southeast, including Haitian Dominicans, have left their bateyes, 



villages and farms in to move into La Romana, or its sister mill town, San Pedro de 

Macoris. 

In La Romana and San Pedro, young people who move from the bateyes into 

town find a "border culture" where Kreyol can be heard in the markets, Haitian 

immigrant vendors sell their wares on the streets, and many local businesses depend 

economically upon batey residents, like the van drivers who line up near the central plaza 

in La Romana to ferry shoppers back and forth from the bateyes. Shop owners are 

familiar with requests for items pertaining to Vodou/Vodu ceremonies. For example, in 

the bake shop near the plaza, no one blinks an eye at the request for one white cake and 

one pink cake for the sister Vodou spirits: Ezili Freda and Ezili Danto. The owner of the 

local botanica provides supplies to practitioners of every permutation of Haitian 

Dominican Vodou/Vodu. I even noted a few examples of a kind of "trade language" that 

has developed along this cultural border in La Romana. The owners of a fabric store near 

the town square called their satin, la tola. I tried in vain to find the word, "tola" in any 

Spanish dictionary. I finally realized it was probably the attachment of a Spanish ending 

(final "a" at the end of a noun) to the Kreyol word for this type of fabric, from the French 

toile or la toile, requested by Kreyol-speaking shoppers for ceremonial satin scarves. 

The presence of a large contingent of Gaga Esperanza performers living in town 

has extended the Gaga Esperanza community and its network into La Romana and 

beyond, but Gaga Esperanza is not the only troupe to march through the streets of La 

Romana. The town boasts two Rara/Gaga troupes of its own, and other troupes from the 



bateyes sometimes perform in town. The next section looks at the procession of Gaga 

Esperanza through La Romana.153 

Vignette - Amalia 

Amalia's house was always beautifully kept. It was painted in the bright pastels 
characteristic of Dominican homes - a cool lime green. There was a lovely tiled patio 
with rocking chairs where one could sit sipping a soft drink, looking through white 
wrought ironwork at children playing stick baseball in the street. 

Amalia's grocery, or colmado (Spanish) adjoined her living quarters. She sold slabs of 
cheese wrapped in brown paper, packets of laundry detergent, eggs carefully tied in blue 
and white plastic bags, sweets for a peso, and bottles of soft drink to customers from the 
neighborhood who congregated at Amalia's store to drink their soft drinks and gossip. 

Every Good Friday this tranquil scene was disrupted. On that day, Amalia rose at dawn to 
begin preparing food for Gaga Esperanza: a chicken stew with root vegetables and 
noodles one year, a heavy soup made with herring stock the next. She started two great 
pots of water boiling on the stove in the kitchen behind the colmado, and set her 
daughters to peeling the root vegetables: yuca, yautilla, name, batata, as she crushed the 
garlic and sliced open the bright green plantains to release their earthy smell. By 
midmoraing, the soup was thick, the yuca and chicken thighs were soft, and the smell of 
basil and green pepper filled the kitchen. 

This year it was the people lounging in front of the colmado who heard Gaga Esperanza 
approaching before Amalia, who was busy making coffee in the back. It seemed the 
entire neighborhood flocked to Amalia's driveway as soon as they heard whips cracking 
like gunshots in the distance. Children dropped their stone baseballs and vied for a spot 
atop the cement wall that adjoined Amalia's yard, while young women put down their 
mops and came outside, as the murmur of the banbous, low and visceral, became louder, 
the shriek of the whistles more urgent, and finally the Gaga burst onto Amalia's street, 
the mayores clenching the whistles in their teeth, their faces frozen in a glorious grin, 
their hips ablaze with scarlet scarves, as the queens undulating against the morning sun 
were a haze of sparkling sequins and lace. 

It should not be assumed that all is harmonious for Haitian Dominicans and Haitian immigrants in La 
Romana. Aside from encountering prejudice from some local residents, there, as elsewhere in the 
Dominican Republic, individuals of Haitian parentage face the possibility of harassment by police and 
national guardsmen, as well as institutionalized discrimination, particularly as regards obtaining 
documentation of identity. Also, deportation without due process has occurred spasmodically in recent 
years, garnering international censure. Indeed, during 1997 when I visited Batey Esperanza and asked 
residents whether they were concerned about being deported, I was told by an elderly resident that they 
were "safe as long as they stayed within the batey." Those who outmigrate to town in search of opportunity 
expose themselves to greater risk of becoming the targets of anti-Haitianism. 
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The Gaga seemed at first like an advancing army, its point man well in front holding up a 
Dominican flag atop a tall pole, as the swirling battalions followed. The queens to the 
front of the phalanx carried the colors of the Lwa, waving their banners of red, blue and 
white—their movements both sinuous and martial. The queens were closely pressed by 
the mayores in line formation, coordinating their flashy steps under the watchful eye of 
the Coronel, the street choreographer, who with his short whip directed the front line, 
kept discipline among the ranks, and excluded interlopers from the crucial forward arena 
of the procession. 

But as the Gaga arrived in a tumult of sound and color, and as the dynamic front line of 
mayores and queens moved past, a wider spectrum of activity became visible. Here in 
line formation behind the mayores came the bamboo trumpet players, with their incessant 
hocket melody, their tapping sticks, and their droll prancing step setting the pace for the 
dancers ablaze before them. 

Behind the banbou players, two drums maintained the heartbeat of the Gaga, like aorta 
and ventricle, the high-pitched kata keeping time as the deep-toned tanbou interwove 
fluctuating improvisational passages with incrementally shifting banbou patterns. The 
two drummers carried their instruments on ropes over their shoulders, a seemingly 
superhuman exertion moving them along, like a tangible force. 

And close to the drums, alongside or slightly behind, surged a cluster of vocalists, at the 
center of which the sanba presided, at once prophet, shaman, satyrist and master of 
ceremonies, surrounded by his mutable coterie of choral respondents who locked arm 
over shoulder and sang in unison to the kinetic accompaniment of a bobbing trot. 
Surrounding and following the chorus, and sometimes merging with it, was the constantly 
fluctuating body of processionists, sworn affiliates on pilgrimage mingling with 
bystanders who joined in for a block or two, cane cutters, construction workers, factory 
women, taxi drivers, students, aficionados from the capital, journalists, scholars, devotees 
from the United States, Germany, Japan, carrying cameras, boomboxes, bottles of El 
Presidente beer, dancing, laughing, singing, as neighborhood children ran alongside. And 
everywhere participants merged temporarily with the band, or disappeared into lines of 
onlookers on either side of the street. 

At the foot of Amalia's driveway, the undulating serpent-like procession with the 
scintillating body coiled, converged around the sanba, and he thrust at arm's length a 
hissing tcha-tcha into the air to focus the crowd's attention for the ochan, the song of 
salutation. 

Meanwhile, a mayor, two queens and a treasurer dashed toward Amalia's counter with a 
cloth-wrapped box to solicit a contribution. Amalia's daughter stepped onto the driveway 
with two large bottles of rum and a 100 peso bill in her hand. Two mayores approached 
with their batons extended, ready to pass them over Amalia's head, as the solemn melody 
of the ochan began. 
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The vignette above introduces Amalia, a Ti Fey of Homero and a friend and a 

patron of the Gaga Esperanza, at her home in La Romana. Amalia, like Dulce, cooked for 

the performers as part of her contribution as a patron. As the owner of a corner store and 

a comfortable home, Amalia would be considered a middle class Dominican. She was 

light-skinned and, for many Dominicans, would have appeared of a different race, as well 

as class, from the darker-skinned Haitian Dominicans and Haitian immigrants who 

visited her home. And as she was not a Kreyol-speaker, she might even be considered by 

some Dominicans a different nationality from the "haitianos" marching up her street. But 

both the ritual affiliation and the patron relationship allow for formation of community 

across class, language and other social barriers, and these relationships reaffirmed along 

nexus points in the Rara/Gaga network are crucial bonds in the formation of healing 

community. 

There is a particular repertoire of song and movement appropriate for the salute -

the slow ochan performed with the troupe at a standstill, followed by the salute formation 

of the mayores, dancing in a cross-figure in front of the affiliate or patron's door, 

performed with sacred songs for the spirits to the dominant tresillo pattern. The patron or 

affiliate has his/her part to play also, standing at the threshold facing the troupe to receive 

the salute. In the vignette above, Amalia's daughter receives the salute with the 

appropriate payment in hand. And the bystanders, particularly the children, show all the 

interest and delight of the local populace when the circus comes to town, as Rara/Gaga on 

Easter weekend is, for many of the poor residents, at least, a welcome cultural fixture in 

La Romana. 
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Although Amalia was not herself a ritual leader, and her house was not a religious 

center, it was a known stopping place along the Friday route of Gaga Esperanza. 

Invariably, a few mayores from La Romana who could not make it all the way to the 

Batey on Friday morning for the send-off would show up at Amalia's house around mid

day, already in costume and ready to dance with the troupe. Thus, nexus points such as 

Amalia's house became exchange centers, where local musicians and dancers become 

part of the ensemble-of-the-moment, bringing their expertise and energy to the 

performance and becoming part of the Band in motion. 

Performance at a Ritual Epicenter 

After leaving the house of Amalia and marching through La Romana, Gaga 

Esperanza spent the night at the home of Anibal in the Los Mulos neighborhood of La 

Romana. Anibal is a prominent oungan and, therefore, knows the local drummers, singers 

and dancers who live in the area. In the vignette below, these local performers from Los 

Mulos sit in with Gaga Esperanza as the troupe moves through Los Mulos, bringing their 

unique stamp to the performance. Anibal is a horse of Kriminel. It is thus possible to 

describe the temple of Kriminel / Anibal as a ritual epicenter of Gaga Esperanza. 

Vignette - Anibal 

I looked forward to the evening of Good Friday, after the troupe had marched through La 
Romana, took lunch at Amalia's, marched again, stopped to salute the houses of two more 
affiliates, and finally, when the sun was going down, packed into the two buses and 
various cars for the ride up the hilly road to Los Mulos. I looked forward to the end of 
Good Friday because staying overnight at the home of Anibal and his wife Marisa felt 
like going home, as they were close and strong supporters of Gaga Esperanza and they 
had a way of making everyone feel welcome. 

For those of us who had marched much of the day Friday, feet were sore, legs were 
numb, the entire body ached for rest. Everyone looked forward to catching a few hours of 
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awkward sleep on Anibal's floor or his front stoop, in the bus, in the car for those lucky 
enough to be driving one, or in tents on the stony ground outside. 

Then, Saturday morning, early, around dawn car doors began to slam, the voices of the 
women starting the morning coffee and the cooking outside Anibal's house became 
audible. One unbent a stiff, contorted body crammed into a car seat, inspired by the 
prospect of the luxury of the neighbor's concrete shower house, with ice cold water, but 
welcome nonetheless. Performers congregated around buses and cars, digging out 
costumes, instruments, dusty tennis shoes, readying for another day's march over the 
rocks of Los Mulos. 

By ones and twos, performers, supporters, aficionados and first year visitors wandered 
into Anibal's backyard, taking a tin cup of coffee from Marisa and her team, and warming 
the stiffness out of their bones in front of the huge blazing Boukan. There was a sense of 
suspense as the troupe lounged around the fire, or leaned against the split rail fence, as 
everyone knew that Anibal was preparing inside the small wood structure where his Lwa, 
Kriminel gave consultations. For Anibal was one of the major brujos of Los Mulos, and 
as the guests congregated outside, they knew that behind the closed door, he was bringing 
Kriminel down to march with the Band. 

And as we all drank our strong Dominican coffee, a breakfast of herring stew was 
brewing, and the sense of drama, excitement, anticipation was building as everyone 
waiting for Kriminel. By then, a skeleton crew of musicians had wandered in a desultory 
fashion into Anibal's compound from wherever they had found respite during the night, 
strapped on the drums, warmed up the banbous, and sluiced coffee, or in some cases, rum 
down their throats in preparation for another day. By then, some of the mayores had 
saddled up with their heavy belts laden with scarves, and a few of the queens were 
standing by primping in their mini-dresses and veils. Kriminel would not burst forth in 
the body of Anibal until the music had started to heat up, and until Anibal's possession 
trance was in full swing. Marisa passed out the soup and the guests dined in the back yard 
while waiting for Anibal to appear. 

The troupe was starting to kick into gear. Today, the drummer was one of the mayores 
from Los Mulos. He did not have the finesse with intricate improvisation of the master 
drummer from Esperanza, but his playing was strong, energetic, driving. There were 
plenty of mayores now, a few more from Los Mulos having joined the troupe this 
morning. Two of the mayores had started a pas-de-deux, and a few of the queens had 
started their power sway on the sidelines. 

A sanba from Los Mulos, a stocky, middle aged man of Haitian descent who looked as if 
he had done hard, physical labor all his life, worked the tcha-tcha. 

Kriminel o, oupoko konnen mwen 
Kriminel o, oupoko konnen mwen 
Si m se wa nanpeyi sa a 
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Kriminel you don't know me yet 
Kriminel you don't know me yet 
If I am king in this land 

Suddenly, Anibal burst dramatically from the shed, tall, splendid in red satin, mounted by 
Kriminel. The Lwa stood in front of the door to the shed, waiting for the salute. Primo 
stepped forward with a white enameled cup and basil water, in his other hand a red 
candle and offered them to the Lwa. The troupe faced Kriminel and played ochan. There 
was something so riveting about the Lwa's presence, his cool, implacable gaze, the way 
he moved, almost lazily, so that later when Anibal was dancing as a mayor at top range of 
motion—before, after, or during possession, who could tell—the spirit would seem like an 
icy still center in the midst of all that color, motion, and heat. 

Kriminel's presence now, after the salute, brought the Rara to a fever pitch. Soon it 
seemed everyone who wasn't tied to a task was dancing in the courtyard, circling around 
the Boukan, halfway into the Boukan as they charged up their batons, the troupe's flags, 
and their bodies in the smoke. 

With the depth charge of Kriminel's presence burning all the cold and soreness out of the 
performers' muscles, the troupe assembled, gathered their gear, prepared to march, and to 
salute the next house along the route. No one seemed to notice that Kriminel had slipped 
away, back into the shed, and come out, now as Anibal, with the scarves of a mayor 
around his waist, wearing a red T-shirt and tennis shoes. Renewed, the troupe sallied 
forth from Anibal and Marisa's house for the Saturday procession through the craggy 
roads of Los Mulos. 

The vignette above suggests the importance of resting places in the Gaga 

Esperanza journey and the important work of women in providing food. Also described 

above is the participation of local personnel, including the Lwa, Kriminel; the mayor, 

Anibal; and a local sanba from los Mulos, which changes the character and the sound of 

the Band, energizes the troupe, and gives Friday performers a respite as the Band 

launches on the next leg of its pilgrimage. 

As the leader of a ritual center in his own right, Anibal gives consultations, 

presides over initiations and has TiFey of his own. The following vignette describes an 

off-season consultation and subsequent initiation that occurred after a young white 

woman from New York City was referred for further spiritual development following her 
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encounters with the Lwa during the Easter Gaga Esperanza procession the previous year. 

Anibal's ritual center, like many in La Romana, was the site of hybridizations between 

Haitian Dominican Vodou and Dominican Vodu. Whereas the bateyesconstitute 

somewhat of a cultural enclave with more residents of Haitian descent than not, which 

promotes a Haitian Dominican variant of Vodou. By contrast, in town, Haitian 

Dominicans and Dominicans not of Haitian descent live next to one another, and it was 

my observation that this resulted in additional ritual permutations. 

Vignette: Rose 

It transpired that a friend of mine from New York who traveled to the Dominican 
Republic at the same time I did, I'll call her "Rose," was initiated by Anibal after Easter, 
after the commotion died down. Rose had attended the Gaga Esperanza Easter 
pilgrimages for two years; she enjoyed visiting Anibal and Marisa's home in La Romana 
when the troupe performed there on Saturday morning, and she appreciated their 
hospitality and warmth. But Rose and I only knew Kriminel from afar and had never had 
a verbal exchange with the Lwa. When Rose decided to request a spiritual consultation 
from Kriminel, we did not know what to expect. 

When Rose and I arrived at the wooden shed where Anibal conducted consultations, we 
both had butterflies in our stomach. Somehow, Kriminel was about the most serious 
entity either of us had ever met, corporeal or spiritual. We had seen Kriminel in action on 
Easter weekend as the Lwa received the accolades of the may ores, who passed the baton 
over the Lwa's head to honor him and his house. Anibal was a tall man with penetrating 
eyes, and in the presence of the Lwa, that gaze seemed to pass straight through you, 
bringing on a sudden chill. But the Lwa's intensity was wedded to Anibal's charisma. 
Under the patronage of Kriminel, Anibal was a respected spiritual leader in Los Mulos, 
and his Kriminel was a beloved, if intimidating force. 

Marisa accompanied Rose and I as we entered the consultation room where the Lwa was 
seated, attired in red satin shirt and pants. Kriminel requested something of Marisa and 
she went into the house. Before we had sat but a few moments, I was also sent into the 
house on an errand. Rose said it was probably the longest few moments of her life, shut 
in the shed with Kriminel. Rose understood a few words of Spanish, but the Lwa didn't 
speak. Rose sat silently while Kriminel whistled softly through his teeth, and her eyes 
kept drifting to the safety pin piercing the flesh of his arm. After what probably seemed 
like hours to Rose, I returned with whatever I had been sent for. 
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I knew Anibal was a Dominican who did not speak any Kreyol. I was surprised, 
therefore, when during Rose's consultation the Lwa refused to speak anything but Kreyol 
and required that I translate. In fact, he was rather sarcastic about it. When Rose asked a 
question in English for me to translate, Kriminel asked, "Li sot?" "Is she dumb?" To 
which I replied, "No, li pa pale ayisyen""No, she doesn't speak Haitian." I later learned 
this phenomenon was not unknown - 1 met two other Dominican ritual specialists who 
spoke only Kreyol when possessed, and only when possessed. One was a Haitian 
Dominican born in Batey Esperanza who just did not speak Kreyol, and the other a 
Dominican who did not claim any Haitian parentage. 

The Lwa recommended initiation. When the day finally came for my friend's initiation, 
the baptizing of the scarves, Arturo, a Dominican officiant, opened the ceremony in 
Spanish, asking the blessing of all the Misterios, while Anibal, Marisa, an older Haitian 
Dominican oungan from Los Mulos, and other members of Anibal's ritual house assisted. 
Arturo was adept in Dominican Vodu, but not steeped in the Haitian Dominican variant. 
For example, there was some discrepancy between his assignation of which Lwa has a 
preference for which color scarf, and what Rose had been told by Kriminel. However, it 
did not really seem to matter much, and in the end, the ceremony—officiated in Spanish 
and Kreyol, led by a Haitian Dominican Vodou spirit who spoke no Spanish in the head 
of a Dominican who spoke no Kreyol, assisted by a Dominican Vodii practitioner who 
spoke only Spanish, and a bilingual Haitian Dominican practitioner of Haitian Dominican 
Vodou—was concluded and my friend, a white North American from the U.S., was ready 
to start her life as an initiate, brought to this crossroads through her encounter with 
folklorized Gaga brought by diasporic Dominicans to New York. 

In the above-described ceremony, a number of hybridized processes occurred, in 

part a result of the presence of Arturo: 1) Emergence of a composite personage inhabiting 

disparate language communities: Kriminel/Anibal 2 Participation of a (monolingual) 

Spanish-speaking officiant, Arturo 3) Reinterpretation of symbols (scarves) according to 

a Arturo's Dominican Vodu frame of reference.154 

For practitioners at Batey Esperanza, the differences between Haitian Dominican 

Vodou and Dominican Vodu were considered a marker of Haitian Dominican identity, 

which remained important for my consultants, even when the differences seemed to be 

154 For example, a yellow scarf in Haitian Dominican Vodou is an accoutrement of the Lwa, Danbala, while 
a yellow scarf in Dominican Vodii represents the Dominican Lua, Anai'sa. In a fine distinction, the owner 
of a ritual supply store in La Romana pointed out that these two Lwa/Luases use slightly different shades of 
yellow. Nevertheless, the scarf becomes a pwen, a hyperlink, between systems, such that various 
interpretants could share the view that the scarf is a conduit for the Lwa/Luases, a belief common to 
Haitian, Dominican and Haitian Dominican Vodou/Vodu. But the interpretation as to which Lwa is 
associated with which scarf here is specific to each ritual system. 
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blurred and elided in complex mixed ceremonies such as that described in AnibaPs ritual 

center. The recombination of Haitian Dominican Vodou and Dominican Vodu could be 

thought of as the overlay of additional processes of hybridization upon two already 

hybridized sets of ritual practices. Brown described Haitian immigrants to the United 

States as "double diaspora" people. Matias describes what he calls the Haitian 

Dominican "subculture" as doubly African via the two-way contribution of both Haitian 

and Dominican cultural influences (2002:18). It is this doubling, overlay, hyperlinked 

code-switching that characterizes cultural exchange along the Haitian Dominican cultural 

border. 

In the section below, there will be a discussion of linguistic hybridities in 

Rara/Gaga. 

Rara/Gagd and Linguistic Hybridity 

Regarding linguistic hybridity, J.M. Lipski asserts that Haitian Kreyol has had a 

significant influence in the Dominican Republic, extending beyond the realm of ritual:155 

By far the greatest extra-Hispanic linguistic influence in the Dominican Republic 
has been Haitian Creole, a presence which began almost as soon as the latter 
language came into existence, probably towards the end of the 17th century or the 
beginning of the 18th century (Lipski 1994:1). 

Lipski interrogates Dominican literature for examples of "Haitianized" Spanish, 

and sets the stage for a scholarly investigation of this phenomenon. Sonia Pierre informed 

me of a word coined by Haitian Dominicans for the hybrid language they speak: 

"Kreyonol."156 These topics regarding the existence of Haitianized Spanish, and the 

155 In this respect, Lipski disagrees with William Megenney, who emphasizes the direct influence of 
African languages in the Dominican Republic (Megenney 1990). 

Sonia Pierre, personal communication with the author, 1996. 



speaking of Kreyofiol require extensive scholarly investigation on the part of specialists 

in linguistic anthropology and related disciplines. The section that follows explores 

linguistic hybridization in a very limited setting: a few of the song texts performed by 

Gaga Esperanza, and ways in which Spanish and Kreyol are utilized in performance. 

Song Texts and Linguistic Hybridity 

While the songs for the Lwa in tresillo rhythm at Batey Esperanza were virtually 

all sung in Kreyol, there were two interesting types of linguistic hybridization that 

occurred in this repertoire. First, a bilingual sanba sometimes introduced a Spanish 

improvisatory passage against a refrain sung in Kreyol, as in the following example: 

Sanba; Nou move, nou move 
Nou move ma' que el Diablo 

Chorus: Woy woy woy nou move 

Sanba: We are angry (Kreyol) 
More than the Devil (Spanish) 

Chorus; Woy, woy, woy we are angry 

Secondly, I sometimes heard monolingual Spanish-speakers singing a Spanish 

version of a song simultaneously with the Kreyol version sung by the majority of 

vocalists of the moment, as in the following example in which Spanish words are 

substituted for the Kreyol. In the initial line, the Spanish and Kreyol equivalents are 

cognates; in the final phrase, the sounds are compatible, and the meaning of the Spanish 

words, while not identical to that of the Kreyol, is compatible in context. 

Kreyol version: 

Sanba and Chorus (Kreyol): Danbala se gwo kulev-la 
Danbala se gwo kulev-la 
Bay li siwo 

Danbala is the great snake 



Give him sweet syrup 

Spanish version heard simultaneously: 

Danbala e'gran culebra e 
Danbala e'gran culebra 
AM llego 

Danbala is a great snake 

He has arrived (in possession trance) 

These song excerpts provide examples of hybridization of Kreyol and Spanish 

elements that enables performance across a linguistic border. In most cases, I recorded 

these overlaps in Spanish and Kreyol performance as I moved, literally, through language 

communities in procession, overhearing the juxtaposition of song texts, as above. 

There were occasionally instances of linguistic friction in Gaga Esperanza, as in 

grumblings I heard from Kreyol-speakers pertaining to a sanba singing in Kreyol who 

was not fluent in the language. The Kreyol language is used frequently in the Dominican 

Republic to differentiate Haitians from Dominicans, as an externally ascribed (often anti-

Haitian), and as a self-ascribed (empowering) marker of identity.158 

Geography of the Imagination 

In Rara/Gaga performance, imagined realms are invoked: the forest, carried in a 

bottle, the realm of the dead accessed at a crossroads. Arjun Appadurai suggests that 

envisioned worlds and lives are an appropriate topic of ethnographic inquiry (Appadurai 

1996:52). The section below looks at imagined countries: Haiti as a place of origin for 

157 Sweet syrup is a favorite offering of the Sweet Lwa, Danbala,a serpent Lwa of West African 
(Dahomean) provenance. 
158 During procession through Batey Esperanza, a Haitian-born sanba asked, "Ki sa blanch sa a ap fe isi a?" 
(Kreyol: "What is that foreigner/white woman doing here?"), when I started off on the wrong foot with my 
choral singing. When he later learned that I understood Kreyol, this became a joke enjoyed by probably all 
3000 batey residents. My participation in the Kreyol language community enabled me to enjoy the joke, 
and my singing fortunately improved. 
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Haitian Dominicans who have never traveled there, and the would-be emigrant's object 

of desire—the U.S. and other imagined destinations of batey residents, most of whom 

will probably never have the opportunity to travel outside the Dominican Republic. 

Haiti: The Power Source 

Rara/Gaga song texts imbue Haiti with a mystique of spiritual power, and this 

belief was echoed by many with whom I spoke.159 I note that this view of Haiti as a 

source of power was not confined to the Southeast. In ritual specialty stores in the capital, 

it was possible to find bottles of various products labeled "Haitian" - even in a New York 

City botdnica160, one can purchase a handful of "Haitian cemetery earth." And I met a 

few non-Haitian Dominicans from the capital who had traveled to Haiti to consult with a 

prominent oungan or manbo there. In the next section, there will be a discussion of 

another imagined locale—the "gringo countries." 

The Gringo Countries 

Someone in Batey Esperanza noted that a visitor from the outside came from los 

paises, or "the countries." I asked a fellow ethnographer, the late Luis Lawrence Liburd, 

which countries those were, and he said, los paises gringos, the "gringo countries." It 

sometimes seemed that, in the imagination of local residents, not only were European and 

North American countries elided—there may also have been a belief that everyone who 

appeared to be white and middle class and showed up in a car was probably from the 

same place. I remember a rumor circling that Gaga Esperanza had been "bought by the 

Americans." At that time, it was offseason, and I was the only American around, 

159 It was unusual for Haitian Dominicans in Batey Esperanza to travel to Haiti, although some had been to 
the border to buy goods for trading, 
160 A botdnica is a Spanish word that denotes a ritual specialty store. 



although there were a few middle class Dominicans from the capital. I think that we all 

looked "American" to the originator of the rumor. 

For someone whose options in life are limited to the batey or the mill town, the 

envisioned space of "los paises" is one of access to resources, limitless possibility. In the 

following improvised Spanish song text sung by a guest sanba as Gaga Esperanza 

marched through a neighboring batey, the interlocutor inserts himself in one of 

Appadurai's "possible lives." Of interest in this case—the Spanish improvisation 

overlays a chorus rendered in Kreyol, a short, pithy challenge song. 

Chorus, in Haitian Kreyol: Potepote 
Sa m pote se pou yo (4 X) 

Improvisation in Spanish: Yo me voy a La Romana, San' Domingo, California, Nueva 
YoV 

Carry, carry 

That which I carry is for them 

I am going to La Romana, Santo Domingo, California, New York... 

Carry, carry 
That which I carry is for them 

In this bilingual, cosmopolitan vocal performance, the sanba envisions himself 

transcending the barriers that would likely prevent him from getting much farther than 

the first stop, La Romana, and traveling to the capital and then to locales in the United 

States. Incorporating the chorus into his narrative, the singer affirms that he carries 

something, perhaps a Petwo power pack that links him to the Lwa, to prepare him for 

whatever he encounters on his journey. 

161 Largey observed that Haitians will often ask people from the U.S. "Kote nan Nouyok w soti?" (Kreyol: 
"Where in New York do you come from?") reflecting a synecdochic use of New York as representative of 
the entire United States (Largey, personal communication with the author, 2008). 
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Folklorized Gaga 

Rara/Gaga musicians from the La Romana region have performed in folkloric 

shows locally, in tourist venues, and also, in the capital and in Santiago, where there are 

sizable contingents of artists, scholars and aficionados involved in the African Dominican 

movement. The folklorization of Gaga, especially since the 1970s, is part of a flowering 

of interest in all aspects of African Dominican culture that has started among a small 

group, but has made inroads into mainstream Dominican society. 

The Dominican Republic did not undergo an Afrocentric movement among its 

intelligentsia during the first half of the 20th century, in contrast to Cuba with its 

AfroCubanismo promoted by poets, scholars and musicians, or the Francophone 

Caribbean with its proponents of Nigritude. The Dominican Republic was ruled by the 

dictator Trujillo from 1930 until his assassination in 1961. This was an epoch of anti-

Haitian extremism; thousands of Haitians were slaughtered by Trujillo in 1937 in a spasm 

of ethnic cleansing along the Haitian border. The Hispanophile Dominican elite identified 

as white, and attributed the brown skin of the majority of Dominicans exclusively to 

indigenous ancestry, in complete denial of their African heritage. By contrast, Haiti is 

constructed in Dominican elite discourse as African, savage, backward, the antithesis of 

modernity, a failed state. 

In anti-Haitian discourse, the memory of February 27, 1844, the day the 

Dominican Republic repulsed a Haitian occupation of 22 years is often invoked. In 

contrast to most of the Caribbean and Latin America, the Dominican Republic discourse 

of national liberation involves repulsion of invasion by its neighbor, rather than liberation 

from the European colonial yoke. 



In this climate, there was, until the 1970s, a paucity of scholarship investigating 

African Dominican cultural forms, including music. There was an abundance of racist, 

anti-African and anti-Haitian texts include those penned by Joaquin Balaguer, a late 

President of the Dominican Republic (Joaquin Balaguer 1983; Emilio Rodriguez 

Demorizi 1971). However, this began to change in the 1970s. Two scholars from the 

United States, June Rosenberg (Rosenberg 1979) and Martha Ellen Davis (Davis 1980; 

1997; 1994) began conducting research in the Dominican Republic, Davis in various 

African Dominican music and ritual traditions, and Rosenberg in Gaga. June Rosenberg 

trained a generation of Dominican anthropologists at the Universidad Autonoma de Santo 

Domingo. Her work on Gaga inspired others to learn about, not only Rara/Gaga, but 

African Dominican music and dance traditions from across the island. 

There was, at that time a confluence of influences that promoted a kind of cultural 

Renaissance among Dominican artists and intellectuals. Luis Diaz reports that student 

protests in Europe, the Nueva Cancion (Spanish: "new song"), politically engaged song 

movement in Cuba, Chile and elsewhere in Latin America; and African American 

struggles for self-determination and identity inspired young Dominicans to explore 

African Dominican music and dance traditions, to perform this music in folkloric 

settings, and to incorporate these musical influences into fusion experiments of their 

own. Dominican musicians whose performances and recordings show musical 

influences of Gaga include Jose Duluc, Roldan Marmol, Manuel Jimenez, Edis Sanchez 

and Tony Vicioso. At the same time, as reported by Martha Ellen Davis, Dominican 

immigrants in the United States have established a "bicultural identity with Afro-North 

162 For a detailed discussion of anti-Haitian and anti-African discourses in the Dominican Republic, see 
Robert Adams (Adams 1999). 
163 Luis Diaz, personal communication with the author, 1996. 
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Americans" (Davis 1994:125). In recent years, there have increasingly been 

collaborations in the form of academic conferences, joint initiatives between the 

Dominican and the Haitian immigrant communities in New York, focused upon issues 

such as the plight of Haitians and Haitian Dominican cane workers, or hurricane relief, 

and there have also been intercultural music and dance events between these two 

diasporic communities. 

This diasporic Haitian Dominican collaboration has had its corollary in the 

Dominican Republic. In the mid 1990s, some Dominican musicians and other artists were 

traveling to Port-au-Prince, learning Kreyol and collaborating with Haitian artists and 

musicians in Santo Domingo. This increased openness to African Dominican and to 

Haitian cultural expression has created opportunities for Haitian Dominican Rara/Gaga 

musicians, some of whom from the La Romana area have traveled to the United States 

and to Europe, and a number of whom have been involved in folkloric performances in 

the capital and in Santiago. 

In both the Santo Domingo and Santiago, satellite Gaga troupes have developed, 

comprised primarily of middle class participants, and a Gaga led by Tony Vicioso was 

established for a time in New York City. Folkloric dance, drum and song classes typically 

include Gaga taught as part of a teaching repertoire that may also include African 

Dominican traditions such as Sarandunga, Congos de Villa Mella or Palos. Typically, the 

African Dominican roots of Gaga are emphasized in such classes—at least this was the 

case in the mid 1990s when I attended a number of such events. As was explained to me 

by Vicioso and Edis Sanchez, their priority from a teaching perspective was to combat 

Dominicans' denial and lack of awareness of their African heritage, and it is for this 
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reason that the didactic emphasis leaned in that direction, rather than in emphasizing 

cultural exchange with Haiti.164 

This background is by way of introducing the "multiplicity" of cultural streams 

criss-crossing in New York, Port-au-Prince and Santo Domingo around the topic of 

Rara/Gaga. Not everyone embraces the idea of Dominican roots of "Gaga." Haitian 

musicians in New York sometimes corrected me when I used the term, "Gaga," 

explaining that it is a mispronunciation of Kreyol and that the performance in the 

Dominican Republic should properly be called, "Rara." Dominican musicians tended to 

emphasize the differences between the performance found in the Dominican Republic 

and its counterpart in Haiti. Rara/Gaga thus has become contested territory, reminiscent 

of identity politics associated with Hispaniolan dance musics, Haitian meringue and 

Dominican merengue (cf. Largey in press). And at the same time, Haitian and Dominican 

musicians have collaborated and continue to collaborate in musical ensembles and during 

Rara/Gaga processions through the streets and public parks of New York, another nexus 

point along a transnational social network. 

VS. CONCLUSION: THE BAND CARRIES MEDICINE 

In this work, I have attempted to introduce some of the key figures at the center of 

a Rara/Gaga healing community, and to accompany the troupe on its travels. The Band, 

rhizomorphic, always in flux, is, after all, a shifting collectivity of individuals. Following 

Matory's call to "restore the Afro-Brazilian subject to the narrative of Candomble's 

remarkable elaboration and spread" (Matory 2005:7), in this work I suggest that the role 

of individual agency should be examined in studying processes of the formation of 

164 Tony Vicioso and Edis Sanchez, personal communications with the author, 1996. 
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deterritorialized extended community and processes of cultural hybridization that occur at 

nexus points along the network. Robert Adams states in his work on ritual at the Haitian 

Dominican (geographic) border, "each practitioner must literally fashion his or her own 

'local' practice" (Adams 1999:7). 

My descriptions of the selective appropriation of elements of Dominican Vudii 

into Batey Esperanza Haitian Dominican Vodou altar spaces, and the various linguistic 

permutations that occur in ritual practice—including the division of a single composite 

personage into a Kreyol-speaking Lwa and a Spanish-speaking person—suggest that ritual 

expressions along the Haitian Dominican cultural border in the Dominican Republic are 

rich and varied. Individual agency thus potentially alters the Rara/Gaga community in its 

entirety. The Gaga Esperanza community in its encounters with other social networks 

undergoes transformation at multiple peripheries, including its extensions in Dominican 

neighborhoods of La Romana, in middle class Dominican sectors of Santo Domingo, and 

in New York City. The wide reach of the Gaga Esperanza community has been, in part, a 

result of Homero's decisions and actions, an outgrowth of his global vision, his wish to 

include outsiders and to encourage folkloric performances outside the periphery of the 

batey. 

The model of Rara/Gaga as dialogic performance along a complex social network 

allows for various processes, even competing processes, to occur simultaneously. To use 

just vocal performance across language communities as an example, during a single Gaga 

Esperanza procession through a batey on an Easter Sunday afternoon: a bilingual sanba 

offers up solo phrases in Spanish, alternating with Kreyol choral response; non-Kreyol-

speaking choral respondents supplant the Kreyol choral response with a compatible 



Spanish phrase so that both languages are heard simultaneously; while along the 

sidelines, conversations take place in that linguistic amalgam of Kreyol and Spanish that 

Haitian Domicans call "Kreyonol;" and a second generation Dominican American 

translates a Spanish conversation into English for a friend from New York. This dialogic 

performance in which various monolingual and bilingual individuals and interest groups 

participate, far from being atypical, is, in fact, the norm in Gaga Esperanza performance. 

The story of Gaga Esperanza is unfinished. It requires someone to return, to find 

out what happened to the repertoire, the performers, the leadership, to travel with the 

transmigrant workers back to Haiti and conduct a comparative study in both locales, a 

cross-border study of cultural exchange. Referring to the cultural contribution of Haitians 

in the Dominican Republic, Andujar Persinals suggests that Haitian culture is cerrado 

(Spanish: closed) and Dominican culture, abierto (Spanish: open). He states that, "hemos 

recibido mas culturalmente de los haitianos que los que estos han integrado a su sistema 

cultural como resultado del aporte dominicano" (Spanish: "we have received more 

culturally from the Haitians than they have integrated, in turn, into their cultural system 

as a result of the Dominican contribution") (Andujar Persinals 1999:91). Haitian culture 

may seem to be "closed" in relation to the Dominican Republic, in part because of the 

problematic historical relationship between the two countries. But the popularity in Haiti 

of musical forms from the United States, such as rap, indicates that various interest 

groups within Haiti do not uniformly eschew outside influences, but, rather, strategically 

adjust the permeability of their cultural borders, depending upon their preferences and 

identifications.165 

165 A multilocal study that takes into account the viewpoints of Haitians toward the Dominican Republic, 
and toward Haitian outmigrants and transmigrants across the border is needed, similar to the work Karen 
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This work explores a transnational dialogic performance that connects via 

procession to regional performance epicenters, and connects via relationships of ritual 

affiliation and patronage with participants living in diaspora. It is hoped that the 

interrogation of a healing community that brings the spirits, the living and the ancestors 

together in a procession that actively recreates Kongo cosmology in motion will 

contribute to the body of literature pertaining to performance along the Haitian 

Dominican border, and to Kongo-derived cultural expression in the Americas. 

Richman conducted with Haitian immigrants to the U.S., looked at from the point of view of family left 
behind in Haiti (Richman 2005). Also worthy of scholarly attention is the lively border culture in Haitian 
border towns and in certain sectors of Port-au-Prince that cater to visitors from the eastern portion of the 
island. 
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Glossary 

achte (Kreyol) bought, mercenary; said of a Lwa or the spirit of a dead person who is not 
bound by ties of loyalty to a family or community 

alegria (Spanish) happiness, lightness, associated with the performance of the queens 

amigos del Gaga (Spanish) friends or supporters of the Gaga 

angaje (Kreyol) under obligation to a Lwa, said of Rara/Gaga bands; also, hard-pressed, 
desperate 

antihaitianismo (Spanish) antiHaitian ideology 

atabales (Spanish) tall unimembraphone drums utilized in Dominican Vodu ceremonies; 
see palos 

bambu (Spanish) bamboo trumpet; see banbou 

banbou (Kreyol) trumpet made of a section of hollowed bamboo trunk; also vaksin in 
Kreyol; bambu or fututo in Spanish 

banboulye (Kreyol) banbou player 

batey (originally Taino; Spanish) village on a Dominican sugar cane plantation 

betiz (Kreyol) "foolishness," vulgar street songs; see tonteria 

Bitter Lwa (Kreyol) volatile spirit, especially a Petwo Lwa in Haitian Vodou or Petro 
Lud in Dominican Vodu 

Bizango AfroHaitian secret society; see Chanpwel 

Boko (Kreyol) sorcerer 

Boukan (Taino; Kreyol spelling) sacred outdoor fire; Lwa that lives in the fire 

boukannen (Kreyol) to roast food in the Boukan fire 

bouzen (Kreyol)) prostitute or loose woman 

bruja (Spanish) female ritual specialist 



brujo (Spanish) male ritual specialist 

Bucdn (Taino; Spanish spelling) see boukan 

caballo de misterios (Spanish) "horse of the spirits;" devotee who embodies the Luases 
in possession trance 

cahildo (Spanish) AfroCuban brotherhood; mutual aid society 

Campo (Spanish) Nfinda (Kikongo) Cuban Palo term for sacred forest realm 

capoeira (Portuguese) Kongo-derived Brazilian martial arts/dance form 

Chanpwel see Bizango 

chante pwen (Kreyol) "sing the point;" veiled but "pointed" reference in song text 

cimarronaje (Spanish) maroonage; see mawonaj 

cinquillo (Spanish) five-beat phrase 

Ciudad Santa (Spanish) Holy City; Utopian community established by AfroDominican 
messianic leader, Liborio 

cocolos (Spanish) immigrants to the Dominican Republic from the English-speaking 
Antilles; see ingleses 

cofradia (Spanish) AfroDominican brotherhood; mutual aid society 

compromiso (Spanish) commitment to the Rara/Gaga Band sealed during the Raising of 
the Chair ceremony; see pwomes 

congo (Spanish) in batey context: recent immigrant (usually cane-cutter) from Haiti 

Coronel (Spanish): colonel; processional choreographer marching in front of the 
Rara/Gaga Band; see kolonel 

Dahomen (Kreyol) category of Lwa, including those of Dahomean (Fon) origin; see 
Rada and Vodou 

division (Spanish) division; category of Luases in Dominican Vodu 

Dueno (Spanish) owner or leader (of a Rara/Gaga Band) 

el Gaga del los Ninos (Spanish) the Children's Gaga 
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encendido (Spanish) lit, burning; positive esthetic evaluation of Rara/Gaga performance 

enramada (Spanish) branched-covered; outdoor pavilion for public gatherings, including 
ceremonies 

Entrega (Spanish) Rara/Gaga closing ceremony on Easter Sunday night 

figura de ocho (Spanish) figure eight; Rara/Gagahip movement; See gouyad 

fututo (Spanish) see banbou 

Gaga (Spanish) Spanish pronunciation of Rara; percussion and 
aerophone/dance/song/ritual procession with Haitian roots performed in Dominican 
Republic. 

Ginen realm under the sea where Lwa and ancestors reside 

gouyad (Kreyol) rotation of the hips in Rara/Gaga dance; see figura de ocho 

Gran Bwa (Kreyol) "Great Forest;" Lwa of the Petwo pantheon 

Guloya (Spanish) procession and street theater in English using fife, drum, and triangle; 
see Momis 

haitiana (Spanish) Haitian woman, or Dominican woman of Haitian descent 

haitianos (Spanish) Haitians; also, Dominicans of Haitian descent 

incendido (Spanish) "burning;" positive esthetic evaluation of Rara/Gaga performance 

ingleses (Spanish) "the English;" immigrants to the Dominican Republic from the 
English-speaking Antilles; see cocolos 

inquice (Kikongo; Spanish or Portuguese spelling) see nkisi 

jbn (Kreyol) male dancer's baton; soepalito 

judio (Spanish) Jewish 

Kalunga (Kikongo) horizon that divides the realms of the living and the dead 

kase (Kreyol) solo improvisatory break in a Vodou drum pattern 

kata (Kreyol) timekeeping drum (smaller of two) used in Rara/Gaga 

Kikongo Bantu source language of many words found in African Atlantic ritual practices 



kleren (Kreyol) sugar cane moonshine 

kolonel (Kreyol) colonel; see Coronel 

konb (Kreyol) long metal trumpet utilized in Haitian Rara 

Kongo ancient kingdom in Central Africa; a category of spirits in Haitian Vodou 

Koral (Kreyol) chorus; responsorial vocalist 

Kreyonol (Kreyol) self-ascribed linguistic amalgam of Kreyol and Spanish spoken by 
Haitian Dominicans 

Kriminel (Kreyol) criminal; Lwa of the Petwo pantheon 

langaj (Kreyol) ritual language used in Haitian Vodou 

Liborio Olivorio Mateo; early 20th century AfroDominican messianic leader and martyr 

Liborismo (Spanish) messianic movement led by Liborio; veneration of Liborio as a 
deified ancestor 

Liboristas (Spanish) followers of Liborio 

Luases (Spanish) spirits venerated in Vodu 

Lwa (Kreyol) spirits venerated in Vodou 

Maji (Kreyol) ritual efficacy; distillation of mashed forest leaves; song repertoire 
accompanying the production of this substance 

makuta social dance rhythm in Cuban Palo 

manieles (Spanish) Dominican term for maroon communities formed by escaped slaves 

mano derecha (Spanish) right hand; ritual work done with good intentions 

mano izquierda (Spanish) left hand; ritual work done strictly for personal gain, amorally 

manso (Spanish) tame 

manto (Kreyo;) elaborately decorated cape worn by male dancers in Rara/Gaga 

mawonaj (Kreyol) maroonage; in general terms, rebelliousness, spirit of self-
determination; see cimarronaje 



milat (Kreyol) mulatto 

misterio (Spanish) "mystery;" another name for Luases, spirits venerated in Dominican 
Vodu 

Montis (Spanish) "Mummers;" procession and street theater in English; see Guloya 

moun-sa-yo (Kreyol) "those people; them" 

muerto (Spanish) deceased individual; spirit of the dead 

nanchon (Kreyol) nation; nations are categories of Lwa in Vodou 

Nago (Kreyol) in Haitian Vodou, a nation of spirits primarily of Yoruba origin 

Ndoki (Kikongo) sorcerer 

nfumbe (Kongo Cuban Spanish) spirit of a dead person; see muerto 

ngolo (Kikongo) Central African combat training / solo performance in a circle 

nganga (Kikongo) consecrated cauldron or pot in Kongo Cuban Palo; a type of nkisi 

Nkisi (Kikongo) vessel, sack or other power object imbued with spiritual force 

Nzambi Kikongo term for the supreme being; God 

Ochan (Kreyol) slow, respectful honor song 

Orisha (Yoruba; English spelling) anthropomorphic spirit of West African (Yoruba) 
origin 

Orixd (Yoruba; Portuguese spelling) see Orisha 

ouanga (Spanish spelling) charm with the power to heal and to protect; see wanga 

Ounsi Kanzo stage of initiation in Haitian Vodou 

paket kongo (Kreyol) Haitian Vodou ribbon-wrapped power object; see nkisi 

palito (Spanish) male dancer's baton; seejdn 

Palo KongoCuban ritual practice 

palos (Spanish) tall unimembraphone drums utilized in Dominican Vodu ceremonies; see 
atabales 



pase mize (Kreyol) suffer poverty 

patron (Spanish) literally, "patron;" supporter of the Rara/Gaga Band 

pegado (Spanish) "stuck together," said of two or more individuals dancing close 
together 

perejil (Spanish) parsley; Trujillo's soldiers identified Haitians by their pronunciation of 
this word during the 1937 massacre 

peristil (Kreyol) Vodou temple 

Petro (Spanish) category of fiery, volatile spirits in Dominican Vodu 

Petwo (Kreyol) category of fiery, volatile spirits in Haitian Vodou 

pile fey (Kreyol) ceremonial mashing of leaves in mortar and pestle to make maji 

Pot Dwapo (Kreyol) "flag bearer" in Vodou or in Rara/Gaga 

poto mitan (Kreyol) ritually charged center post in Vodou/Vodu temple or enramada 

Primer Bambu (Spanish) leader of the bamboo trumpet section 

Primer Mayor (Spanish) leader of the male dancers 

Primer Tambu (Spanish) leader of the drum section 

Primera Reina (Spanish) leader of the queens (female dancers) 

pun to (Spanish) szepwen 

pwen (Kreyol) "point;" used in several contexts to suggest a point of concentration or 
transfer of spiritual power 

pwet savann (Kreyol) bush priest; officiant in a Vodou ceremony; see rezador 

pwomes (Kreyol) commitment to the Rara/Gaga Band sealed during the Raising of the 

Chair ceremony; see compromise 

Rada (Kreyol) see Dahomen 

Rara (Kreyol) African-derived percussion and aerophone/dance/song/ritual procession 
performed in Haiti and in Haitian diaspora, especially at Easter 
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Rara apfredi (Kreyol) "the Rara is getting cold;" negative esthetic evaluation 

Rara/Gagd (Kreyol/Spanish) in this work denotes a Haitian Dominican processional 
performance involving music, dance and ritual, and characterized by bilingualism and 
cultural hybridity 

rasin (Kreyol) "root;" Haitian popular music that draws upon traditional forms, 
especially Rara and Vodou 

regleman (Kreyol) structure of a Vodou ceremony in which the nations of the Lwa are 
honored in a precribed order 

retou Rara (Kreyol) "return;" off-season ceremony to feed Rara/Gaga patron Lwa; see 
revuelta 

Revuelta (Spanish) "return;" off-season ceremony to feed Rara/Gaga patron Lwa; see 
retou Rara 

Rezador (Spanish) officiant in a Vodii ceremony; seepwet savann 

salida (Spanish) departure of the Rara/Gaga Band on Good Friday morning 

sanba (Kreyol) solo vocalist and master of ceremonies in Rara/Gaga 

Santeria Yoruba-Cuban ritual practice 

Simbi Vodou Lwa, associated with water, from the Petwo pantheon; in the Central 
African context, a simbi is spirit of place 

subiendo la silla (Spanish) Raising of the Chair ceremony 

Sweet Lwa (Kreyol) amicable and manageable spirits from Vodou pantheons other than 
Petwo (e.g., RadalDahomen or Nago) 

Tainos (Spanish) indigenous inhabitants of Hispaniola/an6o« (Kreyol) solo 
improvisatory drum (larger of two) used in Petwo and, in a lighter version, in in 
Rara/Gaga 

tcha-tcha (Kreyol) metal maraca used in Rara/Gaga; the time line it plays 

Tesorero (Spanish) "treasurer" 

tifey little leaf; initiate in Vodou 

ti neg (Kreyol) little guy; common man 
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tonteria (Spanish) "foolishness;" vulgar street songs;see betiz 

trabajando con los misterios (Spanish) working with the spirits 

tresillo (Spanish) three-beat phrase 

tua-tud (Spanish) flattened short metal trumpet utilized in Dominican Gaga; probably 
from Kreyol, tatou-a, "the tattoo" 

vaksin (Kreyol) see banbou 

veve (Kreyol) Haitian Vodou ritual ground drawing 

Vodou (Kreyol) AfroHaitian ritual practices venerating spirits called Lwa, in which the 
ancestors play an important role; also, in some usages, a category of Lwa (see Dahomen, 
Rada) 

Vodu (Spanish) AfroDominican ritual practices venerating spirits called Luases, in which 
the ancestors play an important role. 

wanga (Kreyol spelling) charm with the power to heal and to protect; see ouanga 

yimbila ye sona (Kikongo) "singing and drawing a point" 

yo (Kreyol) plural suffix 

zafra (Spanish) cane harvesting season 

zona franca (Spanish) free trade zone; industrial park 
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